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Prologue

The Future
“What was Victor like?” asked Miavek, eager to learn more about her mysterious father.
“Ah, Victor, where do I even begin?” replied Nojus, admiration ringing throughout his voice.  “He 
was many things:  the grand Nageso, the high king of Kevsovia….a true conqueror at heart.  He 
was the most beloved and the most hated man in the entire world, often at the very same time.  
For better or worse, he was a legend.”
“No, I mean what was he like personally?”
Curiously enough, Nojus chose to answer, “He was irreparably broken.”

Chapter I

Present Day
Victor walked silently down a long corridor, dimly lit by a series of torches that were held in 
brackets at intervals along its walls.  All four of his limbs were shackled, restricting his 
movements, and he was flanked by a pair of guards, each one clinging to an arm as they forced 
him to go on before them.  A large portcullis loomed up ahead, allowing distinct rays of light to 
be filtered through its rectangular gaps and fall across the floor, giving it a striped appearance.  
At a signal from one of the guards, this portcullis was raised and Victor was roughly forced 
outside.  Immediately, his vision was flooded with bright light the likes of which he had not seen 
in days, causing him to squint his eyes in pain.  When this momentary blindness lifted, Victor 
could have taken in his surroundings, but felt no need to do so, having followed this routine 
more times than he could count.
Victor now stood in a massive arena, with a floor of sand and walls that towered over his head 
in every direction.  At the top of these walls, a railing prevented the hundreds of gathered 
spectators from accidentally taking a fall into the arena.  There was also an isolated platform 
upon which stood an extravagantly dressed man, holding his head high with an arrogance that 
made Victor sick to his stomach.  He was probably wearing enough wealth to supply a lavish 
feast, and yet Victor, along with all his other gladiators, was half starved on a regular basis.  His 
name was Teavis and he owned this arena, along with everyone in it.
The audience unleashed a deafening roar as they caught sight of Victor, and the announcer 
Pakvat proclaimed, “Here we have the great, the mighty, the invincible Victor, undefeated grand 
champion of this arena!”  However, Victor paid them no attention, instead scanning the arena for 
his opponent of the day.  A moment later, a portcullis on the opposing side of the arena was 
raised, allowing another man to step into the light.
“And fighting him today will be Hefoe, a newcomer looking to prove his worth in the arena by 
taking on this living legend!” Pakvat informed the audience.  They were swift to respond with a 
barrage of vile shouts and insults, with some even hurling loose objects at Hefoe as he strode 
forward.  None of them had come here looking for a decent fight.  They had all come hoping to 
see Victor kill some rookie like this.  Well, if that was what they wanted, Victor would be more 
than happy to oblige.
“I trust you both know the rules of this arena:  you may do whatever you want to each other in 
the realm of maiming, but no one dies unless Teavis gives the command,” Pakvat reminded 



Victor and Hefoe, addressing them instead of the audience now.  Hefoe nodded eagerly at this, 
but Victor just stood there, not bothering with any reaction.  This little routine had lost its novelty 
for him five years ago.  “And may the great god Kuminut grace this fight with his divine 
approval!” added Pakvat, throwing up his hands in prayer.
The two guards who had led Victor into the arena now undid his shackles, allowing him to feel a 
breeze of fresh air brush against his newly freed limbs, before retreating back into the shadow 
that was being cast by the walls.  At a command from Teavis, Victor and Hefoe both walked 
toward each other until they stood only ten feet apart, close enough to stare into each other’s 
eyes.  Hefoe was looking very sure of himself, as if he knew anything about what was going on
—or who he was up against, for that matter.  “You’d better enjoy your last day as the grand 
champion, because I’m going to take you down,” he sneered.
“You’re welcome to try,” replied Victor matter-of-factly.  “Just be prepared to fail, like so many 
others have before you.”
“And….fight!”  Victor stood perfectly still, waiting for these words to be uttered by Pakvat, but 
Hefoe moved before they had even finished leaving his mouth.  Lunging forward, Hefoe caught 
Victor off guard and landed a solid punch to his face, eliciting a cheer from the excited audience.  
Victor, on the other hand, seethed with anger.  He was more surprised than actually hurt by the 
punch, but despised how Hefoe had cheated.  Victor never felt any pity for his opponents, but 
he usually didn’t hate them either.  Unless, of course, they did something underhanded like this.  
Emboldened by this, Hefoe threw another punch, but this time, Victor was ready for it.  He easily 
caught and redirected the blow away from himself, before retaliating with a quick jab to the face 
that caused Hefoe to stumble backward several steps.  Smirking at the memory of how sure 
Hefoe had been of himself mere moments ago, Victor took several steps forward, bearing down 
on him.
Recovering quickly, Hefoe retaliated with three more punches, but Victor blocked the first two 
and ducked beneath the third.  He then came up with a blow that caught Hefoe on his chin and 
knocked his head back, throwing him off balance.  As a disoriented Hefoe drew his arm back to 
throw another punch, Victor followed this up with a roundhouse kick that made contact with his 
ribcage, sending him staggering away to the side.  In desperation, Hefoe sent another punch at 
Victor, but instead of simply deflecting it like he had done to the others, Victor caught Hefoe’s 
right wrist to hold his arm in place.
With his left arm, Victor grabbed Hefoe by the neck, pulling him in close and slamming his knee 
into Hefoe’s stomach three times in quick succession.  Hefoe tried to punch Victor in the face 
with his own left arm but, dazed as he was, the blow just barely made contact, grazing against 
Victor’s left cheek.  Intending to show Hefoe how to really throw a punch, Victor drew his arm 
back and brought it forward with all his might, striking Hefoe in the center of his face.  The force 
of this blow sent Hefoe stumbling backward, raising his forearms in front of his face in a feeble 
attempt to protect himself.  However, Victor was able to easily break through this weak defense 
with two more punches that crashed into Hefoe’s face, bowling him over and off his feet.  As 
Hefoe struggled to raise himself onto his hands and knees, Victor shook his head in disgust.  
This guy just didn’t know when to give up, did he?  Striding over to Hefoe confidently, Victor 
placed his right hand on top of his back, forcing Hefoe back to the ground and pinning him 
there.
“Stay down!” snarled Victor impatiently.  What came next, he knew by heart.  At the end of every 
fight, Teavis always made the decision of whether the loser would be executed or allowed to live 
and fight another day, based on how skilled or popular with the audience they were.  But as 
Victor turned his gaze to where Teavis had been callously observing the fight in anticipation of 
such a command, his peripheral vision caught a sudden rush of movement as Hefoe fumbled to 
pull something small out of his tunic.  A moment later, Victor saw a knife blade glint in the 



sunlight as Hefoe brandished it.  When Hefoe slashed at him with the knife, Victor released his 
arm and sprang backward, although he was not quite fast enough.  The blade cut into the side 
of his rib cage, drawing a small torrent of blood.
Hefoe scrambled to his feet, brandishing the newly bloodied knife, and Victor pressed his hand 
against the wound in a feeble attempt to stop the bleeding.  It was perfectly clear what was 
going on now:  Teavis, no doubt tired of watching Victor win time and time again, had secretly 
armed Hefoe with this knife to shake things up a little and give the audience something extra.  
“You coward!” shouted an infuriated Victor.  “Are you so afraid to fight me like a man that you 
have to resort to these underhanded tricks?”
“I’m going to carve you up, tough guy!” Hefoe sneered maliciously.  Obviously, a sense of honor 
was only optional for him.  “Let’s see how you look without your skin on!”
“Touch me again with that knife,” Victor informed him sternly, “and I will be the last thing you 
ever see!”
Not heeding this warning at all, Hefoe retorted, “Oh yeah?  I beg to differ!  Now why don’t you 
get over here so I can kill you really painfully?”  With that, he lunged forward and slashed at 
Victor’s throat, although Victor easily backpedaled to avoid this.  When the next swipe came, 
Victor braced his own forearm against Hefoe’s, stopping the knife in place, and delivered a snap 
kick to his stomach that knocked him backward several steps.  Hefoe snarled with mounting 
frustration as he swiped his knife back and forth several times in an attempt to cut Victor, but 
Victor was able to nimbly slip out of the way each time.  Ducking beneath one such slash, he 
managed to land a pair of quick punches on Hefoe’s torso, before leaping out of range just in 
time to avoid the following counterattack.
Hefoe’s next attack was a knife thrust aimed at Victor’s chest, but Victor sidestepped it and 
grabbed his outstretched right wrist, pushing the knife aside.  Pulling him in close, Victor then 
drove his elbow into Hefoe’s cheek, snapping his head off to the side.  Hefoe grunted with pain 
and tried to pull away, but Victor held on tight, managing to land several more elbow strikes 
while fighting to keep his knife at bay.  However, Hefoe, accepting he could not escape the 
grasp of his larger and stronger opponent, stopped struggling and reached for Victor’s side.  
Victor realized, with a stroke of horror, what was about to happen right before Hefoe made 
claws out of his hands and drove them into Victor’s wound.  This caused Victor to involuntarily 
clamp his jaws shut, grinding his teeth against each other as he fought to hold down a wail of 
pain.  His grip loosened on Hefoe’s wrist and Hefoe, spurred on by this, drove his hand even 
deeper, tearing at whatever flesh he could get his fingers on.  Unable to bear it any longer, 
Victor released a hoarse scream of agony, drowning out the uproar from the audience in his 
ears.
Desperate to end this fight as quickly as possible, he positioned Hefoe’s arm across his 
shoulder and pulled down.  Now it was Hefoe who cried out as his arm was snapped in half, his 
hand springing open so his knife could fall to the ground.  Lurching forward, Victor flipped Hefoe 
over his shoulder, slamming him to the ground in a crumpled up heap.  As Hefoe feebly limped 
to his feet, struggling to stay upright, Victor wrapped an arm around his neck and forced his 
head back, holding him in a secure headlock.  The fight was truly over, for Hefoe was severely 
crippled and could not make any sort of move without Victor easily killing him.  Only now could 
Victor breathe normally again, taking in deep breath after deep breath to replace all the air that 
he had burned up during the fight.
“He has fought gallantly.  He shall live!” Teavis proclaimed.  This drew one last cheer from the 
audience, no doubt anticipating an upcoming rematch between these two.  However, at the 
moment, Victor was in no mood to play Teavis’s games, for Hefoe had irritated him in a way very 
few gladiators could.  Victor could respect strength in his enemies, but he loathed cheating like 



Hefoe had done, first by attacking him too soon and then by concealing his knife.  And the fact 
that Teavis had clearly intended for Victor to be killed in this fight certainly didn’t help.
“No,” Victor corrected, “he shall die.”  Realizing he was doomed, Hefoe desperately thrashed 
around, pounding Victor with his fists in a feeble attempt to break free of his mighty grasp.  
However, Victor channelled the rage that Hefoe had evoked within him and broke his neck in a 
single sharp motion, before dropping his corpse onto the ground.  The audience was instantly 
silenced, except for a few gasps of surprise at Victor’s act of sudden defiance.
“Restrain him!” Teavis ordered, his face flushed red with fury.  At this command, the two guards 
who had escorted Victor into the arena came rushing toward him, armed with batons.  As one 
swung at him, Victor caught the guard’s wrist with his left hand and drove his right hand into his 
throat.  This guard dropped to his knees, clutching his throat in his hands and gagging, while the 
other swung at Victor from behind.  Ducking beneath it, Victor drove a punch into his gut that 
doubled him over, before knocking this guard to the ground with another punch to the head.
Kicking the first guard over, Victor snatched up his baton as several more came charging toward 
him.  He dispatched one with a blow across the face that cracked his skull, but felt another strike 
him across the back with his baton.  Victor staggered forward, feeling a massive bruise swelling 
up there, before swiping the legs of this guard out from under him.  He then began to rain blows 
down on this guard, relishing the wonderful sensation of bones splintering beneath his strikes.  
However, Victor felt a second baton make contact with his rib cage, sending him staggering off 
to the side, right before a third one struck him on the temple.  He swung his baton wildly in a 
vain attempt to fend off his attackers, but a fourth blow, this one to his leg, caused him to drop to 
the ground.
Now the guards all swarmed over Victor, using their batons to beat him senseless.  He raised 
his arms in an attempt to shield his vulnerable face, but within seconds they were rendered 
numb from the constant pummeling.  Even after he was forced to drop his baton, Victor 
continued to struggle with all his might, thrashing around and grabbing at anything he could 
reach.  However, their superior numbers soon won out over his immense strength and they 
brought him down like a savage animal, beating him until he was covered with swollen bruises 
and smeared with fresh blood.
The cruel brutality of this would certainly have unnerved most people who witnessed it, but 
Victor was not most people.  He knew that it was commonplace within this arena, and that he 
was lucky to survive for even a few days without such a beating.  Although even by these 
terrible standards, this beating was much more sadistic than most.



Chapter II

“Argh!”  Victor’s screams of anguish filled the torture chamber and spilled into the other cells, 
although the gladiators who occupied them were more than used to it by now.  If it wasn’t Victor 
getting whipped, it was always someone else.  The distributor of these lashes was Visvus, a 
man Victor hated more than anyone in the arena, including Teavis himself.  Visvus was in 
charge of dealing out punishments to any gladiators who stepped out of line, and always did so 
with a gleeful smile on his face that showed just how thoroughly he was enjoying it.  He 
especially enjoyed it when he got to whip Victor, who seemed to be his favorite gladiator to 
torture for some deranged reason.  The sadistic pleasure that Visvus drew from his pain 
contributed just as much to Victor’s rage as the pain itself.  This excessive cruelty was what 
made him so much worse than any of the guards, who for the most part bore no grudges 
against Victor, only wanting to do their job and get paid for it.
During the five years he had been in this arena, Victor had been whipped by Visvus literally 
countless times, and because of it, his bare back didn’t even look like actual skin anymore.  It 
was a mess of gnarly scars that crisscrossed his back, some almost completely faded and 
others still swollen somewhat.  And then, there were the scars that were being inflicted at the 
moment, opening up his back and spilling his blood everywhere.  His back was completely 
smeared with blood, with even more blood splattered on the walls, the floor, and Visvus himself.  
Additionally, Victor’s wrists were quite sore from being strung up for so long and the skin on 
them was beginning to peel away as a result of his constant struggling, exposing the raw, naked 
flesh beneath it.
“My arm is actually starting to get kind of sore,” commented Visvus, chuckling with amusement.  
“If only this wasn’t so much fun….”  He delivered another vicious lash with his whip, and it took 
every last bit of resolve that Victor had to keep his mouth clamped shut so his rising agony 
could not be heard by Visvus.  “Don’t die on me, or I’ll end up in your unlucky position.”  Another 
lash.  “Now, this is normally the point when I’d give you a little break to make sure you’re still 
conscious to feel your suffering.”  Another lash.  “But you can take it, can’t you, tough guy?”  
Three more lashes in quick succession.  “I mean, I’ve whipped you so much worse than this 
before.  Like that time you attacked Teavis.  Or that time you and Jiguat staged your pathetic 
revolution.”  At the memory of this, Visvus laughed sadistically.  “That was such a good time!  
Please go do another stupid thing like that so I can make you scream like you did then.”
Visvus drew back his arm to deliver yet another lash, but Victor spoke up before he could follow 
through, “I swear I’m going to get out of here someday.  And when I do, I’m going to kill you.  
Very, very painfully.”
“Now, I wouldn’t do that, Victor,” spoke up an all-too-familiar voice from the other side of the 
room.  Both Victor and Visvus looked over to see Teavis standing in the doorway, gleefully 
observing Victor’s torture.  “Killing people when you’re not supposed to is what got you into this 
nasty mess in the first place, remember?”



“Just watch yourself!” Victor warned through gritted teeth.  “You’re not too far down on my list of 
people to kill, either!”
Teavis simply laughed, not at all phased by this seemingly meaningless threat.  “You’ve got 
spirit, Victor, I’ll give you that.  But that spirit of yours can only get you so far before it gets you 
killed.  Leave us.  I want to have a private chat with my favorite gladiator,” he added to Visvus, 
who turned, shouldered his whip, and exited the room.  After a moment of silence, Teavis 
continued, “What am I going to do with you, Victor?  Out of all the gladiators I’ve ever worked 
with, you might just be the most troublesome.  You refuse to obey my commands, you openly 
mock me….  What is it going to take to make you compliant?”
“If that’s what you want,” Victor replied, “you might as well just save us both some trouble and 
give up now.  There is nothing you can do that would make me obey you.”
“Oh, I very much doubt that,” Teavis countered.  “For all your experience in the arena, Victor, 
you’d be surprised by how little you truly know about pain.  Keep this up, and you’ll soon find 
out.”
“Keep what up, damaging your property?  Because that’s what Hefoe was to you, wasn’t he?  
That’s what we all are to you.  We’re not even humans in your mind, just expensive pieces of 
property!”
“Just stop talking!” snapped Teavis, rubbing his face with his palm exasperatedly.
Emboldened by this reaction, Victor pressed on, “And why do you even care so much about me 
killing Hefoe, anyway?  He wasn’t even a proper gladiator!  He was nothing more than a dirty 
cheater, and he deserved to die!”
“Ah, Victor,” Teavis mused, shaking his head as he paced around him.  “As strong as you are, 
you just don’t understand the bigger picture.  Yes, Hefoe was a cheater, and yes, he may very 
well have deserved to die.  But what you fail to see is it’s not about any of that.  It’s about 
obedience—or lack thereof, in this case.  I told you not to kill him, and you didn’t listen.  That’s 
not the way we do things in this arena.  You only kill people when I give the order; you should 
know that by now!”
“Oh, don’t worry, I do.  I just choose to ignore it.”
“I don’t tolerate that kind of behavior from any of my gladiators, Victor, even the grand 
champion!  When you don’t do as I say, you’re making me look bad.  You saw how shocked the 
audience was when you snapped Hefoe’s neck!  Did you really think I’d let you walk away 
unscathed after defying me like that?”
“I realized I didn’t care what you told me to do because, despite what you clearly think, you don’t 
own me!”
What followed was a brief moment of silence as Teavis considered how to make Victor, who was 
firmly refusing to keep up a reasonable conversation, understand his perspective.  He then 
continued, “I’ve kept you alive for five years, Victor.  I’ve fed you and clothed you with my own 
wealth.  Do you have any idea where you’d be without me?  You’d be dead!  All this I’ve done for 
you, and the only thing I ask in return is for you to help me make a decent living for myself.  And 
you can’t even do that, apparently!  So ungrateful!”
This accusation from Teavis just struck the wrong nerve with Victor.  “Ungrateful?” he spluttered 
furiously.  “You’ve done absolutely nothing I should be grateful for!  You force me to fight in your 
arena so you can get rich off my blood and sweat!  You keep me half starving while you gorge 
yourself with the food that I earned for you!  You torture me relentlessly for no reason other than 
sick pleasure!  And what about Hefoe, huh?  What about the knife that he magically had up his 
sleeve?  I’m not stupid, you know!  I know you tried to have me killed in that fight!”
“True enough, true enough,” Teavis conceded.  “But you have to understand, Victor, you’ve 
defeated every gladiator you’ve gone up against.”
“So what?”  Victor demanded impulsively.  “Everyone loves a champion!”



“Yes, they do.  But the reason they do is because they feel they can relate to the champion’s 
struggles as he battles his way through all his ups and downs.  You, however, never lose.  The 
audience is getting tired of your constant winning streak.  It’s time to make things a little more 
interesting!  Give someone else a chance to shine!  And frankly, I’m getting tired of watching you 
kill all my best gladiators.”
“Do you think I enjoy slaughtering them?  You don’t give me any choice!  You have no one to 
blame for that but yourself!”
“I didn’t force you to snap Hefoe’s neck!” Teavis pointed out.  “Do you remember the day you 
arrived at this arena, Victor?  You were strong even then.  You killed my grand champion, 
Kohave, and I saw tremendous potential within you.  I took you in, and you swore you obey all 
my commands.  Perhaps you need to be reminded of this.  Because if you defy me again, the 
consequence will be much worse.”
“Are you trying to intimidate me, Teavis?” asked Victor in a tone that told Teavis he was very 
unimpressed by this.  “Because if so, you’re not doing a very good job.  We both know you 
aren’t going to kill me.  You want me dead, yes, but a public death in the arena is much more 
glorious than a death in this torture chamber.  What would your customers think of you doing 
something like that?”
“Maybe you are more perceptive than I gave you credit for, Victor.  But then again, maybe not, 
since you’re a fool to think death is the worst form of punishment that I can give you.  In fact, it’s 
just the opposite.  I can have Visvus torture you worse than he ever has before, even worse 
than he did that time you attacked me.  And I can make sure you stay alive and conscious 
through it all to maximize your suffering.  Death clearly doesn’t scare you, but does that make 
you think twice?”  Victor gave no answer, but the implication was perfectly clear.
Victor saw Teavis reaching out toward his back, but instead of fighting against this, which he 
knew would be a futile effort anyway, he remained perfectly still.  Even as Teavis pressed his 
fingers down rather forcefully and began to run them along the wounds that Visvus had inflicted, 
dragging his fingernails to make it even more agonizing, Victor didn’t move a muscle.  The pain 
of the initial whipping, which had begun to subside somewhat, now returned in full, and Victor 
found himself desperately fighting to hold down another scream.  Teavis continued to pick away 
at his exposed flesh, clearly hoping to get the satisfaction of eliciting a painful response, but 
Victor would gladly die before he allowed this to happen.  Despite all Teavis’s vigorous attempts 
to break Victor and make him subservient, Victor continued to push back with unrelenting 
determination.  While he couldn’t help being starved, whipped, or forced to fight other gladiators, 
he took great joy in seemingly trivial acts of defiance, like this.
After about a minute of this, Teavis, finally accepting he had gotten all he could out of this torture 
session, drew his hand away and wiped Victor’s blood off on his robe, saying, “We’re done for 
today.”  He then called for a pair of guards and directed them to where Victor was strung up, 
ordering, “Take him back to his cell, but deny him his daily rations.  Somehow, he must be 
taught that disobedience will be punished.”  Heeding this command, one of the guards unlocked 
Victor’s shackles while the other held him in place.  Victor’s legs crumpled beneath him, numb 
from the hours they had spent off the ground, but the guard kept him from collapsing.  He 
grabbed Victor’s right arm while his companion took Victor’s left, and the two of them led him 
out of the torture chamber and down the corridor.
When Victor was gone, Visvus strode back into the room.  Rubbing his face with his palm 
irritably, Teavis said, “We have to get rid of Victor somehow.  I’m sick and tired of putting up with 
him.”
“Do we really?” replied Visvus.  “I’m rather fond of him.  He’s my favorite gladiator to whip, after 
all.”



Responding to this only with a weary sigh and a shake of his head, Teavis continued, 
“Fortunately, I’ve recently acquired a new gladiator, one by the name of Nekvos, from Fasonia of 
the Supreme Cartel.  From what she’s told me, he seems very promising.  Maybe we could see 
how well Victor fares against him?”
“And if Victor kills him as well?”
“I don’t know,” admitted Teavis with a weary sigh.  “I’m running out of gladiators to pit against 
him.”

Chapter III

The two guards deposited Victor inside his cell, roughly throwing him against its stone floor.  As 
they slammed the cell door shut, Victor tried to force himself into a standing position, only for his 
numb legs to give out beneath him and send him tumbling back down again.  “Don’t tell me the 
mighty Victor, grand champion of this arena, can’t even muster the strength to stand up,” 
mocked Lugeus, the gladiator in the cell next to Victor.
“Lucky for you,” Victor retorted angrily, getting onto his knees.
“Wow, that’s one nasty thrashing you’ve got there,” observed Primar, another gladiator who was 
located on the opposing side of Victor’s cell.  “What’d you do to deserve it this time?”
“I killed Hefoe,” Victor told them.  “Teavis ordered me to spare his life, but I just didn’t want to.”
“Yeah, it’s about time someone showed Teavis how stupid and meaningless those games of his 
are.  Preferably someone who’s not me.  I’d rather not be on the receiving end of Visvus’s whip 
again if I can help it.”  Primar visibly shuddered at the mere memory of this.
“Well, I don’t see what the big deal is,” said Lugeus harshly.  “Now that Hefoe is out of the 
picture, there’s more food for the rest of us.  Thanks, Victor.”
“I didn’t do it for you!” Victor snapped back.  “I did it because he tried to kill me first.  I’m not a 
cold-blooded murderer!”
“Oh yeah?  Tell that to the former occupants of our cells!” Lugeus retorted.
This statement struck something of a nerve with Victor, who grabbed the bars of his cell and put 
his face right against it, snarling, “Just keep this up, wise guy!  Your neck is going to be the next 
one I snap!”
“Hey, keep your hands off him!” interjected Primar.  “Lugeus is my kill!”
“I could take you on, you weakling!” shot back Lugeus, angrily rattling the bars of his cell.  “No 
one wishes we could fight each other more than me!”
“Shut up, both of you!” Victor shouted in aggravation, and both Lugeus and Primar fell silent as 
they looked at him.  Taking a deep breath to cool his nerves, Victor continued through gritted 
teeth, “What do you two idiots actually hope to accomplish by yelling at each other?  Save it for 
the arena!  And I, for one, could use some sleep.”
“I don’t take orders from the likes of you!” spat Primar, but he was quiet all the same.  Victor 
then lay down on the pile of straw that served as his makeshift bed, having long since accepted 
the degrading feeling of sleeping in such a way.  If Teavis thought being treated like wild animals 
was something his gladiators should be grateful for, he was either stupid or delusional.  
Probably a little of both.

***



Lugeus and Primar both fell asleep relatively fast, but Victor lay awake for a few hours after that, 
irritably listening to the sound of their disproportionately annoying snores.  The skin on his back 
had been reduced to a series of strips that were hanging loose, and it took him quite some time 
to arrange them properly.  The raw agony of being whipped by Visvus had faded somewhat, 
replaced now with a persistent stinging sensation.  It continued to grow steadily as Victor lay 
still, but whenever he tried to roll over to ease his discomfort, it was suddenly amplified, causing 
him to utter a low groan.  This kept him awake, despite the intense sleepiness that he felt after 
such a long, hard day.  Hour after hour passed in this state of perpetual agony, Victor’s mind 
hazy and feverish from the strain, which soon gave way to a pounding headache.  The more he 
hurt, the more he tossed and turned, which in turn made him hurt even more.  Even when he lay 
on his stomach with his shredded back safely in the air, he soon felt his limbs grow sore from 
being forced into this uncomfortable position.  Not to mention he had left his tunic off to spare 
himself the agony of it rubbing against his wounds, which caused the hairs on his exposed arms 
and neck to stand on end in the bitter cold of his cell.
At that moment, Victor hated literally everything.  He hated Teavis.  He hated Visvus.  He hated 
Hefoe.  He hated Lugeus and Primar.  Moreover, he hated how the other gladiators all saw him 
only as a vicious, cold-blooded murderer.  Victor considered himself a decent, caring person, 
but of course they would never see that, unable to look past their blinding fear and hatred of 
him.  To them, he was just an evil villain, end of story.  In reality, though, Victor was so much 
more than that.  He was a living, feeling human, not the inhuman monster they made him out to 
be.  Just like anyone else, he had hopes and dreams of his own, people he loved….not that he 
would ever share any of this, of course.  There was simply no one worth sharing it with.
When he first arrived at the arena, Victor had naively wanted to save lives rather than destroy 
them, but he had soon realized how foolish an aspiration this was.  The arena was a harsh, 
cruel place, and if he wanted to survive in it, Victor would have to be even harsher and crueler.  
Now, the only way he was able to sleep soundly with the knowledge of everything he had done 
was to cut himself off from the rest of the world emotionally.  Occasionally, Victor’s ironclad 
defenses did falter, allowing him to feel brief flashes of remorse, although he was always quick 
to bury them deep within his subconscious.  While Victor did make life in this arena Hell for so 
many others, the truth was that it was Hell for him just as much as it was for any of them.
He hated how the guards saw him as nothing more than a disposable, albeit valuable, object.  
That ritual where Teavis decided whether the losing gladiator would be killed or spared was 
nothing more than a publicity stunt.  Truthfully, he couldn’t care less about the lives of his 
gladiators, only about how much money they could make him.  No, it was just to give the illusion 
that he was a kind, merciful person, and if anyone didn’t comply, he was more than happy to 
demonstrate just how merciless he was in reality.  Somehow, Teavis had actually managed to 
fool the audience with this act, but all his gladiators knew it was just that:  an act.  It was 
something Victor, with his rebellious nature, had been very quick to learn.
At times like this, when Victor was at his absolute lowest, he often began to contemplate how 
pleasant it would be to simply end his life of suffering in favor of the sweet embrace of death.  
These thoughts were always present at the back of his mind, taunting and tempting him with 
their appeal.  Such an easy way out, and there were so many ways he could do it.  He could 
hang himself in his cell, stab himself the next time he held a weapon, refuse to eat or drink until 
he perished, or just let one of the other gladiators kill him in the arena.  All his life amounted to 
at this point was pain and suffering, violence and killing, so why prolong that any longer?  He 
doubted anyone would actually mourn his death anyway.  But as enticing as it was, Victor 
couldn’t die now—not while he still had a vendetta to fulfill.  And to fulfill it, he would have to 
escape the arena someday and take his place in the greater world.  Victor thought about this 
vendetta every day, dreamed about how he planned to carry it out and what it would be like 



when he finally did.  As far fetched as they were, it was these thoughts that frequently kept him 
from ending himself.
Several guards passed by Victor’s cell during this time, but he had just a little too much self-
respect to ask them for help.  Not that they would have actually lifted a finger to help him 
anyway.  Finally unable to take it any longer, he forced himself to sit up on the pile of straw, the 
sudden movement sending a new jolt of pain through him.  Unscrewing his water pouch, Victor 
reached behind him to pour it over his back, feeling it roll gently over his wounds.  It stung him 
at first, but soon gave way to a soothing sensation as the sand that had clung to his exposed 
flesh was washed away.  Shuddering slightly, although he could not quite tell if it was from pain 
or pleasure, Victor tossed his now empty pouch aside.  His mouth was parched with thirst and 
his head was feeling somewhat delirious, but he figured none of this would ever matter if he 
died from an infection.
Next, Victor picked up his discarded tunic and ripped a sheet of fabric off it.  Straining to reach 
behind him, he wrapped this fabric around his torso so it covered his wounds and held the loose 
strips of his skin in place.  The rough fabric on his tender flesh was uncomfortable at best, but if 
he did nothing, he would surely bleed to death.  Before Victor was even done bandaging himself 
up the first few wrappings were already soaked with his blood, but it did seem like they were 
working, marginally slowing down his blood flow.
Even this simple act of wrapping himself up took a lot out of Victor.  His head spinning from 
either the intense pain, the dehydration, the blood loss, or maybe some combination of the 
three, he lay down on his pile of straw again.  Lifting his right hand in front of his face, he could 
see the outline of a mark so deeply embedded in his skin that it had not even faded in twenty 
years.  It appeared to be a circle that was split into two halves by a jagged bolt of lightning, with 
each half containing a hovering sphere, almost like the sun and moon.
This mark would be with him forever, and he would not have it any other way.  Every time he 
looked at it, Victor was reminded of a time when everything was so much simpler.  When he 
was not forced to make a living by being a cold-blooded murderer or sleep on a pile of straw.  
When he could never have even imagined the sorts of hardships that he had endured since 
then.  When he had been part of a loving family that looked after him and had many wonderful 
friends he loved and looked after in turn.  When, as hard as it was to believe looking back, he 
had actually been happy.



Chapter IV

Twenty Years Ago
“I’m starving!” announced ten-year-old Gatir dramatically, standing on his tiptoes to peer over 
the edge of the counter where his mother, Naomei, was busy chopping up some carrots and 
celery for lunch.  “When can we eat, Mom?”
A loving wife and mother of three, Naomei was looking quite good for a woman of forty-four 
years.  Around her neck she wore a bronze pendant that had been given to her by her husband, 
Wes, as a wedding gift twenty-five years previously, engraved in which was a curious mark.  It 
appeared to be a circle that was split into two halves by a jagged bolt of lightning, with each half 
containing a hovering sphere, almost like the sun and moon.  Smiling warmly, Naomei reached 
down and tousled Gatir’s scruffy hair, saying, “It’s almost ready, sweetie.  Why don’t you tell 
Victor to come in and wash up now?”
“All right, Mom.”
Running out the door, Gatir accidentally collided with his seventeen-year-old sister, Tusos, 
knocking her backward and causing her to drop the basket laundry that she had just finished 
washing.  “Gatir!” Tusos exclaimed irritably as she began to pick up the laundry.  “You should 
watch where you’re going!”
“Sorry, sis!”  Quickly scrambling to his feet, Gatir asked Tusos, “Have you seen Victor around?”
“Yeah, he’s out back, playing with Enode,” she told him.
“Thanks!”  Sensing Tusos wasn’t done chastising him yet, Gatir sped away before she could 
continue.  Circling around their house, he arrived in the backyard where Victor, his thirteen-year-
old brother, and Enode were hanging out.
Enode was about a year older than Victor and had been his best friend for as long as anyone 
could remember.  Gatir didn’t actually remember, but had been told that ten years ago, when 
Enode was only four, his father had been driven out of Gizium by an angry mob.  To make 
matters worse, Enode’s mother had died only a few months earlier while giving birth to a baby 
girl, who had ended up perishing as well.  This whole ordeal was a kind of taboo subject in 
Gizium, and the adults rarely spoke of it.  Gatir didn’t even know why the mob had wanted to kill 
Enode’s father, and knew better than to ask.  In the years since then, Enode had become a 
street orphan, occasionally staying with various families.  As a result of his friendship with Victor
—or perhaps this friendship was a result of it—Enode spent considerable time with Naomei and 
Wes, who had learned to treat him as they would treat their own son.
At the moment, Victor and Enode were busy playing a game that involved standing back and 
attempting to throw a horseshoe around a metal stake in the ground.  While this was a very 
common game amongst the children of Gizium, the particular horseshoe that they were using 
certainly was not.  It was made of solid gold and, judging from how incredibly chipped and 
battered it was, it must have been ancient.  On one side, the mysterious words “Wo itvet 
imilvove des wo itvet cuptepde.” were engraved in it.  They were obviously in some foreign 
language, although Victor had no idea what that language could be or what these words meant.  
Victor, Gatir, and Enode had, completely by chance, discovered this horseshoe buried in the 



ground five years ago, and had no idea where it came from.  It was probably worth a small 
fortune, but the boys just used it as a common toy.
“Hey, guys!” Gatir announced himself cheerfully, only to be met with a tired groan from Victor 
and Enode.
“If you’re here to play with us,” Victor started up before Gatir could get another word in, “you 
can’t.  This is a big kid game.”
Ignoring this, Gatir simply told him, “Victor, Mom wants you to come in and get washed up for 
lunch.”
“Right now?”
“Yes, right now.”
“All right,” Victor sighed.  Turning to Enode, he said, “Come on, let’s eat,” and the three of them 
headed inside.  After washing their hands in the wash basin, they sat down at the table along 
with Wes and Tusos.  Naomei then went around and placed a bowl of steaming hot soup in front 
of each of them, causing their mouths to water.  Victor took a deep whiff of it, and exclaimed, 
“Mmm, this smells delicious, Mom!”
“Why, thank you, sweetie,” Naomei replied, smiling brightly.  Gatir began to dip his spoon into 
the soup, but she playfully slapped his hand away, chastising him, “Not yet, we have to bless 
our food first.”  Grumbling under his breath, Gatir reluctantly put his spoon back down.  Naomei 
then put her hands together in prayer and closed her eyes, tilting her head back slightly to look 
up at the Heaven.  The others put their hands together as well, and she said, “Oh, great Gizu, 
thank you for the food that you have put before us on this beautiful day.”
As Naomei lowered her hands and opened her eyes, Gatir snatched up his spoon again and 
eagerly began scooping the soup into his mouth.  “You’re awfully hungry, aren’t you?” observed 
Wes.  Gatir simply nodded, his mouth too full to speak.  Chuckling, Wes reached over to tousle 
Gatir’s hair, saying, “Well, what should I expect?  You’re a growing boy, after all.”  
“He certainly is,” Naomei agreed, beaming with pride.  “But remember:  we must always be 
grateful for what we are given.”

Chapter V

Present Day
“Victor!  Come on, Victor, it’s time to wake up now!”  Teavis stood right outside Victor’s cell, 
flanked by a pair of guards, banging a baton against the metal bars.  This racket snapped Victor 
out of his groggy excuse for sleep, and he rubbed his eyes into focus.
At an order from Teavis, the guards opened the door of Victor’s cell and secured him with 
shackles around his wrists and ankles.  “Let’s see how you’re doing back there,” said Teavis as 
they turned Victor around to give Teavis full access to his back.  As he had done many times 
before, Teavis ran his hand up and down the wounds on Victor’s back as he gauged how 
serious they were.  “Well, you look like you’re doing just swell.”
In the week since Victor had received this thrashing, he had been confined to his cell so his 
wounds could heal.  And every day, Teavis had shown up to see how the healing process was 
coming along.  Now, Victor could barely even feel those wounds.  Just a dull stinging sensation 
whenever pressure was applied to them, like now, but nothing he couldn’t handle.
“How’d you like to return to the arena now, Victor?” Teavis asked.  “The audience would be so 
thrilled to see you again.”
As always, Teavis asked this as though he was actually giving Victor a choice, which they both 
knew he wasn’t.  But to be honest, as much as Victor loathed living in the arena, he had to 
admit he loved the thrill of battle that it gave him.  The wonderful adrenaline rush that he got 



from combat was not something he could ever experience within the walls of his cell, and he 
was very eager to do so back in the arena again.
“It would be my pleasure,” Victor responded honestly.
With a satisfied smirk, Teavis ordered, “Take him to the arena.”  The guards did so, while Victor 
did his best to ignore all the other gladiators jeering at him from the safety of their cells.
Two more guards led a shackled Primar in the opposite direction, and of course he couldn’t 
resist rudely slamming his shoulder into Victor’s as they passed each other.  Victor took it 
without flinching, but was more than a little annoyed.  “Sorry about that, tough guy,” Primar 
sarcastically sneered.
“Just wait until we get into the arena.  Then you’ll be sorry!” Victor angrily retorted.
“Oh yeah?  Are you sure you’ve recovered from that thrashing Visvus gave you last week?”
“I don’t need to be in my prime to beat you senseless,” was Victor’s response.  The guards 
pulled on his arms in an attempt to drag him along, but Victor braced his legs in place, refusing 
to budge.  Primar was similarly fighting against the guards as they tried to keep him and Victor 
separated.
“I’m going to kill you, tough guy,” Primar continued, clearly doing everything he could to get a 
rise out of Victor.  “And then, I’ll have Disannis all to myself.  We’re going to have a nice long 
night together….”  Enraged, Victor tore free of the guards’ grasp and dove at Primar, slamming 
into him and pinning him against the wall.  Unable to effectively attack with his arms or legs, 
Victor brought his head forward to smash it against Primar’s face.  Primar spluttered as he was 
knocked off his feet, but managed to get his hands on Victor’s shackles, dragging him down as 
well.  For a moment, the two of them rolled around on the hard stone floor, desperately trying to 
hurt the other.  Primar sank his teeth painfully into Victor’s thigh, but Victor smashed his wrist 
cuff across Primar’s cheek, knocking his head away.  As Victor tried to get onto his knees, 
Primar tackled him around the torso, but Victor was able to get a firm grip on Primar and pull 
him into a headlock.  Primar’s arms thrashed around wildly as he tried to hit Victor, but he only 
managed to land a few glancing blows.
However, the four guards immediately fell upon Victor and Primar, pummeling them with their 
batons and slowly managing to pry them apart.  Victor kept struggling fiercely, but he caught a 
blow to his temple that caused him to drop to his hands and knees, severely dazed.  The guards 
then grabbed ahold of him, one around the neck and the other by his right arm, and hoisted him 
to his feet.  As they practically dragged him down the corridor and away from Primar, Victor 
turned to look over his shoulder and roared, “This isn’t over!”
“I agree!” Primar yelled back at him as the distance between them increased.
“Shut up!  Keep moving!” barked one of the guards, Seitofout by name, hitting Victor on the 
back with his baton and causing him to stumble forward.
After rounding a few more corners, Victor and the guards entered the armory, which was easily 
Victor’s favorite room in the arena.  From ceiling to floor, three of its four walls were lined with 
racks from which every weapon imaginable was hanging, all polished and ready to be wielded.  
There were swords, of course, in a vast assortment of styles.  They were long ones and short 
ones, thick ones and thin ones, straight ones and curved ones, even some that were adorned 
with precious jewels.  These in particular annoyed Victor, who just couldn’t understand why 
someone would want to decorate a sword as such.  These jewels didn’t improve the sword in 
any way; if anything, they just made it much more cumbersome and took away from its intended 
function:  an implement of death.
In addition to swords, there were long spears and lances, some even sporting a sharp point on 
both ends, a variety of battle axes with blades of countless shapes and sizes, smaller daggers 
and throwing knives, and everything in between, from maces to scythes to flails to throwing 
stars.  There were even several bows hanging next to quivers filled with arrows, although Victor 



rarely used them, preferring to fight his enemies hand-to-hand whenever possible.  Definitely 
the worst weapon ever invented, though, if you could even call it that, was the shield.  Not only 
was it good for nothing other than hiding behind like a coward, but it also prevented both hands 
from being used in combat.
The fourth wall, on the other hand, was taken up by a massive cabinet which contained armor 
plates and linked chainmail in every shape and size imaginable.  Victor wasn’t a big fan of this, 
either.  He had found out long ago that wearing armor just slowed him down and made him too 
awkward to fight effectively.  As risky as it was, he always preferred to fight unencumbered, 
relying only on his keen instincts and quick reflexes to keep him alive.  Not to mention his 
incredibly high endurance to push him through whenever he did happen to sustain an injury.  
And apparently this tactic worked very well, considering Victor had never been defeated during 
his five years in this arena.
Victor took several minutes to carefully examine this huge selection before making any 
decisions.  He had never forgotten the time his faulty spear had snapped, forcing him to 
continue the fight with nothing more than a small dagger.  But this experience had taught him a 
very valuable lesson, which was in the heat of battle, skill in combat hardly even mattered when 
one also had to account for the weapons, terrain, strategies, interference from the audience, 
and even just plain luck.  Having taken this lesson to heart, Victor now made painstakingly sure 
all these advantages were his and his alone before the fight had even started.
Victor scanned the racks of weapons for one item in particular, and soon found it:  a sword that 
was almost completely encased in a layer of black char.  While it may not have looked like 
much, he knew from personal experience that it was a very fine weapon and would serve him 
well.  This sword and Victor had survived many harrowing adventures together over the past 
twenty years.  He had even given it a name—Blackfire—in reference to its jet black hue.  
Satisfied with it, Victor slid Blackfire into the sheath that hung from his belt.  “Are you ready, 
Victor?” asked Seitofout eagerly.  Even the guards enjoyed watching Victor fight.
“Oh yes,” Victor replied, nodding enthusiastically.  “I’ve been away from the heat of battle far too 
long.”  Victor was in such a good mood that day that he allowed the rest of the walk to the arena 
to happen without incident.  As the portcullis was raised, he stepped into the light and took a 
breath of fresh air, wondering who he would be fighting, and undoubtedly killing, that day.

Chapter VI

High up in the stadium, Tidveus roared with excitement as the portcullis was raised and Victor 
strode through it into the arena.  He had of course heard a lot about Victor, the invincible 
gladiator who never lost a fight, but had only actually seen him in action twice before.
The first time had, by coincidence, also been Victor’s first fight in this arena, and looking back 
now, it just seemed so amazing to Tidveus.  At the time, five years ago, Victor had been a mere 
nobody and none of the spectators had given him so much as a second thought.  Except 
Tidveus himself, that is.  While everyone else had expected Victor to be nothing more than a 
rank amateur for Kohave, the current grand champion, to butcher in some amusing way, 



Tidveus had seen the potential within him.  He had actually gotten to meet Victor before that 
fight, and had placed a rather substantial bet on him.  Fortunately, in a subversion of every 
expectation, Victor had stood strong and persevered in the face of these overwhelming odds.  
He had fought Kohave bravely, his sword against Kohave’s trident and net, eventually managing 
to overpower and disarm him.  Teavis had ordered Kohave to be executed, and a wounded and  
exhausted Victor had happily obliged.  The audience had of course gone wild at this sight, and 
since then, Victor had been everyone’s favorite gladiator.  For his part, Tidveus had won a lot of 
money on account of this bet on Victor.
The second time had been a year after that, at which point Victor had already established 
himself as a well known gladiator and a force to be reckoned with.  In this fight, he had been up 
against the sibling duo of Makeia and Neillon and, despite being outnumbered by them, had 
proven his formidable reputation was every bit justified.  After a long and glorious battle, Makeia 
had been killed and Neillon brought to his knees, although Teavis chose to have Victor spare his 
life.  However, Tidveus had heard that the following day, Neillon had committed suicide by 
hanging himself in his cell so he could join his deceased brother in Hell.
Tidveus had not come here since then, for Victor’s tremendous success had allowed Teavis to 
drastically increase the price of admission.  But after years of saving up, he had done so now, 
and was more than eager to see Victor again.  Probably because he had been there when 
Victor made his debut, Tidveus had always felt some sort of personal connection to him.
“And here he is, the man of the hour!” announced Pakvat, although Tidveus could barely even 
hear him over the thunderous din that the audience was generating.  “Returning from a brief 
hiatus we have Victor, the undefeated grand champion of this arena!”
Like a monstrous wave, the spectators rose to their feet and began chanting Victor’s name 
enthusiastically, clapping and stomping wildly as they did so.  Tidveus joined in as well, 
embracing the energized atmosphere of the arena and allowing his excitement to build up inside 
him more and more.  On the other side of the arena, another portcullis was raised and not one, 
not two, not even three, but four gladiators entered through it.  At this unbelievable sight, a wave 
of nervous excitement rippled across the audience.  They knew this was going to be a lot of fun.
“We’ve never done a four-on-one fight,” said Pakvat, “but I think Victor is more than up to the 
challenge!  What do you all think?”  Once again, the audience began wildly chanting Victor’s 
name in affirmation, and Tidveus was unable to stop himself from grinning.  Pakvat began to 
introduce these four gladiators, but Tidveus didn’t really listen, for he knew they were already as 
good as dead.  At least their gruesome deaths would give him his money’s worth.
“Yeah!  Go Victor!” Tidveus chanted, joining in on the excitement.  “You’ve got this!  Kill them 
all!”
“Are you kidding?  This is just ridiculous!” exclaimed another spectator who was sitting next to 
Tidveus.
Turning to face him, Tidveus said, “Excuse me?”
“They just keep upping the ante, don’t they?  Well, I’m telling you, this is pushing it one step too 
far!  Victor can’t win this fight!”
“Hey, this is Victor we’re talking about,” Tidveus reminded him.  “He never loses!  Why should 
this fight be any different?”
“Because he’s finally bitten off more than he can chew!  I mean, four on one?  Even he’s not that 
good!”
With a devious grin, Tidveus said, “You seem pretty confident in that.”
“So do you.”
“Well, why don’t we make things a little more interesting?  How’d you like to put some money on 
this?”
“You’re on!”



As they sealed the deal with a firm handshake, Tidveus added, “My name’s Tidveus, by the 
way.”
“Nice to meet you, Tidveus.  I’m Vokiat.”

***

Victor drove Blackfire into the body of Asonias, who fell to the ground in a crumpled up heap.  
Yanking it out, he spun around to face the remaining three gladiators:  Etupoet was armed with 
a stout double-bladed battle axe, Vaikuv wielded a flail, and Ealous clutched a spear in his 
hands.  Not that their names actually meant anything to Victor.  He was not a sentimental 
person, and his enemies were all the same to him:  just that, enemies for him to vanquish.  And 
honestly, this lot was kind of bad at being his enemies.  The fact that the four of them had not 
yet been able to bring down the one of Victor was clear proof of that.
In a display of impressive coordination, Etupoet swung high at Victor with his axe while Vaikuv 
swung low with his flail, but Victor parried the former blow and leapt over the latter.  In midair, he 
spun and slashed at Vaikuv, who leapt back and out of range.  Ealous stabbed at Victor from 
behind, but Victor managed to get Blackfire behind his back to deflect it.  He then sidestepped a 
cleave from Etupoet’s axe and spun to deliver a brutal kick that knocked Ealous away from him, 
simultaneously ducking beneath Vaikuv’s flail.  However, as he straightened back up, Etupoet 
swung at him again, and despite Victor’s best attempts to bring Blackfire up in defense, the axe 
blade knocked Blackfire askew and sliced into his left bicep.  Victor flinched slightly at this, but 
quickly managed to suppress the pain in his mind.  He had endured a lot worse over the course 
of his life and compared to all that, this pain was barely even an irritant.
Turning aside another stab from Ealous’s spear, Victor slashed at his throat, only for him to duck 
beneath it.  Without missing a beat, Victor then whirled around and swung Blackfire at Etupoet, 
who easily deflected it with his axe.  However, while he was distracted, Ealous was able to 
thrust his spear beneath Victor’s guard, piercing the back of his shin.  Victor brought Blackfire 
down on Ealous in retaliation, and while Ealous was able to parry this blow with the shaft of his 
spear, the sheer force of it drove him to his knees.  Next, Victor ducked beneath a wild swing of 
Vaikuv’s flail, sweeping his legs out from under him with a kick as he did so.  Getting back up, 
Ealous went to deliver another spear thrust, but Victor simply sidestepped it and closed his left 
hand around the shaft.  He then proceeded to swing this spear around him in a circle and 
Ealous, who had not let go in time, was swept off his feet and flung to the ground.  Placing one 
foot on Ealous’s chest to pin him in place, Victor flipped the spear around in his hand so he was 
holding it upside down.  Victor now took a moment to pose on top of Ealous, allowing the 
audience to behold him, before driving the spear down with all his might and impaling Ealous 
against the ground.
Victor yanked the spear out of Ealous’s corpse, brandishing it in his left hand as Etupoet and 
Vaikuv came charging toward him.  As Vaikuv brought his flail forward, Victor raised the spear to 
intercept it, causing its chain to wrap around the spear shaft and lock in place.  Vaikuv jerked it 
roughly in an attempt to free his flail, and while this was not successful, the strength of it did pull 
Victor toward him.  Victor collided with Vaikuv, but was able to turn this into a fierce body slam 
that knocked him backward.  As Etupoet raised his axe to strike again, Victor pulled Vaikuv 
between the two of them, forcing Etupoet to pause with his axe hefted high over his head.  Safe 
behind this cover, Victor then lashed out with a series of quick slashes and thrusts that forced 
Etupoet to retreat, unable to block them all with his clunky axe.
However, while Victor was busy keeping Etupoet at bay, Vaikuv pulled on his flail again, this 
time much harder than before.  Victor braced his feet in place so he would not be thrown off 
balance, but his poor spear simply wasn’t strong enough to support almost Vaikuv’s entire body 



weight.  Its shaft snapped in the place where the flail had wrapped around it, allowing Vaikuv to 
pull his weapon free.  As both Etupoet and Vaikuv moved to attack him simultaneously, Victor 
frantically threw himself to the ground to avoid them.  From this position, he was able to drag 
Blackfire across Vaikuv’s unguarded thigh, slicing deep into its flesh and scraping against the 
bone at the center.  Vaikuv instantly dropped his flail so he could clamp his hands around his 
mutilated leg, wailing like a wounded animal.  His leg buckled beneath him and he crumpled up 
on the ground, steadily moaning in agony as blood continued to gush forth.
Victor raised Blackfire above his head to finish Vaikuv off, but was interrupted by Etupoet, who 
swung at him from behind with his axe.  Despite Victor’s attempts to leap out of range, he felt it 
scrap against his tunic and draw blood on his back.  Etupoet bore down on him, swinging his 
axe vertically with the intention of slicing Victor clean in half, but Victor simply sidestepped it, 
and Etupoet’s own momentum sent him barreling past Victor.  Leaping through the air, Victor 
came down with another slash from Blackfire, although Etupoet parried it with the shaft of his 
axe, while landing a snap kick to Etupoet’s torso that elicited a painful grunt from him.  Etupoet 
retaliated in fury, swinging his axe this way and that, but Victor was able to twist and contort his 
body to evade this cumbersome weapon, slipping through Etupoet’s defenses to smack him on 
the helmet with Blackfire’s flat side.  When Victor moved to attack again, however, Etupoet 
blocked it in a way that caught Blackfire in the gap between the shaft and the hooked blade of 
his axe.  Victor went to pull it free, but Etupoet twisted the axe in his hand, lodging Blackfire in 
place.
Pushing on Blackfire with all his might, Victor was able to force the axe a few inches back 
toward Etupoet.  It was now a battle of brute strength, with them both trying desperately to 
overpower the other.  But in this situation, Victor was at a severe disadvantage, for the wound 
that Etupoet had previously inflicted on his arm was screaming with agony.  The harder he 
pushed, the more it hurt.  Knowing he could not hold on much longer, Victor brought his leg up 
to land a vicious knee strike between Etupoet’s legs.  As Etupoet’s strength faltered under this 
blow, Victor, with one last heave, shoved the axe into his chest.  The pain in his arm was almost 
unbearable at this point, but he had won.  And in this arena, that was all that mattered:  winning 
each fight so he could live to fight the next.
The cheers from the audience, which had previously been drowned out by Victor’s own 
adrenaline, now came rushing back into his ears.  “And there you have it!” Pakvat announced.  
“Not even the combined strength of four gladiators is enough to vanquish the mighty Victor!”
Looking around the arena, Victor could see Vaikuv, the sole survivor of this massacre, dragging 
himself across the ground toward his fallen sword and leaving a trail of blood behind him.  He 
was dying, but wasn’t dead yet.  Pushing any thoughts of pity out of his mind, Victor walked over 
and stepped down on the sword right as Vaikuv’s hand closed around it.  “You’re done,” Victor 
told him.
“Stop, Victor!” commanded Teavis before Victor could do anything else.  “You don’t need to kill 
Vaikuv now!  You’ve slain three gladiators so far, isn’t that enough to satisfy your bloodlust?  I 
know you’re a good person deep down, so make all these people see it as well!  Let Vaikuv live!  
He deserves the chance to fight another day!”
Victor snorted with deep contempt at this.  Teavis might have believed he was being clever, but 
Victor could see exactly what his game was this time.  The wound that he had inflicted on 
Vaikuv’s leg was deep enough to sever the crucial tendons in it, rendering him essentially 
crippled.  He could no longer effectively fight in the arena, for he would never be able to walk 
properly again.  Besides, he was losing enough blood that he would likely bleed to death in the 
next few minutes.  No, Teavis didn’t want him to be spared because he thought Vaikuv would be 
useful in the future, but rather because he wanted to see if Victor would follow his orders this 
time.  It was all a test, and a very childish one at that.  Victor briefly considered killing Vaikuv just 



to spite Teavis again, but quickly decided against it.  Vaikuv had done nothing to infuriate him 
the way Hefoe had, so killing him now would just contradict what he had so fiercely insisted to 
Lugeus, that he wasn’t a cold-blooded murderer after all.  Besides, he could really do without 
another thrashing from Visvus.
Raising Blackfire again, Victor brought it down toward Vaikuv, who was cowering with his arms 
over his face.  The spectators collectively drew in their breaths at this bold move, before letting it 
out as Victor drove Blackfire into the ground mere inches away from Vaikuv’s head.  “Live to 
fight another day!” he proclaimed.  This set the spectators on fire, jumping up and down and 
chanting Victor’s name.  Victor had to admit it was very nice to be so adored by these people, 
even if they did adore him for all the wrong reasons.  Looking down at Vaikuv’s crippled form, 
surrounded by a rapidly-growing pool of his own blood, Victor experienced a brief flash of 
sympathy for him.  It almost would have been more merciful to kill Vaikuv outright, rather than 
sparing his life and giving him vain hope that he would survive.  “Enjoy the last ten minutes of 
your life,” Victor growled.
“Let’s give our grand champion a break!” declared Pakvat.  “He’s done enough fighting for now!”  
This announcement brought about angry shouts from the audience, which was never happy to 
see Victor go.  But Pakvat continued, “However, he’ll be available for a brief time if anyone 
wants to see him in person!”  At this, the audience roared with excitement, but Victor honestly 
couldn’t have cared less.  He had better places to be, and someone else he was just dying to 
see again.

***

“Wow, that sure was epic!” Tidveus cheered, clapping so hard that his hands were actually 
beginning to hurt.  “Talk about the fight of a lifetime!”
“Okay, okay, I stand corrected,” conceded Vokiat, throwing up his hands in resignation.  “I didn’t 
think Victor could do it, but he proved me wrong.”
“I mean, this is Victor we’re talking about!  Like I said, he never loses!”
“Yeah, tell me about it!”
“Now about our bet….” Tidveus ventured, holding out his hand.
“All right, I’ll pay up.  Here you go,” said Vokiat, tossing Tidveus a bag of coins.
Pocketing it, Tidveus suggested, “Hey, want to go down there and meet Victor?”
“I don’t know,” answered Vokiat somewhat nervously.  “I think I’d rather keep my distance from 
him.”
“Oh, it’s perfectly safe,” Tidveus assured him.  “Victor will be chained up, he can’t hurt us.  And 
besides, there’s usually food at these events.  I don’t know about you, but I’m pretty hungry.  
Come on, what do you say?”
“Okay, sure,” agreed Vokiat, and the two of them stood up to leave.
As they walked off, Tidveus added, “We just have to be back in our seats by the end of 
intermission; I don’t want to miss the next fight.”
“Don’t worry, we won’t.”



Chapter VII

The guards led Victor down a series of corridors to a doorway, in front of which they stopped 
and undid his shackles.  This was the room where all gladiators were rewarded for their 
triumphs in the arena, and as such, Victor frequented it the most.
“You have half an hour in there,” Seitofout told Victor, who nodded with understanding.  He 
wasn’t at all happy about this time limit, but had long since accepted there was nothing he could 
do about it.  Besides, this was only intermission, and he knew he would get to spend a lot more 
time in there after the fights ended for the day.  As the guards pushed the doors open, Victor 
strode in.
This room was unique in that it was the only one in the arena, besides Teavis’s personal 
chambers, of course, that was actually designed to be somewhat comfortable.  It contained a 
bed and several couches, as well as a low wooden table upon which sat baskets of assorted 
fruits, including apples, peaches, bananas, and grapes.  However, Victor’s gaze was not drawn 
to any of this, but rather to what, or rather who, was lying stretched out on one of the couches.
A beautiful woman, clad in a skimpy outfit that consisted of several leather straps tightly 
wrapped around her curvaceous body.  As Victor entered the room, she rolled over onto her 
back and smiled at the sight of him.  Just like he always did in her presence, Victor felt an 
internal sense of warmth that made him smile right back at her.  He constantly looked forward to 
the time he spent with her, for as limited as it was, it was always worth the wait.  At those times 
when death seemed preferable to his life of misery, it was often thoughts of her that kept him 
moving forward.  She was the only thing in the world that could make Victor feel this way, which 
was one of the many reasons he adored her so much.  “Hello, my handsome gladiator.  I’ve 
been looking forward to seeing you again,” said Disannis brightly.
“And I, you,” Victor responded, taking a seat on the couch next to her.
“Why don’t you show me, then?” flirted Disannis, leaning in toward him.  She kissed Victor 
lustfully on the lips while her hands grasped the edge of his tunic, pulling it up over his head.  As 
she climbed onto his lap, her eyes darted up and down his now shirtless body.  They eventually 
settled on the spot where Hefoe had slashed Victor with his knife which, being a week old, had 
closed and was now beginning to scab, leaving behind a long, irritated scar.  “That one’s new,” 
Disannis commented, eliciting a simple nod from Victor.  “And that one, too,” she added, 
indicating the much newer, bloodier scar on his left arm that Etupoet had inflicted.



“So are all these,” said Victor, rotating in place to show Disannis all the scars that Visvus’s whip 
had left behind.  Being much more numerous, these scars were also significantly slower to heal.
At the sight of this, Disannis audibly gasped in surprise, inquiring, “How did you get all those?”  
She placed a hand on Victor's back and began to run it up and down along his wounds, 
although unlike Teavis, her touch was gentle and sympathetic.  It still did sting a little, but Victor 
couldn’t bring himself to ask her to stop.  While it was true that he usually hated being touched 
by others, he was actually quite fond of her doing it.
“I got them doing what a gladiator does,” Victor answered.  “You have no idea how many others 
I had to kill to get us this time alone.  But we still don’t have very long.”
“Well then, let’s make every moment of it count.”  Victor opened his mouth to speak, but before 
he could do so Disannis had wrapped her arms around his neck, pulling him down toward her 
for another savage kiss.

***

Victor lay on top of Disannis, their limbs entwined with each other, deliberately planting kisses 
all across her shoulders, neck, and face as she moaned with intense pleasure.  Disannis was an 
interesting case, for as physically diminutive as she was, she was somehow more dangerous to 
Victor than any gladiator.  He had started out with her just for the sheer pleasure of it, but their 
relationship had soon evolved into something more intimate as he began to genuinely fall in love 
with her.  Love, however, was the most fatal emotion that someone could feel, for it was the one 
that made them the weakest.  And being weak was of course unacceptable to Victor, who had 
only managed to survive on his own for so long because of his extraordinary strength.
Now, Disannis ran her hands up and down Victor’s heavily muscled chest in awe, feeling her 
way across every inch of it.  Because over half his skin in this area was now taken up by scar 
tissue, it was very rough and coarse to the touch.  “I do have to say,” she remarked, “this scar 
fits in perfectly with all your others.”
“Yeah, I’ve got quite an assortment of them,” Victor said, smiling amusedly.
“All that punishment, and you’re still standing today….that’s incredible.  Most other men would 
have perished long ago if they had suffered like you have.”
“That’s because I have something they don’t,” Victor told Disannis.
“Oh, and what’s that?”
“A purpose, something to live for.  And the unbreakable determination that drives me in pursuit 
of it.”
“And what is that purpose, pray tell?”
“To win.  To crush my enemies beneath my feet.  To hear their screams as I do so.  To feel that 
wonderful sensation of power over them.  To earn the satisfaction of having destroyed them 
completely.  And in doing all that, to satisfy my dark cravings.”  Truthfully, there was one person 
in particular who Victor wanted to do all this to more than any other, but Disannis didn’t need to 
know that at the moment.  Or perhaps ever.
“I guess being a gladiator is the perfect job for you, then,” Disannis remarked.  “And you’ve been 
one for five years.  That’s very impressive.”
“Has it only been five years?” Victor mused.  “It feels like a lot longer.”
“I remember your first fight here as though it were only yesterday.  That was the day when you 
killed Kohave, and when we shared our first night together.”  Disannis giggled to herself at the 
memory of this.
“Yes, it was,” Victor said pensively, staring off into space.  He also remembered that fight very 
vividly, although for an entirely different reason:  it was the day that had ushered in the worst, 
most miserable five years of his life.



“Well, I’m glad you killed Kohave.  He was nothing compared to you,” Disannis told him 
affectionately as she ran her hands through his short brown hair.  This statement piqued Victor’s 
interest somewhat, for before he came along, Kohave had been the man lucky enough to have 
Disannis as his own.  In a tacit acknowledgement that their current situation was more than a 
little awkward, with Victor having killed her previous lover, Disannis rarely talked about her time 
with him.  Whenever she did, it was usually to reiterate how inferior Kohave had been to Victor 
in almost every way, which led Victor to suspect she had not been very happy with him.
“Really?  How so?” Victor asked Disannis.
With a coy smile, Disannis answered, “Because he was weak, and you are not.  That’s the way 
things are, isn’t it?  The strong get what they want, while the weak perish by their hand.  You’re 
one of the strong ones, Victor, and I am your beautiful reward.  Remember my father, Jiguat?  
Well, from the moment you arrived at this arena, he knew we were meant to be together.  And 
he was right!”
“He certainly was.”  Jiguat was the first grand champion to dominate the arena, having risen to 
prominence twenty-five years ago.  This was a title that he had miraculously managed to hold 
on to for ten years, which to this day remained the record by a tremendous margin.  This had 
always impressed Victor, who couldn’t fathom how anyone was able to spend so unimaginably 
long in the arena without snapping and killing themself.  The mere five years that he had been 
there so far seemed like more than long enough.  Even after Jiguat’s leg had been crippled in a 
particularly costly battle, rendering him unable to fight anymore, Teavis still kept him around to 
train the new gladiators, including Victor when he arrived.  Jiguat was probably the only 
gladiator Victor actually liked, for he had always been very kind to Victor and played a huge role 
in shaping him into the hardened warrior he was now.  Sadly, Jiguat had been killed in a 
botched gladiator revolution four years ago, despite Victor’s best attempts to protect him.
Disannis had been born to Jiguat two years into his reign as grand champion, although her 
mother had tragically died in childbirth, leaving her solely in his care.  Victor did remember how 
Jiguat had constantly tried to set him up with Disannis, almost as soon as he arrived at the 
arena.  He had resisted this at first, in part because everyone else he had ever cared about 
ended up dead and in part because he did not want to be hindered by the presence of a 
woman, but had eventually come around.  He was very glad he had, for Disannis turned out to 
be a far greater gift than all the rigorous training Jiguat had given him.  Victor also knew Jiguat 
was very displeased with what Teavis had turned Disannis into, essentially a prostitute to keep 
his gladiators in line.  Right before he died, he had begged Victor to protect her with his life and 
not let Teavis destroy her any further.
Disannis continued, “My father always told me that to survive in this harsh arena, I would need a 
strong man by my side, one capable of protecting me.  You are that man, Victor.  When you 
killed Kohave, you saved me from a miserable life with him, and for that, I love you.”  With that, 
Disannis closed her eyes and snuggled up against Victor, resting her head on his chest 
serenely.  Often, Victor mused that his luck must have been permanently low, for he had 
endured two dead lovers in as many decades.  He was just glad he had finally found Disannis, 
and didn’t plan on letting her go any time soon.
For the next five minutes or so, Victor and Disannis just sat there, enjoying each other’s arms in 
tranquil silence.  Then Victor, deciding it was time to have a serious conversation with her, 
spoke up, “Disannis….have you ever thought about what our life could be like outside this 
arena?”
Disannis took a few moments to ponder this before answering, “Well….not really.  I’m perfectly 
happy living here with you.  But you aren’t?”  This was really more of a statement than a 
question, and Victor knew he had to choose his answer very carefully to avoid offending her.  



After all, this arena was the only home Disannis had ever known, and as horrible as it was, he 
knew she was quite attached to it.
“Well, the thing is, Disannis,” he cautiously began, “I have trouble considering a life in this arena 
to be a life at all.  We live in a way no one should ever be forced to.”
“But we have each other.  Isn’t that enough to satisfy you?  I mean, sure, these living conditions 
aren’t aristocratic or anything, but they’re good enough.  Not to mention the audience adores 
you.  As the grand champion, you have it the best out of all the gladiators here.”
“Yeah, sometimes.  When I don’t have it the worst out of all the gladiators here.”
“What do you mean by that?  You are the grand champion of this arena, after all.”
“Yes, I am the grand champion.  And yes, I am sometimes given special treatment because of it.  
But I have also endured things here that most others, even my fellow gladiators, couldn’t 
possibly imagine.”
“Like what sort of things?”
“Do you remember, right after I arrived at this arena, how I attacked Teavis?”
“Yes, I do.  But I never understood why you did that.”
“Because he took something that belonged to me.”  When he arrived at the arena, Victor had 
been wearing a bronze pendant around his neck and Teavis, with his ever-keen eye for shiny 
things, had noticed this and decided to take it for himself.  However, he had failed to grasp that 
the pedant was not just some glittering trinket but a part of Victor’s past that he valued above all 
else, his own life included.  He would have done anything to keep it, even trying to kill Teavis 
when he refused to give it back.  Teavis had ended up with a broken nose and a blackened eye, 
but while not especially hurt, he had been more than happy to use that opportunity to teach 
Victor what happened to defiant gladiators in his arena.  This had been Victor’s first thrashing at 
the hands of Visvus, and in the five years since then, it continued to be his most brutal.  Teavis 
still had the pendant, but Victor had never stopped fantasizing about killing him and taking it 
back.  Although as evident by his continued enslavement in the arena, he had been 
unsuccessful as of yet.
“What does that memory have to do with anything?” Disannis asked Victor, snapping him out of 
his thoughts.
“After it happened,” Victor recounted, “Teavis had Visvus give me a brutal thrashing, one of the 
worst I’ve ever suffered at his hands.  My back was completely opened up, and it took weeks for 
it to properly heal.  There were times I even thought I would die from my wounds.”
“But you survived it, clearly.  You know as well as I do that Teavis would never just have you 
executed like that.  You’re far too popular with the audience.”
“But Disannis….that’s just not the point.  You’re not a gladiator like me; you have no idea how 
terrible my life here truly is.”
“Terrible?  How so?”
“In this arena, I live a life where I am forced to become a cold-blooded murderer just to survive.  
Where I have to scrounge for bits of food and sleep on a pile of straw.  Where I am sadistically 
punished for even the slightest mistakes.  At my old home, we treated even rabid animals better 
than this.”
“Well, even if I did agree with you, we’re stuck here,” Disannis pointed out.  “We can’t just leave 
whenever we want.  Teavis’s guards will surely stop us.”
“You think I don’t know that?  If we wanted to get out of here, we’d have to make an escape.  It 
wouldn’t be easy by any means, but with any luck, we could come out the other end as free 
people.”  This was a conversation that Victor had wanted to have with Disannis for quite some 
time now, he had just been looking for the right opportunity to bring it up.  For as long as he had 
been in the arena, Victor had dreamed about escaping it, refusing to even consider the 
possibility that he was here to stay.  He knew he would never be able to escape alone, though, 



and had spent the past five years trying to find an ally to help him do so.  Unfortunately, the only 
time any of the gladiators worked together to accomplish something was when they were forced 
to be on the same team by Teavis, and even then, they had a bad habit of backstabbing each 
other.  There was simply no way Victor could launch a coordinated escape plan with them in 
tow.  Disannis just might be the ally he was looking for, although admittedly she was still very 
rough around the edges.
“But why should we risk everything in a foolish escape attempt like that?” Disannis said, still 
failing to grasp what Victor was saying.  “Remember when you and my father tried to stage that 
revolution four years ago, and how badly it ended for both of you?  That’s what got him killed, in 
case you’ve forgotten!  Do you really want something like that to happen again?  Can’t you just 
be content with our life here?”
As frustrating as Disannis’s lack of understanding might have been, Victor knew it was at least 
partially his own fault.  Despite having been with Victor for five years now, she still knew virtually 
nothing about who he truly was, or who he had been before coming to the arena.  This was a 
person she had never even met, and whose existence she remained happily oblivious to.  The 
man she had fallen in love with was just a shallow image, a reflection of all Victor’s worst 
characteristics that had been forged by his constant suffering in the arena and slowly grown to 
engulf his entire persona.  But the truth was there was a whole other person, a much better 
person, who lurked deep beneath the surface, having been beaten down there over the past five 
years.  Victor hoped a day would eventually come when he could be free to shed his monstrous 
exterior and be this person again.
All this mystery was very intentional of Victor who, suffice it to say, was not the most trusting 
person in the world.  In his many conversations with Disannis, he had always made sure to 
steer far away from any mention of his past.  Victor’s childhood was, to put it bluntly, not a 
happy one, filled with unimaginable horrors that made his time in the arena almost seem like a 
sweet relief.  Even Teavis and Visvus, vile as they were, would have nightmares if they knew 
everything he had been through.  Victor could never fully escape the excruciating memories that 
he had been saddled with, but avoided speaking of them to anyone to spare himself further 
pain.  While there was a legitimate reason he was so intent on escaping the arena, he would 
rather not have to share it with Disannis.  Carefully choosing his words to keep what he was 
saying as vague as possible, Victor explained, “Well, you see, Disannis, I have….things that I 
want to do before I die.  That I need to do, no matter what.  Things from my life before I came to 
this arena.  And these things, I can’t do them if I’m stuck here.”
“What sort of things?  They sound important.”
“They are.  More than anything, they are.”  Victor caught his mistake as soon as the words were 
out of his mouth, but was not fast enough to stop it.
Visibly stiffening with indignation, Disannis pouted, “Shouldn’t I be the most important thing in 
the world to you?  I’m your woman!”
“Yes, yes, of course you are.  I’m sorry.  I just—”
“You’re so ungrateful!  You should just consider yourself lucky to have me, instead of distracting 
yourself with these foolish delusions of grandeur!”
With a sigh of resignation, Victor lied, “You’re absolutely right.  I just meant….”  Not sure how to 
salvage this, he instead decided to approach Disannis from a different direction, “You know, 
Disannis, if we managed to escape, we could start a life together.  I mean a real life.  We could 
settle down somewhere, have a couple kids….be together without anyone getting in our way.  
Just imagine it for a moment.  Wouldn’t that be a dream come true?”
“Well, I suppose it would be,” Disannis conceded.  “But we can still do all that stuff right here.  
We’re happy in this arena, so why change anything?”



“Well, because….” Victor began to answer, before trailing off.  He saw the truth now, which was 
that as devoted to him as Disannis was, she was simply far too naive.  Being the daughter of 
Jiguat, she had been born and raised in the arena, and didn’t have any idea what life was like 
outside.  To her, all the terrible atrocities that Teavis and Visvus committed on a daily basis were 
just a perfectly normal part of life.  Not to mention Disannis didn’t actually have to fight and kill 
other gladiators to survive.  She had never been strung up and whipped by Visvus, forced to 
sleep on a pile of straw, or almost starved to death, and couldn’t comprehend the kinds of 
hardships, such as these, which Victor weathered every day.  If he wanted to escape the arena, 
he would have to keep looking for the ally he needed to do so.  “….oh, just forget it,” Victor 
finished with a disappointed sigh, not seeing any point in continuing the conversation.
Just then, the door opened and the two guards barged into the room, with Seitofout saying, 
“Your time here is up, Victor.  Come with us.”
Planting one last passionate kiss on Disannis’s forehead, Victor got to his feet and pulled his 
tunic back on.  “I have to go,” he told her, “but I’ll be back very soon.  This is nothing new.  I’ll 
just kill a few more gladiators, and then we’ll have the entire night to spend together.”
Disannis smiled and curled up on the couch, saying, “I’ll be waiting here for you when you 
return.  But don’t take too long, or I’ll have to go find myself another man to satisfy me instead.”  
She laughed flirtatiously at her own joke, and as always, it brought a warm smile to Victor’s 
face.
“Well now, I can’t let that happen, can I?” he replied playfully.  “You know I’d kill any other man 
who dared to touch you.”
“I know, and I love you for it.”  With that, Disannis blew Victor a goodbye kiss as the guards 
shackled his limbs and led him out of the room.

Chapter VIII

Victor just wanted to get the next fight over with so he could see Disannis again, but of course 
Teavis had other nefarious plans for him.  That was why Victor now stood in the center of the 
arena, chained to a wooden post, while the spectators all crowded around him eagerly.  They 
were loudly shouting questions and comments at him, but he heard nothing other than an 
unpleasant din of all their voices clamoring together.  Some of the spectators even attempted to 
touch Victor, but luckily, there were many guards stationed in the area to hold them back—which 
was more for their protection than for his.  One man actually did manage to slip through the 
guards and lay a hand on Victor’s shoulder, saying, “Hey, can I ask you—” but his words were 
quickly replaced with a scream of pain as Victor splintered his arm with a single vicious twist, 
leaving the man to writhe in pain.  Immediately, a pair of guards pulled on Victor’s chains to drag 
him away from this man, while a third one helped the man limp to safety.  It served him right; 
Victor didn’t like to be touched by strangers.  Or anyone, for that matter.



There was also a massive table that had been moved into the arena, with an entire roasted bull 
sitting on top of it.  Victor’s mouth watered intensely at the delectable scent of cooked beef, and 
he couldn’t help thinking about all the people he’d be willing to kill just for a single bite of it.  
Sticking out of this bull were dozens of knives, so the spectators could carve themselves a cut 
of juicy beef to eat while they interacted with the gladiators and placed their bets.  Teavis held 
events like this from time to time to increase interest in his business.  What an annoying waste 
of everyone’s time.
One voice in particular jumped out at Victor.  “Wow, you’re really strong!  Are you invincible?” 
asked a small boy, no older than ten, who was perched on the shoulders of his father.
“Yes,” Victor answered curtly, an amused grin finding its way across his face.
“How?” asked the boy, bouncing up and down with excitement.
“What’s your name, boy?”
“Tarkis,” the boy told Victor.  “My name’s Tarkis.”
“Well, Tarkis,” Victor answered, “it’s really quite simple.  You just have to stay behind your 
weapon and let it guide you.  Never sacrifice your defense for a stronger offense, but if you see 
an opportunity, always take it.  And never perform the same sequence twice, or else you will 
become predictable.  Do all that, and you can never lose.”
“Who taught you that?” asked Tarkis in awe.
“My uncle,” Victor told him, smiling fondly at the memory.
Just then, there was a violent commotion as another gladiator was dragged across the arena 
and chained to another wooden post about twenty feet away from Victor.  This one was tall and 
very brawny, with rippling biceps that lined his arms and a squat, compact head.  His stiff black 
hair was cropped off close to his scalp, but very sloppily so, which resulted in random patches 
that were longer than the rest.  “Get your filthy hands off me, you son of a bitch!” he roared, 
desperately fighting against his shackles, but to no avail.  “Let me go right now, or so help me, 
I’ll murder you all!”
“Shut up!” snapped Seitofout irritably, smacking him across the face with his baton.  For once, 
Victor didn’t blame him.  He kind of felt like smacking this new gladiator himself.

***

After several minutes of fighting his way through the thick, violent crowd—ducking beneath arms 
and squeezing between people—Tidveus finally found himself standing before Victor, in all his 
glory.  In person, Victor was even more magnificent than he appeared at a distance, standing 
tall and bold with a cold, stoic expression on his face.  “Victor!” he called and, almost to his 
surprise, Victor actually turned to look at him.  Beforehand, Tidveus had planned out exactly 
what he was going to say to Victor, but now that he was face-to-face with his idol, all he could 
do was freeze, his words stuck in his throat.  He stammered around for a few moments, “Victor, 
I—that is to say….” before being interrupted by another voice.

***

“Hey, you!” shouted the new gladiator, prompting Victor to snap to attention and spin around to 
face him.
“What do you want?” he shouted back.
Looking up and down Victor as if sizing him up, the gladiator said, “So….you’re the one they call 
Victor?  The grand champion of this arena?”
“That would be me, yes,” was Victor’s curt response.
“But you’re just a kid….” this gladiator said with a slight chuckle.



Thoroughly annoyed at being referred to in this degrading manner, Victor snapped, “Well, this 
kid could beat you to a pulp if there weren’t all these guards to protect you.”
“I don’t need guards to protect me,” the gladiator scoffed arrogantly.  “Trust me, kid, I’m more 
than a match for you.”
“I’m not a kid!” Victor snapped.  “Who the Hell are you, anyway?”
“The name’s Nekvos; I’m new here.”
“Enjoying your stay so far?”
“Not at all.  But Teavis is telling me I can win my freedom back by killing you, so I guess I’ll just 
have to kill you.  Sorry in advance for that, by the way.  You seem like a nice enough guy.”
“Teavis is a lying son of a bitch,” Victor said through gritted teeth.  “If you really think he’s going 
to set you free, you’re an even bigger fool than I thought.  Believe me, I fell into this same trap 
five years ago.”
“Or you’re just afraid to fight me because you know, deep down, that you’ll lose.”
“Yeah, you wish,” scoffed Victor.
One man in the crowd, whose name Victor remembered as Tidveus, shouted, “Are you crazy?  
This is Victor we’re talking about!  He can’t be beaten!”
Amused, Victor cocked his eyebrow at Nekvos, who snarled, “Shut up, you, or I’ll snap your 
neck!”  Visibly terrified, Tidveus shrunk back into the crowd and was silent.  Turning to face 
Victor, Nekvos then continued smugly, “It looks like these people really adore you, kid.  I almost 
feel sorry for taking you down a notch like this.  But not quite.”
“I’m sorry, too….that you think you can actually beat me,” replied Victor.  “You might think those 
big muscles of yours are intimidating, but I can tell you they’re really not.”
“I can see you’re not one to be impressed by appearances alone.  Don’t worry, though, there are 
so many other things about me you can be impressed by instead.”
“Yeah, like your extreme arrogance.”
“Oh, I’m the arrogant one?  If you really think that, kid, you’ve got something else coming to 
you.”
“Stop it!” Victor shouted, losing his temper at Nekvos.  “Stop calling me ‘kid’!  I’m not even that 
much younger than you!”
With a gloating smirk, Nekvos looked Victor right in the eyes and said, “You’re young 
enough….kid,” emphasizing that last word.  Victor gritted his teeth so hard that it hurt, thinking 
of how satisfying it would be when he finally got to teach Nekvos a lesson in the arena.
“Nekvos certainly seems very confident with himself!” said Pakvat.  “But does he have the skills 
to back this confidence up?  Place your bets, everyone!  We love outrageous betting around 
here!”
While the spectators were busy debating, very heatedly, who would win the upcoming fight, 
Tidveus stepped out in front of the crowd to speak to Victor.  “Hey, I don’t know if you remember, 
but I actually met you once five years ago, before your first fight in this arena….”  Victor in fact 
did remember this encounter, but he had much better things to do at the moment than be 
Tidveus’s personal hero.  As Tidveus continued to babble on about it, Victor’s eyes fell to a knife 
that lay on the ground, having presumably been used to cut a slice of beef before being 
discarded.  Knowing immediately what he had to do, Victor fiercely growled and lunged at 
Tidveus, eliciting a gasp of shock from the other spectators.  Tidveus jumped back, stumbling 
over his own feet, while Seitofout and another guard hastily grabbed Victor’s chain to pull him 
away.  Victor allowed this to yank him off his feet, falling right onto the knife and using his body 
to shield it from view.  In a split second, he had snatched it up and discreetly slipped it into the 
sleeve of his tunic.



Painfully striking Victor on the back with his baton, Seitofout barked, “On your feet!”  With his 
mission accomplished, there was no need to cause any more trouble, so Victor complied 
without any protest.
As Seitofout and his fellow guard unchained Victor from the wooden post and led him out of the 
room, Nekvos shouted, “See you in the arena, kid!” after him.
“Shut up!  I’m not a kid!” Victor retorted without looking back.

Chapter IX

Another day, another fight.  That was how life worked in the arena.  As Victor and Nekvos took 
their places, Pakvat announced, “And this time, Victor will be fighting Nekvos, a valuable find all 
the way from Kuminutium!”  Immediately, Victor began to rake his eyes over Nekvos’s body, 
internally sizing him up.  Nekvos had the obvious physical advantage, being significantly larger 
than Victor, but he was also about ten or so years older.  Besides, Victor had defeated countless 
enemies who were much more hulking than himself, simply because he was more skilled in the 
art of combat.
“It’s been five years since Victor became the grand champion of this arena,” Pakvat reminded 
the audience.  “Will Nekvos be the one to finally defeat him?  Who knows, we could be looking 
at the next grand champion!”  Despite everything, Victor actually did feel a little pity for Nekvos, 
who clearly had no idea what he was walking into.  If he lost, he would die, but if he somehow 
managed to win, he would be enslaved by Teavis in Victor’s place.
“This is your last chance to turn back,” Victor warned Nekvos, for the first time showing some 
compassion toward him.  “You really want to take it.”
“Actually, no I don’t.  You’re the one who would love that, wouldn’t you?  You don’t deserve to be 
the grand champion, you’re just a coward and a fraud!”  Well, at least Victor had tried.  Now he 
would feel no sorrow when he beat Nekvos to a bloody pulp.
“I’m not a coward!  I’m not afraid of anything in the world!” Victor angrily retorted.  This 
statement was a blatant lie, but it wasn’t as if Nekvos would actually live long enough to make 
anything of it.



“Maybe not yet,” Nekvos countered.  “But you will be soon….very soon.”  Victor was of course 
used to being taunted like this, for it was an inevitable part of being a gladiator.  One of the few 
perks of the job, though, was he got to just kill anyone who did.
“And….fight!”  As Pakvat spoke these iconic words, Victor wasted no time getting the fight 
underway.  Lunging forward with the intention of overpowering Nekvos quickly and decisively, he 
struck him with a solid punch to the jaw that elicited a painful grunt.  Victor then leapt back in an 
attempt to avoid any counterattack, but was caught on the cheek with a blow that snapped his 
head roughly to the side.  Recovering quickly, Victor landed a pair of jabs to Nekvos’s face, 
forcing him to retreat a few steps.  The audience cheered wildly, realizing this would 
undoubtedly be a very entertaining fight.
As Victor moved forward to bear down on him, Nekvos spit a mouthful of blood onto the ground.  
Reaching up to gingerly touch the bruise on his face where Victor had hit him, he commented, 
“I’m not impressed, kid.  Come on, don’t tell me this is the best you can do!”
“Of course not,” Victor said.  “I’m just getting warmed up.”
“So am I, kid, so am I.”  Chuckling cockily, Nekvos jabbed a finger at Victor and continued, “But 
I’ve had my fun.  Now it’s time for me to get serious and pummel your worthless body into a 
squishy pulp.  You might not like the beast you’ve just unleashed.”
“Oh, I’m sure I won’t,” Victor remarked sarcastically.  He started to advance, swinging at Nekvos 
first with his right arm and then with his left, although Nekvos backpedaled to avoid them both.  
Lurching forward unpredictably, he then struck Victor right in the face with a pair of tight hooked 
punches that rattled his jaw and sent him reeling backward.  Victor threw another deadly punch 
at Nekvos, but he easily ducked beneath it and drove his fist into Victor’s stomach with all his 
might, folding him in half.  Victor’s breath was abruptly blasted out of his lungs by the force of 
this impact and he found himself unable to stand up straight, his sides burning with agony.  
However, this doubling over was cut short when he landed upon Nekvos’s fist, driving into his 
chin with an uppercut that snapped his head back.  The spectators collectively gasped in shock 
at this sight, having never seen Victor get knocked around like this.
A sharp jolt of pain darted through Victor’s neck as the back of his head bumped against his 
spine.  His vision flickered slightly as he tried to draw more air into his burning lungs, and he 
could feel the sensation of hot blood running down his busted face.  As he reoriented his head 
on his shoulders, Victor felt something he had not experienced in many years:  panic.  Before, 
he had just taken Nekvos for being an arrogant idiot whose bark was worse than his bite, but 
now, he was beginning to see this might not have been arrogance, but rather confidence.
Victor sent another weak jab at Nekvos, but instead of attempting to dodge this blow like he had 
done the others, Nekvos simply raised his left hand to catch Victor’s fist in his open palm.  He 
tried to pull away so he could launch another attack, but Nekvos held on tightly, twisting Victor’s 
hand off to the side.  Victor could feel his knuckles cracking under the pressure, and winced 
slightly from the pain in his wrist.  Using this grip to pull Victor in close, Nekvos then struck him 
in the cheek with a jaw-rattling punch that spewed a mouthful of his blood everywhere.  
Knocked backward by the force of this, Victor was finally able to tear his hand out of Nekvos’s 
iron grasp, staggering away in a daze.
Victor could have stood strong and fought Nekvos with dignity, but at this point, it had become 
painfully obvious that he was outmatched.  Instead, he continued to stumble backward, feigning 
weakness and daring Nekvos to make a careless move.  Taking the bait, Nekvos grabbed the 
collar of Victor’s tunic and pulled him in close while drawing his arm back to deliver a punch, 
smirking at the ease of it all.  However, before he could follow through, Victor moved with 
lightning speed, bringing his own fist smashing up into Nekvos’s face.  Pulling himself away 
from a stunned Nekvos, Victor then hit him with two more face punches that splattered his blood 



across his tunic.  On the second blow, Victor was immensely satisfied to feel Nekvos’s nose 
splintering beneath his knuckles.
The cheering of the audience now resumed in full force, with everyone hoping it was time for 
Victor to make an epic comeback.  Drawing encouragement from this, Victor kept raining blows 
down on Nekvos, alternating between hands, while Nekvos raised his forearms in front of his 
face to deflect them.  Suddenly switching to the offensive, Nekvos then intercepted one of these 
punches by pushing Victor’s incoming right arm off to the side, throwing him off balance.  While 
Victor was overextended, Nekvos quickly slipped through his defenses to hit him in the center of 
his chest.  As he staggered backward, Victor desperately swung at Nekvos again, but Nekvos 
easily sidestepped this blow and retaliated with an elbow strike to the face.  Victor could feel his 
lips swelling up, and his mouth was filled with the taste of blood.
Nekvos grabbed the front of Victor’s tunic and roughly shoved him backward, before leaping into 
the air and landing a pair of snap kicks to his torso.  Coming down, he struck Victor with another 
blow to the temple that knocked his head off to the side and caused his ears to start ringing.  
Nekvos’s hands then closed around Victor’s head, forcing it down into his rising knee which 
made contact with a sharp cracking sound.  The impact of this forced Victor’s head back, 
leaving his neck vulnerable to Nekvos’s next attack.  Making a plank out of his right hand, 
Nekvos drove it into Victor’s throat, instantly cutting off his air intake.  Victor’s hands flew to his 
neck as he gagged uncontrollably, experiencing the terrible sensation that something was tightly 
lodged in it.  Next, a stomp kick from Nekvos collided with his stomach and sent him staggering 
away disorientedly.
Victor now dropped to his knees, his mind flooded with nothing but dread.  There was no way he 
could win this fight fairly, and they both knew it.  Nekvos was advancing on him deliberately with 
a satisfied smirk on his face, his form so blurred and shifty that it looked like there were two of 
him moving in perfect synchronization.  There was, however, another possibility.  Reaching into 
the sleeve of his tunic, Victor drew forth the knife that he had previously stolen and brandished it 
threateningly.  At the sight of this, Nekvos stopped in his tracks, dropping into a more disciplined 
fighting stance in anticipation of the upcoming attack.  Victor started forward, all too eager to 
carve Nekvos’s flesh from his bones, but at second thought held back.  If he took the easy way 
out, which also happened to be the underhanded way, he would be no better than Hefoe.  Victor 
had called Hefoe a coward and a dirty cheater when he had tried to get the better of him like 
this, and now here he was doing exactly the same thing.  Someone had once told him all the 
fighting skill in the world was useless without a sense of honor to back it up, and this was the 
philosophy that had kept Victor alive for the past twenty years.  He didn’t intend to throw it away 
now.
Aware every set of eyes in the arena was fixed on him, Victor bravely tossed the knife aside and 
raised his fists again.  Nekvos looked very baffled by this choice move, but Victor didn’t care 
what he thought.  He then aimed a punch at Nekvos, but Nekvos was able to easily catch 
Victor’s forearm in his left hand, twisting it off to the side.  With his right hand, Nekvos grabbed 
the back of Victor’s head to keep him still while he brought his own head swinging forward in a 
sharp headbutt.  Victor felt a violent explosion of pain within his skull, causing his vision to 
briefly flicker again, and a trickle of blood dripping down his forehead from the place where it 
had been opened up.  Next, Nekvos drove his knee into Victor’s rib cage again and again, 
blasting the breath out of his lungs with each crushing blow.  Victor doubled over and Nekvos 
brought his fist down on his arched back, knocking Victor to his knees.  “What was that you said 
about my extreme arrogance, kid?” Nekvos taunted.
Victor knew regardless of how long he was able to prolong this fight, his defeat was 
nevertheless inevitable.  Nekvos was just too skilled, his fighting style more precise and 
coordinated than anyone Victor had fought before.  The makeshift style that Victor always 



employed was very effective against the disorderly gladiators he was used to fighting, but when 
confronted by a foe of higher caliber like Nekvos, it simply didn’t cut it.  However, he was 
nevertheless determined not to make anything easy for Nekvos if he could avoid it.  He would 
not go down like a coward, groveling and begging for mercy.  No, he would fight to his last 
breath and never stop struggling, taking every opportunity to hurt Nekvos, even if only a little.
Victor’s next feeble punch was easily deflected by Nekvos, who then proceeded to hit him in the 
face with each hand.  A kick to the crook of Victor’s leg folded it in half and caused him to drop 
to his knees, while a knee strike to the face brutally splintered his nose.  Victor was now starting 
to really regret not keeping that knife, but it was too late for lamentations now.  Next, Nekvos 
grabbed him by the roots of his hair and painfully dragged his head up, driving a mighty punch 
into Victor’s face that sent him sprawling out on the ground.  A moment later, Nekvos was upon 
Victor, stomping and kicking his body.  Before long, Victor was practically numb from the 
countless bruises and swellings that coated his torso.  However, even this pain was suddenly 
diminished by an even greater jolt of agony that originated from a wet snap in his side, no doubt 
one of his ribs giving way.  He tried to scream out in pain, but the lack of air in his lungs 
prevented him from doing so.  All he could accomplish was to cover his head with his arms to 
guard against any permanent brain damage, and pray no additional ribs would break.
This pummeling lasted for what seemed like an eternity, although Victor knew in reality, it was 
probably only another minute or two.  Finally growing bored of this, Nekvos placed his leg on top 
of Victor’s back, firmly pinning him against the ground.  Lowering his head so his mouth was 
right next to Victor’s ear, he mocked, “Kid, I think a lot of people just lost their money betting on 
you.”  Victor did not respond to this, knowing Nekvos was just trying to elicit an angry reaction 
from him.
Now, Nekvos raised his voice so he could address the entire audience, which was sitting still in 
disbelief of what had just transpired.  This mere  man, a seeming nobody, had torn down the 
hero they so idolized.  The last time something like this had happened, Victor had been on the 
other end of it.  “Is this your grand champion?  This bruised and bloodied mess at my feet?  I 
see nothing special about him!  He’s just a worthless loser!”  As he talked, Nekvos 
contemptuously prodded Victor with his foot, and Victor could feel his face burning with shame 
and disgrace.  Apparently, it wasn’t enough for Nekvos to simply beat him, he also had to 
humiliate him in front of the entire audience.  Humiliation was not something Victor was used to 
feeling in the arena, always being the one to come out on top.  It was as if five years of constant 
triumphs had made him almost forget what it was like to lose.  Now, though, he was in a state of 
panicked shock.  How could he have let this happen?  And to think he had been so confident 
about this fight before.
For a few moments, stunned silence reigned in the arena before it was punctuated by Pakvat, 
who was the first to regain his voice, “Well, this is a surprising turn of events!  After five years of 
terrorizing this arena, the mighty Victor has finally met his match with Nekvos!”
“Not so mighty after all, I guess,” mocked Nekvos.  He then shouted up to Pakvat, “Hey, this 
means I’m the grand champion now, doesn’t it?”
“Well….I suppose it does.  Come on, everyone, let’s give Nekvos the warm welcome that our 
new grand champion deserves!”  At this proclamation, the spectators were hysterical, rising out 
of their seats to chant Nekvos’s name the same way they had once chanted Victor’s.  
Meanwhile, Nekvos, looking like he was having the time of his life, raised his arms above his 
head to soak up all this attention.
When the chanting had died down to a point where he could be heard, Teavis cleared his throat 
and spoke up, “Finally, it is time for Victor’s reign over this arena to come to an end!  As much 
as we all loved having him as our grand champion, he has now become obsolete.  With Nekvos 
here, we have no need for a second-rate champion like Victor.”  And to Nekvos in particular, 



Teavis added, “Kill him!”  Victor silently cursed Teavis for probably the millionth time, although in 
this case, he meant it especially badly.  He knew Teavis had been looking for an opportunity like 
this, when he could have Victor killed off in some sort of epic manner, for a very long time.
Crouching next to Victor, Nekvos clamped his hands firmly around his neck, cutting off his air 
supply.  Victor fought against this, prying at Nekvos’s fingers with every last bit of strength, but 
his iron grip could not be broken.  A lightheaded sensation soon began to overtake Victor, his 
lungs screaming desperately for air that he was unable to give them.  His vision grew fuzzy and 
his strength started to ebb away, but even so, Victor was not ready to give up.  This couldn’t be 
the end….it just couldn’t be….  There was so much he was still going to do with his life, so many 
things he had yet to accomplish.  With every fiber of his being, Victor refused to die trapped in 
this arena—although he had to admit at the moment, he didn’t really have any say in the matter.  
“Do it now!” snapped Teavis, growing impatient with Nekvos’s procrastinating.  But instead of 
obeying, Nekvos released his grip on Victor’s throat and got off him, drawing himself up to his 
full height.  Victor instantly took a deep, gulping breath of air, relishing the wonderful feeling of it 
filling his aching lungs.
“You know what,” Nekvos said, “I think Victor fought pretty damn bravely today.  I mean, he 
lasted rather long considering who he was fighting.  I say he shall live!”  The spectators were 
baffled by this sudden change of heart, muttering indistinctly to each other, but all Victor was 
concerned about at the moment was why he wasn’t dead yet like Teavis had ordered.
Through gritted teeth, Teavis growled, “Nice try, but I, and only I, give the commands around 
here.  So do as I say and kill Victor!  Kill him now!”  Teavis always liked to be in control of 
whatever situation was at hand, or at least believe he was in control, and when this was not the 
case, he quickly became very agitated.
Pretending to seriously consider this, Nekvos said, “Hmm, let me just think about that for a 
moment….no!”
“What do you mean ‘No’?  Do you have any idea what happened to the last gladiator here who 
defied me?”
“I mean no, I don’t think Victor deserves to die.  I’m not going to kill him, especially at your 
stupid whims.  Did you ever just step back and look at yourself?  You sit up there on your mighty 
throne and watch your gladiators slaughter each other down here, while keeping your own 
hands perfectly clean!  It’s despicable!”
“I’ve killed before!  Many, many times,” countered Teavis, but Nekvos just shook his head and 
sighed.
“By all means, you’ve killed before, but for what?  Revenge?  Intimidation?  Maybe even 
entertainment?  Have you ever been forced to fight and kill for your very survival?  Have you 
ever had to take a life to save your own?  Of course not!  You represent everything wrong with 
this world!  People like you make me sick to my stomach!”  Nekvos spat on the ground to 
emphasize his point.
“Enough of this!” Teavis spluttered, although Nekvos just chuckled carelessly.
“What are you going to do, huh?”
Jabbing his finger angrily at Nekvos, Teavis ordered, “Guards!  Restrain him!”  Several guards, 
who had been listening in silence to Nekvos’s intense speech, snapped to attention now and 
came charging across the arena to do just that.  As they did so, Victor breathed a sigh of relief 
and slumped over with fatigue.  He was alive for now, having once again escaped the persistent 
grasp of death.  The adrenaline that had kept him fully conscious throughout the whole ordeal 
was now beginning to wear off, though, and he was starting to feel just how badly he had been 
beaten.  He was still curious why Nekvos had chosen to spare his life, though, and made a 
mental note to ask him about it later….that is, if they both actually survived until later.  This was 



his last thought before he finally lost consciousness and was overtaken by an engulfing black 
void.

***

Tidveus and Vokiat had looked on with awe as Nekvos bravely stood his ground against Victor, 
with shock as he had proceeded to ruthlessly beat Victor into submission, with amusement as 
he had mocked Teavis, and now with horror as the guards came rushing over to subdue him.  
They swarmed all around him, swinging wildly with their batons and striking every inch of him 
that they could reach.  Nekvos fought back, managing to incapacitate several of them, although 
he was greatly outnumbered.  Blow after blow chipped away at his stamina and gradually 
brought him to his knees, allowing the guards to shackle his limbs and drag him away.
Now that all the dust had settled, Tidveus and Vokiat could actually start to process what had 
just transpired.  “What the Hell was that?” Vokiat exclaimed indignantly.  “How could that 
happen?”
“I don’t believe it,” Tidveus gawked, his mouth hanging open in total astonishment.  “I just don’t 
believe it.”
“I didn’t think it was even possible for Victor to lose after watching him defeat those four 
gladiators at once!”
“I know, right?  But he just….Nekvos just beat him to a pulp!”
“Tell me about it!  It’s insane!”
Tidveus thought it was somewhat fitting that just as he had been present five years ago to watch 
Victor’s first fight in the arena, he was also here now to watch his last.  “What do you think is 
going to happen to Victor and Nekvos?” he asked Vokiat, almost afraid to know the answer.
“I have no idea,” answered Vokiat, shaking his head in disbelief.  “But I hope they’re both all 
right.”

Chapter X



Teavis fumed with rage as he poured himself a glass of wine, accidentally spilling some on the 
table in his haste.  Downing it very quickly, he poured himself another glass, this time careful not 
to spill any, and began to drink that one as well.  It took slightly longer to drink this one, since he 
was already beginning to feel somewhat lightheaded, but a couple minutes later, the glass was 
empty again.  Wiping his mouth off with his sleeve, Teavis reached for the wine bottle to pour 
himself a third glass, but decided against it.  Getting completely drunk wouldn’t do him any 
good.
Sitting back, Teavis began to mull over the events of that day.  Every few moments, his train of 
thought was interrupted by a howl of agony from the nearby torture chamber, where Visvus was 
busy literally whipping Nekvos into shape.  These painful sounds were almost satisfying enough 
to put a little smile of Teavis’s face in spite of himself.  But not quite.  Nekvos had only just 
arrived at this arena, and Teavis already hated him.  His face burning a bright crimson with pure 
fury, he hurled his wine glass across the room, where it smashed into thousands of fragments 
against the wall.
At that moment, the door opened and Visvus entered the room.  His eyes darted from Teavis to 
the shattered wine glass, and he inquired, “Am I interrupting anything?”
Teavis substituted an actual answer with a harsh glare at Visvus, snapping, “Just sit down.”  As 
Visvus did so, Teavis said, “I could hear Nekvos screaming all the way from here.  I trust your 
session with him went well?”
“Oh yeah, I gave him the worst thrashing of his life!  I’m already looking forward to round two, 
just not sure I can wait long enough for Nekvos to get himself into trouble again.”
“Good,” was Teavis’s blunt reply.  Hearing Visvus describe in such vivid detail the pain that he 
had inflicted on Nekvos pleased him greatly.  “That’s what he gets for his outrageous behavior.  
You saw how he blatantly disrespected me out there!  And now, of course, I’m stuck with him!  
Whatever am I ever going to do with him?”
“Pardon me for saying this, but didn’t you want Victor to be defeated?  That’s why you tried to 
arrange for Hefoe to kill him, right, because he was on a constant winning streak?”
“Yes, I did, but now I’m left longing for a time when Victor was my biggest problem!  The way 
things are shaping up, Nekvos could potentially be much worse than he ever was!”
“Okay, so how are you going to bounce back from this?” Visvus asked.
“Well, if we’re going to be stuck with Nekvos, we might as well take advantage of him.  Once his 
wounds are healed, we can debut him in the arena.  Let the audience get to know their new 
grand champion.”
“What about Victor?”
“Oh, he can still be of some use to us.  We’ve never had two champions alive at the same time, 
because they always kill their predecessors.  However, since we do now, there’s just one logical 
thing to do with them.”
“Make them fight each other,” Visvus breathed, and Teavis nodded.
“Just imagine it:  Victor, a disgraced former champion, trying to reclaim his lost title from Nekvos 
the usurper.  The audience will love it!”
“Yeah, no kidding!  That’s something I’d pay a lot of money to see.”
“I’m counting on the audience feeling the same way.  You, though, get a front row seat for free.”
“I’ll be very much looking forward to it.”
“How much longer,” Teavis wondered, “until Victor and Nekvos will be strong enough to fight 
again?  Victor received quite a beating during their fight, and I’m well aware of what you’re 
capable of doing to a gladiator like Nekvos when you get really into it.”
“Probably about a week,” Visvus estimated.  “Nekvos was pretty tough, it shouldn’t take him too 
long to recover.”



Nodding at this, Teavis said, “Then we must do everything in our power to get them both healed 
as soon as possible, so they can fight each other before all the hype dies out.  And when that 
day comes, we’ll have something happy to share our next drink over.”
“I can hardly wait.”

Chapter XI

A pair of guards roughly tossed a limp Nekvos into the cell right across from Victor’s, before 
slamming the door shut and leaving.  As Nekvos rolled over on the floor, Victor could see his 
back was completely shredded and soaked with blood.  It actually looked even worse than the 
thrashing that Visvus had given Victor the previous week.
“It would appear you’ve met Visvus,” Victor commented.  “You’d better get used to hating him, 
because you seem like the type of impulsive gladiator who would tend to get on his bad side all 
the time.  Trust me, I know a lot about that.”
“Yeah, he’s a real piece of work,” Nekvos agreed.  “Oh, how I’d love to drive a sword through his 
heartless chest.”
“Get in line,” said Victor bitterly.  “You can’t even imagine how miserable it is to spend five years 
getting constantly whipped by him.  If anyone deserves the right to kill him, it’s me.  You can 
have his corpse when I’m done with him, though.”
“Fine, kid,” Nekvos conceded, somewhat grumpily.  “I guess you do have more of a right to him 
than me.”
Lugeus then spoke up, “On behalf of all the gladiators here, I would like to give a warm welcome 
to our new grand champion, Nekvos!  It’s about time someone cut Victor down to size.  Thanks 
for that.”
“Yeah, no problem,” Nekvos cockily replied.
“Oh, shut up….” Victor grumbled, but no one paid him any notice.
“I was seriously starting to doubt anyone was ever going to defeat Victor,” Primar said.
“Yeah, so was I,” agreed Lugeus.  “How’d you do it?”
“Wow, Victor, these guys really did think you were invincible,” Nekvos chuckled, shaking his 
head with amusement.  To the other gladiators, he said, “Honestly, it wasn’t even that hard.  
Your grand champion—or I guess he’s the former champion now, isn’t he?—has horrible form.”
“Please don’t make me regret not using that knife on you,” Victor grumbled.
“All right, just as long as you don’t make me regret sparing your life.  You owe me big for that, by 
the way.  You got off easy for your act of mercy, but I got whipped raw for mine.”
“If that’s what you got for sparing my life,” Victor inquired with genuine curiosity, “why would you 
do it?  Why not just kill me and take all the glory that comes with it?”
“What’re you trying to accomplish, kid, make me regret sparing your life?  Because if so, you’re 
kind of succeeding.”
“No, I’m just wondering.”



With a sigh, Nekvos said, “You could have attacked me with that knife.  But you chose the 
honorable path and threw away your one chance of winning.  There aren’t many who would do 
that, and I respect you for it.  You might make a living slaughtering others, but you’re not a bad 
man.  I can tell that much, at least.”
Nodding, Victor remarked, “My uncle was very fond of saying all the fighting skill in the world 
was useless without a sense of honor to back it up.”
“He must have been a very wise person, then.”
“The wisest.”  Victor did realize it was very out of character for him to be divulging such personal 
details about his past to a complete stranger, but there was something different about Nekvos, 
something that made Victor relate to him on an unspoken level.
“Not like the people here,” Nekvos grumbled.  “Here, everyone sucks.”
“Well, I guess that’s one way to put it,” Victor agreed, chuckling slightly.
“Except you, kid.  You actually seem all right.”
“Thanks, I guess?” said Victor, not really sure how to take this compliment.
Nekvos continued, “I mean, seriously, out of all the miserable places we could be stuck, this has 
to take the cake.  And they say you’ve been here five years?  I respect you for that, kid.  
Personally, I couldn't stand five years here.  I’d sooner slit my own throat.”
“You know,” Victor told him, “if I wasn’t a gladiator here, I’d probably have ended up becoming a 
farmer instead.”
“Really?  Somehow, I can’t imagine you tending crops all day.  It just doesn’t fit you.”
“Yeah, I used to think a career like that would be dreadfully boring.  But looking back now, I’d 
gladly take a nice boring life over this life of Hell.”
“That’s where we disagree, kid.  A boring life like that is probably the only thing that could make 
me slit my throat faster.”
“What about you?” Victor asked Nekvos.  “How’d you end up in this arena?”
Shaking his head, Nekvos said, “Kid, that story is so messed up, you don’t even want to hear it.”
“Try me.  It’s not like either of us has anything better to do.”
“Well, you see, it involves my—” Nekvos began, before he was interrupted by the sound of the 
door being opened.  Through this door strode Disannis, flanked by a pair of guards.
Victor leaned against the balls of his cell in anticipation, for she rarely visited him here, and was 
very much surprised when she walked right past his cell without even making eye contact.  He 
called, “Disannis!  Over here!” but she did not respond to this, only acknowledging him with a 
conceited glance.
Disannis then turned her attention to Nekvos, leaning suggestively against the bars of his cell as 
she introduced herself, “Hello, there.  My name’s Disannis.  You may have heard of me?”
“No, I can’t say I have,” replied Nekvos, somewhat grumpily.
“What’s your name?” she asked him.
“It’s Nekvos….but you already knew that, didn’t you?  Just cut out the small talk and get straight 
to your point, will you?”
Disannis seemed slightly taken aback by this response, but it did not stop her.  “I can see you’re 
a clever man,” she told him.  “I like that.  I also like a man who’s nice and strong, so he can 
protect the woman he loves, and you clearly are.  I’ve heard all about you, how you defeated 
Victor.”
“Well, like I told these gladiators here, it wasn’t really that hard….”
“You guys, I’m right here!” snapped Victor irritably.
“Victor, can’t you see I’m in the middle of something now?” said Disannis exasperatedly.  To 
Nekvos, she then said, “I suppose you’re the grand champion now.”
“I’ve already been congratulated for that title, so unless you have something else to say, please 
get lost.”



“As a matter of fact, I do.”  Pressing her head against the bars, Disannis said, “As the new grand 
champion, I think you’d look so much more….dashing with a beautiful woman draped across 
you.  And as it happens, I’m available to fill that position.”
Hearing this, Victor felt his anger boiling up inside him anew, not for Nekvos this time but rather 
for Disannis.  For five years, she had remained staunchly faithful to him, although watching her 
man get beaten senseless was apparently a deal breaker for her.  “No, you’re not,” Victor told 
her flatly.  “Did you just forget you’re with me?”
“Oh no, I didn’t forget.  I simply decided you are no longer good enough for me,” was Disannis’s 
curt reply.  “You were once the invincible grand champion, Victor, but now you’re just a wreck.  
You have become weak.  And you know how I feel about weakness.”
“All too well,” Victor said, remembering how she had so often criticized Kohave for exactly the 
same reason.  “But what about all those times you said you loved me, huh?  Did that mean 
nothing to you?  If you really did love me, you wouldn’t abandon me like this!”
“Times change.  That was true back when I said it, but not anymore.  Right now, being with 
Nekvos is in my best interests.  It’s just like my father said, I need a strong man to protect me in 
this harsh arena.  You were that man, Victor, but clearly, you’re not strong enough.  Now, it’s 
Nekvos’s turn.”
“Your father,” Victor told Disannis exasperatedly, “wanted you to be with me.  He told me 
himself, multiple times.  He never would have approved of what you are doing now!”
“Excuse me, but are you suggesting you knew my own father better than I did myself?”
“Maybe I actually did, if you remember him like that.”
Shaking her head in a condescending way, Disannis said, “You think far too highly of yourself, 
Victor.  My father was very fond of you, yes, but he only set us up together because you were 
the grand champion.  Just like he did to Kohave before you and Lemute before him.  And if he 
were here right now, he would want me to be with Nekvos.”  Turning her back to Victor as 
though this settled the matter, Disannis told Nekvos, “Teavis says when those wounds on your 
back are healed, you’ll be making your debut in the arena.  I just know you’re going to be a big 
hit with the audience.  And if you win the fights, you’ll also win some time with me.  We could be 
very, very happy together.”
“Well, as tempting as that offer is, I’m going to have to pass on it,” answered Nekvos rather 
gruffly.  Clearly, he was in no mood to deal with Disannis’s advances on him, and after 
everything he had been through that day, Victor couldn’t really blame him.
“Why?” Disannis demanded, obviously unwilling to take “No” for an answer.
“Because I won’t be staying here much longer.  Don’t get used to me or anything.”
“I’m not going anywhere,” Primar interjected.  “And I’d be more than happy to spend some time 
with you.”  As he said this, he leaned against the bars of his cell and reached his arm through 
them, grasping for her.
“No, I don’t think so,” Disannis told Primar with disgust.  “Like Victor, you’re just not good 
enough for me.”
“Yeah, whatever.”  Looking disappointed but not particularly surprised by this rejection, Primar 
lay back down on the pile of straw that served as his bed.  His lust for Disannis was well known 
and he had frequently made bold advances on her, although never to any avail.
“You know, Victor often talked about escaping the area.  But why escape when you have 
everything you could ever want right here?  In this arena, you’ll get to satisfy your bloodlust 
through glorious combat.  You’ll be idolized by thousands of adoring fans.  And best of all, you’ll 
have me.  Doesn’t that sound like a dream come true?”
“Okay, sure,” said Nekvos in a tone that implied he was only agreeing to get rid of her.
“That’s great!” Disannis exclaimed excitedly.  “I can hardly wait!”



“Neither can I, neither can I….”  Judging from the fact that Disannis continued smiling with joy at 
this, she wasn’t very good at picking up sarcasm.
Disannis started to leave, but stopped and turned around at the last moment to deliver a final 
message, “Oh, and one more thing.  The next time Teavis orders you to do something, just do it, 
okay?  Even if you’d rather not.  I mean, that’s the only way we’d get to spend time together, 
and if you don’t, Visvus would have to give you another painful thrashing.  It would just be so 
much easier for everyone if you’d be more obedient.”
“Easier for you, perhaps,” argued Nekvos, crossing his arms in front of his chest.
Disannis actually did pick up the sarcasm in Nekvos’s tone this time, and was not amused by it.  
“Please?” she asked again, pouting her lips like she always did when she was frustrated.  “Just 
do it for me.”
“Teavis put you up to this, didn’t he?” Nekvos groaned, rolling his eyes.
“Yes, he did.  But he didn’t have to.”  With that, Disannis turned on her heels and strutted out of 
the room.  The two guards, who had been standing there in silence throughout the conversation, 
followed her out and shut the door behind them.
“Who was she?” asked Nekvos after a moment of awkward silence.
Victor told him, “She’s my lover.  Or rather, was my lover.  Oh, I can’t believe she would just 
leave me like that!”  Under different circumstances, Victor would have been enraged at 
Disannis, but at the moment, he was more in shock.  After all, he and Disannis had been 
together five years, a not insignificant amount of time.  He had genuinely loved her, and to see 
her so callously thrown their entire relationship away like this….
“Well, if it’s any consolation to you, kid, I don’t want her.  You can have her back if you want.  But 
just a piece of advice:  if she cares so little about your relationship that she’s willing to leave you 
for the first good-looking hotshot who comes her way,” Victor rolled his eyes at this little pat on 
the back that Nekvos gave himself, “she doesn’t deserve for you to care that much about her, 
either.  I know I have just a little too much self-respect for that, and you should as well.”
As surprised as Victor was to be receiving words of comfort from Nekvos, of all people, he 
couldn’t deny that Nekvos was right:  Disannis had betrayed him, and therefore didn’t deserve 
his devotion.  She never did.  Had she really just been using Victor the whole time?  All those 
years, when he thought she actually loved him, had she only been thinking about how well he 
could protect her?  And how could he have been so blind that he never noticed this?  He 
certainly should have, what with the way she had constantly praised him for nothing other than 
being strong and loyal to her.  He had given her anything she wanted, and she had never even 
thanked him for it.
Victor had of course seen these self-centered traits before but had always chosen to overlook 
them.  He had settled for Disannis because, in a world where practically everyone wanted him 
dead, she was always throwing herself at him.  Also, to have a lover who did not die a tragic 
death was a bigger accomplishment than it really should have been for Victor.  But Victor was 
done with Disannis now.  He was sick and tired of her stuck-up personality, just sorry he had 
deluded himself into putting up with it for five years.  “You’re right.  You’re absolutely right,” he 
sighed miserably.
“Of course I am,” Nekvos said cockily, leaning back and putting his hands behind his head.  “So 
now that you’ve gotten over the emotional trauma of having your woman leave you, we can turn 
our attention to more productive stuff.  Like getting out of here, for example.”
“Huh?”
“You heard what I told her, didn’t you?  I’m not here to stay.”
“Um, I didn’t think I hit you all that hard during our fight….but apparently, I did,” Victor quippd.  
“Don’t you realize we’re trapped here?  If we weren’t, none of us would stick around!”



“Are you sure we’re trapped here, though?  I mean, have any of you ever actually tried to 
escape?”
“Oh, we’ve tried to escape, all right.  Many, many times.  But no one ever succeeds.  Do you 
want to know why?  Because none of the gladiators here ever work together.  The constant 
infighting and backstabbing between us prevents this.  Which isn’t very surprising, considering 
we’ve all killed so many of each other’s friends.  I’m sure if we could actually cooperate on 
something, we would be more than a match for Teavis and his guards.  But we can’t.  I used to 
think maybe Disannis could help me escape, but you just saw how well that turned out.  And 
besides her, there’s no one here I can trust.  Every one of these gladiators would give anything 
for a chance to kill me themself.”
“You can trust me, kid,” said Nekvos.
“You’ve got a great sense of humor, you know that?”
“Really.  You can trust me.”
“Beating each other senseless usually isn’t the best way to build new friendships,” Victor pointed 
out.
“Kid, I could easily have killed you back in that arena.  But I didn’t.  It’s pretty clear that I don’t 
want you dead, I just want to get the Hell out of here.  If anything, I’m the one who needs to trust 
you, and I can tell I can.”
“How?”
“Because I can tell you’re a sensible person.  You’ve been stuck here five years, you said, so 
would you really want to throw away your one shot at freedom to satisfy some petty grudge?  
Besides, something tells me your sense of honor, the same one that made you toss that knife 
aside, wouldn’t let you betray me.”
“All right, fine, I guess I can trust you,” Victor conceded.  “But that’s only half—no, not even half
—of the battle.  We still have to actually escape.”
“Then we’ll escape.  It’s as simple as that, kid.”
With an exasperated sigh, Victor groaned, “For the last time, I’m not a….oh, forget it.”  Not 
caring enough to have this conversation with Nekvos again, Victor instead said, “Listen, you 
seem to think escaping this arena is just a piece of cake, but I can tell you it’s not.  I used to 
have that same mindset, and do you want to know what it got me?”
“Judging from your tone, I take it nothing good?”
“It was a disaster.  Four years ago, my mentor, Jiguat, helped me stage a revolution against 
Teavis and his guards.  But, as should be obvious by the fact that I’m still here, it failed 
miserably.  We were all recaptured, and Jiguat was killed by the very gladiators he was trying to 
set free.  As punishment, Teavis had a bunch of the gladiators who had been involved in this 
revolution tied up in the arena while a starving tiger devoured them.”
“But what about you, kid?” Nekvos inquired.  “You’re still alive, clearly."
“Being the grand champion, I was too valuable to just execute like that.  Lucky me, I got myself 
a thrashing from Visvus instead.”
“Yeah, lucky you.”
“Teavis also made the rest of the gladiators watch it.  More than anything, he was trying to send 
a detering message, make sure none of them would try anything like that in the future.”
“So basically, he was trying to scare you straight.”
“Exactly.”
“Well, you aren’t going to let it get to you, are you?” said Nekvos slyly.
“No, of course not!” Victor snapped, suddenly getting defensive.
“Yes, you are!” exclaimed Nekvos, clearly attempting to play off Victor’s inflated ego and hatred 
for Teavis.  He might have thought he was being clever, but Victor could see exactly what he 
was doing.  “Tell me I’m wrong!”



“You’re trying to bait me,” was Victor’s calm response.
“Of course I am.  Kid, Teavis is attempting to take away your hope!  You can’t let him succeed!”
As obvious as it was that Nekvos was playing Victor, he undeniably knew all the right buttons to 
push.  The more he thought about it, Victor realized Nekvos was right, he couldn’t allow Teavis 
to take away his hope.  For the past five years, Victor had been waiting for an opportunity to 
escape, and now that one was finally upon him, he couldn’t afford to pass it up.  Nodding, Victor 
said, “All right, you have me convinced.  Now, how are we going to escape?”
“Hey, you’re the one who’s been here five years, I only just arrived,” Nekvos pointed out.  “You 
tell me, kid.”
This part proved to be much more difficult, for despite having fantasized about such an escape 
plan for the past five years, Victor had made almost no progress actually coming up with one.  
This was because without someone to help him carry it out, all his planning would be for 
nothing.  Now that Nekvos was here, though, the time had come to take action.  After a few 
minutes of intense thinking, Victor responded, “You know what?  I think I have a plan.  Or the 
beginnings of one, at least.”
“Lay it on me,” Nekvos said, and Victor did.  “That….that just might work,” he mused when 
Victor was done explaining it.  “I particularly like my role in it.”
“I knew you would,” Victor responded with a devious grin.  For the first time in five years, he had 
something no amount of fighting in the arena could give him:  hope.  He finally had a plan to 
escape, and a partner to help him carry it out.
“All right, then!” Nekvos exclaimed, savagely rattling the bars of his cell with excitement.  “Let’s 
get out of here!”



Chapter XII

Twenty Years Ago
“Hurry up and finish your lunch, Victor, or you’ll be late for your training with Menpote!” said 
Naomei, hurriedly bustling around the kitchen.  Menpote was the combat instructor who was in 
charge of training the children of Gizium, which included Victor, Gatir, and Enode.  They had 
sessions with him almost every day, during which he taught them to fight with wooden sticks, 
throw knives, shoot a bow and arrow, and other useful skills.  He also happened to be Naomei’s 
older brother by ten years, making him Victor’s uncle.
Wes, being the staunch traditionalist he was, frequently voiced his wishes for Victor and Gatir to 
grow up to be farmers, just like their ancestors had been for the past ten generations, but 
personally, Victor couldn’t stand the thought of that.  Maybe it was because he had absolutely 
no talent in this area, having killed every plant that he had tried to grow, but he had always 
found farming unbearably boring and tedious.  He would much rather grow up to be a great 
warrior, like Menpote.  “All right, all right, I’m almost done,” Victor said through a mouthful of 
soup.
“Don’t talk with your mouth full, boy!  And be more respectful to your mother, you hear me?” 
harshly snapped Wes from across the table.  He looked exactly like how Victor would imagine 
Gatir looking in a few decades, which was quite baffling, because Victor himself didn’t resemble 
Wes at all.  He had the same facial structure and hair color as Naomei with the one glaring 
exception of his eyes, the origin of which was a total mystery to everyone in the family.  Naomei, 
Wes, Tusos, and Gatir all had blue eyes, so Victor had no idea how his own eyes could be 
brown.  Maybe this lack of alikeness contributed to the fact that Wes seemed to constantly favor 
Gatir over Victor, no matter the circumstance.
“Oh, honey, it’s perfectly fine,” Naomei said, coming to Victor’s defense.  “Don’t be so hard on 
him.”
“No, it’s not perfectly fine,” Wes griped.  “He has to learn to respect his elders!”
“I’m sure he does respect us, honey.  We can talk about this later, but right now, he has to get 
going.”
“Fine.  Get going, boy,” grumbled Wes very irritably.  As Victor lifted his bowl to his lips to slurp 
down the rest of his soup, Wes turned to Naomei and gruffly joked, “You know, would it be such 
a bad idea just let your brother keep Victor?  We could trade him for a cow, or a couple goats 
maybe….?”
“No, Wes!  That’s not funny!” snapped Naomei, slapping him angrily on the arm.  Wes made 
jokes of this nature quite frequently, although Naomei always hated them, seemingly much more 
than she should have.
For his part, Victor wouldn’t be at all unhappy with that arrangement.  “Can we do that?  I’d love 
to live with Menpote!” he half-joked.
“No, Victor, I’m afraid you’re stuck with us,” said Naomei, shooting Wes an extremely dirty look 
and shaking her head slightly.
Finishing his soup, Victor handed the bowl to Naomei and bolted out the door, briefly looking 
back over his shoulder to exclaim, “See you later, Mom!”
“Have fun, Victor!” Naomei called after him.
Outside, Victor found Gatir and Enode, who had been waiting anxiously for him to finish his 
lunch, and asked, “Are you guys ready?”
“Yes!  Let’s do this!” was Enode’s very enthusiastic reply.
As the three of them set out for the training field, Victor and Gatir’s dog Ripjaw came jogging 
over, no doubt drawn there by the allure of potential attention.  Ripjaw stood about as high as 



Victor’s waist and was primarily white, with brown and black splotches scattered here and there.  
Victor and Gatir had found him a year ago when, as a puppy, he had gotten caught in one of 
their wolf traps and injured his leg.  After much pleading on their part, Naomei and Wes had 
caved in and let them keep Ripjaw so they could nurse him back to health.  Unsurprisingly, 
Victor and Gatir had been the ones to give Ripjaw his particularly graphic name, much to 
Naomei’s chagrin.  “Who’s a good dog?” Gatir asked rhetorically as he knelt next to Ripjaw and 
began to scratch him under the chin.  Whimpering with pleasure, Ripjaw tilted his head down to 
lick Gatir’s hands.
“Come on, Gatir, hurry up!” groaned Victor with exasperation, grabbing Gatir by the arm and 
pulling him along.
Looking somewhat crestfallen, Gatir waved goodbye to Ripjaw, calling, “Don’t worry, I’ll be back 
later!”
Victor, meanwhile, looked at Enode with a devious grin and remarked, “I can’t wait to try out our 
new move!”
“I know, right?” said Enode slyly.  “I think we’ve finally got it….”
By the time Victor and Enode arrived at the training field, about two dozen other students had 
already gathered there.  Some just stood around chatting, as class had not started yet, while 
others were busy practicing their fighting moves with wooden sticks, both individually and 
against each other.  “Hey, look who finally decided to show up!” called one from across the field, 
having caught sight of Victor and Enode.  His name was Temandu, and next to him stood his 
best friend, Vinphes, both thirteen like Victor.  While Victor liked to think of himself as a nice kid, 
there was just something about Temandu he couldn’t stand, and as a result, their two friend 
groups had been enemies for as long as either of them could remember.
“Yeah, I couldn’t miss out on an opportunity to kick your pathetic butt!” Victor retorted.
Before Temandu could respond to this, Menpote stepped onto the field and commanded, “All 
right, everyone, assemble into a line so you all have a good view of me.”  The students did as 
they were told, their sticks resting on their shoulders, and Menpote paced back and forth in front 
of them, inspecting their posture.  Menpote then continued, “You’ve all shown a lot of progress 
recently, so today I’m going to teach you a much more advanced move.  It’s extremely difficult to 
master, but once you do master it, it’s even harder to defend against.  Now, can I have a 
volunteer to help me demonstrate it?”
“I can do it, Sir,” Victor said, raising his hand to get Menpote’s attention.
“Thank you, Victor,” said Menpote.  The two of them then walked into the center of the field, 
each one holding a stick.  “Now Victor,” Menpote told him, “I’m going to perform this move on 
you, and you’re going to try to defend against it, to the best of your abilities.  I’ll be super careful 
not to actually hurt you in the process.  Okay?”
“Okay.”  For a moment, they just stood there, and then Menpote moved, leaping into the air and 
bringing his stick down on Victor.  This attack was somewhat sloppy, an obvious feint, and 
Victor, recognizing this, moved his own stick to protect his legs in anticipation of the upcoming 
strike.  However, Menpote never broke off from this feint, instead following through and striking 
Victor on the left arm before he could adapt and bring his stick back up.  This blow was not 
particularly strong, but all the same, it was humiliating to get tripped up like that.  The other 
students seemed to think so, too, because they were chuckling to themselves at Victor’s failure.
“Hey!” Menpote scolded them.  “How many times do I have to say we don’t laugh at each 
other’s mistakes here?  This environment is supposed to be supportive, not discouraging.  
Victor might have looked ridiculous, but I’d like to see any of you do as well as he did.  So just 
hold your tongues, got it?”
“Yes, Sir,” the students murmured in acknowledgement.



“Don’t listen to them, son,” Menpote assured Victor, giving him a comforting pat on the shoulder.  
“You tried your best, and did pretty damn good, too.  That’s what really matters.”
“Thank you, Sir,” Victor said with a foolish smile.  Even if Wes wasn’t the best father in the world, 
it was balanced out by the special care and attention that Victor received from Menpote, who 
blatantly favored him over all his other students.  Maybe it was just because Victor was 
Menpote’s nephew, or because he was the top student in the class, but Victor often sensed 
there was something deeper behind it.  Menpote had always been a friendly face for him to 
confide in and ask for advice, and Victor felt he could tell him anything, even things too personal 
to tell his parents.  And the way Menpote called him “son” warmed Victor’s heart right up.
“Pair up!” Menpote ordered.  “One partner will attempt to successfully execute this move, while 
the other tries to block it.”
Of course, Victor and Enode paired up with each other.  “Wow, how do you think Menpote can 
do that?” Enode wondered aloud.
“Do what, that move?” Victor asked him.
“No, make you look like such an idiot.”
It was a horribly bad idea to insult someone holding a wooden stick, as Enode soon found out.  
Victor swung at his head, and Enode was just barely able to block this strike with a parry from 
his own stick.  However, Victor then whipped his stick back around, hitting Enode not nearly as 
gently as he could have on the leg.  “That’s what you get for making fun of me,” he told Enode.  
“Remember what Menpote said about laughing at each other?”
“Hey, take it easy,” Enode said, “I’m just pulling your leg.  And now you’re trying to break mine.”
“Good, maybe you’ll think twice before poking fun at me in the future.”
“Or maybe I’ll just poke you with this instead.”  As he said this, Enode roughly jabbed Victor in 
the stomach with his stick.  Victor swung at Enode in retaliation, and before long they were 
steadily trading blows, laughing like a pair of idiots as they did so.  Pushing Victor away from 
him, Enode taunted, “If only Kaime could have seen you get shown up by Menpote like that.”
“I’m going to kill you.  You know that, right?” was Victor’s half-joking response.
“Please.  As if you could.”
However, as the two of them went to swing at each other again, Victor suddenly tossed his stick 
into the air.  Ducking beneath Enode’s stick, Victor slid past his legs and caught his own stick on 
the other side of Enode.  He then lightly jabbed Enode in the back, gloating, “Now, what was 
that you said about me looking like an idiot?”
“Damn, Victor, you’re good!” exclaimed Enode, laughing.
“Yes, I agree,” Victor said cockily.
Enode raised his stick to hit a laughing Victor again, but Menpote saw this and intervened, 
“Mess around on your own time, kids.  Right now, just focus on trying to learn this new move.”
“Yes, Sir,” they said in unison.  Victor and Enode then did as they were told and began 
practicing the move.  Menpote hadn’t been kidding, it was very difficult, but to Victor’s delight, 
the progression that they made was somewhat noticeable.  Victor could only imagine what he 
could do once he had perfected this move, although he knew it would be a very long time before 
he was as good as Menpote.

Chapter XIII

Present Day
Nekvos sat in his cell, slumped against its back wall.  He was resting on the pile of straw that 
had served as his makeshift bed for the past week and entertaining himself, just as he had been 



doing for hours, by peeling the pieces of straw apart bit by bit.  Nekvos had initially felt a great 
rush of adrenaline after he and Victor had resolved to escape the arena, but in the time that had 
passed since then, a bored depression had overtaken him.  It had been a whole week, and 
nothing had yet happened.  He had watched as various other gladiators were taken out of their 
cells and brought to the arena to fight.  Some had returned, while others had not—and Nekvos 
had remained locked in his cell throughout it all.  Never had he felt as helpless as he did at the 
moment, trapped in a terrible predicament and unable to do anything to make it better.
Suddenly, Nekvos’s thoughts were interrupted by the slamming of a door as Teavis entered the 
room with a guard standing off to either side.  This got his attention, and he perked up to watch 
as Teavis and the guards walked over to his cell.  “Hello, Nekvos,” Teavis greeted him snidely.
“Hey, Teavis.  Nice of you to finally drop by,” Nekvos replied, his tone dripping with utter 
contempt.
“How are your wounds healing?  Visvus hasn’t harmed you permanently, has he?” inquired 
Teavis in a tone that told Nekvos this concern was just a formality.
“No, he hasn’t.  I’m almost healed,” said Nekvos, turning around to show Teavis his back.  It had 
stopped bleeding many days ago, but was still streaked by several long white scars where the 
whip had broken his skin.  “But why would you care about it?  You’re the one who ordered him 
to whip me, after all.”
“Why, Nekvos, I think you severely underestimate your value to me.  You’re going to make me a 
great deal of money.  But where are my manners?  I trust you’ve been enjoying your life here so 
far.”
“Well, I suppose it’s all right,” Nekvos answered, sarcastic as always.  “But I could definitely do 
with a little less straw beds and a lot more bloodshed.”
“It’s funny you should say that, because that’s exactly why I’m here.”  Leaning in close to the 
bars of Nekvos’s cell, Teavis said dramatically, “How’d you like to make your debut in the arena 
today?  Trust me, the audience is going to go crazy when it sees you.  You earned a very 
special place in their hearts when you defeated Victor last week.”
“That’s a very tempting offer,” mused Nekvos.  “But what do I get out of it?”
“You mean apart from being adored by the audience and able to sate your bloodlust?”
“Yeah, apart from all that.”
“You’ve met Disannis, haven’t you?  She’s a gorgeous woman, and very fond of you.  If you do 
everything I say, I’ll reward your loyalty by giving you some time to spend with her.  Believe me, 
that’s an opportunity that most men would kill for.  Now, do we have a deal?”
“Very well.  Let’s go now.”  Nekvos stood perfectly still, staunchly resisting the ever-growing 
temptation to just cut loose and attack Teavis, as the guards shackled him.
As the guards led Nekvos out of the room, Victor jeered, “Oh look, it’s the new grand champion, 
off to prove his worth in battle!  As much as I hate you, I do have to admire how clever you are—
you’ve been able to fool everyone into thinking you’re anything more than a weakling and a 
chump!”
Provoked by this, Nekvos stopped in his tracks, slowly turned around to face Victor, and 
deliberately said, “What exactly is that supposed to mean, kid?”
“It means you’re not worthy of being the grand champion!  In our fight, you got lucky, plain and 
simple!  I know that, and deep down, so do you!  You don’t deserve all the glory and women that 
are dropping into your lap!”
“Oh yeah?  Are you saying you could defeat me?”
“Yes, I am.  Any time, anywhere.”
“Okay, then prove it!”
“Why don’t you come into my cell and I will?”



“Fine by me!” Nekvos exclaimed.  He started walking toward Victor’s cell, but the guards pulled 
extra hard on his shackles to restrain him.
“Stop this!” shoutd Teavis impatiently.  “Stop it right now, both of you!  These threats are 
pointless!  I promise you’ll get a chance to lay this rivalry to rest very soon, but not now!  Not like 
this!”
“Wait, does that mean we’ll get to fight each other in the arena again?” Nekvos asked, his eyes 
widening with excitement.  “Oh, I can’t wait to crush that pathetic whelp beneath my feet again!  
And this time, I won’t show you any mercy.  When I put you down, I’ll make sure you stay down.  
Sparing your life last time was a mistake, and one I won’t make again.”
“That’s the spirit,” said Teavis.  “But you’re wasting your energy.  Save it for the arena, where the 
audience can witness it for themselves.  Once you’re out there, I won’t stand in your way.  You 
two can do whatever you want to each other.”
“I’ll be looking forward to that, kid,” said Nekvos eagerly as the guards led him out of the room.
“So will I,” Victor agreed.  “So will I.”

Chapter XIV

The portcullis was raised and Nekvos stepped into the arena, where he was immediately 
engulfed by the wild cheering of the audience.  Apparently, word of his triumph over Victor had 
spread very quickly, and now everyone wanted to see this new grand champion for themselves.  



In preparation for this upcoming fight, Nekvos was wearing some light armor and held a sword 
in his hands.  “And here he is!” proclaimed Pakvat.  “Nekvos, the great gladiator responsible for 
defeating our former champion Victor!  He truly is a wonder!  I know you’ve all been practically 
dying to see him in action, and now you can!”
The audience rose like a massive wave and erupted into applause at these words, chanting 
Nekvos’s name with excited gusto.  “Yeah, that’s me!  I’m the new grand champion!” shouted 
Nekvos, thrusting his sword into the air enthusiastically.  If he was going to be stuck in this 
horrid arena, he might as well have some fun with it.
“And for his debut,” Pakvat continued, “he will be fighting Minavate and Nopeus!  Two against 
one may seem unfair, but I think Nekvos is more than capable of it!”  Across the arena, the other 
portcullis was raised and a pair of gladiators entered through it.  The taller of the two, who 
Nekvos heard Pakvat refer to as Minavate, was wielding a spear, while his companion, who 
must have been Nopeus, clutched a dagger in each hand.  The three of them walked to the 
center of the arena, where they stood in a triangle facing each other.
“And….fight!” shouted Pakvat, prompting Minavate to lunge forward with his spear outstretched, 
ready to skewer Nekvos.  However, Nekvos quickly predicted his angle of attack and spun out of 
the way, with Minavate’s own momentum sending him stumbling forward.  As Nopeus moved 
into the fray, Nekvos brought his sword slashing down, but it was met by a pair of crossed 
daggers that stopped it in its tracks.  Nopeus swiftly lashed out with a series of strikes at 
Nekvos, but he was able to deflect them all with relative ease.  Switching up the pace, Nekvos 
then thrust his sword out, slipping between Nopeus’s daggers and grazing his left bicep with a 
stroke that drew blood.
Nekvos drove a powerful side kick into Nopeus, knocking him away, and turned his attention 
back to Minavate.  When Minavate thrust at him again, he turned the spear tip aside with his 
sword and stepped forward to grab his forearm.  With his right hand, Nekvos slammed the 
pommel of his sword into Minavate’s stomach, causing him to grunt and double over as the wind 
was knocked out of his lungs.  He then quickly spun and whirled Minavate to the ground, 
following this up with a kick to make sure he stayed down.  Before he could finish Minavate off, 
though, Nopeus fell upon him, slashing with both daggers at once.  Caught off guard, Nekvos 
took several quick steps backward, before managing to stop the left dagger by bracing his 
sword against Nopeus’s forearm and slicing into it.  As Nopeus dropped this dagger with a cry of 
pain, Nekvos grabbed his right wrist in his left hand and pulled him into an uppercut with the 
pommel of his sword, snapping his head back.  He then pivoted, flipping his sword around and 
driving it back into Nopeus’s torso while he was still dazed from this blow.
As he pulled his sword out of Nopeus, who promptly collapsed onto the ground, Nekvos jeered 
at Minavate, “Come on, is this really all you’ve got?  On your feet!”  Incensed by this mockery, 
Minavate got back up, albeit slightly disoriented from being knocked down, and rushed forward 
to meet Nekvos again.  Nekvos swung his sword down as a distraction, and while Minavate 
raised the shaft of his spear to parry this, Nekvos managed to land a roundhouse kick beneath 
his defenses.  Staggering backward, Minavate stabbed at Nekvos, who easily slapped the point 
of his spear away.  Nekvos then sprang forward with a side kick that knocked Minavate off his 
feet and sent him reeling to the ground.  Scrambling back up, Minavate swung his spear like a 
club at Nekvos, who easily ducked beneath it.  He then slashed at Minavate’s legs, catching 
them with enough force to sweep them out from under him.  Minavate tumbled backward and 
landed in a heap, a deep cut running across the back of both legs.
Getting onto his knees, Minavate desperately drove his spear at Nekvos, who easily 
sidestepped and caught the shaft midthrust.  Using it to pull Minavate closer, he smashed the 
pommel of his sword across Minavate’s face hard enough to leave a swollen, bleeding bruise 
there.  Next, Nekvos planted his right foot against Minavate’s chest and pushed, using this 



leverage to yank his spear out of his grasp.  He smacked Minavate over the head with this 
spear, knocking him flat on the ground, before snapping it over his knee and tossing its halves 
aside.  Deciding it was finally time to end this fight, Nekvos placed his foot on Minavate’s chest, 
using his body weight to pin him against the ground while holding him at bladepoint.
“Well, that was one pathetic performance,” remarked Teavis with cold disdain.  “Minavate is not 
worthy of our mercy.  Kill him!”
Nekvos, however, hesitated at this command.  In spite of his rough exterior, he had never been 
one to kill a defenseless man like this, an act which he viewed as despicable and cowardly, 
especially given the current circumstances.  Minavate had never stood a chance against him, 
his death sentence having been dealt out before he even set foot in the arena.  Teavis obviously 
knew this, treating Minavate as nothing more than a disposable pawn to teach Nekvos some 
pointless lesson in obedience.  While Nekvos was not a squeamish person and had no qualms 
about taking a life when it was necessary, this was anything but necessary.  It was just pointless 
bloodshed, and no one deserved such a fate.  Standing over Minavate with his sword poised to 
kill, Nekvos regarded him in silence for a few moments.  Sensing his hesitation, Minavate 
begged, “Please, don’t do it.  I heard about how you spared Victor.  You don’t have to kill me, 
either.”
Nekvos wanted to do just that—he really did—but unfortunately, it just wasn’t possible at the 
moment.  Disobeying Teavis yet again to spare Minavate, despite being morally the right thing to 
do, would only put Nekvos on his bad side again and ruin everything.  And as selfish as it 
sounded, if Nekvos had to choose between his own life and the life of a total stranger, he would 
choose the former without a second thought.  “I’m sorry,” he told Minavate, “but I can’t.”  With 
that, Nekvos grabbed him by the hair to steady him while he drew his sword across Minavate’s 
throat, slitting it.  It was as quick and painless a death as any.
“Wow, what an epic debut!” declared Pakvat as the audience burst into applause.  “I just know 
Nekvos is going to provide us with many great fights in the years to come!  Starting today, for 
we have a very special opponent for him to fight next!”  As the audience cheered wildly at the 
thought of who this special opponent could be, Nekvos prodded the lifeless corpse of Minavate 
with his foot.  He did not deserve the fate that he had gotten, but at least his death would be of 
great use to Nekvos.



Chapter XV

The door opened and Teavis, flanked by a pair of guards as always, entered the room.  “Hello, 
Victor.  Having fun working out?” he said to Victor, who was on the floor of his cell doing push-
ups.
“I am,” Victor answered, finally stopping his push-ups so he could talk to Teavis face-to-face.
“Are you training yourself for anything in particular?”
“Yeah, to kill Nekvos.  Oh, when I get my hands on him, I’m going to break all his limbs and 
smash his rib cage and tear out his eyes….”
“Well then, this is your lucky day,” Teavis replied, gesturing for the guards to unlock the door to 
Victor’s cell.  “You’re going up against Nekvos now.”
Smirking maliciously, Victor said, “Great.  I’ve been waiting to exact some vengeance on him 
ever since he defeated me last week!”
“Then go get your vengeance.  Everyone loves an epic comeback.”  With that, the guards 
shackled Victor and led him out of the room.

***

Nekvos stood in the center of the arena, anxiously waiting for his next opponent to be revealed.  
He had a sneaking suspicion who it would be, and was desperately praying he was right.  His 
freedom very much depended on it.  “Everyone, what’s better than a champion?” Pakvat 
rhetorically asked the audience.  He then answered himself, “I’ll tell you what:  two champions!  
And that’s exactly what we’ve got in store for you all today!”  The portcullis on the far side of the 
arena began to open at this, allowing Victor to step forth into the sunlight.  “After suffering a 
brutal and humiliating defeat at the hands of Nekvos last week, the mighty Victor has returned to 
battle it out for the title of grand champion!  Let’s see if he fares any better against Nekvos this 
time!  After all, revenge can be a very powerful motivator!”
As Victor marched toward him across the arena, Nekvos thought he picked up a subtle smirk 
from him.  “Are you ready to see what I’m really capable of?” Victor taunted, putting on a show 
for the audience.  “I’m going to give you the worst beating of your life!”
“As if you could,” scoffed Nekvos.  “I beat you senseless in our last fight!”
“Yes, you did,” Victor admitted.  “But this time, I’m going to make sure it doesn’t happen again.”
“This time,” sneered Nekvos, “I’m going to kill you.”
“And….fight!” ordered Pakvat.  Heeding this command, Victor and Nekvos advanced toward 
each other while trading a series of punches, most of which they were able to block.  Feigning a 
jab with his right fist, Nekvos struck Victor with a solid punch to the cheek with his left.  He then 
leapt toward Victor with a pair of snap kicks, although Victor was able to block the first one with 
his arms and backpedal out of range of the second.  He swiped at Nekvos’s legs with a kick of 
his own, but Nekvos easily jumped over it.  Next, Victor lunged toward Nekvos and crashed into 
him with enough force to knock the breath out of his lungs, wrapping his arms around his torso.  
With their bodies pressed together, making it much more difficult to land a punch in such close 
quarters, Nekvos drove his knee into Victor’s stomach repeatedly.  As Victor drew his head back 
in preparation to deliver a headbutt, Nekvos simply raised his elbow to intercept this.  This 



resulted in Victor’s head making contact with the elbow instead and sent him staggering away 
from Nekvos, slightly dazed.
Recovering quickly, Victor threw a punch at Nekvos, before following this up with a weak kick to 
his legs.  Nekvos blocked both these attacks with contemptuous ease and was just opening his 
mouth to make some clever verbal jab about Victor losing his edge, but another punch from 
Victor slammed into his face while his focus was directed downward.  Nekvos was more dazed 
than actually injured, but he was still impressed by how Victor had managed to surprise him that 
way.  Maybe he was smarter than Nekvos had originally given him credit for.
Nekvos used his left arm to redirect Victor’s next punch so it flew past his head and grazed his 
ear, while driving a punch of his own into Victor’s chest with his right.  As Victor gagged and 
stumbled backward breathlessly, Nekvos grabbed both sides of his head and pulled it down into 
a knee strike.  Victor attempted to counterattack with another clumsy punch, but Nekvos used 
his right hand to grab onto Victor’s wrist and hold him in place while flinging Victor to the ground 
with his left hand.  He then squatted behind Victor and wrapped his arms around his throat, 
trapping him in a headlock.
“And a thrilling performance from both champions today!” Pakvat loudly exclaimed.  “But alas, 
Victor has once again failed to defeat Nekvos!  Will he live to try a third time?”
All eyes were now fixed on Teavis as he pretended to contemplate this decision for a few 
moments.  Finally, he spoke, “Nekvos, the last time you fought Victor in this arena, you chose to 
be merciful and spare his life.  However, such an act is nothing more than a demonstration of 
weakness.  Now you have the chance to correct that mistake.  Will you take it?”
“Yes, I will.”  Nekvos spoke these words with calm decisiveness, before snapping Victor’s head 
off to the side with the same motion that Victor had previously used on Hefoe.  His struggle cut 
short by this, Victor went limp, and Nekvos dropped his body to the ground at his feet.
As the cheers from the audience swelled to fill the entire arena, Pakvat said, “And an epic 
farewell to our beloved grand champion of five years, Victor!  But do not despair, for we now 
have a new one with Nekvos here, who has the potential to become the greatest gladiator ever 
to grace this arena!”  Nekvos couldn’t help but feel somewhat flattered by this, especially when 
the audience began chanting his name again.  As long as he was imprisoned here, he might as 
well make the most of it and enjoy all this attention.  However, like he had told Disannis, he 
wasn’t going to be staying here much longer, so he probably shouldn’t get too used to it.  While 
a pair of guards hurried out to replace the shackles on Nekvos’s limbs, a third one took hold of 
Victor’s legs and began to drag his motionless body away for disposal.



Chapter XVI

High above the fight, in his private box in the stadium, Teavis nodded in a very satisfied sort of 
way.  Just as he had predicted, the prospect of seeing the two champions fight each other had 
resulted in a staggering turnout among the audience, and his stadium was packed full.  Not only 
had this day been extremely profitable, but Nekvos seemed to be warming up to his new role as 
a gladiator.  Teavis was honestly quite surprised at how well Nekvos was following his 
commands, considering Victor had still resisted him after five years, but if it made his life easier, 
he would take it.
“Well, good riddance to Victor,” Teavis said, more to himself than to anyone else.  While it was 
true that Victor had made Teavis a tremendous amount of money over the past five years 
through his popularity, he had also cost him a lot by killing so many other gladiators.  Besides, 
he was something of a wild card and always very hard to keep under control.  “I’m just glad 
Nekvos actually killed him this time.”
“I’m not,” said Visvus bitterly.  “That means I won’t get to torture him anymore.”
“You have an entire arena of gladiators to torture,” Teavis pointed out.  “Why is Victor so 
special?”
“Because I hate his guts.”
“Well, I guess that’s as good a reason as any,” Teavis said with a shrug.
Disannis then spoke up from behind Teavis and Visvus, saying, “Nekvos continues to impress 
me with each triumph in this arena.  He’s very strong….and I like that in a man.  I think it’s about 
time I reward him for all his hard work.”
“Yes, I agree with that,” concurred Teavis.  While Disannis was not a fighter, she helped keep 
the gladiators in line just as much—and sometimes even more—than the guards did.  When 
even the promise of fame and glory that Teavis offered them wasn’t quite sufficient motivation, a 
beautiful woman like Disannis always did the trick.  “You should show Nekvos why it is 
worthwhile to fight for me.”  Visibly pleased by this idea, Disannis sauntered off, barring a 
seductive smile.
“Victor’s dead, and now Nekvos’s getting rewarded,” complained Visvus.  “When am I ever 
going to get to whip someone?”
“Oh, I’m sure another gladiator will step out of line soon enough,” Teavis assured him.  “Then 
you’ll get to do what you do best and teach them a lesson.  But for the time being, let’s enjoy 
your day off.  Can I interest you in a drink?”
“Yeah, sure,” said Visvus, and he and Teavis walked off.

***

Disannis stretched out on one of the couches in her room and waited several minutes before the 
doors opened, allowing Nekvos to enter.  “Hello, my handsome gladiator,” she purred, propping 
herself into an upright position on her arms.  “I’ve been looking forward to seeing you again.”



“Yeah, I’ll bet you have,” chuckled Nekvos, sitting down on the couch next to her and draping his 
right arm over her shoulders.
Giggling at this, Disannis told him, “I saw your fights in the arena earlier, and was thrilled with 
what I saw.  You’re an impressive man, Nekvos.”
“Yes, I know I am.”
“Victor was never as magnificent as you,” Disannis complimented him dreamily.  “You’re the kind 
of man I really deserve.”
“I enjoyed killing Victor most of all.  Just the thought that you used to be with him….it’s revolting.  
Why’d you ever put up with him for those five years, anyway?  Didn’t you ever realize he wasn’t 
good enough for you?”
“Of course I did.  But I was afraid if I tried to leave him, he’d hurt me.  Then you came along, 
and saved me from a miserable life with him.”  At this, Disannis leaned in and rested her head 
against Nekvos’s sturdy chest.
“Well, you’re safe now.  Victor’s dead, and I won’t let anyone else hurt you as long as I live.”
“I feel so safe in your arms,” Disannis purred.  “Now it’s my turn to do something for you, to 
return the favor.”  She then climbed onto Nekvos’s lap and lowered her lips to his in a savage 
kiss, letting out her intense affection for him.  As they kissed, she placed her hands on his tunic 
and helped him pull it off over his head.

***

The guard unlocked and opened a trapdoor in the floor, tossing Victor’s body into it very 
unceremoniously.  After falling for a few moments, Victor landed on a heaping pile of corpses, 
where he lay motionless.  The guard then shut the trapdoor, plunging the chamber into almost 
total darkness, and Victor’s eyes snapped open.  The first thing he did was quickly pinch his 
nose shut to keep out the revolting stench of rotting flesh and growing mold that threatened to 
crush him with its toxicity, making him feel extremely nauseous and on the verge of vomiting.  
He then got to his feet, struggling to stand on the corpses, which shifted around unstably or 
caved in when he put pressure on them.  The two that he had initially landed upon—he guessed 
they were Minavate and Nopeus, although it was impossible to tell in the dark chamber—were 
fresh enough that their blood had not yet dried, which resulted in it being smeared all over 
Victor.
When he had first proposed this escape plan to Nekvos, Victor had not imagined it actually 
working.  However, they had both played their parts perfectly, and Teavis had fallen straight into 
their hands.  The guards should have known to check for a pulse before disposing of Victor’s 
body, but that was what Teavis got from employing the cheapest labor around.  So far, so good.  
Precariously standing on top of this corpse pile, Victor reached up and pushed the trapdoor 
open, allowing him to climb out of it.  Finally, freedom was so close at hand!  With everyone 
believing him dead, it would be so easy to just find the nearest exit and flee the arena, never to 
look back.  He was very much tempted to do just that—but his sense of honor would not permit 
it.  Just as Victor had trusted Nekvos to not kill him, Nekvos was now trusting Victor to come 
back for him.
With great effort, Victor was able to tear himself away from the enticing prospect of freedom—at 
least for the moment—and proceeded to make his way throughout the corridors of the arena.  
Every now and then, he would hear the footsteps of an approaching guard and had to duck out 
of the way to avoid being seen.  While he would have very much liked to take a weapon off one 
of the corpses, Teavis always made sure to strip them of anything valuable before they were 
disposed of, rendering him unarmed.  Victor did manage to avoid detection, but all this aversion 
ensured that his progress through the arena was quite circuitous.



Eventually, Victor did arrive at the room where his cell, along with many others, was located.  
Standing behind the door, he peered in through a small opening in it and could see Seitofout 
standing watch.  He put killing Seitofout on his ever-growing list of things to do when he got the 
chance.  The other gladiators, including Lugeus and Primar, were milling around in their cells 
aimlessly, unaware of what was transpiring.  Here, Victor waited in silence, his patience wearing 
dangerously thin.  Just a little while longer, though, until he could move on to the next stage of 
his plan.

Chapter XVII

Disannis lay beneath a shirtless Nekvos, who was using his elbows to prop himself up on the 
couch so he didn’t crush her beneath his muscular body.  She was busy nibbling his right ear, 
relishing the guttural moans of pleasure that this drew out of him.  “You like this, don’t you?” she 
teased, pulling her lips away from him temporarily.
“Oh yeah!” Nekvos answered enthusiastically.  “You really know how to make a man happy!”
“Well, I’ve certainly had a lot of practice in that area.”
“With Victor,” said Nekvos contemptuously.
“Yes,” Disannis said, nodding.  “But that’s all in the past.  I can already tell you’re going to make 
a much better lover than Victor ever was.”
Smirking at some humor that eluded her, Nekvos said, “Don’t thank me yet.”
“But why not?  You’re my hero!”  Disannis tried to lay her head against Nekvos’s bare chest, but 
he pushed her away.
“I’m sorry, sweetheart, but I have to take you hostage now.”
Disannis drew back slightly from Nekvos in apprehension.  “What?”  Before she could do 
anything else, Nekvos reached out and abruptly grabbed her by the throat.

***

Outside this room, the two guards who were stationed there had their ears pierced by a shrill 
scream that came from the other side of the door.  Snapping to attention, the one nearest to the 
door unlocked it and yanked it open so they could see what was going on.  To their great 
surprise, they saw Nekvos standing there with his hands around Disannis’s neck, holding her 
out in front of him so she was facing them.
“Stand down—or she dies!” Nekvos barked, and the guards both backed up in apprehension.  
Not that they actually cared that much about Disannis, but they knew they would be in some 
very big trouble with Teavis if they let her die.
“Please, help me!” squealed Disannis desperately.
“Go!” one of the guards shouted to his companion.  “Get some backup!”  Nodding, this guard 
ran off to alert Teavis while the other stayed behind to make sure Nekvos didn’t escape.

***



The arena was caught up in a state of frenzied commotion as word spread about Nekvos going 
crazy and taking Disannis hostage.  Good—this meant Victor could execute the next step in his 
plan.  What wasn’t good was the sound of running feet as several guards, who he could see 
with a quick glance around the corner, approached his location.  Frantically, he looked around 
for somewhere to hide, although there weren’t very many places in the corridor.  While he was 
fairly confident he could handle the guards in a fight if it came down to that, it would be best not 
to draw any attention to himself.  Besides, time was of the essence.  Running toward the wall, 
Victor took several steps up it before pushing off and grabbing onto a rafter above the corridor.  
He managed to pull himself on top of it right as the guards ran beneath him obliviously, before 
dropping to the ground once they had left.
Now, it was time for Victor to make his move.  Standing back, he got a running start and drop 
kicked the door with all his might.  Its locking mechanism was shattered from the force of a two 
hundred pound man slamming into it, and it flew open.  Victor then marched through the door, 
letting both Seitofout and his fellow gladiators behold him in all his living glory.  “What the Hell?” 
Seitofout exclaimed in disbelief.  “You—you’re dead!”
“No, I’m obviously not,” Victor responded flatly.
Recovering from the shock of seeing a dead man burst through the door, Seitofout shouted, 
“Well, you will be!” and charged at Victor, swinging his baton.  However, Victor easily blocked 
this by bracing his left forearm against Seitofout’s, before punching Seitofout in the face with his 
right hand.  He then backtracked to deliver a brutal elbow strike and grabbed Seitofout by the 
back of the neck, whirling him to the ground.  Seitofout hit the stone floor face-first and released 
his baton, which was sent tumbling away.  As he struggled back onto his hands and knees, 
Victor fell upon him, pulling him to his feet in a choking headlock.
“You’re the one who’s dead now,” Victor hissed in Seitofout’s ear.
“Wait, no, stop—” begged Seitofout, struggling vainly to break free.  However, he was abruptly 
cut off as Victor snapped his neck, before tossing his body aside contemptuously.  In spite of 
himself, Victor felt a satisfied smile spread across his face as he looked down at Seitofout’s 
lifeless corpse, knowing five years’ worth of vengeance had just been served.

***

“Let’s have a drink,” Teavis suggested.  He then poured two glasses of wine, handed one to 
Visvus, and said, “A toast.  To the success of today, and so many more in the future.”
“At least these are much better circumstances than the last time we shared a drink in this room,” 
Visvus remarked.
“Indeed.”  With that, Teavis and Visvus clinked their glasses together and began to drink.  
Visvus guzzled his wine in mere seconds, before slamming his glass down on the table and 
wiping his mouth off with his sleeve.  All in all, he was not the most sophisticated drinker.  
Teavis, on the other hand, savored it.  He slowly tipped his glass back to the point where the 
wine began to drip into his mouth, relishing its delicious flavor as it washed over his taste buds.  
Swallowing it, he licked his lips to get the last drops in his mouth.  Meanwhile, Visvus reached 
across the table and grabbed the wine bottle, preparing to pour himself another glass.  “Visvus, 
that wine is terribly expensive,” Teavis chastised him.
“So what?” asked Visvus carelessly.  “You didn’t seem that concerned about it last week when 
you were drinking away your humiliation.”
“Things of value need to be preserved,” Teavis explained.  “Don’t be a glutton.”



“Well, I could just as easily tell you not to be a stiff.  Come on, Nekvos’s going to make us 
boatloads of money!  Tonight, let’s just celebrate!”
“Oh, all right.  Why not have some fun?”  Teavis inclined his head toward Visvus, who refilled 
both their glasses, and said, “Now it’s you turn to make a toast.”
“Hmm, let’s see….oh, I know!  A toast to the first day off I’ve had in a very long time.”
“Yes, a toast to that would be nice,” Teavis agreed.  He and Visvus bumped their glasses 
together again, but the clink that it made was drowned out by the sound of a guard bursting 
through the door.  Teavis jumped slightly at this, spilling some of his wine on his expensive 
robes.  “What the Hell is wrong with you?  You know you’re supposed to knock first!” he shouted 
angrily.
“I’m sorry,” the guard apologized, panting heavily, “but it’s an emergency!”
“What kind of emergency?” Teavis demanded.
“It’s Nekvos!  He’s trying to escape!  And he’s got Disannis!”
Teavis’s first thought was one of panic, but he quickly managed to compose himself and scoffed 
with as much arrogance as he could muster under the circumstances, “In that case, he’s a fool.  
He should know he can’t get very far in an arena crawling with guards, especially while dragging 
around an unwilling hostage.  Gather all the guards and have them cut him off.”  Nodding in 
affirmation, the guard ran off to do just that.  “Come on,” Teavis added to Visvus, “let’s go deal 
with this.  It looks like you’re not going to get your day off, after all.”
“I can live without it,” Visvus said.  “It’ll be worth it to give Nekvos the best—or should I say 
worst—thrashing of his life!”

***

Victor now turned his attention to the other gladiators, who had been eagerly watching him kill 
Seitofout from the safety of their cells.  “Victor!” Primar called to him.  “How can this be?  They 
told us you were killed by Nekvos!”
“Well, they were wrong,” Victor replied.
“How disappointing,” grumbled Lugeus.  “For a little while, I thought I’d never have to see you 
again….”
“It’s all part of my escape plan,” Victor told them, choosing not to take offense at this remark.  “If 
you want, I would be more than happy to just leave you all here—”
“Oh, come on, Victor, just let us out of these wretched cells!” shouted Primar, and the other 
gladiators all clamored in agreement.
“All right, I’ll let you guys out,” said Victor.  “But on one condition:  no one kills each other.  I 
understand you’ve killed a lot of my friends, and I’ve killed a lot of yours.”
“Yeah, you could say that” Lugeus rudely interjected, but Victor paid him no mind.
“However,” he continued, “let’s not lose sight of why.  For years, we’ve been forced to fight each 
other in this arena, and yes, there have been many casualties.  But none of that would have 
happened were it not for the people who forced us to do so, like Teavis and Visvus!  If only for 
today, put aside your hatred for each other and direct it at them, where it really belongs!  Finally, 
we can escape this terrible arena forever and claim our freedom!  But to do so, we must stand 
united by our common goal!  Can I count on you all?”
“Yes!” roared all the gladiators in unison, and Victor grinned with delight.  Freedom was closer 
now than it had ever been before.  He then unclipped the keys from Seitofout’s belt and went 
around the room, unlocking each of the cells.
“Now we need to get ourselves some weapons for the upcoming battle,” Victor said.  “To the 
armory!”  Engulfed by the enthusiastic battle cries of his fellow gladiators, Victor led them in a 
march out of the room and toward the fresh air of their freedom.



Chapter XVIII

By the time Teavis and Visvus arrived at the scene of the battle, a dozen guards were already 
there, encircling Nekvos and trying to keep him pinned down with their batons raised 
threateningly.  Disannis was still thrashing around and crying for the guards to help her, but 
Nekvos still maintained his firm grip on her throat.  “Teavis!” she exclaimed upon catching sight 
of him.  “I’m so glad you’re here!  Help me, please!”
“Let her go, Nekvos!” Teavis firmly commanded.
Chuckling at this, Nekvos said, “Make me, then.”
Feeling his face flush red with ire, Teavis said, “Do it this instant or I’ll make you wish you were 
never born!”
“Listen, no one’s stopping me from releasing her except you, Teavis!  Just let me leave here, 
and you can have her back.  It’s your choice, but I should warn you that I am not to be trifled 
with!”
“Let me stop you right there!” Teavis snapped Nekvos, finally losing his temper.  “You are never 
getting out of here!  Not today, not tomorrow, not ever!  In the twenty-five years I’ve been 
running this arena, not a single gladiator has escaped and lived to tell the tale!  Just give up, this 
is a futile effort!  If you end this madness now, I’ll reduce your punishment to something a little 
more tolerable.  You might as well accept this offer, since you’re going to fail anyway.”
“Oh, I’m getting out of here, all right,” Nekvos retorted.  “And mark my words, before I leave, I’m 
going to chop you up into little pieces.”
“You’re delusional!” scoffed Teavis.
“Fine!” Nekvos shot back.  “Then I’ll just go ahead and kill her!”
“You’re just bluffing!” Teavis yelled, although deep down, he was not so sure.  There was no 
telling what someone as crazy as Nekvos would do when he was desperate enough.
“You really think that?  Well then, let’s find out if you’re right!”  At this, Nekvos tightened his grip 
around Disannis’s neck, eliciting a scream of pain from her.
“Teavis, please!  Help me….” she desperately implored, before her voice was stifled by a lack of 
air.
“No, wait!  Stop!” Teavis shouted.  “Be smart about this, Nekvos!  If you kill her now, you lose 
any leverage that you have over me!  Just end this insanity now before anyone else gets hurt!”
“Oh, shut up, you blithering idiot!” snapped Nekvos.  “Do you really think I’d try something like 
this without thinking it all the way through?”
“Actually, yes, I do,” was Teavis’s blunt reply.
“Whatever,” said Nekvos offhandedly.  “So are you going to let me go or not?  Choose wisely, 
and remember the life of this pretty woman depends on it….”
Realizing his current approach just wasn’t working, Teavis let out a sigh of resignation.  It was 
now time to try something new.  As fond as he was of Disannis, the fact of the matter was she 
had become a major liability.  With her out of the picture, the guards could quickly overwhelm 
and subdue Nekvos, but they could not make this move while she was still his hostage.  This, 
unfortunately, left only one option.  “Fine, then!” Teavis said boldly.  “Kill her!  See if I care!”
“What?” Disannis breathed in horror.  “Teavis, what are you doing?”



“Shut up,” Teavis snapped at her, before barking to Nekvos, “Go ahead, do it!”
“Yeah, nice try,” Nekvos scoffed, “but I’m not going to fall for this reverse psychology.”
“This isn’t reverse psychology,” Teavis insisted.  “Why should I care if you kill her?  I have 
dozens of other girls who can take her place.”
“Don’t abandon me, please!  Teavis, I’m begging you!” Disannis implored, tears of fear dripping 
down her cheeks.

***

The angry mob of gladiators stormed into the armory, where they were able to easily overwhelm 
the two guards who were stationed there with sheer numbers, swiftly beating them both to 
death.  Raising his voice, Victor declared, “Arm yourselves to the teeth!  We’re taking over this 
arena!”  As the gladiators bustled around doing just that, Victor, quite predictably, selected 
Blackfire.  It held deep sentimental value for him, and if he was leaving the arena that day, he 
just had to take it with him.
“Why would you use that piece of junk?” asked Primar scornfully.
Shaking his head in exasperation at Primar’s ignorance, Victor replied, “Because it was given to 
me by my uncle.  And this is the only piece of him that I have left.”  Turning to address all the 
assembled gladiators now, Victor proclaimed, “This is the day we have been waiting for ever 
since we arrived at this cursed arena!  Today, we rise up against our oppressors!  Today, we 
take back our freedom from those who have stolen it from us!  Fight valiantly, show no mercy!  
Now let’s move out!”  Enthusiastically thrusting Blackfire above his head, Victor marched out of 
the armory with the other gladiators trailing behind him, thirsty for blood.

***

“You’re really not going to try to stop me from killing Disannis?” Nekvos asked Teavis skeptically.  
“That’s pretty cold, even by your standards.”
“No, I won’t,” Teavis insisted.  “So go ahead and do it already.”
“I know you don’t think I actually will,” said Nekvos.  “But just wait and see.  If you don’t let me 
go, I’ll snap her pretty little neck!”
“Nekvos, please!” whimpered Disannis.  “I love you!  I thought you loved me, too!”
“Well, what can I say, I’m just that good of an actor,” Nekvos responded coolly.  “Now about 
letting me go—”
“Okay, stop!  Just stop right there!” Teavis interrupted him.  This caper had gone on long 
enough, and it was high time he put a stop to it.  “Nekvos, I can’t even imagine what you thought 
this stunt would amount to!  You’re surrounded!  Even if we let you leave this room alive, you 
wouldn’t get very far with guards swarming the arena!  Your only advantage in this situation is 
Disannis, and I don’t even care if you kill her or not, so that sort of diminishes the leverage!  Just 
give up already!  All you’ve managed to accomplish so far is to stall us!”
“Well, that’s certainly convenient,” Nekvos said.  “Stalling you is all I have to do.”
“What do you mean?” Teavis snapped warily.
“See for yourself,” was Nekvos’s cryptic reply.  Teavis opened his mouth to respond to this, but 
before he could do so, there was a loud crashing sound as the door behind him was knocked 
open.  Flinching with surprise, Teavis spun around to see, standing in the doorway, a man who 
he never thought he would see again in a million years.
“Victor?” he spluttered, completely in shock.  “But—but you’re, well—I mean to say you should 
be….how the Hell are you still alive?”  However, Victor only responded with a devious smirk as 
a massive wave of gladiators came surging through the doorway behind him, all of them 



struggling to cram themselves through it at the same time.  In that single instant, Teavis’s entire 
world seemed to come crashing down around him.  Apparently, Victor had freed all the other 
gladiators, and they would no doubt be wanting their fair share of vengeance.  “Get them!” he 
shouted at his guards, who came forward to meet the gladiators, their batons brandished and 
ready to do some bludgeoning.
“Oh, and by the way, here’s your precious woman!” Nekvos said, throwing Disannis forward so 
she collided with Teavis, causing him to stumble backward.  With both his hands free now, 
Nekvos grabbed the nearest guard from behind, dragging him into a headlock and swiftly 
breaking his neck.  Another guard swung at him, but Nekvos easily grabbed his wrist to stop his 
baton in its tracks.  Nekvos then hit this guard several times in the face twice and pried his 
baton out of his grasp, before kicking him away with enough force to knock him off his feet.
Now armed with this guard’s baton, Nekvos moved on to attack another, breaking through his 
defenses and striking him with several vicious blows to the skull.  Finishing him off with a 
precise blow to the throat that caused him to crumple up on the floor, Nekvos launched himself 
at two more guards.  He grappled with one and swung around him, in the process striking the 
other with both feet and slamming him against the wall.  To finish off the one remaining guard, 
Nekvos flipped him onto the ground and brought the baton down on his skull with a sharp crack.  
“Nekvos, catch!” shouted Victor, tossing a sword across the room so Nekvos could leap up and 
grab it.
Having no more need for his baton, Nekvos hurled it at a guard who was standing out of reach, 
striking him right between the eyes.  This guard’s helmet was knocked off his head and he was 
sent toppling backward, too disoriented to break his fall.  Nekvos then rounded on two more 
guards and began advancing toward them with his sword at the ready, only to have them turn 
on their heels and flee.  “Oh, come on!” Nekvos yelled after them.  “Don’t be a bunch of 
cowards!  Get back here so I can kill you all!”
Teavis would have loved to give those cowardly guards a piece of his mind, for he was not 
paying them to just run away from danger, but he figured he’d better get going himself if he 
wanted to make it out of this alive.  Nekvos was seemingly unstoppable, cutting down guard 
after guard with his sword, and Teavis didn’t want to become his next victim.  “Come on, let’s get 
out of here!” he told Disannis, shouting to make himself heard over the clamor of battle.  
Disannis nodded, and Teavis roughly grabbed her arm to lead her away.  Visvus fell in next to 
them, but Teavis turned to him and snapped, “Not you!  I’m paying you to deal with the 
gladiators—so go deal with them!”
As Visvus left to do just that, hefting a massive double-bladed battle axe, Teavis and Disannis 
turned and fled down the corridor.  As they did so, numerous guards ran past them, going to 
offer reinforcements.  All in all, the guards in the arena outnumbered the gladiators about four to 
one, so this revolution would likely be over fairly quickly.  It had only lasted this long because the 
gladiators had the element of surprise on their side.  Within a few minutes, Teavis and Disannis 
had arrived at Teavis’s chambers and entered it.  Frantically, Teavis locked the door and, just for 
good measure, pushed his table against it to hold it in place.  He then went to a cabinet and 
opened it, taking out a sword.  He hoped against hope he wouldn’t actually have to use it, but 
better safe than sorry.  Only now did he relax somewhat, sitting down on one of the couches 
with the sword in his lap.
“Are you okay?  Did Nekvos hurt you?” Teavis asked Disannis.  However, she did not answer 
this question, and when he looked at her to see what the matter was, he found her intently 
staring at him.  “What?” he snapped.
“You told Nekvos to kill me,” she stated.  “You wanted me dead.”  Oh, so Disannis was doing 
this stupid thing now.  It took every last bit of Teavis’s self control to resist scoffing at her with 
annoyance.



“Yes, I did,” he conceded.  “But I knew Nekvos wouldn’t actually kill you.”
“Really?  How could you have known for sure?” demanded Disannis, still unconvinced.
“Didn’t you hear Nekvos?  He was just stalling for time!  Killing you was never part of his plan!”
“But you couldn’t have known that,” Disannis countered, angrily crossing her arms over her 
chest.
“It was obvious that Nekvos was bluffing!” snarled Teavis, finally losing his temper.  “And if 
you’re too stupid to figure that out, that’s not my fault!  But what can I really expect from you, 
you’re just a dumb, pretty woman!”
Disannis flinched at this sudden outburst, cowering away from Teavis.  For a moment, an 
awkward silence existed between them, before it was broken by Disannis.  “But I could have 
died,” she said.  The voice that she spoke in was barely louder than a whisper, and her gaze 
remained on the floor, never making eye contact with Teavis.
“But you didn’t,” Teavis stated through gritted teeth, as if that settled the matter.
“So you really do care if I die?” Disannis ventured uncertainly, now raising her timid gaze to 
meet Teavis’s.
“Of course I do!” he assured her heartily, managing to get his temper back under control.  This 
affirmation elicited a satisfied smile from Disannis, who visibly relaxed on the couch that she 
was sitting on.  “In the future, just leave all the thinking to me, okay?”
“All right,” Disannis agreed, nodding obediently.  “Clearly, you’re very good at it.”
“Yes, I know,” said Teavis absentmindedly, turning his attention back to the barricaded door and 
praying Victor couldn’t kick it down like he had done the last one.

Chapter XIX

Victor wove his way through a crowd of guards and other gladiators, hacking at them with 
Blackfire whenever one got too close to him.  So far, the battle was going quite well.  While 
neither side held a significant advantage in numbers, the gladiators were stone cold killers who 
had been forged by years of combat in the arena.  In comparison, these second-rate guards 
didn’t stand a chance.
However, as good as the battle was going, it wasn’t over yet.  Victor could see more and more 
guards, who had likely been stationed on the other side of the arena when the skirmish began, 
pouring into the room.  Victor knew there were enough guards in the arena to potentially 
overwhelm the gladiators, no matter how skilled or vengeful they were, and had been counting 
on using the element of surprise to get the job done here before any reinforcements could 
arrive.  It also didn’t help that every now and then, one gladiator would stab another in the back
—both figuratively and literally—to settle some petty feud.  This necessitated Victor to be 
constantly looking over his shoulder for a gladiator who bore a grudge against him.  He 



imagined there were a lot of them, considering everyone he’d killed and maimed in the past five 
years.  At least the guards, on the other hand, were coordinating their attacks and fighting 
alongside each other with trust.
Victor and Nekvos tried to stick as close to the walls as they could so as to avoid the main fray, 
but it didn’t take very long for them to catch some unwanted attention.  “Hey, look!  It’s Victor 
and Nekvos!” called one gladiator, Parquive by name.
The gladiator next to Parquive, named Kesraoul, looked up at this and the two of them started 
forward.  “You’ve killed a lot of my friends, you son of a bitch!” Kesraoul snarled.  “And now, we 
get to kill you!”
“Try to, you mean,” countered Victor.  Kesraoul came charging forward, thrusting at Victor with 
his spear, but Victor leapt over this stroke and pushed the spear shaft aside with his foot.  He 
then placed his left hand on Kesraoul’s shoulder, using this momentum to vault right over him.  
Coming down behind him, Victor twisted in midair to plunge Blackfire between Kesraoul’s 
shoulder blades and dragged it down to rent his back open.
Parquive stepped forward and swung his mace at Victor, but Victor ducked beneath it and 
slammed his body into Parquive, shoving him backward across the room.  While using his left 
forearm to keep Parquive pinned against the wall, Victor tried to bring Blackfire down with his 
right, but Parquive managed to block it with the shaft of his mace.  However, Victor retaliated by 
driving his knee into Parquive’s stomach and landing a flat hand strike to his throat.  This 
allowed him to grab the mace shaft and force it away, before impaling a defenseless Parquive 
on Blackfire.  “So much for discretion,” Victor muttered to himself as he pulled Blackfire out of 
Parquive’s limp corpse, which collapsed onto the floor.  “Come on, Nekvos, hurry up!” he then 
shouted over to Nekvos, who was busy fighting his way through another group of vengeful 
gladiators.
Trotting up beside Victor, Nekvos said, “I’m here, kid.  So, which way is the exit?”
“That way,” Victor told him, jabbing his thumb back over his shoulder.  “But we’re not going to 
the exit.  Not yet, at least.”
“Wait, what?  Why?” exclaimed Nekvos.  “Kid, maybe you weren’t paying attention when we 
came up with this plan, but the whole point of it is to get out of this arena.”
“I know, I know,” Victor assured him.  “But before we leave, there’s one more stop that I have to 
make.”
“Kid…”
Sensing Nekvos was less than thrilled about this, Victor added earnestly, “It’s very important.  
More so than I can say.”
“Fine,” Nekvos grudgingly conceded.  “Where is it?”
“Teavis’s chambers.”
“Well, I guess it’s not so bad if that’s where we’re going,” Nekvos commented, grinning in spite 
of himself.  “Come to think of it, I have some unfinished business with him as well.  Oh, how I’d 
love to give him a piece of my mind….and then drive my sword through his!”

***

“So what’s your plan to survive this revolution?” Disannis asked Teavis as he poured them both 
glasses of wine.
“Well, no one can get in here,” Teavis told her, “so we can just wait it out.  Let the guards sort 
through this mess.  Then, when it’s all over, we can go back out.”
“But how can we be sure that no one can get in here, or that the guards will be able to defeat all 
the gladiators?  Those seem like some pretty big assumptions to make!”



“Just take my word for it, okay?” Teavis snapped.  At the moment, he really wasn’t in the mood 
to explain anything to Disannis, thick in the head as she was.
“But what if you’re wrong?”
“Disannis, we’re going to be fine,” insisted Teavis.  “Let’s have a toast to that.”  He and Disannis 
clinked their glasses together and raised them to their lips, but before the actual drinking could 
commence, the room was rocked by an explosion.  They both sat up in shock as the door was 
blasted off its hinges, the table that had been pressed against it skidding away across the floor.
Victor and Nekvos then emerged from the charred doorway, marching into Teavis’s chambers.  
“Curse you, Victor!  And you, too, Nekvos!” Teavis roared at them.  “Curse you both a million 
times over!”  Chuckling at this, Victor hit Teavis with a savage kick, knocking him onto the floor.
“You said no one could get in here!” Disannis whined.  “You told me to just take your word for it 
and I did, remember?
“Well, maybe Teavis shouldn’t keep explosive canisters lying around,” Nekvos said.
“Stand back!  Let me take care of this!” Teavis declared, brandishing his sword.
“Well now, that’s just laughable,” Victor commented, shaking his head in derision.  To Nekvos, 
he said, “Watch this.”  Teavis raised his sword as high above his head as he could before 
swinging it down, clearly under the impression that flamboyance equaled skill.  This was not the 
case, however, for Victor was able to effortlessly parry this stroke, before body slamming Teavis 
and knocking him away.  Teavis thrust at Victor, who simply redirected this strike, using Teavis’s 
own momentum to send him stumbling off to the side.  Victor then pretended to bring Blackfire 
slashing down on Teavis’s head, and as Teavis raised his own sword to defend himself, Victor 
landed a snap kick to his chest that knocked him backward and into the table.
“Come on, is this really all you’ve got?” taunted Victor.  “You’re so pathetic!”  This infuriated 
Teavis, no doubt because they both knew it was true, and prompted him to come charging 
forward again.  Teavis slashed and hacked wildly, but Victor easily ducked and turned to dodge 
them all, not even bothering to bring Blackfire to bear.  Finally deciding he’d had enough fun, 
Victor grabbed the hilt of Teavis’s sword, twisting it out of his grasp before spinning to hit him in 
the face with an elbow strike.  This knocked Teavis onto the table, where he lay defeated.
Seeing Teavis could no longer protect her, Disannis made a dash for the door, but Nekvos beat 
her to it, grabbing her and flinging her to the ground, where she lay, battered.  “Oh no,” he told 
her, “you’re staying here with us.  Don’t worry, we’ll deal with you later, after we’re done with 
Teavis.”
“Help!” Teavis shouted desperately.  “Guards, help me!”
“Crying like a baby now, are we?” Nekvos taunted as four guards who must have been near 
enough to hear this burst into the room.  He then said to Victor, “Now it’s your turn to watch me.”  
The four guards charged toward Nekvos, surrounding him and swinging their batons, but it was 
clear that they were horribly outmatched.  Nekvos nimbly spun this way and that, swiftly 
dispatching three of them with a barrage of sword slashes and kicks while Teavis looked on in 
horror.  The fourth and final one, however, did succeed in landing a blow, striking Nekvos square 
in the back with his baton.  Nekvos winced at this and uttered a painful grunt, but managed to 
weather the blow, standing tall and upright.  Growling with anger, he then whipped around with 
lightning speed, using the pommel of his sword to punch the guard in the chin.  The force of this 
blow lifted the guard clean off his feet and sent him flying through the air, crashing into the wall 
before falling to the ground, motionless.
Standing menacingly over Teavis, Victor crossed both their swords over his neck and 
demanded, “Where is it?  Tell me right now, or I’ll cut off your nose and ears!”
“Where is what?” asked Teavis, looking just as confused as he was terrified.
“My pendant!” Victor shouted at him.  “You remember that, don’t you?  The one you took from 
me five years ago!  The one I attacked you to get back!  Where is it?”



Teavis had an expression of utter disbelief on his face as he said, “So let me get this straight:  
you have a shot at freedom, the first one in four years, and you risk blowing it just to get some 
cheap bronze gizmo back from me?  Now, why isn’t that logic adding up, I wonder?”
“You know, kid, as much as I hate to admit it….Teavis does have a point,” commented Nekvos.  
“Why is this pendant so damn important to you?  I mean, you’re willing to risk your freedom for 
it….come on, it can’t be that special!”
“It has sentimental value, okay?” Victor snapped at them both.  To Teavis, he added, “Now and 
you going to tell me where it is, or am I going to have to start cutting off your body parts one by 
one?”
“If I give it to you,” Teavis asked timidly, “will you spare my life?  And by that I mean no killing or 
cutting off body parts, either.”
“Fine,” sighed Victor.  “Just tell me where it is before I decide to change my mind.”
“It’s in that cabinet,” Teavis told Victor, gesturing across the room.  “On the second shelf from 
the top.”
“Make sure he doesn’t go anywhere, will you?” Victor told Nekvos as he walked across the room 
and opened the cabinet doors.  He half expected Teavis to be lying, but sure enough, the 
pendant was there, sitting on the second shelf from the top.  Victor snatched it up and examined 
it briefly to check if it was a fake, even though he knew it wasn’t.  After five years apart, it felt so 
good to have this pendant back in his possession.  As Victor held it in his right hand, it fit 
perfectly into the mark that was embedded there, almost comfortingly.  “Come on,” he then said 
to Nekvos, “I’m ready to leave this place forever now.”
Nekvos raised his sword, held with an inverted grip so its pommel was facing forward, 
prompting Teavis to frantically ask, “Wait, what are you doing?”
“Knocking you out,” answered Nekvos matter-of-factly.
“What?  No, please!  You promised—”
“We promised we wouldn’t kill you or cut off any of your body parts, and this is neither!” snapped 
Nekvos.  “Now shut up and let me have some fun with this!”  Teavis opened his mouth to protest 
some more, but before he could say anything, Nekvos smashed his sword pommel into it.  
Teavis crumpled up in a heap on the floor, where Victor landed several savage kicks to his body.  
Maybe it didn’t actually do much damage, but it was still very satisfying.
“Okay, kid, let’s get the Hell out of here before any more guards arrive,” said Nekvos, and Victor 
nodded in agreement.
However, as they walked toward the door, Disannis moved forward to block them.  “Take me 
with you,” she implored them.  “Please.  There’s nothing left for me here.  I don’t belong in this 
desolate arena, I belong with you two.  Let me come with you, and you won’t regret it, I 
promise.”
“Well, as much as I’d love to have you tagging along, it’s up to Victor,” Nekvos said, his tone 
making it perfectly clear he already knew what Victor’s answer would be.  “I mean, you were 
with him long before I even entered the picture.”
“What do you say, Victor?” Disannis asked him, eagerly grasping at his hands.  “We can finally 
get our happily ever after together!  Remember when you asked me if I wanted to leave the 
arena and start a life somewhere else?  I wasn’t ready then, but I am now!  We’ll be together 
forever!”  After a brief pause during which she clearly expected Victor to respond, Disannis 
ventured, “So is that a ‘Yes’?”
Victor could barely believe what he was hearing.  “You’ve got to be kidding!” he snarled, roughly 
shaking her off.  “I don’t want anything to do with you, not after what you did to me!”
“What are you talking about?  What did I do to you?” asked a confused Disannis, still as stupid 
as ever.



“You betrayed me!” Victor snapped, causing her to jump backward slightly.  “You left me for 
Nekvos after he defeated me!  Now do you remember?”
“Oh, Victor, don’t go taking that too seriously!  I just wanted to try things out with him, you know, 
see what he was like.  I’ll admit I was a little foolish then, but I’m here for you now!”
“Well, you won’t be for very long!  Get out of my sight!”
“Please, you don’t want to do this!” Disannis begged.
“Oh yes, I do!  Now get lost, I don’t want to see you ever again!  You can go burn in Hell for all I 
care!”
Several tears trickled down Disannis’s flushed cheeks, but at this point, Victor was beyond 
caring about her.  As he and Nekvos walked out of Teavis’s chambers and down the corridor, 
Nekvos clapped him on the back, saying, “I’m proud of you, kid.  I was never that good at 
getting out of toxic relationships with women.  Mostly because I was the one who made those 
relationships toxic in the first place, but it doesn’t serve anyone to harp on small details like 
that.”  Victor threw Nekvos a quizzical look, but Nekvos didn’t elaborate on this statement, 
instead changing the subject to say, “We should really get out of here now, you know.  I hope we 
didn’t go through all the trouble of pulling off this escape plan only to stay behind and get 
recaptured.”
“Follow me,” Victor told him, starting off toward the exit.

***

Despite starting out very promisingly, the battle between the gladiators and guards had 
suddenly taken a turn for the worse.  Guard reinforcements were pouring in through every 
entrance, greatly outnumbering the gladiators, and this numerical advantage was beginning to 
take its toll.  Gladiators were falling left and right, beaten into submission by the guards with 
their batons.  To make matters worse, none of the gladiators were actually stopping to help each 
other; if anything, they were actively trying to get each other killed.  It was unbelievable—Victor 
had hoped they would be able to put aside the resentment that they all harbored for just a single 
day and focus on a common goal, but apparently, that hope had been wildly unrealistic.
Miraculously, Victor and Nekvos didn’t encounter any more obstacles as they wove their way 
through the chaotic fray, the former leading the latter toward the exit.  A few corridors later, 
Victor and Nekvos arrived at a large exit door that was blocked by half a dozen more guards.  
Drawing their swords, they flew into battle, swiftly cutting these guards down in a matter of 
minutes.  “All right, now that this is taken care of, we can be on our way,” said Nekvos.  This 
door was made of solid iron, far too strong and thick to simply break down, so Victor instead 
took a set of keys off the corpse of one of the guards.  There was a click in the lock, and the 
door swung open, allowing a blast of wind to come rushing in.  “Ah, freedom!” breathed Nekvos, 
closing his eyes to take in a deep, contented breath.  “How much I’ve missed you!”
Meanwhile, Victor stood perfectly still and silent, gazing out upon the land.  He had been in the 
arena much longer than Nekvos, so this newfound freedom meant all the more to him.  There 
were times he had doubted whether he would ever actually get to see it, but here he was now, 
standing outside the arena with no one to stop him.  He could go wherever he wanted to go, do 
whatever he wanted to do.  It was so simple, and yet so mind blowing.  “Kid?” Nekvos inquired, 
somewhat taken aback by Victor’s silence.  When Victor didn’t respond, he snapped his fingers 
right in front of Victor’s face and said, “Hey, kid, it’s time to wake up.”
With his train of thought suddenly—and rather rudely, too—disrupted, Victor asked, “What?”
Chucking, Nekvos said, “You just seemed a little out of it for a moment.  Do you care to tell me 
what’s on your mind?”



“Yes—revenge,” said Victor.  He knew Nekvos was no doubt expecting him to elaborate on this, 
but chose not to.  Ignoring the quizzical look that Nekvos threw at him, Victor turned his 
attention down to the mark on his hand.

Chapter XX

Twenty Years Ago
After about half an hour of solid practicing, Menpote said, “Well, it looks like you kids are starting 
to get the hang of this new move.  You should all be very proud of yourselves.  Like I said, this is 
no walk in the park.  The lesson’s over for today, and now it’s time for a little something special.  
All you kids are going to fight each other in a massive free-for-all, and the last one standing will 
get a grand prize.  Got that?  Any questions?”  Temandu raised his hand, and Menpote called on 
him, “Yes, Temandu?”
“Are you going to tell us what this grand prize actually is?”
“No, I’m not.  But trust me, it’s something you would all want.  If that’s all, we can get started 
now.”
As the students all prepared themselves to fight, Victor glanced over and could see a group of 
girls arriving to watch.  This group included Kaztan, Menpote’s illegitimate daughter and 
therefore Victor’s cousin.  Being only a few months younger than him, she often hung out with 
him, Gatir, and Enode, and got along with them fairly well.  The real mystery surrounding her, 
though, was the identity of her mother, which no one could figure out.  Apparently, Menpote had 
left Gizium for a year back then and simply returned with an infant Kaztan in his arms.  He was 
extremely tight with the details of what had happened to him during that year, and always 
refused to talk about where he had gone or who he had met.  Nevertheless, Kaztan had grown 
up very happily under Menpote’s care, with Naomei occasionally stepping to fill the role of a 
mother in her life.  Oftentimes, Menpote and Kaztan would have dinner at Naomei and Wes’s 
house, which resulted in Kaztan being much closer to Victor, Tusos, and Gatir than most 
cousins, almost like a second sister to them.
When he looked at this group of girls, though, Victor’s eyes were not drawn to Kaztan, but rather 
to a pair of sisters by the names of Kaime and Leona.  The sight of Kaime in particular caused 
his heart to briefly leap into his throat, for Victor had been in love with her for as long as he 
could remember.  Unfortunately, Temandu was as well, and Kaime had been the subject of 
countless fights between the two of them, much to her annoyed chagrin.  One of her most 
attractive qualities, in Victor’s opinion, was the fact that she was tough enough to hold her own 
with the boys.  Their games often ended with her rubbing his face in the dirt until he begged her 
to let him up.  Enode also harbored something of a sweet spot for Leona who, at twelve years 
old, was a year younger than Kaime and the mirror image of her big sister.  “Hey, check it out,” 
Victor said to Enode, tapping him on the shoulder to get his attention before pointing Kaime and 
Leona out to him.  “Guess who dropped by to watch us fight?”
“Yes!” Enode exclaimed, enthusiastically fist bumping Victor.
Eagerly, Victor said, “Don’t you see, this could be my big chance to get with Kaime!”
“Buddy, she’s far too good for you,” chuckled Enode.
“Shut up,” Victor snapped, punching Enode not so lightly on the shoulder and causing him to 
double over with laughter.



After his laughter had died down, Enode remarked, “Remember, you said I could be the best 
man at your guys’ wedding.  I’m going to hold you to that.”
“Of course.  Who else could it be?”  Victor then added, “Leona’s here, too, you know.”
“Yeah, it’s pretty great.  Come on, let’s blow them both away!”  At this, Victor and Enode fist 
bumped again.
“Hey, girls, here to watch the action?” Victor called, waving cockily at the two of them.  “I’m 
going to kick Temandu’s butt, just you watch!”
“Go Victor!” Kaime responded, her and Leona waving back flirtatiously.
“Stop waving at her!” Temandu snapped at Victor, clearly more than a little nervous of Victor 
humiliating him in front of Kaime.  After all, he had fought, and spectacularly lost to, Victor many 
times before.
“Make me,” was Victor’s unconcerned response.
“I will.  She’s mine, and don’t you forget that!”
“Yeah, you wish.”
“Is everyone ready?” asked Menpote loudly.
The students answered him affirmatively with a resounding chorus of, “Yes, Sir!”
“Good—now begin fighting!”  Instantly, all the students came charging forward to do just that.  
The air was soon filled with the sounds of sticks smacking against each other and yells of anger.  
Students were falling left and right—or rather, being lightly tapped by sticks, in which case they 
were out of the competition.  Every time this happened, Menpote would blow a whistle that was 
made out of a hollowed out branch to emphasize it.  With so many students getting tapped, he 
was blowing his whistle almost constantly, which made for a very annoying sound.
Victor stepped into the fray and moved forward to engage one of the students, trading several 
blows with him.  He then brought his foot up to kick this student in the stomach, knocking him 
onto his back foot, and managed to tap him on his shoulder while he was thrown off balance.  
The next student Victor faced was more tenacious, but Victor was able to duck and weave 
around all his vicious swings, managing to jab him in the stomach when he made the mistake of 
overextending himself.  Another student Victor attacked from behind, knocking him to the 
ground where he could not defend himself.  Yet another he physically grappled with, wrestling 
this student’s stick away before using it to finish him off.  On one occasion, Victor even engaged 
two students simultaneously, dancing circles around them and causing them to collide so he 
could take advantage of their confusion.  Victor was on a roll here!
Every time he scored another win, Victor stole a risky glance over to the sidelines, where Kaime 
was watching the battle.  He could see her smiling at him with admiration, and on one occasion, 
she even waved to him flirtatiously.  After quickly waving back at her, Victor moved on to attack 
another student, his confidence renewed.  They crossed sticks and were busy pushing against 
each other with all their might when a third stick reached over this student’s shoulder to tap him.  
The dismayed student turned around, and who should be standing there but Temandu.  “Get out 
of here!  Victor’s mine!” he shouted.
“I’m so glad you’re here,” replied Victor mockingly.  “I’m going to teach you a lesson that you 
won’t soon forget!”  With that, Victor and Temandu flew at each other, sticks brandished fiercely 
and adrenaline pumping through their bodies.  Their sticks clashed again and again, little 
splinters flying off the shafts with each impact.
Out of the corner of his eye, Victor spotted Vinphes approaching, and was forced to break off his 
attack on Temandu to parry a strike from him.  However, while he was distracted by Vinphes, 
Temandu planted a firm stomp kick on Victor’s back, sending him stumbling away ungracefully.  
“Give it up, Victor!  You’re outnumbered!” Temandu arrogantly jeered.
“No, he’s not!” came Gatir’s voice from behind Victor.  All three combatants turned around to see 
him standing there, his stick brandished in a noble attempt to be intimidating.



“Wow, Victor, now you’re relying on your stupid baby brother to save you?” sniggered Temandu.  
“That’s just pathetic.”
“Get away from my big brother!” yelled Gatir, rushing toward Temandu and swinging his stick 
valiantly.  However, Temandu easily deflected Gatir’s attack, before lifting his own stick above 
his head and bringing it down with all his might.  Gatir managed to parry this, but the sheer force 
of the blow sent him stumbling backward, tripping over his own feet and falling to the ground.  
After all, Temandu was a full three years older than Gatir.  When Temandu swung down again, 
Gatir was just barely able to roll out of the way of his stick.
Temandu raised his stick for a final blow that would most likely have made contact with Gatir, 
but Victor came rushing over to intervene.  “Get away from my baby brother!” he shouted, 
clearing the distance between them with a single leap and slamming his body into Temandu’s.  
As Temandu stumbled away, almost falling, Victor reached down and grasped Gatir’s hand, 
pulling him to his feet.
Dusting himself off, Gatir said, “Thanks, Victor!”
“Thank me by helping me beat these two idiots,” Victor quipped back at him.  With that, he and 
Gatir began to advance toward Temandu, splitting up as they did so.  While Victor kept Temandu 
occupied with a barrage of steady blows, Gatir subtly moved in from the side, trying to catch him 
off guard.  However, Temandu saw him coming and struck out with a side kick that hit Gatir in 
the chest, knocking him away.  Vinphes rushed forward and tried to join the fray, but Victor was 
able to avoid him by circling around Temandu, making sure to always keep Vinphes on the other 
side of him.  Ramping up his attack, Victor feigned a high blow at Temandu, before ducking to 
swipe at his legs.  Temandu barely managed to leap over Victor’s stick, but he lost his balance 
in the process and had to struggle to remain upright, flailing his arms around like a windmill.  
Taking advantage of this, Victor was able to easily knock him to the ground with an 
unceremonious shove.
Victor then turned his attention to Vinphes, who was in the process of sneaking up behind Gatir, 
his stick raised to tap him.  Unable to get over there in time, Victor yelled, “Gatir, duck!”  Gatir 
did, allowing Victor to swing at Vinphes through the space that had previously been occupied by 
his head.  This attack was parried by Vinphes and the two of them began to trade blows fiercely, 
with Victor steadily driving Vinphes back.  Thankfully, Vinphes was not quite as good as 
Temandu.
While Victor was preoccupied fighting Vinphes, Temandu swung at him from behind, but Gatir 
stepped in to defend Victor, blocking Temandu’s strike.  “Get out of my way, you little runt!” 
snarled Temandu, swiping Gatir’s legs out from under him with a kick.  He then raised his stick 
to finish Gatir off while Vinphes stabbed at Victor simultaneously.  However, Victor managed to 
redirect Vinphes’s stick off to the side, spinning past him and following this up with a shove to 
his back.  This shove, combined with Vinphes’s own momentum, sent him bowling forward into 
Temandu.  As the two of them collided, Victor grabbed Gatir by the arm and hoisted him to his 
feet, dragging him out of the way.
In his haste, however, Gatir tripped over an uneven patch of ground and fell, his stick tumbling 
out of his grasp.  “Gatir!” called Victor frantically, turning around to help him.  Temandu reached 
Gatir first, though, tapping him before he could get back up.
“And you’re out!” Temandu jeered as Menpote emphasized the point by blowing his whistle.  
“Now it’s just us and Victor!”
“Hey, no fair!” Gatir shouted, but Victor gestured for him to calm down.
“Don’t worry, Gatir,” he said.  “I’ll be sure to avenge you.”
“You’ll be sure to try….and miserably fail,” countered Temandu as Victor started forward.  Being 
sure to keep them both in his line of sight so he couldn’t be caught off guard, Victor swung at 
Temandu with his stick and kicked out at Vinphes to hold him at bay.  Vinphes swung at his legs 



and he jumped over it, just as Temandu swung at his head.  Unable to duck in midair, Victor 
twisted his body and threw his head back, allowing the stick to pass over his face.  Then he was 
falling, hitting the ground in a very awkward position.  He swung at Temandu’s leg, but Temandu 
was able to easily parry this.  As Vinphes brought his stick down, Victor rolled aside, allowing 
this momentum to carry him to his feet.  Temandu charged at him again, but Victor pushed his 
stick out of the way and spun past him, swinging as he went.  This forced Temandu to duck out 
of the way, before coming up out of range.
“Hey, guys, can I join this game?” came a voice from behind.  Not even thinking, Victor let his 
adrenaline take over and spun around to attack the source of this voice, his stick raised 
aggressively.  However, he found himself face-to-face with Enode, chuckling, “Whoa, buddy, it’s 
only me.”
“There you are!” Victor exclaimed.  “And right on time, too!  Come on, let’s beat these fools!”
“You picked the wrong side!” Temandu jeered, swinging his stick threateningly.  “Now we get to 
take you down along with Victor!”
“That’s not going to happen!” snapped Victor.  “No one gets to kill him but me!”
“We’ll see about that.”  Victor then came forward to engage Vinphes while Enode did the same 
to Temandu, and the fight resumed.  Off on the sidelines, Kaime and Leona were whispering to 
each other excitedly, hopefully about how dashing and heroic Victor was being at the moment.  
Encouraged by these thoughts, Victor feigned a lunge to Vinphes’s right, and Vinphes of course 
shifted his weight to defend against this.  But in the split second his balance was off, Victor 
delivered a powerful shove that sent him reeling backward.  He then followed this up with a drop 
kick—albeit a relatively poor one—that knocked Vinphes flat onto the ground.  Unfortunately, 
Victor also landed on the ground hard enough to leave a painful bruise on his bottom.  That 
move could use some work, apparently.
With Vinphes temporarily out of the picture, Victor now ran over to assist a struggling Enode.  
Temandu kicked Enode away from him, but Victor went low and slid across the ground, striking 
the crook of Temandu’s right leg with a kick of his own.  This leg folded beneath Temandu, who 
tripped and fell over it, while Enode raised his stick to finish him off.  However, before Enode 
could do so, Vinphes swung at him from behind, forcing him to duck beneath this blow instead.  
While Enode drove Vinphes back with a series of overhanded strikes, Victor and Temandu both 
scrambled to their feet, ready to resume the fight.  Breaking away from Vinphes, Enode then 
came over to stand back-to-back with Victor.  As Temandu and Vinphes circled around them 
menacingly, Victor said slyly, “Come on, buddy, let’s show them that new move we’ve been 
practicing.”
Nodding, Enode agreed, “Yep, I like the sound of that.”
“What are you talking about?  What move?” Temandu snapped, a shadow of apprehension 
starting to creep across his smug face.  He quickly looked from Victor to Enode and then back 
to Victor again, trying to figure out what they were going to do.
“Just watch us,” said Victor coolly.  After winking charmingly at Kaime—although he knew she 
probably couldn’t see it from there—he ran toward Enode, who dropped to one knee.  Just as 
they had practiced countless times before, Victor rolled over Enode’s back as Enode stood up, 
boosting Victor into the air.  Quickly twisting in midair to reorient himself, Victor came down on 
top of Temandu, striking him over the head with his stick.  It was not a light tap by any definition 
of the word, but he didn’t care.  Landing in a crouch, Victor looked over his shoulder to see 
Enode whirl around and tap Vinphes on the legs while he was distracted by Victor’s display.  
Menpote then blew his whistle twice to signify that Temandu and Vinphes were out of the 
competition.  “And you’re out!” announced Victor with as much smugness as he could muster.



Temandu picked himself up and brushed the dirt off his clothes.  Reaching up to his forehead, 
he touched the place where Victor had struck him, which was marked by a swollen lump of a 
bruise.  “Ouch!  That was way too hard!” he angrily complained to Victor.
“Yes, I know,” was Victor’s casual response.
“You did that on purpose!” Temandu yelled, enraged.
“So what if I did.”
“Now, now, Temandu, you lost fair and square,” Menpote chided him, stepping in to settle this.  
“And to a spectacular demonstration from Victor and Enode, no less!”  As Temandu and Vinphes 
sulked off the field, glaring daggers at Victor and Enode, Menpote began to address all the 
gathered students, “What you just saw there is a perfect example of how, with coordinated 
teamwork on their side, two people can often be much more than just the sum of their parts.  
Excellent job, you two.”
“Thank you, Sir,” replied Victor and Enode together.  Then Victor, remembering they were still in 
the competition, hastily reached over and tapped Enode on the arm.
“Hey!” objected Enode.  “What was that for?”
“We’re still in the competition.  Or at least I am, now.”
“You son of a bitch!” Enode exclaimed, hitting the air with his stick in frustration before throwing 
it to the ground.  “You’re officially not my best friend anymore!”
“Oh, grow up,” scoffed Victor.
“And it appears we have a winner!” proclaimed Menpote.  Taking Victor by the hand, he lifted 
Victor’s arm into the air while saying, “Let’s hear it for Victor!”
All the students applauded at this, except Temandu and Vinphes, who were glaring vengefully at 
Victor, and Enode, who took the opportunity to give Victor a playful shove.  Victor, though, was 
much more focused on the way Kaime and Leona were clapping wildly above their heads, 
shouting, “Yes, Victor!  Go Victor!,” as they did so.
“Thank you, Sir,” Victor said, his face flushing red with pride.  Unable to contain his excitement 
anymore, he then burst out, “Is it over now?  Do I get my grand prize now?”
With a good-natured chuckle, Menpote answered, “Not quite, Victor.  There’s still one more trial 
for you to pass, and one more opponent for you to fight.”
Victor looked around the field, but there was no one there except him and Menpote.  “Who is it?” 
he asked apprehensively.
“Why, me, of course,” Menpote answered with a devious grin.
Victor swallowed hard at this news.  Fighting the other students was a walk in the park, but 
Menpote was a grown man who had been training in the art of combat for decades before Victor 
was even born.  “You, Sir?” he repeated.
“Yes, me,” Menpote confirmed.
“But you….you’re my combat instructor….”
“Yes, I am.  Are you afraid to fight me?”
“Yeah, Victor, are you afraid?” chimed in Temandu from the sidelines.
“Shut up, Temandu!” Victor yelled over his shoulder.  “I’d like to see you do it!”  To Menpote, he 
then added, “No, Sir, of course I’m not afraid.”
“Good,” said Menpote.  “Now wait just a minute, I’ll be right back.”
As Menpote walked off, Enode approached Victor from behind and jokingly remarked, “I’m 
actually glad you beat me now that I see what comes next.”
“Well, that’s very supportive of you, thanks!” said Victor sarcastically.
“If it’s support you want, listen to this.  See this shield?”  Enode held up a metal shield.  “I’m 
going to use it to flash some sunlight in Menpote’s eyes while you’re fighting him.  Then while he 
can’t see, you can get him!  Okay?”
“Enode, that’s cheating!” Victor told him.



“And that’s relevant how exactly….”
“I won’t do that!  Menpote would be ashamed of me if I did.”
“Well, if you’d rather just lose, I guess it’s your own decision.”  On that very unsupportive note, 
Enode turned and walked back to the sidelines, just as Menpote returned.
“Here, Victor,” he said, handing him a real metal sword.
“Wait….we’re fighting each other with these?” Victor gasped.
“Yes.  I think you’re ready to handle one.”
“But—but won’t we hurt each other?”
“Son, I should hope you trust me a little more than that.  You can’t hurt me, and I’ll be 
exceptionally careful not to hurt you, okay?”
“Okay.”  Victor was sweating with anxiety, but backing off now was of course out of the question.  
Instead, he put on his best confident face and turned around to face Kaime, who blew him a 
quick kiss, eliciting a bashful smile from him.
“And you just learned the first and foremost rule of combat,” Menpote said, placing the cold steel 
of his sword blade against Victor’s neck and causing the hairs on it to prick up.  Not from the 
cold, but rather from the knowledge that all Menpote had to do was twitch his sword slightly and 
Victor’s life would be over.  To have someone else’s life so firmly in your grasp like this was a 
truly incredible, not to mention terrifying, power.  “Never let yourself get distracted in battle, 
under any circumstances.  No matter how pretty she is.  Got that?”
“Yes, Sir,” Victor replied, feeling extremely sheepish.  How had he actually managed to mess 
something up before the fight had even really begun?
“It’s fine, son,” Menpote assured Victor, clearly sensing his building levels of stress.  “Just relax.  
This is supposed to be fun, okay?”
“Okay.”  Victor pulled himself together and swung at Menpote, who effortlessly blocked this blow 
with his own sword.  When their swords met, a loud metallic clanging sound reverberated 
outward, catching Victor off guard somewhat.  He launched several more attacks, gradually 
getting bolder and bolder.  Menpote blocked them all without even breaking a sweat, of course, 
but Victor could tell he was pleased.  What really threw Victor off, though, was the way the 
sword behaved in his hands.  It was much heavier than a wooden stick, for one, making it 
significantly harder to handle.  And when the swords struck each other, they did not bounce off 
like a stick did, but rather slide away.
Suddenly, Menpote switched from defense to offense, bringing his sword down in a series of 
quick, crisp strikes.  Victor was just barely able to deflect them, and the effort of doing so caused 
him to stumble backward.  He felt his leg bump against something, quickly realized it was just 
his other leg, and had to stop himself from toppling over.  “Don’t be sloppy,” Menpote gently 
chastised him.
Determined to make up for this, Victor redoubled his attacks.  He feigned a lunge to the right, 
quickly breaking off and going for the left instead.  To his delight, he noticed a small window in 
Menpote’s defenses and went straight for it, only for Menpote to step aside at the last moment 
with surprising agility for an older man.  Victor then felt Menpote place a hand on his back, 
pushing Victor forward and causing him to stumble.  That window had been meant to bait him, 
Victor realized, and he had been so sure of his own trick that he hadn’t even considered it a 
possibility.  “Don’t be reckless, either.”
They resumed their fight, and as it progressed, Victor found himself beginning to adjust to 
wielding a sword.  “I see you’re starting to get the hang of that sword,” Menpote complimented 
him.  “It’s very different than a stick, isn’t it?  But once you know how to effectively wield it, you 
can never go back, trust me.”  Too out of breath to verbally answer Menpote, Victor instead 
acknowledged him with a quick nod.



However, the next time their blades clashed, to Victor’s chagrin, a bright, concentrated light 
flickered across Menpote’s face.  It shone so intensely that he had to raise his left arm to cover 
his eyes, leaving him momentarily unable to see.  Looking at the sidelines, Victor saw Enode 
using a metal shield to reflect the sunlight toward Menpote, just as he had said he would.  Very 
briefly, Victor did actually consider taking advantage of this distraction to win the fight.  He could 
probably cover up what Enode had done and get away with all the glory of having defeated his 
combat instructor.  The adults would respect him, the children would revere him, and Kaime 
would adore him.
Victor swiftly banished these dishonest thoughts from his mind, though, internally chastising 
himself for even having them at all.  Such an act would be terribly dishonest, and he would 
rather lose fairly than win in such a manner.  Menpote had frequently referred to Victor as his 
favorite student, but if Victor took the underhanded path now, such praise would be 
meaningless.  Needless to say, Menpote would be very ashamed of Victor if he found out Victor 
had opted to cheat like this.  Even if Menpote never found out, Victor would still know, and that 
was enough.
Instead, Victor stood back, feigning ignorance to what was going on, and asked, “Are you okay, 
Sir?”
“Yes, yes, I’ve just got a little sunlight in my eye,” Menpote answered.  Raising his sword again, 
he said, “Carry on.”  Victor thrust at Menpote, who easily slapped it aside and, with blinding 
speed, whipped his sword around to position it against Victor’s neck.  “And you’re dead.”
Dropping his sword to the ground, Victor held up his hands, saying, “How are you this good?  I 
could tell you weren’t even trying throughout most of the fight!”
“Well, son,” Menpote answered, “it’s really quite simple.  You just have to stay behind your 
weapon and let it guide you.  Never sacrifice your defense for a stronger offense, but if you see 
an opportunity, always take it.  And never perform the same sequence twice, or else you will 
become predictable.  Do all that, and you can never lose.”
“Thank you, Sir.”  Victor nodded absentmindedly as his gaze drifted over to where Kaime had 
been watching intently.  Temandu was sitting next to her, nursing the bruise that Victor had put 
on his forehead, but he might as well have been invisible to her.
“And now, son, it’s time for me to give you your grand prize.”  Flipping his sword around so the 
hilt was pointed at Victor, Menpote handed it to him.  “Here you go, son.”
“This?” Victor breathed in awe.  Menpote had certainly been right:  it was something everyone 
would want.
“Yes, this.  I was given this sword thirteen years ago by a strange man I happened to cross 
paths with, and since then, I have kept it in the hope of passing it on to a student of my own, 
one who is worthy of wielding it.”
“And that student is me?” Victor marveled, almost in disbelief at what he was hearing.  “But I lost 
the fight against you.”
“Yes, you did.  But this test was never about actually beating me.  It was about something else, 
something much more valuable to a warrior than pure skill:  honor.”
“I’m sorry, but I don’t quite understand, Sir.”
Now raising his voice to address all the assembled students, Menpote said, “During this fight, I 
had Enode here temporarily blind me by using a shield to reflect sunlight into my eyes.  Victor 
could have taken advantage of this and won the fight, but he chose not to.  This is because he 
knows something much harder to teach than any fancy new move, which is the fact that all the 
fighting skill in the world is useless without a sense of honor to back it up.  My own combat 
instructor, Nikuvi, spoke those same words to me forty-one years ago, when I was no older than 
Victor here, and at the time I did not take them seriously enough.  Now, however, I realize they 
are in fact the building blocks for an ideal man, just like the men that every one of you has the 



potential to become.  I hope you all will take these words to heart—maybe not today, or 
tomorrow, or even next year, but whenever the time is right for you.  And now, I present to Victor 
this sword, which is my most prized possession, in the hope that he will use it for good.  
Treasure this sword above all else, Victor—for mark my words, it will save your life someday—
until the day comes when you find a student of your own who is worthy of inheriting it.  But 
always remember:  it is not the sword that makes the man, but the man that makes the sword.”
This proclamation set off a round of clapping and cheering from the gathered students.  Enode 
whistled loudly in a way he knew Victor hated, while Gatir jumped up and down, proudly yelling, 
“That’s my big brother!”  Only Temandu and Vinphes did not cheer, too busy glowering at Victor 
with obvious jealousy.
Menpote then turned back to Victor, saying, “I meant every word of what I said, you know.  You 
are the greatest student I have ever trained, and I just know you’re going to be a great hero 
someday.  As you know, I have a wonderful daughter in Kaztan, and I love her more than 
anything.  But in many regards, I have come to think of you as my unofficial son.”
All this was just too much for Victor, who could feel tears of pride and joy welling up in his eyes, 
before dripping down his cheeks.  “I—I really don’t know what to say….this is just such a 
gigantic honor, Sir.”
“For today, son, you don’t have to call me ‘Sir,’” Menpote told him.
“Thanks, Menpote!” Victor exclaimed, stepping forward suddenly to hug him around the torso.  
However, he soon realized how awkward this was and hastily let go.  Looking up and making 
eye contact with Menpote, he said, “Can’t I just ditch my parents and come live with you?  You 
could just adopt me to make it official.”
Chuckling, Menpote replied, “As much as we would both love that, it just can’t happen.  You 
belong with Naomei, and I would never dream of taking you away from her.  She really is an 
amazing mother.  But you can still visit me whenever you want, and talk to me about whatever 
you need, okay?”
“That sounds great!”
“All right, son.”  Patting Victor affectionately on the shoulder, Menpote said, “Now run along and 
have some fun.  I think someone wants to talk to you now.”  At this, he pointed across the field 
to where Kaime stood, staring eagerly at Victor with a smile that stretched all the way across her 
beautiful face.  “You know, I was the one who convinced her to come watch this.  Just for you.”
With that, Menpote departed.  Walking over to greet Kaime, Victor said, “Hey, Kaime.  Did you 
catch my big win back there?”
“Yes, I did!” she exclaimed, her beautiful eyes sparkling with awe.  “It was so amazing!”
“Yeah, thanks,” replied Victor, trying his best to remain modest in spite of the fact that he was 
bursting with joy at the moment.
“Is there somewhere more private that we can go to talk?” Kaime asked, causing Victor to grin 
involuntarily.
“I was really hoping you’d ask that,” he answered, taking Kaime by the hand and leading her 
away.  As they left, Victor briefly made eye contact with Enode, who grinned mischievously and 
gave him an encouraging thumbs-up.



Chapter XXI

Present Day
“Well, that was fun, wasn’t it?” remarked Nekvos rather merrily.
“Yeah, it was,” Victor agreed.  “But now I’ve got to get going.  It was nice knowing you.”
Victor turned and began to walk away, but Nekvos roughly grabbed him by the arm to stop him.  
“And just where do you think you’re going, kid?  You act like you’re never going to see me 
again.”
“Well, I might not,” Victor told him.  “If I do, I’ll be pleasantly surprised, but I wouldn’t count on it.”
“So that’s it, then?  We went through all that, and now you’re just going to walk away from me?”
“What do you care?” Victor asked.
“You’re a good, faithful friend, kid.  We should stick together.”
“Well, I’d be lying if I said I wasn’t somewhat touched by that,” Victor admitted.  “But it still 
doesn’t change anything.  I made a promise to someone twenty years ago, promised I’d do 
something for them, and so far, I haven’t really been faithful to that.  I’ve been trapped in that 
accursed arena for the past five years and unable to make any progress, but now that I’m free, I 
need to start making up for all that lost time.”
“That’s just my point,” said Nekvos.  “Kid, in the five years before I got there, what did you ever 
accomplish in the way of escaping?”
“Obviously nothing, since I was still there when you arrived.”
“Exactly!” Nekvos exclaimed triumphantly.  “You couldn’t escape the arena on your own, but 
once you had help from me, you could.  That can really be applied to anything in life.  If this 
adventure has taught us anything, it’s that two hands are better than one.”
“Actually, there’s four hands between us,” Victor pointed out.
Rolling his eyes at this, Nekvos continued, “You get my point, though, right?  Together, we can 
accomplish more than either of us ever could alone.  So, kid, what sort of things did you promise 
you’d do?”



Victor let out a tired sigh of resignation, knowing that Nekvos would not give up asking him, but 
also that he would find the answer preposterous.  He then reluctantly answered, “You know 
about Tunvick?”
“You mean the evil dictator of Kevsovia?  Who doesn’t?”
“Yeah, that’s him, all right.  And I’m going to kill him.”
Just as Victor had predicted, Nekvos snorted at this with disbelief, “I’m sorry, kid, there must be 
something stuck in my ear, because I could have sworn I just heard you say you were going to 
kill Tunvick!”
“No, your ears work just fine.  You can laugh at it all you want, because I’m going to do it 
regardless of what you think.”
“What did Tunvick ever do to you?” Nekvos inquired.
“Isn’t being a tyrannical dictator reason enough to hate him?”
“Yeah, it is, but you act like there’s something else behind it,” prodded Nekvos.  “Something 
more personal.  Did he kick your dog or something?”
“No, something much worse.  Look, I really don’t want to talk about it right now, okay?”
“Okay, kid, okay.  But still, the fact remains that trying to kill Tunvick is a suicide mission.  He’s 
out of your league!  He’s out of everyone’s league, for that matter!  If you go after him, mark my 
words, you’re going to end up dead.  And I’m not sure you know this, but I don’t want you to end 
up dead.”
“Thanks for that,” Victor said sarcastically.  “I wasn’t sure whether you wanted me dead or not, 
but now I know.”
Nekvos briefly chuckled at this joke, before continuing, “But in all seriousness, kid, you can’t kill 
Tunvick!  You can’t even get close enough to him to have a chance—he’s surrounded by 
thousands of Nageso, any of which could easily kill you!”
“Then I’ll die trying!” Victor snapped back at him.  “But you might as well stop trying to convince 
me to drop my vendetta, because that is never going to happen!”
“I have an alternative suggestion,” said Nekvos.  “Kid, if you hate Tunvick, a really good way to 
hurt him without attacking him directly would be to go after his empire instead.  And in that 
regard, you’re in luck.”
“How so?”
“I happen to be the leader of a group of mercenaries called the Dauntless Gang, and our sole 
objective is to cause as much pain for the Nageso as possible.  Right now, we’re busy stirring 
up trouble in Kuminutium.  That’s my home, so you can just imagine how much I hate seeing the 
Nageso defile it.  Come on, it’ll be fun.  We’ll get to be a giant pain in the neck for the Nageso!”
“That does sound like a pretty good deal,” conceded Victor.  “But eventually, I am going to kill 
Tunvick.  I don’t care if it takes me years, decades, the rest of my life—even if it’s the last thing I 
ever do, I’m going to do it.”
“Well, as long as this stops you from carrying out your ridiculous suicide mission for the time 
being, I’m satisfied.”
“Oh, and there is one other condition,” Victor added wryly.
“What is it?” Nekvos asked him.
“You’ve got to stop calling me ‘kid’.  Seriously.  It sounds stupid.”
At this, Nekvos burst out laughing and gave Victor a friendly—although still somewhat painful—
punch on the shoulder.  “Not a chance, kid, not a chance.  Now come on, let’s get going.”



Chapter XXII

The tavern was very dark, as it always was at night, with light being provided only by several lit 
candles.  It was damp and dingy, all around unpleasant, with a malevolent aura about it that 
may or may not have had something to do with the twisted shadows that the candles cast on the 
wall.  With multiple light sources overlapping each other, the shadows were barely even 
reminiscent of what they were being projected by.  It was clearly not very well maintained, for 
cobwebs crisscrossed it every which way and rats sat in the corners, scavenging food scraps 
before scurrying out of sight whenever someone drew near them.  To top it all off was the 
appalling stench, which seemed to resemble a putrid combination of smoke, rotting food, 
burning candle wax, pig droppings, and, most of all, alcohol.
Most everyone had either left this tavern or gone to bed already, but there were still about half a 
dozen remaining patrons.  They sat around, drinking and gambling, while a weary looking 
bartender named Nopotis slumped behind the bar, half asleep.  Just then, the door opened and 
another man entered, wrapped from head to foot in a long, brown cloak so as to appear 
inconspicuous.  Despite being quite old and no longer in his prime, he was tall and extremely 
well-built.  He had a handsomely chiseled face with dark brown hair that was meticulously 
slicked back and eyes with a hue to match it.  Emanating from them was a cold and unfeeling 
gaze, clearly hardened to the point of iron by some event long past.  The only abnormalities on 
this otherwise standard face were a fresh scar that cut across his right cheek and the outline of 
a mysterious mark that was deeply embedded in the skin of his forehead.  It appeared to be a 
circle that was split into two halves by a jagged bolt of lightning, with each half containing a 
hovering sphere, almost like the sun and moon.
Holding his head high with purpose, this man walked over to the darkest corner of the tavern, so 
dark that the faces of the four patrons who sat there drinking were almost completely obscured 
by shadows.  As the four men turned to him, he said in a smoothly cordial tone, “Excuse me, 
gentlemen, but I was wondering if you wouldn’t mind finding somewhere else to sit?  I’m sorry to 
inconvenience you, but I’m going to be meeting someone here very shortly, and this seems like 
a good spot.”
“Well, it’s certainly not an inconvenience,” scoffed one of the drinkers, clearly more than a little 
intoxicated, “because we’re not going anywhere.  Find yourself another seat, old man.”



However, the man did not seem either surprised or daunted by this response.  Chuckling to 
himself, he said, “I understand if you’ve mistaken this for a choice, but it’s not.  Asking you to 
leave is just a formality, and I highly suggest you take it.”
“Get lost, old man,” snarled the drinker, angrily standing up to stare the man down.  “You don’t 
want there to be any trouble here, trust me.”
“It’s funny, you took the words right out of my mouth,” countered the man.  “If you really think 
you scare me, you clearly have no idea who I am, or what I’ve seen.  Come back with three—
no, four—dozen more men, and then maybe it’ll be a fair fight.  Just maybe.  Otherwise, begone 
and stop wasting my time.”
“Oh, we’ve got ourselves a tough guy here, huh?” snarled the drinker, not the least bit 
intimidated by these seemingly ludicrous threats.  Two of his companions appeared to share this 
view, but the final one looked a little unsure.
“Um, Kevsupan….maybe we should just find somewhere else to sit,” he suggested nervously.  “I 
can’t quite place it, but there’s something very unsettling about this man.”
“Come on, Litkemp, don’t be such a coward!” Kevsupan snapped.  “He’s not threatening at all, 
just an old man who’s trying to act all tough and scary.”  The other two drinkers guffawed at this 
remark, although Litkemp still looked unconvinced.  Kevsupan then turned back to the man, 
saying, “Do you really think this dark, silent act of yours is intimidating?  Because I can tell you 
it’s not.”  He then went to roughly shove the man back but, to his visible surprise, the man 
remained firmly rooted in place, his chest as sturdy as a stone wall.
“So that’s the way this is going to go down, huh?” asked the man, cocking his eyebrow in an 
amused fashion.  “Very well, then.  If that’s really what you want, I’ll be more than happy to 
oblige.  Just don’t say I didn’t warn you….”
What happened next happened so fast that to those who were present, it appeared as if 
Kevsupan had magically gone from standing up to lying flat against the table, his arm roughly 
bent behind his back at an awkward angle.  Above him stood the man, one hand on Kevsupan’s 
face to push his head against the tabletop and the other painfully twisting his arm farther and 
farther.  There was an instant ripple across the tavern as everyone turned to see what the 
commotion was all about, and Nopotis snapped out of his daze.  Litkemp and the other two 
drinkers were taken aback by this at first, but they soon recovered from their shock and drew 
knives from their belts, stepping forward to help Kevsupan.
However, the man just shot them a piercing glare that kept them trembling at bay, too terrified to 
either fight or flee.  He then snarled viciously, “Don’t take another step!  For now, he’s the only 
one who has to die, but if you stay and try to help, you’ll share his fate!  Now go, get lost!”  The 
drinkers didn’t need to be told twice, turning on their heels and tearing out of the tavern.
The man then drew a knife from the depths of his cloak and pressed it against Kevsupan’s 
throat as he whimpered pathetically, “No, please….please….”
Finally deciding it was time for him to intervene, Nopotis approached this table, holding an iron 
rod for self-defense, and said, “Mister, I don’t know if you’re aware, but fighting between patrons 
here is strictly off-limits.  I’m going to have to ask you to let this man go and vacate the tavern 
immediately.”
Turning around menacingly to face Nopotis, the man sneered, “Listen, if you think you have any 
power over me, you must be as thick in the head as Kevsupan here.  Didn’t you see what I just 
did to him?”
“All the same, those are the rules, and these are the consequences for breaking them,” insisted 
Nopotis.  He spoke in his best imitation of a confident voice, but the effect was ruined by the 
constant fluctuations of his tone and shaking of his hands.
After briefly considering this, the man groped around in Kevsupan’s belt for a moment and came 
up with a bag of coins.  “Hey, give that back!” protested Kevsupan in vain.



“Here,” the man said, ignoring Kevsupan and offering the bag to Nopotis.  “For your troubles.  
You can take this and leave me alone, or I can kill you so you leave me alone.  It’s your choice, 
so I encourage you to make a good one.”
Nopotis glanced down at the rod that he was holding, perhaps debating whether to attack the 
man, but quickly realized it would probably be meaningless against him.  “All right,” he said with 
a nod, “I’ll take it.”
“I’m proud of you—that was a very good choice,” the man replied.  “At least someone has a little 
common sense around here.”
As the man tossed the bag to Nopotis, Kevsupan complained, “That’s mine!  You have no right 
to it!”
“Shut up!” hissed the man, slitting Kevsupan’s throat with his knife and pushing his corpse off 
the table unceremoniously.  This corpse lay forgotten beneath the table, a trail of blood leaking 
out of the opening on its neck and running across the floor.  The man then sat down in the chair 
that had previously been occupied by Kevsupan and began to casually wipe the blood off his 
knife blade.  The other patrons all went back to their own business now that this scuffle was 
over, but made sure to give this man a very wide berth.
Reaching into his cloak, the man withdrew a small wooden box, about six inches long and four 
inches in the other two directions.  It was very old, as evidenced by the chips and scratches that 
covered it almost completely, and while there had once been an elegant pattern engraved in its 
walls, constant wear and tear had eroded it from view.  On all six sides of this box, there were a 
series of sliding panels that could be shifted around in various orders, each movement 
influencing all successive ones to create a sort of chain reaction.
For several minutes, the man sat in complete silence and fiddled with this box, keeping himself 
busy by trying combination after combination.  It was an obsession of his, one fueled by 
irrational curiosity and ironclad determination.  He did not have the slightest idea what the box 
might contain or if he would ever find out, but kept at it anyway in the hope of solving this 
mystery that had plagued him for decades.  How irksome it was that he had endured so much—
had fought Tunvick himself multiple times and survived for the past twenty years with the entire 
Order of Nageso hunting him—only to be thwarted by a mere children’s toy, of all things.  
However, try as he might, the box remained securely locked, much to his undying frustration.  
He was very tempted to just give up and crush this annoying little box in his hands, but 
restrained himself.  The box had been given to him long ago by the woman he loved, and now 
that she was dead, it was the only part of her that he had left.
His time with the box was then cut short when another man who was clad in a similar cloak and 
bore the same peculiar mark on his forehead entered the tavern, prompting him to pocket the 
box again.  As the newcomer sat down, the first man sternly chided him, “Epsivo, you are late.”
“I was delayed on my way here, Master,” said Epsivo.  “Blame it on the Nageso.”
“Well, I guess that’s an acceptable excuse for keeping me waiting,” the man admitted.  “How did 
it go with them?”
“Not nearly as bad as it could have.  And what about you, Master, how’d it go with Hempike?”
“Not nearly as well as it could have,” replied the man sorrowfully, indicating the scar on his 
cheek.  “We had a falling out, and I could not stop him from leaving.  I fear my son is lost to us 
forever.  Not that he was ever going to be of use to us, I see that now.  And Tunvick….is as 
powerful as ever.  We must find another way to kill him.  Especially now that he knows I’m still 
alive.  He won’t ever stop hunting me now, and neither will Hevite.”
“Yeah, Tunvick didn’t seem to take very kindly to the news that his greatest enemy Vunkias is 
still alive and plotting his death.  And he is backed by the entire might of the Order of Nageso.  
The odds are not exactly in our favor.”



“They never were.  But at least you’re on my side.  The one Nageso in the entire Order with a 
lick of common sense in him.  How can none of the others see that Tunvick is steadily 
destroying our Order from the inside, that his petty war against the Resistance is causing more 
harm than good?  And to think he actually believes he’s protecting Kevsovia….  He’s just ripping 
it apart, making it more vulnerable to invasion.  He might as well be working for Tormakuv 
himself.  I’m just glad you can see the truth.  Maybe someday, the other Nageso will as well.  I 
hope it won’t be too late, though.”
“Regardless, it’s us two against thousands of loyal Nageso.  We need a legitimate plan.  Your 
plot to create a criminal empire to defeat the Nageso was brilliant, but ultimately unsuccessful.”
“Don’t try to flatter me,” snapped the man, who was apparently named Vunkias.  “We both know 
that plan was doomed from the start.  I was a fool to believe mere thugs and lowlifes could ever 
defeat the Nageso, and it would have failed even without Hempike’s betrayal.  But now it’s time 
to move on from that failure and into the future.  We have no more use for criminals, what we 
really need is a capable ally.  Someone to replace Hempike.  I’d much rather have just one of 
them than a million incompetent henchmen.”
“That is true,” Epsivo agreed.  “But where can we find such an ally?  The number of individuals 
in the world who can stand against the Nageso in combat could probably be counted on only a 
hand or two.”
“The Resistance is out of the question, of course,” Vunkias mused.  “Sikum has made it 
perfectly clear that he doesn’t want anything to do with me, not after how things went down 
between us last time.”
“What a fool,” sneered Epsivo in derision.  “Does he really think he can afford to be so damn 
arrogant?  At a certain point, desperation has to justify some unconventional methods.”
“You’d certainly think so.  But unfortunately, he’s still too hung up on trying to win this war in a 
way that can be considered morally sound.”  Vunkias scoffed at this as though he found such an 
idea preposterous.  “What Sikum has yet to realize is in a situation like this, ethics are a luxury 
that no one can afford.  To defeat the Nageso, one must be willing to abandon their morality and 
do whatever is necessary.  No matter how terrible it may be at the moment, any atrocity is more 
than worth it as long as it gets the necessary results.  Let the ends justify the means, as they 
always should.  Anyone who says otherwise is a fool.  I need not remind you what will happen if 
we fail.  Tunvick, fool that he is, cannot be trusted to protect Kevsovia from Tormakuv’s 
conquest.  Kevsovia will burn, and everyone living in it will be slaughtered.”
Epsivo nodded grimly, clearly taking in the full meaning of this, and an expression of pure terror 
briefly flashed across his face.  Steeling himself, he then said, “Yes, but like any evil dictator, 
Tunvick has made many more enemies than just the Resistance.  Suffice it to say there’s no 
shortage of people in Kevsovia who would be more than happy to see him dead.  The problem 
lies in finding someone who’s actually capable of making it a reality.”
Shaking his head, Vunkias remarked, “That’s easier said than done.  Suvidus, Hempike, 
Mykanda….they all had great potential, but ultimately fell short for one reason, and one reason 
only:  they allowed themselves to be blinded by their emotions.  That isn’t acceptable at all.  We 
both know where such a path can take you if you travel too far down it.”  There was a brief 
moment of silence as the two of them mulled over their options, until Vunkias broke it by saying, 
“Who says we have to find someone capable of standing against the Nageso?  None of us 
started out like that, you know.  You, me, even Tunvick himself, we all started out as common 
people.  We could find a common person and train him in the ways of the Nageso, forge him 
into a weapon that we can use to kill Tunvick.  Then, when he’s served his purpose, we’ll 
discard him and leave him for dead.”
“That’s a possibility,” said Epsivo.  “But it still leaves us back at square one:  where in Kevsovia 
can we find such a person?”



“Oh, I’m sure he’ll turn up,” Vunkias insisted.  “We just need to know where to look.”
“Then we should start looking right away,” Epsivo added.  “Not a minute to lose.”
“Yes, I agree.”  Getting up from their table, Vunkias and Epsivo exited the tavern.  The former 
told the latter, “And remember, Epsivo, be exceedingly careful not to draw any attention to 
yourself.  If even a whisper of our activities gets out, the Nageso will be all over us.  At the 
moment, secrecy is everything.”
“Yes, Master,” Epsivo replied, although Vunkias was suddenly nowhere to be seen, having 
become one with the night.

Chapter XXIII

“And here we are,” Nekvos announced as he and Victor approached the abandoned storehouse 
in Kuminutium where the Dauntless Gang was gathering.
“So now can we get to fighting the Nageso?” Victor asked.
“Kid, have patience,” Nekvos answered, somewhat exasperatedly.
Slumped against the door of the storehouse was a man, likely a mercenary standing guard, who 
was clutching a bottle of whiskey in his hands.  Victor’s first thought was he had gotten 
intoxicated on the job, but when he saw the bottle was almost completely full, he realized this 
mercenary was only pretending to be a drunk so no one would suspect he was guarding 
anything.  “Welcome back, Nekvos!” greeted the mercenary, his perfect speech confirming 
Victor’s theory.



“Thank you, Nisdesote,” Nekvos replied cheerfully, leading Victor into the storehouse.
Inside, Nekvos was greeted by many more mercenaries who rowdily crowded around him, 
clasping his hands and clapping him on the back.  “Nekvos!  I’m so glad you’re back!” one 
exclaimed, walking up to embrace him.
Breaking away from this mercenary, Nekvos replied, “So am I, Pontuve.  Fasonia should know 
by now I’m not that easy to get rid of.”
“Although not for lack of trying,” Pontuve snickered.
“I trust things have gone well in my absence?” inquired Nekvos.
“More or less,” Pontuve told him.  “What fun adventures did you have without us?”
“Oh, nothing too exciting, just a brief career as a gladiator.”
“That actually does sound pretty exciting.  I can’t believe I missed it!”
“Remind me later, and I’ll be sure to tell you all about it.”
“Who’s your friend?” Pontuve then asked, gesturing to Victor.
Nekvos introduced them, “Pontuve, this is Victor.  Victor, Pontuve.”
“Pleased to meet you,” Pontuve said, extending his hand to shake Victor’s.  “Any friend of 
Nekvos’s is a friend of mine.”
“It’s a pleasure,” Victor responded.
“I met Victor in the arena where I was being held captive as a gladiator,” Nekvos explained, “and 
he helped me escape.  If it wasn’t for him, I probably wouldn’t be here right now.  Victor hates 
the Nageso, you see, and I told him if he wanted to fight them, he could join the Gang.”
Pontuve said, “Well, I’m glad you decided to join our cause.  Any help that we can get is 
welcome.”
“Anything to hurt the Nageso,” responded Victor.
“You know what?” Pontuve joked, elbowing Nekvos in the ribs.  “I like this guy already.  Unlike 
Nekvos here, who’s much more of an acquired taste.”
“Oh, shut up.”
As Nekvos shoved Pontuve playfully, another mercenary then came up to him and handed him 
a glass of frothing beer, saying, “Here you go, Nekvos, have a drink!”
“Thank you, Kupravi,” Nekvos said, taking a deep swig.  Now raising his voice so all the 
mercenaries could hear him, Nekvos proclaimed, “All right, everyone, listen up!  I’m glad to be 
back, and now that I am, we can get back to doing what we do best:  being a thorn in the side of 
the Nageso!  We recently suffered a crippling setback with the Vunkias incident, but we need to 
pull ourselves back together and keep moving forward!  The Nageso have hurt us all, and the 
only way to make it right is to hurt them back, hurt them worse!  And with that said, I would like
—”  However, Nekvos was then interrupted as a black shadow came crashing through the 
window, landing in a crouch on the floor.
The shadow then stood up to reveal a man who was clad in skin tight body armor, his face 
hidden by a black cowl and various weapons hanging off him.  A choir of terrified gasps 
resounded across the room, and Kupravi frantically gulped, “The Nageso!  They’ve found us!”  
Instantly, a wave of fear that stemmed from old childhood trauma washed over Victor.  For a 
moment that was stretched into an eternity by this dreadful sensation, all the mercenaries stared 
at the Nageso with a combination of fascination and horror.  Even though the Nageso was 
seemingly doing nothing, Victor could feel his dark presence growing throughout the room, 
engulfing everyone within it and dragging them down into a state of sheer terror.  The effect that 
he exerted on the environment just by being there was incomprehensible to anyone who had 
not seen him before.
Then, the Nageso moved with blinding speed, seizing the nearest mercenary to him and 
snapping his neck effortlessly.  “Kill him!” roared Nekvos, drawing his sword and signaling for 
the rest of the mercenaries to advance.  They followed his lead, but the Nageso brandished a 



bow and fired an arrow that felled the mercenary nearest to him.  The mercenaries who wielded 
bows of their own retaliated with a torrent of arrows, but the Nageso easily slipped past and 
wove around them, using the shaft of his bow to slap aside the ones that got too close to him.  
He spun and leapt off the walls while continuing to fire more arrows, each one finding its mark 
with unnerving accuracy.  Sometimes, he even fired two or three arrows at once, all of them 
somehow flying off in different directions and striking down different targets.  He was an 
untouchable phantom, scathed by nothing.  His speed was simply too great, his reflexes too 
sharp, his aim too precise.  A few mercenaries actually did manage to get within close range of 
the Nageso, only to be viciously cut down by his sword.  Body after body hit the floor with arrow 
shafts protruding out of their torsos and heads and bloody gashes crisscrossing them.
“Here, kid!” Nekvos called, snatching up a pair of bows.  One he kept for himself, and the other 
he tossed to Victor.  “See if you can get a shot in!”  Pulling an arrow out of the chest of a 
mercenary corpse that was lying near his feet, Victor nocked it and took aim.  It had been a 
while since he had wielded a bow and arrow, but he still remembered how to use one.  When 
the Nageso turned away for a split second, Victor loosed the arrow and watched it fly across the 
room toward his head.  However, to Victor’s utter shock, the Nageso didn’t bother to dodge or 
block it, merely raising his hand to catch this arrow mid-flight.  He didn’t even look over as he 
did so, almost as if he could hear the arrow parting the air as it flew….but that was impossible, 
of course.
Then the Nageso turned to face Victor, his bottomless gaze sending a frosty shiver down his 
spine.  It was as though Victor was no longer standing across the room from the Nageso, but 
viewing him through a pitch black tunnel of destruction that connected them across space and 
time.  Lurking at the other end of this tunnel in all his mystery, the Nageso resembled an 
unnatural singularity.  His mere presence seemed to suck all the light and joy out of his 
surroundings and replace it with a sinking feeling of depression and hopelessness.
Victor couldn’t make out any eyes beneath the Nageso’s cowl, but he could still feel the 
malevolent energies that emanated from them.  It felt as though the Nageso could see right 
through him and into his soul, could see the fear that radiated off him just as a dog might have 
smelled it—there was nothing Victor could hide from him.  No matter what his actual face looked 
like beneath the cowl, it could not be as terrible as the faceless monstrosity he saw standing 
before him now.  The Nageso did not even appear to be human, but rather some sort of evil 
ghost that had spawned right out of one of those scary stories that Victor and Enode used to tell 
Gatir at night to scare him.
Sweating with anxiety, Victor wanted desperately to wretch his gaze away from the Nageso, but 
he found himself inexplicably unable to do so.  There was something almost magnetic about 
him, something that maintained the unbreakable eye contact between them.  Maybe it was 
because Victor knew if he looked away, he would be dead before he could even register it.  He 
could tell he was losing this battle of wills, for he wanted nothing more than to run and hide, to 
cry in a corner, to seek comfort in Naomei’s arms, but he knew he could not, for she had been 
taken from him twenty years ago.  This face had done so, before pursuing Victor across 
Kevsovia in his nightmares to finish the job that it had started back then.
While Victor stood there gaping, the Nageso nocked the arrow and drew back his bowstring with 
a certain elegant grace.  It appeared as though he was moving in slow motion, but even so, 
Victor was powerless to stop him.  Try as he might, he was unable to budge his arms from 
where they hung frozen at his sides, his left hand involuntarily clenched so tightly around his 
bow that his fingers were beginning to feel numb.  Even as the arrow took flight toward his 
heart, he remained in this mesmerizing trance.  He knew he was going to die, he just didn’t care 
about it.  On the contrary, he actually felt a sense of peacefulness and serenity set in.  Knowing 
the grueling task of fighting for his life was finally over was a strangely comforting thought.  



Everyone had to die sometime, so why not today?  Victor gladly would have been shot dead 
then and there were it not for the interference of Nekvos.
Jumping in front of Victor, Nekvos deflected the arrow with a deft stroke of his sword, snapping 
Victor out of his trance.  As Victor flinched, realizing how terrifyingly close to death he had just 
come, Nekvos barked, “Kid, maybe you just forgot, but this is our mortal enemy who’s trying to 
kill us!  Let’s have a little more fighting and a lot less staring, please!”
“Okay, sure,” Victor stammered.
The Nageso fired three more arrows at Victor and Nekvos, but the latter was able to deflect 
them all.  “Get down, kid!” he shouted, overturning a table and grabbing Victor by the collar to 
pull him down behind it.  The hair on top of Victor’s head was then parted as an arrow flew by 
close enough to pass through them.  Yet another undesirably close brush with death.  “You’re 
welcome for saving your life yet again, by the way!”
Squatting behind this table, Victor returned fire with his bow and arrow, while Nekvos did the 
same to the left of him.  They were then joined by Pontuve, who made a hasty dash across the 
room and slid into place on Victor’s right, firing his own arrows at Pesituk from this position.  
There were several loud thuds as retaliatory arrows from Pesituk struck the table, sometimes 
with such force that their arrowheads went right through it.  “What are we going to do?” asked 
Victor in a panic.  “He’s unstoppable!”
“If I can get close enough to him,” Nekvos replied, “I might be able to take him out hand-to-
hand.”  Just then, Pontuve cried out in pain and fell back from his position behind the table, an 
arrow lodged in his right shoulder.  Thankfully, because the table protected all the vital organs in 
his torso, the wound was probably not fatal.  “Pontuve!” Nekvos cried.  “Are you all right?”
“Don’t worry about me right now,” Pontuve groaned, trying in vain to pull the arrow out of his 
shoulder.  “Focus on defeating this Nageso before he kills anyone else!”
As Victor nocked and fired another arrow, the Nageso reached into his belt and withdrew 
several small explosive pellets, which he threw at his feet.  There was a loud bang and a bright 
flash of light, and the Nageso was engulfed in a cloud of black smoke.  The smoke quickly 
dissipated but the Nageso was nowhere to be seen, having vanished, seemingly into thin air.  All 
he left behind was a mess of mutilated corpses and the strong stench of explosive powder.  
Victor’s arrow was sticking out of the wall on the other side of the room, having passed right 
through the smoke cloud, with its shaft on fire.  “Where did he go?” said Victor incredulously, 
shaking his head with disbelief.  “There’s nowhere he could have gone!”
“That’s the Nageso for you, kid,” was all Nekvos said in response.  Warily emerging from behind 
the table, he ventured forward and began to look around the room.  It should have been 
impossible for the Nageso to vanish in an open room such as this, with no corners that he could 
have hid behind or closets that he could have slipped into.  “Come out, come out, wherever you 
are….” Nekvos muttered as he searched.
Everyone was dead silent, but they still could hear nothing, no creaking of floorboards that might 
have betrayed the Nageso’s location.  This eerie silence was then shattered as, in a dark blur, 
the Nageso dropped from the ceiling rafters—how he had gotten up there so swiftly and quietly 
in the first place was anyone’s guess—and landed with his foot on the back of Nekvos’s neck.  
This falling kick snapped Nekvos’s head back violently and drove him into the floor, his sword 
and bow both tumbling free of his limp grasp and skidding away.
Victor started toward the Nageso, but the Nageso reached into his belt again and brandished a 
bola, which he hurled across the room.  Having never faced one of these obscure weapons 
before, Victor was unable to do anything other than let it coil around his ankles.  He tried to stop 
in his tracks, but his forward momentum was too great.  With his legs suddenly immobilized, 
Victor was sent falling forward uncontrollably.  He dropped Blackfire and reached out with his 
hands in an attempt to break the fall, but his arms folded under his full weight and his face 



smashed into the floor.  There was an ugly crunching sound that told him his nose had been 
broken, and he could taste blood in his mouth.  With both Victor and Nekvos dispatched, the 
Nageso now flew toward the remaining mercenaries, most of whom were cowering against the 
wall.  He wove through their ranks, his sword flashing with blinding speed as he cut through 
them like they were mere sparring dummies.  In spite of his fear that he would be next, Victor 
did have to admit it was quite a magnificent display.
Using his arms to pull himself across the ground, Victor was able to reach Blackfire and used it 
to slice through the bola cords, before scrambling to his feet.  “Nekvos!” he called, but Nekvos 
didn’t stir, still stunned from the Nageso’s blow.  This did, however, draw the attention of the 
Nageso, who spun around to face Victor again.  He began to advance, holding his sword 
menacingly above his head, and Victor could just imagine him smiling amusedly beneath his 
cowl.  Victor knew without a doubt he was hilariously outmatched, but he refused to go down 
without a fight.  He would die with honor, upright and brave, like a true man.
Victor feigned to the left before spinning around and slashing right at the Nageso, but the 
Nageso was not at all phased by this.  He barely had to move to swat this strike aside, before 
retaliating with a series of quick slashes and cuts so fast that his sword morphed into ten as it 
moved.  Victor leapt back, feeling the Nageso’s sword graze his stomach, and raised Blackfire in 
a defensive posture as the Nageso took the offensive initiative.  His blow came crashing down 
on Victor with strength that should not have been possible, sending vibrations up Victor’s arms 
and shaking his grip on Blackfire.  The Nageso then followed this up with a vicious snap kick to 
the stomach, blasting the breath out of Victor’s lungs and doubling him over.  Going along with 
this, Victor ducked beneath a crosscut aimed at his throat so narrowly that he could actually feel 
the Nageso’s sword scraping against his scalp.
The Nageso thrust at him, and while Victor was able to redirect the sword away from his chest, 
the edge of it still sliced into his cheek.  Before Victor could launch any sort of counterattack, 
however, the Nageso bashed the pommel of his sword into his face with a loud cracking sound, 
causing Victor’s vision to briefly flicker.  Victor swung wildly at the Nageso, who easily whirled 
out of the way and drove a kick into his knee, folding his leg and dropping him to the ground.  
Another kick made contact with his face, knocking his head off to the side.
In desperation, Victor stabbed weakly at the Nageso, who simply caught his wrist with his left 
hand and angled Blackfire away.  A sharp twist caused Victor to cry out, his hand springing open 
and Blackfire clattering to the floor.  The Nageso then pulled Victor forward into a painful 
headbut, before twisting his arm around and flipping him over.  Victor landed on his back with a 
loud thud, the force of the impact knocking the wind out of him.  This entire exchange had lasted 
less than ten seconds.
Now Victor lay hapless on his back, his head spinning and his vision a blur.  Looking up, he 
beheld the Nageso towering above him in all his terrifying glory.  Victor tried to scramble back 
up, but the Nageso slammed his foot into his throat, and Victor was instantly wracked by a 
series of hideous coughs as he collapsed back onto the floor.  The Nageso then placed this foot 
on Victor’s chest to hold him down while he raised his sword to finish Victor off….and he would 
have, too, had Nekvos not saved his life.

***

Nekvos ambushed the Nageso from behind, grabbing his neck to hold him still while he drove 
his fist into the Nageso’s face with every last bit of strength that he could muster.  Before the 
Nageso could regain his barings, Nekvos then flung him roughly to the ground, rolling across 
the floor with him.  Coming up, Nekvos barked, “Stay away from him, you filthy Nageso!”



“I’ll gladly settle for you instead!” the Nageso responded.  He tried to swing his sword, but 
Nekvos reached out and caught his wrist, holding it back.  With his left hand, he punched the 
Nageso in the face twice more, before grabbing the Nageso’s own left hand to stop him from 
punching back.  They briefly grappled over the sword, but Nekvos knew this was a losing battle.  
It didn’t actually matter how skilled he was, for in a contest of brute strength like this, a Nageso 
would always win.  And this Nageso was no exception, for while he was significantly smaller 
than Nekvos, he packed strength that should have come out of someone at least twice his size.
In an attempt to turn the tide, Nekvos struck the Nageso with his knee over and over again, but 
the Nageso retaliated with a drop kick that forced them apart, sending Nekvos staggering 
backward into a support column.  The Nageso then slashed at Nekvos, who hastily threw his 
head back and allowed the sword to pass right above his face.  When the Nageso went to swing 
again, Nekvos ducked behind the column so it intercepted his sword, which sunk several inches 
into the wood.  Before the Nageso could yank his sword back out, Nekvos dove beneath his 
guard, tackling him around the torso and driving him to the ground.  The Nageso’s sword, 
however, remained firmly lodged in the column.  Now that they were both unarmed, this fight 
could be more fair.
Nekvos and the Nageso both scrambled to their feet, the latter flying at the former with a series 
of midair snap kicks.  Nekvos managed to block the first two, but the third slipped past his 
defenses to strike his chest, while the fourth caught him on the chin.  This sent Nekvos reeling 
backward into the wall, which his head painfully banged against.  As the Nageso lunged 
forward, Nekvos ducked and grabbed him around the torso, hitting him again and again in the 
stomach.  The Nageso brought his elbow down on Nekvos’s back repeatedly, and Nekvos 
retaliated by slamming him into the wall.  He then lifted the Nageso off the ground and flipped 
him right over his shoulder, but this position allowed the Nageso to catch Nekvos around the 
neck, trapping him in a deadly headlock.
With his air supply cut off, Nekvos fought frantically to get free.  He thrashed around, prying at 
the Nageso’s arms, although to no avail.  Realizing this wasn’t working, Nekvos threw himself 
backward and landed hard on the ground, with the Nageso beneath him.  He then followed this 
up by driving his elbow into the Nageso’s stomach several times, putting his full body weight 
behind it.  As the Nageso gasped for air, Nekvos pinned him to the ground by the neck and lit 
into him with punch after punch.  However, the Nageso still refused to submit, striking Nekvos in 
the throat to stun him, before locking his legs around Nekvos’s neck again to capsize him.  This 
allowed the Nageso to roll on top of Nekvos now, pummeling his torso with a series of lightning 
fast strikes.  Nekvos was unable to breathe, and his sides ached from all the punishment that 
they were being subjected to.  Then the pain got even worse with a cracking sensation in his 
side that meant one of his ribs had snapped.
Reaching down to his leg, Nekvos drew a knife out of its sheath and plunged it up to the hilt into 
the Nageso’s rib cage.  Any normal human would have been debilitated, possibly fatally, by such 
a wound, but then again, this was a Nageso he was fighting.  While Nekvos’s hand was covered 
by blood pouring out of the wound in mere seconds, the Nageso barely even reacted to this, 
regarding the gaping hole in his side with more intrigue than agony.  Nevertheless, Nekvos was 
able to take advantage of this distraction, placing his feet against the Nageso’s chest and 
kicking him off.  The Nageso hit the ground in a roll that carried him back up, while Nekvos 
snapped to his feet.  He then gave his knife a little flip, smiling cockily as he did so, in an 
attempt to make the Nageso think twice about coming after him.
Nekvos charged forward and stabbed at the Nageso with his knife, but the Nageso spun out of 
the way and planted a stomp kick on Nekvos’s back that, combined with his forward momentum, 
slammed him face-first into the wall.  Whirling around, Nekvos began a more cautious approach, 
slowly working his way across the room toward the Nageso.  He feigned a quick lunge in an 



attempt to make the Nageso flinch, but the Nageso remained calm and collected.  He then 
brandished a pair of knives of his own and dropped into a fighting stance, baiting Nekvos to 
come at him.
As Nekvos started forward, the Nageso brought his arm forward and hurled the knife at him in a 
flash of silver.  Without even thinking, Nekvos threw himself off to the side, and it was only by 
sheer luck that the knife missed him.  It did, however, pass dangerously close to his head and 
scrape against his scalp, moistening it with blood.  Before he could fully recover, the Nageso 
then sprang at Nekvos, who quickly raised his left forearm in front of his face to parry this attack.  
Nekvos landed a snap kick to the Nageso’s stomach and followed it up with a slash of his knife, 
although the Nageso was able to avoid this by allowing the kick to push him out of range.
Nekvos stabbed at the Nageso, but he redirected this stroke downward and followed up with a 
crosscut of his own, which Nekvos ducked beneath.  With him bent over, the Nageso landed a 
knee strike to his face that sent him staggering backward.  He then swung at Nekvos, narrowly 
slicing into his chest, before backtracking this stroke.  However, Nekvos parried this blow by 
bracing his forearm against the Nageso’s, and knocked him backward with a pommel strike to 
the face.  Two more strikes Nekvos blocked with his left forearm, prompting the Nageso to 
abruptly switch tactics and aim a pair of kicks at him.  The first kick Nekvos was able to deflect, 
but the second caught him on the knee and dropped him to the ground.  However, he took 
advantage of this position to slash at the Nageso’s leg, grazing his thigh and drawing blood 
despite the Nageso attempting to move out of the way.
When the Nageso went to strike at Nekvos again, Nekvos caught his arm in a joint lock and 
used his momentum to swing him around, smashing his head into a nearby support column.  He 
then aimed a stab at the Nageso, who simply wrapped his hand around Nekvos’s wrist and 
pushed the knife off to the side.  Nekvos turned the Nageso’s next thrust aside with his elbow, 
before jerking his head forward to strike the Nageso in the face with a headbutt.  Taking a few 
steps back, the Nageso swung wide, allowing Nekvos to parry this attack by plunging his knife 
into the Nageso’s forearm.  As with before, the pain of it didn’t seem to phase the Nageso much, 
although it did cause his hand to involuntarily spring open, forcing him to drop his knife.
As Nekvos pulled his knife free, though, the Nageso hit him with a flat hand strike that snapped 
his head back and a stomp kick to his left thigh.  He then parried Nekvos’s next knife slash with 
his left forearm, before drop kicking him back across the room.  Nekvos drew his arm back to 
strike at the Nageso again, but the Nageso intercepted this with a high kick that caught his wrist 
and slammed it into a support column, pinning it there.  With his wrist painfully crushed, 
Nekvos’s right hand went limp and his knife dropped to the floor.  In retaliation, he used his left 
hand to shove the Nageso away, freeing himself up in the process.  The Nageso’s next kick he 
was able to sidestep, and it struck the column with enough force to snap it clean in half.  There 
was a loud splintering sound, and sharp wood chips were scattered all over both combatants.
The Nageso wasted no time launching his next devastating attack, flying toward Nekvos with an 
airoll and kicking him across the face.  He then followed this up by locking his legs around 
Nekvos’s neck and flinging him to the ground.  Nekvos turned this momentum into a roll that 
carried him to his feet, but the Nageso continued to press the advantage, leaping off the wall 
and coming down with a drop kick that bowled Nekvos right to the ground.  Recovering from 
this, Nekvos charged at the Nageso with reckless abandon, but the Nageso simply vaulted over 
Nekvos, grabbing him around the neck as he fell and slamming him into the floor.  Nekvos tried 
to get up yet again, but the Nageso hit him with a snap kick to the face that knocked him flat on 
his back.
The Nageso drew his leg back to deliver another kick to a vulnerable Nekvos, but was stopped 
by a voice that called, “Step away from him or I’ll cut open your throat!”  This voice belonged to 
Victor, who had recovered and was now standing behind the Nageso with Blackfire pressed 



against his neck.  However, the Nageso did not heed this warning at all, whirling around to grab 
Blackfire with his bare hands and push it away.  He struck Victor in the throat and landed a flat 
hand strike to his chin, before folding Victor’s right leg beneath him with a stomp kick to the 
crook of his knee.  Two more kicks, one to the head and one to the chest, then sent Victor 
sliding back across the floor.
Nevertheless, this distraction did allow Nekvos to catch ahold of the Nageso’s leg and pull it out 
from under him, causing him to come crashing to the floor.  Riding this advantage, Nekvos 
grabbed the Nageso in a headlock and, after a minute of heated struggling from them both, 
swung him around to slam him into the wall.  Nekvos then scrambled on top of the Nageso, 
repeatedly punching him in the face with his right hand while tightly gripping his neck with his 
left.  “Just stay down!” he snarled at the Nageso, gripping his neck with both hands and 
repeatedly slamming his head into the floor.
“Never!” countered the Nageso, reaching up with both hands to grab Nekvos’s throat in a 
chokehold of his own.  For a minute, they remained locked in this deadly embrace, waiting to 
see who would pass out first.  Nekvos was beginning to feel a little dazed, and dark spots 
started popping up across his field of vision.  However, Victor then intervened, cracking 
Blackfire’s pommel over the Nageso’s head with all his might.  Finally, the Nageso slumped into 
unconsciousness as blood from his head injuries leaked out of his cowl, staining it red.
Victor now raised Blackfire back up to deliver the killing blow, but Nekvos barked, “Kid, stop!”
Halting Blackfire midstroke, Victor snapped, “What now?”
“Don’t kill him!” Nekvos ordered.
“Why not?” demanded Victor.  “Just look how many mercenaries he’s killed!  He deserves the 
most painful death that we can give him!”
“Yes, he does, I’m not disputing that!  But dead, he’s of no use to us.  Alive, on the other hand, 
he can be….persuaded to give us valuable information that we can use against the rest of the 
Nageso.  Okay?”
“Whatever you say,” Victor grumbled, tossing Blackfire to the floor.  “You’re the boss, I guess.”
“You’ve got that right, kid, I am.  By the way, are you all right?  How badly did the Nageso hurt 
you?”
“I’ll live,” Victor answered, his voice cracking from the blows to his throat.  “And you?”
“Why, I’ve never felt better,” Nekvos said in a tone that really didn’t match up with his words.  
Victor and Nekvos then crouched next to Pontuve, whose arrow had luckily pierced his shoulder 
and therefore missed any vital organs.  “I’m glad to see you’re still alive,” Nekvos commented.
“Curse that wretched Nageso!” Pontuve seethed, his face contorted with rage.  “We have to 
make him pay for this atrocity!  For all the mercenaries he’s slaughtered!”
“And we will, trust me, we will,” Nekvos assured him.  Next, Victor and Nekvos went to check on 
Kupravi, who had been brought down by a non-fatal arrow to the leg.  “How’re you feeling?” 
Nekvos inquired.
“Ready to serve up some serious vengeance,” snarled Kupravi.  “It’s about time the Nageso 
learned what we are truly capable of when provoked!”
“That’s the spirit!  Get some rest, and you’ll be healed in no time at all,” Nekvos told him.  “Now 
if you’ll excuse me, I’d like to have a word or two with our Nageso friend here.”
“Can I come, too?” Victor asked, curious what it would be like to actually talk to a Nageso.
“Sure, why not?” Nekvos replied.  “You’ve definitely earned it.  I mean, you lasted almost ten 
whole seconds against him.  That’s pretty damn impressive.”



Chapter XXIV

“Out of curiosity, have you ever fought a Nageso before this?” Victor asked Nekvos as they 
walked toward the room where the Nageso was being held captive.  “You seem to have quite a 
bit of experience dealing with them.”
“Yeah, I’ve had a fair number of encounters with Nageso over the past twenty years,” Nekvos 
answered, looking very pleased with himself.  “Killed a few, too, I’m proud to say.  What about 
you, kid?”
“I fought a Nageso once, decades ago.  I was thirteen years old then.”
“Thirteen?” exclaimed Nekvos, stopping in his tracks to look at Victor with amazement.  “And 
you’re still alive to tell the tale?  That’s….that’s just incredible!”
“Yeah.  So where are you keeping the Nageso?” Victor asked, changing the subject before this 
conversation took him to a place he didn’t want to go.
“In here,” Nekvos replied, walking up to a door that was guarded by a pair of mercenaries.  
Recognizing Nekvos, they both stepped aside, with one handing him a key.  Behind the door, 
there was a dimly lit room with no windows or other doors.  At the center of it there was a large 
cage bolted to the floor, within which sat the Nageso.  He was sitting in a chair that was also 
bolted down, wrapped in several thick chains from feet to neck.
“Don’t you think that’s kind of overkill?” asked Victor.  “I mean, chains and a cage, do we really 
need all that?”
“Yes, we do,” said Nekvos flatly.  “You just saw firsthand what the Nageso are capable of, and 
let me tell you, they’re just as good escapists as they are fighters.  We can’t give him anything to 
work with, anything at all.”  Nekvos unlocked the cage and stepped into it along with Victor, 
before locking it back up behind him.
Nekvos then ripped off the Nageso’s cowl, revealing a face beneath it.  Not the face of a 
monster, but the face of a human.  Or at least the face of a monster that could put on a fairly 
good human disguise.  It just didn’t seem possible that a creature so terrible, so inhuman, could 



have such an unassumingly normal face.  A face that people could walk right past on the street 
and suspect nothing of, forgetting it as soon as it had exited their field of vision.  This was the 
first time Victor had ever seen a Nageso unmasked, and it was rather unnerving.  Then Victor’s 
fascinated gaze fell upon the Nageso’s forehead, where he beheld an even more alarming sight.  
Embedded in the skin there was a very distinctive mark, the same one that was seared onto 
Victor’s right hand.  This was just about the last thing Victor had expected to see there, and the 
sight of it sent a violent jolt of surprise through him.  How in the world could this mark have 
gotten there?  Or maybe the better question was how in the world it had gotten on Naomei’s 
pendant?  Realizing this was perhaps not the best time, Victor made a mental note to ask the 
Nageso about it later.
“So,” Nekvos said, crossing his arms in front of his chest, “we meet again.”
“So we do,” the Nageso responded.
“And I have a few words for you.”
“I’ll bet you do.  What, you want me to give you information that you can use against my fellow 
Nageso?  Because if so, you might as well just kill me now and stop wasting both our time.”
“Actually,” began Nekvos wryly, “I was just hoping to catch your name.”
When the Nageso responded, however, it was not in Basic, but rather some other language that 
Victor had never heard before, "Noe punu itvet tipsomeve; noe genomou itvet cehevime; noe 
jiknu itvet pifotlavicme—noe ofipvidu itvet pas vou loup no gesohot mea me Usfipu fi Nageso.  
No itvet apa im, lek apa lap, me Usfipu fi Nageso, mohove qus tiswo em me hsepfoube Nageso 
lap pifotlavicme mukemidu hot mo mocisohut nop fi noek wuvuk ea nusvu nop qsiput loim toep 
qsuqsep.  Ip opvistephu, no lupdifove lutnep quvipdup lek omanopohup loa itvet pigoficme em 
nusvinek wosuk.  No itvet qsive, wumepve, lek leqecme nusvoho ea nusvo qsu oa im noek 
lapamuk Nageso, lek no tdoet, li omo doak qsivet, wumepvet, lek leqecmet geso me tenup qus 
no."
The sound of this language being spoken was extremely unpleasant, almost like invisible knives 
stabbing into his ears, and in spite of himself, Victor began to feel somewhat queasy listening to 
it.  There was something inexplicably malevolent about the way it sounded, each word and 
phrase sending violent shivers down Victor’s spine.  There was also a sort of ethereal aura that 
surrounded it, and Victor got the distinct impression he was looking through a window into 
another world.  An ancient, mystical, terrifying world the likes of which he could not even begin 
to comprehend.
Nekvos, on the other hand, seemed more annoyed than uneased by this.  “In Basic, you stupid 
Nageso!” he roared, smacking the Nageso across the face with the back of his hand.
To Victor’s genuine surprise, the Nageso complied, “My name is irrelevant; my family is 
insignificant; my home is inconsequential—my identity is only what I have become in the Order 
of Nageso.  I am one of, and one with, the Order of Nageso, bound to serve the grand Nageso 
with unwavering loyalty until he releases me from my vows or death takes me as her own.  In 
exchange, I am granted cosmic power and enlightenment that is unfathomable to mortal men.  I 
am ready, willing, and able to kill or die for any of my fellow Nageso, and I know they are all 
ready, willing, and able to do the same for me.”
“Okay, yeah, sure,” said Nekvos sarcastically, nodding in a way that showed he was very 
unimpressed by this little speech.  He then placed his knife against the Nageso’s cheek and 
flicked it, scattering several drops of blood.  “That’s for being pretentious and wasting my time.  
You have no idea how much I hate pretentious stuff!  And besides, it’s not even remotely true.  I 
could kill you right now if I wanted, so don’t go around pretending you’re above the rest of us 
‘mortal men.’”
“I only speak the words of Nageso,” insisted the Nageso.



“Look, I’m really getting tired of this,” Nekvos said with an exasperated sigh.  “So just tell us your 
name and we can continue, okay?”
“Very well.  My name is Pesituk.”
“Pesituk, huh?  That’s a nice name.”
“Look, just cut right to the chase, okay?” snapped Pesituk.  “What do you want with me?”
“Well, for starters, I want to know how you managed to find us.  Have you been tracking us a 
long time?  Is there a spy in our midst that we should be aware of?  Or did you just happen to 
stumble across us?”
“Suffice it to say you mercenaries aren’t quite as subtle as you like to think you are.”
“Apparently not.”
“And if you common thugs truly believe you stand a chance against the Order of Nageso, you’ve 
got something else coming to you.”
“We’d stand a much better chance with some inside information.  That’s what I want with you.  
You’re going to tell me everything you know.”
“You can torture me all you want, but I’ll die before I give you any information,” was Pesituk’s 
steadfast response.
With a cruel smirk, Nekvos replied, “I have no doubt about that.  In fact, I really wish the 
circumstances were different so I’d be able to torture you to my heart’s delight, just like you 
invited me to do.  But alas, I’m not going to torture you at all today.”
“What exactly are you proposing?” asked Pesituk, genuinely curious.
“I’m proposing an information exchange.  If you tell me something I want, I’ll tell you something 
you want.”
“And what exactly do you know that I would want?”
“I happen to know some pretty neat stuff about a mutual enemy of ours….remember Vunkias?”
“Vunkias?”  At this, Pesituk sat forward in his chair eagerly, or at least as much as he could with 
the chains restraining him.  “You know where he is?”
“Yes, I do.  And you can as well, if you’re willing to cooperate with me first.”
“Nice try, but the Order of Nageso will find and kill Vunkias anyway.  We don’t need your 
information to do so.”
“Oh really?  Is that why he’s been running around Kevsovia for the past twenty years, constantly 
evading the Nageso?”
“We didn’t even know he was still alive until just recently,” Pesituk pointed out.
“You know, you’re really not making your precious Nageso look any better, just a lot worse,” 
Nekvos scoffed.  “And besides, with my information, it could be you who finally catches him.  
Not the Nageso as a whole, just you.  Just imagine how Tunvick would reward you for 
eliminating his greatest enemy!  You would receive glory beyond your wildest dreams!”
“I don’t need glory,” insisted Pesituk fiercely, as though he had been insulted by such an idea.  
“All I want is for the Order of Nageso to thrive.  As long as that happens, I will be content.”
“You know what, I’ve decided I don’t actually hate the Nageso because they conquered 
Kevsovia and slaughtered so many of my friends and family.  I just hate them because they’re 
unbearably pretentious and annoying!” growled Nekvos, beginning to lose his patience.  “Listen, 
can you please think rationally for once in your life?”
“No, he can’t,” Victor interjected.  “Haven’t you learned anything in all your encounters with the 
Nageso?  They aren’t capable of rational thoughts.  They’re just monsters, barely even human!”
“Oh, come on, kid, don’t be one of those superstitious idiots who think the Nageso are demigods 
or something,” scoffed Nekvos, rolling his eyes with exasperation.
“I’m not being superstitious,” Victor snapped back, “I’m speaking from experience!  Have you 
ever seen normal humans get stabbed like this,” Victor indicated the stabbing wound in 
Pesituk’s side, “and just shrug it off?  I’m telling you, they’re something else, and they only 



understand one language!”  Brandishing his knife, Victor plunged it as far as it would go into 
Pesituk’s thigh, but Pesituk merely laughed in response.
“Like you said, I am above mere mortal humans.  Pain has no hold on me.  You’re just wasting 
both our time.”
“Oh yeah?  Do you want to put that to the test?”  Desperate to elicit even the faintest hint of pain 
from Pesituk, Victor twisted the knife back and forth to cause as much damage as possible.  
Blood seeped out of this wound, covering his hand and running down Pesituk’s leg, but Pesituk 
still didn’t react like a normal human should have.
“Are you done?” he drawled, sounding almost bored.
“No, I’m just warming up!”
“Actually, yes, you are done!” Nekvos said, stepping between Victor and Pesituk.
“What, you want me to stop torturing him?  That’s called mercy, you know, and it’s something 
the Nageso don’t deserve!”
“Maybe so, but he’s right, you’re just wasting your time!  Nageso train to be pretty much immune 
to pain.  He won’t tell us anything because you’re hurting him.  So let’s take a little break now, 
okay?”
“Fine,” Victor grumpily agreed.
“Now, why don’t I give you some time to consider our offer?” Nekvos said to Pesituk.  “I’ll be 
back tomorrow to hear from you again.”
“For the time being, I’ll humor you.”
“That’s all I ask.”
Nekvos picked up Pesituk’s cowl and was preparing to put it back on his head, but Victor, 
remembering something, called, “Wait, stop!”
“What is it, kid?” Nekvos inquired, regarding Victor with a confused expression.
Victor then asked Pesituk, “That mark on your forehead.  What is it?  Where did you get it?”
“This is the symbol of the Order of Nageso,” Pesituk answered.  “It is branded into the foreheads 
of all Nageso.  Why do you ask?”
“No reason,” Victor snapped back.
After unceremoniously stuffing Pesituk’s head back into his cowl, Nekvos unlocked the cage, 
stepped out of it, and locked it back up.  As they exited the room, he asked Victor, “What was 
that all about, kid?  Why’d you want to know about his mark?”
“Because of this,” Victor responded, holding out his hand to show Nekvos the identical mark that 
sat on his palm.
This sight caused Nekvos to do a double take, reaching out to grab Victor’s hand and holding it 
up to his face to study it.  “How the Hell did you get this?” he asked incredulously.
“From this,” Victor told him, showing Nekvos the pendant that hung around his neck.
“And where did you get that?”
“It belonged to my mother.”
“Interesting….” Nekvos mused, releasing Victor’s hand, “….very interesting….”
Wanting to change the subject, Victor remarked, “You do know Pesituk’s not going to say 
anything different tomorrow, right?  We might as well just kill him now and get him off our 
hands.”
“Patience, kid,” Nekvos replied.  “The benefits of keeping him alive far outweigh the benefits of 
killing him….at least for now.  If that changes, I’ll be more than happy to slit his throat.”
“If—or rather, when—it comes to that, can I be the one to do the honors?” Victor asked.
“Well, I don’t know….”
“Please?  A little Nageso blood on my hands would really do me good.”
“Oh, all right, kid.  But I get to kill the next Nageso we encounter, okay?”



“Deal.”  At this, Victor and Nekvos shook hands.  Now remembering the question that he had 
before, Victor added, “By the way, who’s Vunkias?  Pesituk seemed to really react when you 
mentioned his name.”
Nekvos explained, “Vunkias is….well, let’s just say he’s quite the enigma.  Once upon a time, he 
was a Nageso himself—and not just any Nageso, but the grand Nageso at that—but he was 
overthrown by Tunvick when he usurped control of the Order.  For the past twenty years, 
Vunkias has been constantly fighting against Tunvick and his Nageso in any way possible.  His 
most recent exploit, for example, involved recruiting the Gang, along with several other criminal 
organizations, into some kind of makeshift army to defeat them.”
“What happened?”
“We got slaughtered,” answered Nekvos, shaking his head sorrowfully.  “I mean, what else do 
you really expect to happen when you pit a bunch of criminals and thugs against the Nageso?”
“Could Vunkias help us fight the Nageso now?” Victor wondered.  “It sounds like they are a 
mutual enemy between us and him.”
“He probably could be of some help, but he’s just far too untrustworthy to work with.  Most likely, 
he’d end up pulling some sort of last-minute betrayal once we’d accomplished our goal.  Trust 
me, kid, we’re much better off without him.  And besides, I don’t even know where he is at the 
moment.”
“You don’t?  So what exactly would you have told Pesituk if he agreed to your information 
exchange?”
“Nothing, I would have just snapped his neck.  Normally, something like that would violate my 
sense of honor, but like you said, there’s nothing the Nageso don’t deserve.”

Chapter XXV

Twenty Years Ago
“Here, let me give you a hand,” said Victor, reaching down to grab Kaime by the wrist and pull 
her up.  They were sitting in a rudimentary tree fort that he, Gatir, and Enode had constructed by 
nailing several wooden boards to the branches so they made a platform.  When Kaime had 
asked Victor if there was anywhere private that they could go, this was the first place that came 
to mind.
“Thank you,” Kaime replied as she settled down next to Victor.  Looking around, she 
commented, “This place is very nice.  Although I do have to ask, why would you think to bring a 
girl to your tree fort, out of all places?”
“I have a lot of fond memories here,” Victor told her, running a hand through his hair to smooth it 
down.  Switching subjects, he then said, “So I was pretty good today, huh?”
“Yeah, you were.”  With a devious smirk, she said, “It was way more satisfying than it probably 
should have been to watch you hit Temandu over the head like that.”



“Tell me about it!” exclaimed Victor.  This statement from Kaime meant she wasn’t too fond of 
Temandu, which in turn meant he might have a serious chance with her.  “And after that,” Victor 
continued, “I got to fight Menpote.  Now that was awesome!  It kind of freaked me out, though.  I 
mean, we were fighting with real swords!”
“Yeah, I got scared for a moment when he had his sword up to your neck,” said Kaime, and 
Victor was touched by the fact that she cared enough about him to feel that way.  “But that 
whole fight proved you’re an honorable person.  I like that in a boy.”
“Yeah, thanks.”
“Menpote found me while I was doing my chores this morning,” Kaime recounted, “and told me 
there was something going on today that I had to see.  Well, I’m really glad I did!”
Once again, Victor silently thanked Menpote for helping him woo his future wife.  “So am I,” he 
agreed.
“Speaking of which, can I please see the sword that Menpote gave you?” Kaime asked.
“Sure,” Victor immediately answered, not able to refuse her anything.  He placed the sword, 
which had been sitting next to him, into Kaime’s eager hands and watched as she ran her 
fingers along it.  “Careful, it’s really sharp,” he warned her.
“Please,” Kaime replied, rolling her eyes.  “You, of all people, should know I’m a lot tougher than 
I look.”
“That’s one of my favorite things about you,” Victor told her passionately.  “You can take care of 
yourself.  Also, you’re very beautiful.”  To Victor’s delight, Kaime blushed heavily at this.
“Why, Victor, that’s just about the sweetest thing I’ve ever heard you say,” was her flirtatious 
response.  “I guess you do have a sensitive side, after all.”
Victor opened his mouth to reply to this, but before he could, Kaime leaned in and kissed him 
softly on the lips.  It was a short kiss, more like a peck, really, but to Victor, it lasted for hours.  
Kaime then drew back a lot quicker than she had leaned in and studied Victor warily, her cheeks 
flushed bright red.  Feeling his own face burning up as well, Victor smiled at her and said, “That 
was amazing.  You know, we should get together and do this more often.”
“Yes, I’d like that very much,” Kaime replied, resting her pretty head on Victor’s shoulder 
serenely.
After a few moments of tranquil silence, Gatir’s loud voice cut right through it like a knife, calling, 
“Victor!  Where are you, Victor?”
“I’m up here, Gatir, in our tree fort!” Victor called back.  “What do you want with me?”
“Can we play with the sword that Menpote gave you?” Gatir asked.
“Not now, Gatir, I’m busy.”
“Busy doing what?”
“Kaime’s up here with me, we’re hanging out.”
“Really?  Enode said she’d wind up rubbing dirt in your mouth, just like she did when you guys 
were little.  He did the funniest impression of you!”
Kaime sniggered at this, and Victor said irritably, “Well, Enode’s going to be awfully sorry when I 
get my hands on him.”
“Victor, if you want to go play with Gatir, I’m perfectly fine with it,” Kaime said.  “You should 
always make time for your younger siblings—I know a thing or two about that.”
“Are you sure?” Victor said, somewhat disappointed.  A part of Victor knew Kaime was right, but 
an even bigger part was hoping he could steal another kiss or two from her.  This moment was 
just so perfect, and he didn’t want it to ever end.
“Yeah, of course.  I’ve always liked how you’re such a good big brother, the way you look out for 
Gatir.  Just like you did today during that training exercise.”
Nodding, Victor joked, “If you asked Tusos, I bet she’d tell you I was a really annoying little 
brother.”



“Oh, I’m sure that’s not true.  Believe me, big sisters say stuff like that without actually meaning 
it all the time.  I mean, I can’t even count how many times I’ve told Leona she was such an 
annoying little sister!  But I still love her, of course.”
“Victor!” Gatir called up again.  “Can you play or not?”
“Sure, I’ll be right down!” Victor answered.
“Don’t worry,” Kaime assured him, “we’ll see each other again very soon.  I really enjoyed 
spending this time with you.  It’s nice to see you’re not the stupid, immature blockhead you used 
to be.”  With that, she briefly kissed him on the cheek.
“Thanks for that,” Victor said, helping her climb back down.
When they reached the ground, Kaime said, “Bye, Victor!  I’ll see you around!”
“Yeah, see you!” Victor responded as Kaime turned and started to walk away.
“Victor, can I see your sword now?” Gatir exclaimed, clapping his hands together with 
excitement.
“Sure,” Victor replied, placing it in Gatir’s hands.
Gatir’s arms visibly buckled under the initial weight of the sword, surprised at how heavy it really 
was.  He gave it several unsteady swings, clearly struggling to hold it up straight, and breathed, 
“Wow!  This is so cool!”
“I know, right?”
“Woah!” Gatir exclaimed, almost losing his grip on the heavy sword but managing to steady it 
just in time.
“Don’t you dare drop it!” Victor snapped.  If any of the gods hated him, the absolute best way to 
make Victor suffer at the moment would have been to have Gatir do something klutzy and end 
up breaking the sword.
“I’m not going to!” retorted Gatir.
“Good, because if you do, the Nageso will get you on All Hallows’ Eve!” Victor said in his best 
spooky voice, and Gatir backed up nervously.
“Mom says the Nageso don’t exist!” he protested.
“Of course she’d say that, she doesn’t want you to get freaked out.”
“Really?”
“No, Gatir, don’t be so gullible,” Victor laughed.  “Of course they don’t actually exist.  Now come 
on, let’s go find Enode and have some fun with him!”

Chapter XXVI

Present Day
“I’m tired of waiting,” complained Victor.  “Pesituk’s not going to tell us anything useful, just like I 
said he wouldn’t.  If you ask me, we should have killed him right away, when we had the 
chance.  That way, there’s no possibility of him coming back to menace us later.”
“Believe me, it was tempting,” Nekvos responded.  “But I’ll get him to crack eventually, just wait 
and see.”
“I am, and I’m tired of it.”
“You know, as tough as you are, kid, you seem to lack the basic virtue of patience.  Just relax for 
the time being; enjoy our big win while it lasts.”  To emphasize his point, Nekvos leaned back in 
his chair and propped his feet up on the table.
“But Pesituk—”



“—is chained up in a cage that is bolted to the ground, surrounded by mercenaries.  Suffice it to 
say he isn’t going anywhere.”

***

As Kupravi approached the door behind which Pesituk was being held, the two mercenaries 
who were standing guard stepped in front of it to block him off.  “Sorry, Nekvos says we’re not 
supposed to let anyone in here,” one said.
“Come on, couldn’t you make an exception just for me?” Kupravi suggested.  “That wretched 
Nageso killed a lot of my friends and put an arrow in my leg!  I just want to look him in the eyes 
and make him regret he was ever born!”
With a glance at his companion, the other mercenary said, “You know what, I think we might be 
able to make an exception for a worthy cause like that.”  He then handed Kupravi the key to 
Pesituk’s cage.
Kupravi started to go through the door, but the first mercenary grabbed his arm to stop him.  
“Wait, you’re going to need this,” he said, handing Kupravi a knife.  “Make us hear his screams 
from here.”
“I’ll make the gods hear his screams all the way up in Heaven,” Kupravi replied.
As Kupravi unlocked Pesituk’s cage, Pesituk spoke up from beneath his cowl, “So we meet 
again, Kupravi.”
“Yes,” Kupravi responded, “we do.  Only now, I’m the one who has all the power.”
Laughing, Pesituk said, “If you really think that, you’re an utter fool.  I may be chained up and 
caged, but make no mistake, I am still in control of the situation.  And you know it, as well.”  
Kupravi did know it, although he wasn’t quite sure why.  On a rational level, it should have been 
the other way around, but there was just something unexplainable about Pesituk, a sort of dark 
presence that he radiated.  Even with him chained up, Kupravi was afraid to go any nearer to 
him, for he had no idea what Pesituk was truly capable of.  As Kupravi nodded reluctantly, 
Pesituk told him, “Kupravi, come over here and take my cowl off so we can speak face-to-face.”
Kupravi didn’t want to do that, for he was terrified of what he might find beneath the cowl.  
“Please, Pesituk,” he begged, “that’s not necessary.”
“Oh, but it is.”
“Why?”
“Because I say it is.”  Realizing if he didn’t do it, it would just be a sign of even greater 
weakness, Kupravi reluctantly complied.  Standing as far away from Pesituk as he could, he 
grabbed the cowl with the tips of his fingers and quickly pulled it off, hastily stepping back when 
he was done.  Beneath the cowl, Pesituk seemed to have an amused expression on his face.  
“Don’t worry, I don’t bite,” he jokingly assured Kupravi.
Maybe Pesituk didn’t bite, but he did stare, and that was bad enough.  There was a certain 
malicious quality to him, as though he could reach out with his gaze and kill Kupravi right where 
he stood.  Such a thing should have normally been about a million different kinds of impossible, 
but when it came to the Nageso, Kupravi didn’t know what they weren’t capable of, if anything.  
Swallowing his fear, he asked, “Is this better?”
“Yes, very much so.  I do love watching you writhe before my gaze.  Sorry about your leg, by the 
way,” he added, having noticed the limp that Kupravi was walking with.  However, the apathetic 
tone Pesituk said this in made it pretty clear to Kupravi that he wasn’t actually sorry at all.  Of 
course he didn’t care; Kupravi knew Nageso were incapable of feeling anything even remotely 
resembling empathy.  Pesituk continued, “Nekvos’s very smart, though, he knows no one 
survives a confrontation with a Nageso completely unscathed.”



“You know, you’re not exactly unscathed yourself,” Kupravi pointed out, gesturing to the place 
on Pesituk’s rib cage where Nekvos had stabbed him.  “That’s why you’re chained up here, isn’t 
it?”
“Yes, I underestimated Nekvos and Victor, apparently.  But that won’t happen again, mark my 
words.  Now, fulfill your end of our bargain and let me out of this cage.  Don’t make me wish I 
had aimed a little higher with that arrow.”
Kupravi inserted the key into the chain lock, but hesitated before turning it.  “You know what?” 
he said.  “I’m not sure I want to.”
“Excuse me?” said Pesituk menacingly.
Trying to ignore this attempt at intimidation, Kupravi continued, “I mean, Nekvos just proved he 
can competently deal with Nageso like yourself.  Maybe this war isn’t as much of a lost cause as 
I thought it was before.”
Chuckling at this, Pesituk said, “Kupravi, you’re thinking short term.  You need to look at the 
bigger picture.  The fact of the matter is killing me would do nothing to tip the scale of the war in 
your favor.  I am merely one among thousands of Nageso, some of which are ten times more 
dangerous than myself.  Not to mention if I die, they will be hungry for vicious retribution.  They 
will burn this storehouse to the ground and slaughter every mercenary within it, yourself 
included.  You can do nothing to stop them, only hinder them momentarily.  Any way you spin it, 
the outcome will always be the same.  At least this way, you’ll be saving your own life.  And isn’t 
that what matters most to scum like you?”
Choosing to ignore this insult, Kupravi simply nodded and agreed, “You’re right.  You’re 
absolutely right.”
“Yes, I know I am.  Now, release me!”  Kupravi did it this time, unlocking the chains and slipping 
them off Pesituk.  As soon as he was free, Pesituk stood up and cracked his neck, saying, 
“Thank you.  It feels so good to be free again.”
“Now, about your end of our bargain,” Kupravi reminded him.  “You spare my life, okay?”
“Don’t worry, I always keep my promises.  Regardless of what you may think, us Nageso are all 
instilled with an unbreakable code of honor,” Pesituk assured him.

Chapter XXVII

The door opened and one of the mercenaries who was standing guard said, “Done already?  I 
haven’t heard any screams yet.”  Suddenly, a black blur shot out of the room, grabbing the other 
mercenary from behind and quickly slitting his throat.  Before the first mercenary could react, the 
blur was upon him as well, dispatching him with a dozen lightning fast stabs to the torso.  A 
moment later, Kupravi stepped out of the room as well.
“Thanks for the knife knife,” Pesituk said, dropping it next to the body of the mercenary it had 
come from.  To Kupravi, he said, “Now take me to my weapons.”  Kupravi proceeded to lead 



Pesituk to the armory, where he slung his bow and quiver over his shoulder, slid his sword into 
its sheath, and gathered up all his knives—but only after killing two more mercenaries who were 
guarding them with his bare hands.  “Now is the time to run,” he warned Kupravi.  “Every living 
thing in this storehouse is going to be dead before morning, so if you want to avoid that same 
fate, you’d better get out of here while you still can.”

***

“I think that’s sharp enough, kid,” remarked Nekvos with a chuckle.  With nothing much to do to 
pass the time, Victor had spent the last hour or so constantly sharpening Blackfire on a 
whetstone.  Every time Nekvos passed by this room, Victor was in the exact same spot, having 
not moved an inch.
“Well, it can never be too sharp,” Victor responded without even looking up.  He didn’t really 
want to talk at the moment, and hoped Nekvos would take the hint.
Unfortunately, Nekvos either didn’t pick up on this hint or—as was more likely—didn’t care, for 
he continued, “That’s a very interesting sword you’ve got there.”
“Thanks,” Victor replied, holding it up so Nekvos could get a better look.  “Me and this sword 
have been through a lot together.  I’ve had it for twenty years.”
“Cool.  Does it have a name?”
“Yeah, its name is Blackfire.”
“Nice,” Nekvos said with a nod.  “If you don’t mind me asking, how’d you choose that name?”
Victor opened his mouth to answer this, then shut it before any sound came out, and then said, 
“You know, I’d rather keep that to myself.”
Nodding again, Nekvos replied with a simple, “Okay.”
Wanting to change the subject away from Blackfire, Victor suddenly exclaimed, “Oh, I can’t wait 
to kill Pesituk!”  He gently touched Blackfire’s blade to make sure it was sharp enough, and 
recoiled slightly as its razor-sharp edge broke the skin on his right index finger, drawing a 
miniscule trickle of blood.  Wiping this blood off on his tunic, he added, “I’m going to make it 
really slow and really painful, keeping him alive so he feels every last cut….”
“That’s dark, kid,” remarked Nekvos.
“Are you saying Pesituk doesn’t deserve it?”
“No, no, of course not!  But I would like to know exactly what you have against the Nageso.”
Fortunately, Victor was spared from having to answer this when the door burst open and 
Pontuve came staggering in, panting heavily.  “Nekvos, it’s….it’s an emergency!” he stammered 
between gasps of air.  “Pesituk—Pesituk’s escaped!”
“Escaped?” said Nekvos in shock, quickly standing up.  “But—but how could he have done that?  
I made sure he was secure….”
“That’s the Nageso for you,” Victor said, quoting Nekvos’s own words back at him.
“We need help!” Pontuve continued.  “Nothing can stop him!  Many mercenaries have already 
died trying!”
“I’m coming,” said Nekvos, drawing his sword and starting toward the door.  “And you, too, 
Victor.  I think it’s about time for a rematch with our dear friend, Pesituk!”

***

Victor, Nekvos, and Pontuve had to step over quite a lot of mercenary corpses to get to Pesituk.  
When they arrived at the scene of the battle, they saw him standing on top of a defeated 
Nisdesote, his sword raised to deliver the killing stroke.  “Get away from him!” Nekvos barked, 
but Pesituk did the exact opposite, plunging his sword into Nisdesote’s chest.



“Another one of your companions dead,” Pesituk taunted.  “And there’s nothing you can do 
about it.  Just like you couldn’t stop me from slaughtering all those others.”  As he said this, 
Pesituk gestured at the dozens of corpses that lay strewn out along the corridor, and Nekvos felt 
his anger boiling up anew, multiplied by every mercenary he had lost.
“I can kill you here and now before you take another life!” Nekvos roared, but Pesituk merely 
scoffed at this.
“Come and try, then.”  Pesituk fired a volley of arrows down the corridor, but Victor, Nekvos, and 
Pontuve ducked behind a corner and they flew harmlessly past.  While Pontuve kept Pesituk at 
bay by returning fire with several arrows of his own, Victor and Nekvos charged forward to 
engage him hand-to-hand.  However, instead of coming forward to meet them, Pesituk took 
several steps backward and hurled a pair of bolas in their direction.  Nekvos was able to 
narrowly avoid this by diving over it and rolling back to his feet, but Victor found himself face-
planting ungracefully on the floor for the second time, a bola wrapped around his ankles.
Nekvos quickly threw a concerned glance back at Victor, but didn’t stop his charge.  He swung 
his sword down on Pesituk’s head, and as Pesituk parried this blow, Nekvos drove a stomp kick 
into his stomach that sent him reeling back into the wall.  This fight was much briefer than their 
last one, but still very heated.  Nekvos landed a crunching headbutt, but Pesituk struck Nekvos 
in the face with the pommel of his sword.  He then followed this up with a jumping snap kick, 
although Nekvos managed to catch his leg and throw him into the wall with his own momentum.  
As Pesituk scrambled to his feet, more mercenaries began pouring in from either side, trapping 
him in the corridor.  “Surrender now, and I’ll grant you a  quick death!” Nekvos told him.  
“Continue to resist, and I’ll have some fun with it!”
“And what makes you think I won’t just slaughter you all and escape?” Pesituk sneered, clearly 
unconcerned by this threat.
“Look around,” said Nekvos, gesturing with his sword.  “You’re surrounded and vastly 
outnumbered.  There’s nowhere to go.  Why prolong the inevitable?”
“For a Nageso, there is always a way.”
“Fine, have it your way!”  To Pontuve, Nekvos barked, “Hey, Pontuve, toss me an explosive 
canister!”  Pontuve did, and Nekvos hurled it at Pesituk.  However, Pesituk did not run or hide, 
instead shooting an arrow that skewered the canister in midair.  The arrow sent it sailing into the 
wall, before bouncing off and tumbling right into the path of Kupravi, who was cowardly trying to 
flee the battle.  It exploded a moment later and caught Kupravi in the blast, tossing him down 
the corridor like a ragdoll and scattering all the mercenaries around him.  When the smoke 
cleared, Pesituk was nowhere to be seen.
Blinking several times to make sure he was seeing right, Victor asked no one in particular, 
“Where did he go?  He just vanished….”
“I don’t know, kid, but he’s got to be around here somewhere,” Nekvos replied, looking equally 
befuddled.  To his mercenaries, he barked, “Find him!  And this time, no mercy!  Kill him on sight 
if you get the chance!”  As the mercenaries dissolved in search of Pesituk, Nekvos hurried over 
to Kupravi to check on him.  Kupravi’s body was hideously mutilated, his skin burned to a crisp 
and bits of wooden debris lodged in his flesh.  Nekvos didn’t even need to check for a pulse to 
confirm he was dead.  “Don’t worry, Kupravi,” Nekvos told the corpse, patting it on the shoulder.  
“I’ll make damn sure you’re avenged.”

Chapter XXVIII

“Pesituk continues to elude us.  He’s nowhere in the storehouse.” Pontuve informed Victor and 
Nekvos.  He was still moving very gingerly, having not fully recovered from the arrow wound, 
and his right side was heavily bandaged.



“Running away?” Victor chuckled amusedly.  “Is that what the high and mighty Nageso have 
fallen to?  What a disgrace.”
“Nageso don’t run away, they strategically retreat,” Nekvos told them.  “There’s a difference.  
And now that we’ve beaten him once, he’s like a wounded animal, thirsty for vengeance.  Mark 
my words, we haven’t seen the last of him yet.”
“So where’s he going?” Victor wondered.
“Probably to warn Latues, the Nageso king of Kuminutium.  Before long, he’ll be back for blood 
with a couple Nageso buddies.”
“That would be an absolute disaster!” exclaimed Pontuve.  “We’ve already seen what one of 
these….things can do, we don’t need any more!  They’ll slaughter us!”
“I agree, we can’t let that happen,” Nekvos said.
“So what do you propose we do?” Pontuve asked him.
“Simple.  We kill Pesituk before he has a chance to do anything.”
“Kill him all by yourself?” Victor said.  “You know just as well as I do how dangerous he is.”
“Not all by myself—I’ll have you,” replied Nekvos.
“Wait….what?”
“You want to kill Pesituk, just like me, and also like me, you can’t do it alone.  But together, he 
won’t stand a chance against us.”
“Killing him would probably be a huge blow to the Nageso, right?  I mean, he’s got to be one of 
their best members.”
“On the contrary, by Nageso standards, he’s nothing special.  Probably closer to the lowly side, 
if anything.”
“What?” Victor exclaimed.  “So you’re telling me he’s actually one of the weakest of the 
Nageso?”
“Last I checked, that’s what the word ‘lowly’ means, so yeah.  Kid, I can’t stress enough how 
dangerous these Nageso are.  There’s a reason they’ve been dominating the war against the 
Resistance, which outnumbers them at least ten to one, for the past twenty years.  If you want 
out of this, you can turn back now.  I won’t hold it against you.”
Victor had dreamed about killing Nageso for the past twenty years, but now that the chance to 
do so was actually upon him, he felt the sensation of fear beginning to creep up his spine again.  
He knew he would most likely die at Pesituk’s hands.  He certainly would have the first time they 
fought had it not been for Nekvos.  But frankly, death would be preferable to the life that he led 
now.  He could not go back to the way things were before, could not simply forget everything he 
had seen.  He would never be able to lead a contented life while the Nageso roamed Kevsovia 
free and unchallenged, not after what they had done to him.  Better to try and fail than to not try 
at all, and forever be haunted by thoughts of whether he would have succeeded if he had.  
Knowing he would probably come to regret this decision, Victor shook his head and confidently 
said, “No.  I want to do it.  I’m not afraid of the Nageso.”
Shaking his head skeptically, Nekvos countered, “Kid, for both our sakes, I hope you’re much 
better at fighting than you are at lying.”
“But I’m not lying!” Victor insisted, very unconvincingly.
“Then you’re not human.”
“It’s settled, then,” Pontuve declared before Victor could respond to this.
“I suppose it is,” Nekvos agreed.  “Come on, kid, we’d best get going now.  He already has a 
considerable head start on us.”
“Okay.”
Right before walking out the door, Nekvos turned around to say, “Pontuve, until I get back—or if 
I don’t—you’re in charge of the Gang.  Just be a good leader and don’t screw anything up too 
badly while I’m gone.”



Chapter XXIX

Far away, in an undisclosed location, Vunkias was busy meditating.  He sat on the ground, his 
legs crossed in front of him and his hands resting on his knees.  Not a single muscle moved in 
his body, except the slow, peaceful beat of his heart and the serene way his chest rose and fell 
with each deep breath.  His mind, however, had never been more active.  Vunkias had 
surrendered his mind entirely to the abyss of his subconsciousness, abandoning logical 
thoughts in favor of abstract feelings.  No longer trapped within the confines of his old, mortal 
body, his consciousness now was free to drift from place to place, taking him on a grand journey 
across space and time.
This journey was as unpredictable as it was breathtaking, though, and even Vunkias himself did 
not know where it would take him, or where it had begun.  He was in the Netherworld now, a 
spiritual reality that was detached from the physical world it paralleled.  Here, concepts such as 
space and time were merely an illusion, with everything existing in the same place and 
happening at the same time.  It was infinitely more complex than the relatively mundane world 
that Vunkias normally inhabited, with so many locations and timelines overlapping each other.  
Trying to navigate the Netherworld was like trying to swim upstream in a raging river, so Vunkias 
simply sat back and stayed afloat, so to speak, allowing the river to carry him wherever it may 
lead.
Such an experience would have instantly driven most people insane with the sheer 
unfathomability of it, but fortunately, Vunkias was not most people.  Lesser minds might have 
snapped like a frail twig under the strain of being stretched in all directions at once like this, 
which was why Vunkias had trained so gruelingly to forge his mind into a piece of iron that 
would never bend or break.  Early on in their training, Nageso were taught to separate their 
minds from their bodies through intense meditation and enter the Netherworld this way.  Here, 
they could catch glimpses of things that had been, things that currently were, and even some 
things that would be.  The collective knowledge of all humanity was at the tips of their fingers, if 
they only knew how to access it.  Even now, decades later, this remained an invaluable skill to 
Vunkias.
Whenever Vunkias gazed into the future, he always saw the same thing:  a vast army of 
darkness led by an inhuman warlord, marching steadily toward Kevsovia.  He saw Kevsovia on 
fire and everyone he knew slaughtered like animals, carnage and death beyond all imagination.  
Every night, he went to sleep tortured by the knowledge that he could do nothing to stop this 
future.  Except he would, because he must.  The fate of the world itself depended on his 
success.  This future was not yet set in stone, and Vunkias would find a way to avert it, 
whatever the cost.
This time, though, Vunkias saw something new.  He saw an unfamiliar young man, probably in 
his early thirties, with brown hair, brown eyes, and a blackened sword clutched in his hands.  
Intrigued by what he saw, Vunkias tried to focus in on these images in the hope of deriving any 



clarity from them, but found none.  These images were not concrete, but rather fluid and ever-
changing, constantly morphing from one thing to another.  It was like a collage, with dozens of 
smaller images overlapping each other to form an intricate puzzle.  The full image was buried in 
there somewhere, but Vunkias was unable to perceive it.
Then, without having physically moved an inch, Vunkias was inexplicably standing in the old 
Nageso Temple, abandoned twenty years ago when Tunvick took over as grand Nageso.  It was 
completely deserted, except for one man who stood with his back to Vunkias.  “Master,” Vunkias 
breathed, dropping to one knee in a display of utmost reverence for the most important Nageso 
of them all.  It was Nageso himself, the legendary founder of the Order of Nageso who had been 
dead nearly five thousand years.  However, his spirit lived on, as did all spirits, in the 
Netherworld.
Turning around, Nageso spoke, “Ah, Vunkias—my descendant, my heir, my champion—you 
may rise.”  As Vunkias did so, Nageso continued, “You have done good work, Vunkias.  I am 
very proud of you.”
“Thank you, Master,” Vunkias replied, “but I fear it may all be in vain.  There’s just no way 
around it:  I can’t kill Tunvick.  And at this point, I’m not sure anyone can.”
“No, they can’t,” said Nageso.  “Not yet, at least.  But in time….”
“What are you saying, Master?” inquired Vunkias eagerly, taking several quick steps toward him.
“There is a man.  You’ve seen him in the Netherworld, haven’t you?  You know of whom I 
speak.”
Nageso didn’t describe any features of this mystery man, but Vunkias knew who he was talking 
about instantly.  “Yes, Master, I do.  Is he the one who will kill Tunvick?”
“He is the one who can kill Tunvick,” clarified Nageso.  “Right now, he is nothing more than a 
man with a vendetta to drive him and a weapon to carry it out with.  But with the proper 
guidance and training, he could be truly great.  You must find this man and train him in the ways 
of the Nageso, show him all the ropes so when the time is right, Tunvick can be killed.”
“Where can I find him?” Vunkias asked.  “One man in all of Kevsovia….he could be anywhere.”
“Return to the place where your search began,” Nageso told him, “and there you will be able to 
pick up his trail.”
“Yes, Master, I will do that.”
“It is such a shame, you know,” lamented Nageso.  “Tunvick had the potential to become the 
greatest Nageso who ever lived, but he allowed his arrogance and hatred to corrupt him into a 
terrible monster.  Now, he is the embodiment of everything vile and rotten about the Nageso.  It 
is because of him that the Nageso are so hated and feared nowadays, that most people see 
them merely as creatures of pure evil and ignore all the good they’ve done for Kevsovia in the 
past.  Especially now, when an entire generation is being raised into these beliefs.  In this way, 
Tunvick has effectively destroyed my great creation.”
“It’s all my fault,” Vunkias sighed, shaking his head regretfully.  “I could have killed him twenty 
years ago.  I could have prevented everything he would do since then.  I was his master once, 
after all.  But alas, I allowed my personal feelings for him to guide my actions, and look at the 
mess that we’re in now.”
“Do not place the burden of Tunvick’s atrocities upon your own shoulders,” Nageso confronted 
Vunkias.  “That burden is his, and his alone, to bear.  Vunkias, you have been saddled with the 
tremendous responsibility of undoing all the damage that Tunvick has inflicted upon Kevsovia 
and the Order of Nageso.  You know the stakes better than anyone.  Failure is not an option 
here.  Focus on this, on your mission.  And know that my fellow spirits have no particular 
fondness for Tunvick, either.  We stand behind you, Vunkias, always remember that.”
“Thank you, Master, I will not disappoint you.  I promise,” assured Vunkias, sinking back to one 
knee in another reverent bow.



“I know you won’t.”
With that, Vunkias was sitting cross-legged on the ground again, having been abruptly snapped 
back into the physical world.  Now, at least, he had a direction to go in, but was still not entirely 
sure how to follow it.  As he sat there, mulling over everything Nageso had said, he became 
aware of a light tremor in the ground, so faint that to most people, it would have gone unnoticed.  
Nageso, however, were trained to detect approaching enemies even before they came into sight 
or earshot by picking up their footsteps.  A moment later, Vunkias was standing with his sword 
drawn and pressed against the throat of a surprised Epsivo.  “It’s just me, Master,” Epsivo said, 
throwing his hands up in shock.
“Just you,” repeated Vunkias as he lowered and sheathed his sword.
“What did you see, Master?” Epsivo wondered.  “Do you know what we should do next?”
“I have seen him, Epsivo,” breathed Vunkias.
“Who?”
“The ally we have been searching for.  The one who can kill Tunvick.”
“Really?  Who is he?”
“I do not know his name, but I have seen his face.  When we meet him, I’ll know.”
“And where is he?”
“Let’s go back to that tavern, shall we?” suggested Vunkias cryptically.  “I have a feeling we’ll 
find him there.”
“If you say so, Master.”  Epsivo looked as though he didn’t much understand this new course of 
action, but he also knew that when Vunkias had made up his mind, arguing with him would be 
pointless.



Chapter XXX

Twenty Years Ago
“So where’s Enode?” Victor asked Gatir.
“I don’t know,” said Gatir.  “He told me to meet him here with you.  But he’s not here!”
Rolling his eyes, Victor said, “I think you’ve fallen for another one of Enode’s dirty tricks, Gatir.”
“You sure have!” shouted Enode’s voice from behind Victor and Gatir.  They both spun around, 
startled, as Enode came leaping toward Victor, shoving him forward.
Victor almost stumbled to the ground, but managed to catch himself.  Rounding on Enode, he 
said, “You know, it’s not a very wise choice to mess with someone who owns a real sword.”
“Remember what Menpote said, it’s not the sword that makes the man, but the man that makes 
the sword,” Enode smugly pointed out.  He then swung at Victor with a stick, although Victor 
easily raised his sword to parry this blow.  Upon contact, the sword cut into Enode’s stick, taking 
a little chip out of it.  “Wow, that’s sharp!” exclaimed Enode.  “Can I try it now?”
“If you can get it from me,” Victor teased.
“You’re on!”  The two of them continued to trade blows, and within a minute, Enode’s stick was 
completely covered with such chips and splinters.  Victor, of course, had to be very careful to 
not actually hurt him, for he knew a sword was much more deadly than a wooden stick.
“That’s it, you can’t be the best man at me and Kaime’s wedding anymore,” Victor quipped 
between blows.
“What?  Come on, that’s just cruel!” Enode replied.
By feigning high, Victor was able to slip beneath Enode’s defenses, although he pulled his 
sword back before it actually made contact.  “I could have gotten you right there!” he taunted.
“Oh yeah?” countered Enode.  “Prove it, then!”
“I can’t, but you know I could have!  Next time, I just won’t let you keep your leg!  Would that be 
proof enough for you?”
“No,” Enode said flatly.  “Besides, wouldn’t you feel terrible if you cut off your own best friend’s 
leg?”
“Not particularly.  I’d know you deserved it.”
“Come on, Gatir, help me beat your loser of a big brother!” Enode called, tossing another stick to 
Gatir.  Catching it, Gatir swung at Victor, who carelessly whipped his sword up to defend 
himself.
What happened next seemed to play out in slow motion, with Victor watching it gradually unfold 
while being unable to stop it.  However, when Victor later tried to remember exactly what it was, 
he always came up short.  What he did know was one moment, he and Gatir had been playfully 
swinging at each other.  Then something went wrong.  Maybe Gatir freaked out and dropped his 
stick, or maybe he moved in a way Victor hadn’t expected, or maybe Victor just swung harder 
than he had intended.  But while Victor didn’t remember what actually happened very well, he 
remembered the outcome as clear as day:  Gatir sitting on the ground, crying, blood flowing out 
of a rather large gash on his arm.
For a moment, Victor didn’t even realize what had happened.  Then he looked down at his 
sword, which also had blood smeared on its blade, and put two and two together.  “Gatir!” he 
cried, dropping his sword and rushing over to Gatir’s side.  “Gatir, are….are you okay?”
“You….you hurt me!” Gatir managed to choke out between sobs.  He said some other stuff as 
well, but Victor couldn’t make any of it out.
“I know, Gatir, I’m really sorry!  It was an accident, Gatir!”
“Really?” Gatir choked, looking up at Victor through his teary eyes.



“Yes, of course!” Victor told him, reaching down to wipe Gatir’s tears away.  “I would never hurt 
you on purpose!”
“But you said you were going to cut off Enode’s leg!”
“That was just a joke, okay?  I didn’t actually mean it!  Okay?”
“Okay,” Gatir repeated, nodding.  At least he was beginning to calm down somewhat.
“Can I see your cut?” Victor asked gently.
Shaking his head wildly, Gatir said, “I want to see Mom!  I want her to look at it!”
“Gatir, Mom’s not here!” Victor pointed out.  Also, he knew he would be in some major trouble for 
hurting Gatir like this, and didn’t want his parents to know until Gatir was feeling at least a little 
better.  “Can I please just see it?”
“Okay, sure.”  Cautiously extending his arm, Gatir showed Victor his wound, and Victor found 
himself recoiling slightly when he saw how deep it really was.  “Am I going to die?” Gatir asked, 
genuinely terrified.
“No, no, of course not!” Victor hastily assured him.  “It’s just a little cut, okay?  Trust me, you’re 
going to be just fine.  You do trust me, right?”
“Well….yeah, I guess I do,” Gatir admitted with a shrug.
“That’s good.  You should know I’d never let anything happen to you.”  Putting his arms around 
Gatir, Victor hugged him tightly.  A moment later, to his joyous delight, he felt Gatir’s smaller 
arms wrapping around him and hugging him back.
“Um, Victor….that cut does look pretty nasty.  We should probably take him back to your house,” 
Enode nervously suggested.
“No,” Victor insisted, wanting to spare Enode from Wes’s wrath once he saw what they had 
done to Gatir, “I’ll take him back to my house.  For your own good, stay far away from this.”
“Are you sure?”
“Yeah, don’t worry, I’ve got this.”
“Okay.  See you tomorrow, I guess.”
“Yeah, see you!”  Victor waved goodbye to Enode, before taking Gatir by the hand and leading 
him away.
“I hope you feel better soon!” Enode called after them.
“Thanks,” moaned Gatir in a voice that was far too quiet for Enode to actually hear.
Victor spent the entire walk back to their house dreading what would happen to him when his 
parents found out what he had done to Gatir.  The worst part about it, though, was the 
knowledge that however they chose to punish him, he would deserve it completely.  He knew 
rationally that it had been an accident, but felt so bad about it that at the moment, he didn’t care.  
All he wanted was for Gatir to feel better.
When they arrived, Naomei came out to greet them, saying, “There you boys are, why don’t you 
wash up and get ready for dinner—”  She abruptly cut off at the sight of Gatir’s wound, before 
gasping, “Gatir!  What happened to your arm!”
“Victor cut me with his new sword!” Gatir whimpered.  This set off his crying again, and once it 
got going, it just increased.
Taking Gatir by the arm to see how badly he was cut, Naomei remarked, “Victor, I am very 
disappointed in you.”  That simple statement hurt Victor so much more than any amount of 
shouting Naomei could have done.
“It was an accident, Mom!” Victor protested.  “I didn’t mean for it to happen, I swear!”
“I’m sure you didn’t, Victor!” snapped Naomei.  “But to play with your sword around Gatir is just 
negligent!  You should know better than that!  Menpote gave you that sword because he 
expected you to be responsible with it!  Now come inside, we need to get you cleaned up,” she 
added to Gatir.



Inside their house, Naomei warmed up some water over the cooking fire and poured it into a 
wooden basin.  She then began to dunk Gatir’s arm into the water, using a washcloth to scrub it 
off.  Within seconds, the water was tinged red with Gatir’s blood.  “Mom!” he shrieked, fighting to 
pull his arm out of the water.  “Stop it!  The water burns!”
“I know, Gatir, but there’s nothing I can do about it!” said Naomei coolly.  “This will stop your arm 
from getting infected.”
“Infected?” Gatir gasped.  “Could the infection kill me?”
“Of course not, don’t be silly,” Naomei told him.
“Um, Gatir….I just want you to know I’m sorry about your arm,” Victor said nervously, 
approaching him and Naomei.  Hopefully, apologizing again would serve to tame his aching 
conscience.  “I really am.  I hope you can forgive me for it.”  Victor meant every word of this 
apology with all his heart, but unfortunately, it didn’t really make him feel any less guilty.
“Gatir, did you hear that?” Naomei said to him while wrapping a dry piece of cloth around his 
newly cleaned cut.  “Your brother is trying to apologize to you.”
Sniffing, Gatir responded, “I forgive you, Victor.”
“Really?” Victor exclaimed, his heart leaping right into his throat.  “You do?”
“It’s okay,” Gatir assured him, nodding.
“Thank you.  Thank you very much.”  Victor felt as though a very heavy weight had just been 
lifted off his shoulders, and the guilt that he had been feeling was replaced with a warm surge of 
affection for his baby brother.  He doubted Gatir even knew how much that simple act of 
forgiveness had done for Victor.
“That was very sweet of you, Victor,” Naomei told him, leaning down to kiss the top of his head.  
“You’ll always be my little sunshine.”
“Stop it, Mom, I’m thirteen years old….” Victor began to protest.  Silly nicknames like this might 
have been fun ten years ago, but he was far too old for them now.
However, Victor was then interrupted by the sound of the front door opening and Wes’s voice 
proclaiming, “Hey, honey!  I’m home!  How’s everything going?”  These words caused him to 
shudder, abruptly ripped out of the pleasant moment they had been having, for he knew he was 
seriously in trouble now.  While Naomei might have been fairly understanding of Victor’s 
mistake, he knew from past experience that Wes would not be.
With a sinking feeling in his stomach, Victor looked up at Naomei with pleading eyes, tacitly 
begging her to protect him.  Naomei remained silent, but she reached her hand down and ran 
her fingers through Victor’s hair soothingly.  “Oh, everything’s fine, honey,” she calmly assured 
Wes.  “Victor and Gatir had a little accident today, but it’s all good now.”
“I’m sorry, what do you mean by a little accident?” Wes demanded gruffly.  “Did anyone get 
hurt?”
“Yes, Gatir’s arm got hurt pretty badly, but like I said, I’ve got it all under control.”
“Oh yeah?  Let me be the judge of that,” scoffed Wes, approaching Gatir.  “Let me see it, 
buddy,” he demanded, and Gatir began to pull back the piece of cloth that Naomei had wrapped 
around his arm, exposing the cut beneath it.  As this unfolded, Victor nervously stood off to the 
side and waited for the inevitable explosion of rage.  He didn’t have to wait very long.  “Victor!” 
shouted Wes, rounding on him.
“Yes, Dad?”
“Get over here this instant”  Victor timidly shuffled over to Wes, deliberately averting his gaze as 
he did so.  Glaring down at Victor menacingly, Wes demanded, “What did you do to your 
brother?”
“It was an accident, I would never hurt him intentionally—” Victor tried to protest, but Wes was 
quick to cut him off.
“I didn’t ask if you did it on purpose, I asked what you did to him!”



“Wes, honey, calm down,” Naomei insisted, placing a kind but firm hand on his shoulder.
Ignoring her, Wes said, “Well?  Answer me, boy!”
Not seeing any way out of this, Victor nervously confessed, “I, umm….I accidentally cut Gatir 
with my new sword….”
“You what?”
“But Dad, it was an accident!” Victor protested halfheartedly
“I don’t care!  You shouldn’t have been playing with your sword around Gatir in the first place!  
He’s only ten!  What the Hell is wrong with you?”
“Wes!” Naomei snapped, suddenly turning deadly serious.  “Don’t you dare talk to my son like 
that!”
“I’ll talk to him however I want, because I’m the man of this house!” Wes retorted.  “Now come 
here, Victor!”
Approaching Wes with his gaze on the floor, Victor frantically said, “Dad, please, I apologized to 
Gatir and he said it was fine and—”
“Shut up, boy!” snapped Wes as he smacked Victor across the face, causing him to fall over 
backward and onto the floor.  Touching his cheek gingerly, Victor could feel a bruise beginning to 
form there.
A moment later, Naomei had inserted herself between Victor and Wes, shouting, “Get away from 
my son!  Don’t you dare touch him!”
All this shouting of course upset Gatir, who began to cry again, “Dad, leave Victor alone!”
“No, he needs to be taught a lesson,” Wes insisted.
“Wes, please don’t make a bigger deal of this than it has to be!” Naomei implored him.
“He needs to be put in his rightful place!”
“Wes, if this is about what I think it is….” Naomei hissed, abruptly lowering her voice and 
glancing around the room in apprehension as if she was afraid of the children overhearing some 
terrible secret.
“So what if it is!”
“We’ve talked about this countless times before!” she shouted, her temper flaring up into 
hysteria again.  Clearly, there was something more to this situation that Victor wasn’t aware of.
“No, you talked and I listened.”
Ignoring this comment, Naomei pressed on, “Victor is our son, Wes, and I won’t stand idly by 
while you treat him so terribly!”
“No, I’m not your son!” Victor interjected, standing up boldly.  “I’m yours,” he gestured to 
Naomei, “but not yours!” he gestured to Wes.
“Victor, I’ve got this, please don’t make it any worse….” Naomei begged, but Victor was beyond 
reason at this point.
“You’ve never treated me like your son!” he yelled, choking on his tears.  “All my life, you’ve 
been nothing but mean and neglectful to me—and I’m sick of it!  I hate you and I wish you were 
dead!”
“Yeah, well sometimes I wish the same thing!” Wes retorted.
“You’re nothing to me!” Victor roared, his voice turning hoarse.  “You’ve never been my father!  
You’re just the man who always hit and yelled at me!”  Unable to express his intense emotions 
in mere words, Victor seized the nearest object to him, which happened to be a plate, and 
hurled it at Wes across the room.  Wes ducked and the plate shattered against the wall, leaving 
him more angry than ever before.
“Get over here, you little brat!” he bellowed.  “I’m going to kill you!”
Wes started across the room toward Victor, but Naomei boldly stepped in front of him and stood 
her ground, shouting, “Wes, stop!  Stop this right now!  I mean it!”



“Get out of my way!” Wes snarled at her, trying to force her aside, although Naomei stubbornly 
refused to budge.
“Victor, get out of here!  Go!” Naomei yelled over her shoulder, and Victor didn’t need to be told 
twice.  Turning on his heels, he bolted through the door.
Outside, Victor had to swerve to avoid running into an approaching Tusos.  “Victor, what’s going 
on?” she asked frantically, a worried expression on her face.  “I heard a lot of yelling coming 
from inside the house!”
“I wish Dad was dead!” was all Victor said before taking off again.  He didn’t stop to think about 
what had just happened or what he planned to do, didn’t even consider any of the implications 
or consequences of his actions he—just ran.  Through the streets, over the bridge, into the 
forest, and to the one place where he knew he would be safe.

Chapter XXXI

Present Day
After a whole day of enervating travel on foot, Victor and Nekvos stepped into a dark tavern.  
“This seems like a good place to spend the night,” Nekvos said.  “We can rest up here, and then 
be on our way again tomorrow morning.  Why don’t you find us some seats?  I’m going to go 
grab a couple drinks.”
Nodding, Victor said, “Okay,” and walked over to a table around which about two dozen patrons 
were gathered.  At the center of this group sat a bard who was busy speaking, “In the beginning, 
there was only the being known as Nosive.  She was eternally wise and infinitely powerful, 
stretching across the universe to form the endless sky.  However, after spending countless eons 
alone contemplating the meaning of her existence, Nosive became lonely.  Thus, she conceived 
a set of twin boys to keep her company:  Fonshu, who inherited all her good qualities, and 
Eamolu, who inherited all her evil ones.  Working together, these two created the world as we 
know it, with all the animals and plants that inhabit it.  Fonshu created new life, and Eamolu 
destroyed it when its time had come to an end.  In this way, balance was constantly maintained.  
Without Fonshu, the world would just be a barren rock, and without Eamolu, it would be overrun 
with destructive life.
“To govern the different realms of the world, they also created four gods who served them.  An 
enchanted rock split apart to reveal Hoi, who ruled over the land.  The oceans foamed and out 
of them rose Pisu, who ruled over the water.  In a swirling tornado was born Eiset, who ruled 
over the air.  And out of a raging inferno stepped Gusonia, who ruled over the fire.  Together, 
these four gods worked to preserve the natural order of the world.  For quite some time, they 
coexisted peacefully, and this state of equilibrium prevailed.  However, it would soon be 
shattered by their most valuable creations of all:  us humans.
“Ambitiously striving to design the perfect creature, the gods combined their powers to create 
Epikut, the first human to exist.  Hoi gave it structure, Pisu gave it blood, Eiset gave it breath, 
and Gusonia gave it passion.  When it became lonely, they then split part of it’s personality away 
from the rest and manifested it into Heilia, the first woman.  What remained of it became the first 
man, and the two of them were married.  From their loins sprang a great race, millions upon 
millions of humans.  They spread to every corner of the world and populated it, building 
gleaming cities wherever they went.  Fonshu and Eamolu worked together to cultivate this 
civilization, but they both wanted the humans to exist in their own image, so a competition arose 
between them.  Fonshu sought to impose order upon the humans at all costs, while Eamolu 
attempted to plunge them into eternal chaos.  Before long, these two turned against and tried to 
vanquish each other in a cosmic battle that almost destroyed the universe itself.  Neither of 



them was able to win, however, for Nosive had created them both to be perfectly equal, so their 
battle raged on and on with no end in sight.
“Finally, the four gods agreed this had gone on long enough and decided to intervene before the 
human race was completely wiped out.  Rising up, they overthrew both Fonshu and Eamolu, 
forcing them back into Nosive’s womb, which was located in the sky.  Fonshu then became the 
sun, and Eamolu the moon.  From the confines of their prisons, Fonshu reaches out over the 
world with his warm rays of light, while Eamolu coldly smiles down on it.  Even now, they are 
locked in an endless struggle for control of the sky, which shifts back and forth between them 
every day.  Sometimes the sky is bathed in light, while other times it is submerged in darkness.  
And over the course of a year, the strength of these two waxes and wanes, which results in one 
maintaining control for much longer than the other.  This is why the seasons change throughout 
the year.
“With Fonshu and Eamolu out of the way, the four gods were now free to rule on high.  The 
three brothers—Hoi, Pisu, and Eiset—all lusted after Gusonia, and she declared she would 
marry whichever of them was the strongest.  Therefore, a competition of cosmic proportions 
was held to determine who this was.  Hoi ultimately won this contest by creating the Jagged 
Mountains which separate Kevsovia from Vaznia, and was rewarded with Gusonia’s hand in 
marriage.  Even today, animosity runs quite high between these three brothers, who constantly 
attempt to get the better of each other.  Hoi shakes the ground with quakes and volcanic 
eruptions, Pisu ravages it with tidal waves and whirlpools, and Eiset sweeps across it with 
tornadoes and blizzards.
“However, the marriage between Hoi and Gusonia was far from a happy one.  As Gusonia soon 
discovered the hard way, strength was not always a sign of perfection.  Before long, they had 
conceived their first son, Pilsult, the god of the dead, but he was physically deformed, which 
prompted them to abandon him.  Cast out by the other gods, Pilsult claimed Hell as his domain 
and led a tragic life of isolation there.  Disgusted by this whole ordeal, Gusonia spitefully 
cheated on her husband with Pisu, and they conceived a daughter, Opmoa, the goddess of 
cunning and wisdom.  At first, Hoi believed he was her father, but when Pisu and Gusonia 
conceived another daughter, Vigpo, the goddess of art, he realized Gusonia had been unfaithful 
to him.  As a form of poetic vengeance, he raped her and allowed Pisu to join in.  This resulted 
in the conception of another son, Kuminut, the god of war, who originated from the loins of both 
Hoi and Pisu.  Hoi and Gusonia then went on to conceive a set of twins, Bu, the god of animals, 
and Gizu, the goddess of plants.  But deep down, Gusonia was not in love with either Hoi nor 
Pisu—no, her heart really belonged to Eiset, ironically the weakest of the three brothers.  An 
affair with him resulted in the conception of their only daughter, Eako, the goddess of love, who 
instantly became Gusonia’s favorite child.  Eako later fell in love with her oldest brother, Pilsult, 
and they conceived a daughter, Vedo, the goddess of luck.
“While many less significant gods were born later on, these twelve are the original ones who 
rule all the rest.  Under their reign, balance is perpetually maintained between Fonshu and 
Eamolu.  For a new human to be conceived, a ray of light from the former must combine with a 
star from the latter, so every human is born with equal amounts of light and darkness in them.  
And to honor the twelve gods, the humans established the Twelve Kingdoms that govern 
Kevsovia:  Hoisium, Pisium, Eisetium, Gusonium, Pilsultium, Opmium, Vigpium, Kuminutium, 
Busium, Gizium, Eakium, and Vedium.  Each of these kingdoms is named after a single patron 
god who its citizens worship above all others.”
As the bard finished this story, his audience applauded.  Just then, Nekvos returned and sat 
down next to Victor with a pair of beers.  Victor reached for one, but Nekvos fiercely slapped his 
hand away.  “I said I was going to get a couple drinks,” he explained.  “I didn’t say either of them 
would be for you.  Go get your own.”



“Don’t be a pig,” Victor muttered as Nekvos began to guzzle the first beer down.
“So does anyone have any special requests?” asked the bard.  “Is there anything in particular 
that you want to hear about?”
Raising his hand, Victor spoke up, “Please tell me about the Nageso.”
At this, the patrons all drew in their breaths involuntarily.  Smiling slyly, the bard leaned forward 
and said, “Why, boy?  What interest do you have in them?”
“Just tell me, please,” Victor replied insistently, very much not wanting to talk about his interest 
in the matter.
“Very well, then.  If you really want to know, I’ll tell you.”
“Thank you.”
“By the way,” the bard asked Victor, eyeing him curiously, “what’s your name, boy?”
“Victor,” he answered.
Nodding, the bard said, “My name’s Nojus.”
“Nice to meet you, Nojus.  But if you don’t mind, could you please get on with the story now?”
“Very well, very well.”  Sitting back in his chair, Nojus took a deep breath and said, “This is a 
story of great tragedy and bloodshed, one that began more than five thousand years ago.  
Around this time, there lived a warrior and philosopher by the name of Nageso.  He was 
something of an outcast in his village, for he did not participate in the religious ceremonies that 
were practiced by everyone else.  While most people saw the seasons as the tide of the battle 
between Fonshu and Eamolu shifting back and forth, he claimed they were really the result of 
the world rotating on its axis as it traveled around the sun—a preposterous theory, as you can 
clearly see.  Nevertheless, the people put up with him because he possessed unrivaled skill in 
the art of combat and protected them from all threats.  Under his leadership, his village was able 
to conquer many others, building a small empire.
“But that all changed at the Harvest Festival one year, when he got up before everyone and 
preached about how the gods were not real, just conceived in the minds of humans to explain 
the mysteries of the universe that we could not comprehend ourselves.  He boasted that the sun 
was actually a ball of hot gas burning far away, the moon was a giant rock floating in space, and 
the world itself was actually round instead of flat, like it really is.  This prompted the enraged 
people to banish him from civilization forever, burning into him a brand that exposed him as the 
heretic he was.  Nageso then spent the following twenty years traveling all around Kevsovia, 
learning skills from every culture and mastering every fighting discipline in existence.  This 
journey eventually brought him to the top of Dagger Peak, the highest point in Kevsovia, a place 
so treacherous and inaccessible that no human had ever set foot there before.  While at the 
brink of death here, Nageso experienced a spiritual epiphany that opened his eyes to the true 
nature of existence.  He discovered how to summon and communicate with the spirits of the 
deceased, who taught him to tap into the mystical energies of the universe and draw power from 
it.  This gave him the ability to crush rocks in his bare hands, outrun even the swiftest horses, 
and survive for many months without food, water, or sleep.
“Returning to his village, he then began recruiting all the greatest warriors in the world into his 
order, which was named the Order of Nageso after him.  The first person to join this new order 
was Nageso’s best friend Divuksin, who became his right-hand man.  Nageso also forged his 
personal sword, Bloodshedder, over the course of a whole year.  On the last day of this process, 
the people tried to kill him as punishment for returning, but he cut them all down with 
Bloodshedder, which was still glowing hot from the embers.  In this way, it was tempered in the 
blood of his enemies, infusing it with the power to bring death to all who stood against it.  
Greatly inspired by this story, many mighty warriors flocked to the Nageso, and its ranks soon 
grew into the thousands.  Nageso taught all his followers the fighting discipline that he had 
created, Nageso Tevsa, through an extremely brutal training regimen that killed the vast majority 



of its students.  But the ones who did manage to survive it became practically invincible in 
battle.
“At first, the people saw the Nageso as a threat and tried to force them out of Kevsovia, but that 
didn’t go very well for them.  When Vaznia invaded Kevsovia, the Nageso came to its defense, 
driving the Vaznians away.  After this, the grateful Kevsovians embraced the Nageso, who 
assumed a role as their protectors.  The Kevsovians erected temples and statues to honor the 
Nageso, made sacrificial offerings to them, and brought them food, while the Nageso fulfilled 
their end of the bargain by keeping Kevsovia safe.  Even the gods themselves were no match 
for the Nageso.  When Kuminut briefly overthrew the four elder gods and usurped control of 
Heaven, he sent his demigod son Kotamordu to wipe out the humans, not wanting to share the 
universe with them.  However, the Nageso came to humanity’s defense, destroying Onoviut in a 
battle of such epic proportions that the ground itself trembled beneath their blows.  The Nageso 
even got their own national holiday, All Hallows’ Eve, which was celebrated on the anniversary 
of their foundation.  On this day, the Kevsovians dressed up as Nageso as a way of showing 
their undying gratitude and partook in various festivities to honor them.  In this way, an 
unprecedented golden age was ushered into Kevsovia.
“Nageso led his order for more than one hundred years, during which time he remained 
undefeated in combat.  However, his legendary greatness soon attracted the jealousy of his 
fourth son, Henuet, who schemed to murder Nageso and take over his Order.  Knowing he was 
no match for Nageso in open combat, Henuet instead conspired with the Vaznian warlord 
Vunate, who also wanted Nageso out of the picture.  Vunate staged a fake kidnapping of 
Henuet and pretended to hold him hostage, forcing Nageso to drink a vial of deadly poison in 
exchange for sparing the life of his son.  This poison paralyzed Nageso, allowing Henuet to kill 
him very slowly and very painfully.  Tragically, it was Nageso’s misplaced love for his 
treacherous son that ultimately brought about his downfall.  Henuet then claimed Bloodshedder 
as his own and proclaimed himself the new grand Nageso, slaughtering all seven of his 
brothers.  For the next few thousand years, Bloodshedder was passed down from leader to 
leader, with each new one having to first kill his predecessor.
“However, around two thousand years ago, there arose the Imperial Empire, which originated in 
Kevsovia before spreading to Vaznia and every other country in the known world.  Under its 
reign, which lasted one thousand years, many great technological advancements were brought 
about, including the inventions of star navigation and explosive powder.  They also launched 
explorations across the Great Ocean, which led to the discovery and colonization of the 
archipelagic country Lekanemia.  Everyone loved the Empire, but the Nageso saw that as time 
passed, it became more and more corrupt, using the faith that the Kevsovians had in it to exploit 
them.  This prompted the Nageso to destroy the Empire, razing the Imperial City to the ground 
and allowing all the countries that it had conquered to liberate themselves.  However, since 
most Kevsovians were unaware of what the Empire had done, they came to hate the Nageso for 
destroying it.
“In the aftermath of the Empire’s collapse, a dozen of its greatest generals gathered what forces 
they had left and formed smaller kingdoms of their own.  These would eventually evolve into the 
Twelve Kingdoms that we know today.  For fifty years, they were locked in a devastating civil 
war over which kingdom would get to replace the Empire as the ruling state of Kevsovia, until 
King Saigus of Opmium came up with a plan to bring about peace and unity.  All Twelve Kings 
worked together to rebuild the Imperial City as the new capital of Kevsovia, before holding a 
vote to determine which of them would get to rule it.  Unsurprisingly, the kings unanimously 
voted for Saigus, who became Kevsovia’s first high king.  For nearly one thousand years, this 
throne was passed down hereditarily, although each new high king still had to be approved by a 
vote of the Twelve Kings.  In this way, peace was always maintained.



“Now, let’s get back to the Nageso, shall we?  You see, during the war between them and the 
Empire, the current grand Nageso, Ohivote, was killed and Bloodshedder was lost.  This 
resulted in the Nageso being disbanded, for without Bloodshedder they had no leader to follow, 
and the Kevsovians believed them to have gone extinct.  But apparently, someone was 
eventually able to find Bloodshedder again, for a mere twenty years ago, they emerged once 
again, led by their new grand Nageso, Tunvick.  First, they obliterated Gizium,” Victor’s jaw 
clenched up at the mere mention of this, “and High King Teogate retaliated by sending his 
strongest armies to defeat them.  These armies arrived expecting to fight some kind of terrorists 
or mercenaries, possibly even another invasion from Vaznia, but instead they found themselves 
facing an actual legend.  Using his tactical brilliance, Tunvick was able to draw his enemies into 
a trap and wipe them out, sparing only a single soldier, who ran back and told Teogate about 
what he had seen.
“With Kevsovia now plunged into a state of panic, Tunvick reached out to Teogate’s scheming 
younger brother, Jivote, promising to make him the new high king once he had conquered 
Kevsovia.  He also formed an alliance with King Vophet of Pilsultium, who was tired of his 
kingdom constantly being shunned by the eleven other kings.  After staging a fake battle with 
the Nageso, Vophet returned to the Imperial City under the guise of having narrowly escaped, 
smuggling Tunvick and several of his best Nageso lieutenants inside.  They then opened the 
front gates, allowing the rest of the Nageso, as well as the army of Pilsultium, to capture the 
Imperial City.  Teogate was decapitated by Tunvick but his youngest son, Sikum, managed to 
escape and founded the Resistance, which has tirelessly fought to destroy the Nageso for the 
past twenty years.  Next, Tunvick had Jivote and Vophet call a meeting of the other eleven 
kings, luring them into the Imperial City where he could execute them.  They were all replaced 
with Nageso imposters, their armies almost completely disbanded, and the public remained 
largely unaware of this transition of power for many years.  Tunvick was then free to proclaim 
himself the new high king, and has ruled Kevsovia with an iron fist in the twenty years since 
then.”
“Until the day comes when someone kills Tunvick and frees Kevsovia from his tyrannical reign,” 
Victor interjected, much to the annoyance of the other patrons.
“I can hardly call that being freed, boy,” Nojus responded dismissively.
“I’m sorry, but I don’t quite understand what you’re saying….you’d rather have Kevsovia be 
ruled by Tunvick?”
“No, no, of course not,” Nojus explained.  “Tunvick is undoubtedly a terrible tyrant who needs to 
die.  But to have Kevsovia be ruled by a hero like that would not be very much better.”
“How so?” Victor asked, genuinely curious.  “Surely anything would be better than for Kevsovia 
to be under the thumb of Tunvick, why don’t you see that?”
“Because I’m not close-minded like you, boy.  I’m wise enough to know the truth, that heroes are 
no better than the villains they claim to be above.”
“How so?  Isn’t the very definition of a hero, someone who fights evil and protects the helpless?”
“That’s very true, boy, and it sounds quite good in theory.  But what a lot of people fail to realize 
is just how badly that translates from theory into reality.  In the end, heroes and villains both 
believe wholeheartedly that they are correct in their respective pursuits.  However, heroes are 
better at fooling others into agreeing with them, which is what makes all the difference.  The only 
thing that separates them from the villains they fight is perception.”
“But….but that’s not even remotely true!” protested Victor.  “Heroes use their skills for the 
betterment of others, while villains use theirs just to better themselves, don’t they?”
“Boy, don’t presume to simplify something just because you don’t understand it!” Nojus 
practically snapped at Victor.  “You forget everyone has a motivation of some kind for what they 
do, and so-called ‘villains’ are no exception to that rule.  Even villains like Tunvick.”



“So you’re telling me Tunvick has some tragic backstory that justifies everything he’s done?  I’m 
sorry, but I’m just not buying it.”
“Come back to me after you’ve read Tunvick’s mind and learned his entire life story, boy,” 
countered Nojus.  “Then we’ll have something to discuss.  And besides, we haven’t even talked 
about how absolute power corrupts absolutely.  That’s why I rejected the royal family I was born 
into and have never sought wealth or power of any kind, because I want to remain a good man.”
“I don’t see why you couldn’t have both.”
“Because it’s not possible, boy.  No one can experience power benevolently; the temptation to 
use it for one’s own personal gain is far too great to resist.  Believe me, there’s a reason all 
great men are always bad men.”
“If I had great power, I wouldn’t use it for my own personal gain like that,” Victor insisted 
stubbornly.
Shaking his head as though he was lecturing an ignorant child, Nojus said, “That’s what they all 
say.  But how can you be so sure?  And don’t even get me started on the kind of collateral 
damage that always occurs whenever heroes and villains decide to use Kevsovia as their 
battlefield.  All the homes that are destroyed and the lives that are lost, all just because of some 
petty grudge.  When you’ve lived as long as I have, you start to see the world in a bit of a 
different light.  Trust me, boy, someday you’ll agree with me.”
“Not likely,” Victor grumbled.
“Say, boy, what’s your interest in this whole ordeal?” asked Nojus, sitting forward in his chair to 
study Victor more intently.  “Are you an aspiring hero or something?”
“Oh no, I’m certainly not a hero.”
“Well, of course you’re not.  There’s no such thing as heroes.  Or villains, for that matter.  
They’re both just made up words.  People can pretend to be one or the other all they want, but 
in the end, everyone’s just in this life for themself.”
“If you say so.”
Leaning back in his chair, Nojus remarked, “Ah, the joys of being young and idealistic.  I was 
once very much like you, you know, my head filled with foolish ideas of good and evil.  But now 
that I’m older and wiser, I can see just how ridiculous concepts like that are.”
“Whatever you say, old man,” Victor gruffly replied.
Several of the patrons chuckled at this, but they were all drowned out by one very drunk young 
woman who burst into hysterics.  She rocked back and forth on her feet, struggling to stand up 
straight, her hair flying around her head as her high-pitched laughter carried throughout the 
tavern.  As everyone turned to look at her with amusement, she lost her balance and fell right 
onto Nekvos’s lap, bumping into his glass and spilling the beer on his tunic.  “Just look what you 
did!” Nekvos snapped at her in mock anger.
“Oops, sorry,” giggled this woman, hiccuping between words.
Now flashing his famously charming smile, Nekvos said, “You sure are lucky I was here to catch 
you.”
“Yeah, no kidding.  You’re really strong,” she remarked, running her hands up and down 
Nekvos’s rippling biceps.
“Trust me, sweetheart, you ain’t seen nothing yet.”
“Oh yeah?  Why don’t you show me, then?” suggested the woman, grinning seductively.
“It would be my pleasure,” replied Nekvos, getting up out of his chair.  “Come on, sweetheart, 
let’s go somewhere private where we can….talk.”
As Nekvos took this giggling woman by the hand and began to lead her away, Victor called, 
“Wait, Nekvos….what the Hell are you doing—”
“Woah, relax,” said Nekvos coolly.  “I’ve just got some business with—what did you say your 
name was again?—”



“Dappia.”
“—with Dappia here to take care of.  Catch you later, kid.”  Giving Victor a cocky salute, Nekvos 
draped his right arm around Dappia’s shoulders and led her away to one of the private rooms in 
the back.
Shaking his head in disgust at the thought of what Nekvos and Dappia were surely getting up to 
back there, Victor stood up and went to get a drink.  As he did so, Nojus began speaking again, 
“It was a period of civil war.  Rebel forces, striking from a hidden base, had won their first victory 
against the evil Empire.  During the battle, rebel spies managed to steal secret plans to the 
Empire’s ultimate weapon….”  This new story actually did sound pretty interesting.  Maybe 
Victor would ask Nojus to tell it to him some other time when he didn’t have more important 
things to do, like plotting the destruction of the Nageso.

Chapter XXXII

Stepping up to the bar, Victor cleared his throat to get the attention of the bartender, who he 
heard another patron refer to as Nopotis.  When Nopotis turned to face him, Victor said, “I’ll take 
whatever’s good for blowing off some steam.”
“Having a rough day, huh?” Nopotis inquired as he poured Victor a glass of beer and set it down 
in front of him.
“You have no idea,” Victor responded.
“Try me,” Nopotis said as he poured Victor a glass of whiskey and pushed it across the bar 
toward him.
First, Victor downed the whiskey, relishing the intense burning sensation that followed it down 
his throat before spreading out to engulf his chest.  Setting the empty glass down on the bar, he 
then answered, “What if I told you I was hunting a Nageso?”
Predictably, Nopotis burst out laughing at this, but quickly died down at the sight of Victor’s stoic 
face, devoid of any humor.  “Then I’d say you have the largest death wish I’ve ever seen,” he 
answered after a few moments of awkward silence.
“Oh, I’ve got a death wish, all right,” Victor responded ominously.  “Just not for me.”
“How about another drink?” Nopotis suggested, picking up Victor’s empty glass.
Victor, however, shook his head, saying, “No thanks, that’s enough for me.”
“Come on,” insisted Nopotis, “if you’re as suicidal as you say you are, you might as well drink 
yourself to death tonight.”
“Oh no, I’m not dying,” said Victor irritably through gritted teeth.  “At least not yet, not while I still 
have a job to do.”
Ignoring this, Nopotis poured Victor another glass of whiskey and placed it on the bar in front of 
him, saying, “Here you go, on the house.”  Victor briefly considered refusing it, but then relented 
and took a small sip.  In another irritating attempt to make small talk with Victor, Nopotis then 
asked, “So about this Nageso you’re hunting, where is he?”



Deciding it was probably easier just to answer than to argue with Nopotis, Victor said, “About a 
day’s travel ahead of me, to the west.  I’ll catch him, though, and kill him.”
“I’ll bet you will,” said Nopotis very sarcastically.
Just then, a chorus of rowdy cheers resonated throughout the tavern, and Victor looked over to 
see what all the excitement was about.  It seemed to center around a massive man who was 
busy scraping several small piles of coins across a table toward him, while jeering barbarously, 
“Yeah!  Take that, you bunch of losers!  Another win for the mighty Navode!”
Feeling adventurous, Victor walked over to Navode and asked him, “Hey, what’s going on 
here?”
“I just won a lot of money, that’s what’s going on!” the man exclaimed excitedly.  “No one beats 
me at the knife throwing competition!”
“Oh yeah?” Victor challenged.  “I bet I could beat you pretty easily.”
With a loud snort of indignance, Navode demanded, “Who the Hell do you think you are, wimp?”
“The name’s Victor.”
“Well, Victor, I’m certainly not going to talk you out of trying,” scoffed Navode.  “I mean, it’ll be 
your loss, not mine.”  After Victor and Navode had piled the coins that they were wagering on 
the table, the latter hastily added, “I’ll go first.”
“Be my guest,” Victor said in a falsely encouraging tone.  After all, the order in which they went 
would do nothing to change the inevitable outcome:  Victor would still win, simply because he 
was more skilled.  Picking up his knife, Navode hurled it toward the target that was hanging on 
the wall.  It struck about two inches out from the center.  Nodding, Victor said, “Not bad.”
“Pretty damn good, actually,” said Navode cockily.  “Now it’s your turn to do better!”
“Gladly.”  Victor picked up his own knife and took a moment to feel it in his hand, gauging its 
weight and heft.  As a child, he had been taught to throw a knife by his combat instructor, 
Menpote, and had been quite good at it, too.  He and his childhood enemy Temandu had often 
participated in similar knife throwing competitions, often while attempting to impress Kaime, the 
object of their mutual desire.  Smirking at Navode’s brash overconfidence, Victor sent his knife 
sailing across the room in a streak of silver that hit the target at its exact center.  Instantly, the 
tavern erupted into a cacophony of surprised cheers and mocking chuckles.  As the knife 
quivered in place, Victor turned to Navode and said, “Well then, I do believe you owe me a little 
something now….”
Victor began to scrap both piles of coins toward him, feeling a sense of great satisfaction as he 
did so.  Navode, on the other hand, was in shock, standing perfectly still and looking at Victor’s 
knife sticking out of the target.  Then he snapped out of his daze, barking to the cheering 
patrons, “Shut up, all of you!”  Instantly, they fell silent and pretended to not notice the brewing 
confrontation between Victor and Navode.  To Victor, Navode exclaimed, “That’s not fair!”
“How so?” Victor asked, still keeping his cool.
“You….you cheated!” Navode shouted.  “You had to have!”
“That’s absurd, how could I have cheated?” Victor retorted.  “Stop being such a sore loser!  
Now, this money’s mine, I won it fair and square!”
“Well, that’s just too bad, because you’re not getting any of it!” snapped Navode extremely 
bitterly, slamming his massive fist down on the table and sweeping all the coins off it.  “But go 
on, keep pushing my buttons if you want!  It’s not going to get you your winnings, it’s only going 
to get you a severe beating!  I strongly advise you to back off and leave this tavern while you 
still can!”
“No, I’m not going anywhere until I get what I won!” Victor insisted.  More and more patrons 
discreetly observed their argument from a safe distance, probably excited to see Navode beat 
this newcomer Victor senseless.  But Victor secretly knew it wasn’t going to go down this way.  



Taking another step closer to Navode, who towered a full head and a half above him, Victor 
demanded, “Now, for the last time, are you going to give me my winnings or not?”
“What are you going to do if I say ‘No’, make me?” scoffed Navode.
“Yeah, if I have to!  Just watch, I’ll knock your lousy head off your shoulders!”
“Oh, I’d just love to see you try!” Navode scoffed, stepping forward threateningly to cover Victor 
with his enormous shadow.
Undaunted by Navode’s intimidating appearance, Victor said, “You know, it would really do you 
some good to make a smart decision, for once in your life.  You’re probably used to always 
being the toughest guy around, but I can tell you now that’s not the case.  So if you want to fight, 
fine, but mark my words, this is not going to end well for you!”
Navode did seem somewhat taken aback by Victor’s confidence, and for a moment it looked like 
he was actually going to take his advice and back down.  However, he instead lunged forward 
abruptly, moving with surprising speed for someone of his massive size and landing a solid 
punch to Victor’s face.  Victor heard a sickening thud that resonated throughout his skull as he 
was knocked backward, his head exploding with overpowering pain.  He also felt his rage 
boiling up inside him again, rapidly growing out of his control and threatening to burst forth.  
Victor staggered off to the side, leaning against a wooden support column for balance, but 
managed to remain standing.  “Is that enough?” snarled Navode irritably.  “Are you going to 
leave me alone now?”
Straightening himself back up so he could look Navode in the eyes, Victor boldly answered, 
“No.”
“I was really hoping you’d say that,” Navode said with a smirk.  Victor knew another attack was 
coming and raised his hands to defend against it, but was too disoriented to effectively do so.  
This let Navode land three more punches to Victor’s face, two with his right hand and one with 
his left.  Victor could feel blood welling up inside his mouth as his jaws were brutally smashed 
together.  His head ringing so loudly that he could barely hear the jeers of the patrons who were 
watching, Victor threw a punch of his own at Navode.  However, Navode was able to easily 
catch it in his left hand, before using his right hand to grab Victor by the back of his collar and 
pull him into a crushing headlock.
Victor struggled fiercely against this, hitting anything he could reach with his right hand while 
attempting to pry Navode’s arm off his neck with his left, but Navode did not allow himself to be 
budged.  He then proceeded to swing Victor around, sweeping him off his feet and slamming 
him into a wooden support column.  Victor would have cried out in pain from this, but the air was 
blasted out of his lungs by the impact.  As Navode released him, Victor fell to the floor, a 
massive bruise quickly spreading across his back.  His head hurt so much it felt like it was going 
to split in two and his nose was hanging off to the side, limp and broken.
All the patrons were now chanting, “Fight, fight, fight….”  Victor managed to raise himself onto 
his hands and knees, spitting out a mouthful of blood onto Navode’s shoes.  With a  snarl of 
rage, Navode delivered yet another blow to Victor’s head, driving him back to the floor where he 
lay, badly beaten.
Navode then reached down and grabbed Victor’s collar again, pulling him in close and waving 
his fist in Victor’s face threateningly.  “I’m going to make you sorry you ever set foot in this 
tavern!  That’ll teach you to mess with people who are stronger than you—like me!”
Before Victor could respond—which was just as well, for his witty response probably would have 
gotten him nothing more than another round of beatings—a voice rang out across the tavern, 
shouting, “Hey!  Let him go, you son of a bitch!”
Hearing this, everyone turned their heads to see Nekvos standing off to the side, although 
Navode appeared unfazed by him.  While Nekvos was larger and tougher looking than Victor, 



he was still significantly less so than Navode himself.  “Oh yeah?” Navode scoffed.  “And what if 
I don’t, huh?  Are you going to knock my lousy head off my shoulders like Victor tried to do?”
Instead of answering right away, however, Nekvos reached down to the bar and snatched up 
the glass of whiskey that Nopotis had poured for Victor.  He gulped it down, ignoring the 
confused looks that everyone threw at him, before burping loudly when he was done.  Sloppily 
wiping his mouth off with his sleeve and throwing the glass to the floor, where it shattered loudly, 
Nekvos continued, “No, I’ll let Victor have this one.”  Following this cue, Victor pushed himself 
off the ground and drove his body into Navode’s hulking frame with as much strength as he 
could muster in his bruised and battered state.  And then, the entire tavern exploded into chaos.

Chapter XXXIII

Victor and Navode went crashing into a table, knocking it aside as they tumbled to the ground.  
As they scrambled to their feet, Nekvos flew into action, smashing the beer glass over the head 
of the patron nearest to him.  It was total anarchy, with patrons attacking each other at random 
and without provocation.  They fought with knives, rods, bare fists, and any other loose objects 
that they could get their hands on, seemingly unaware of what had even started this brawl in the 
first place.  In less than a minute, it had spread all across the tavern.  Tables were overturned, 
chairs were knocked over, and glasses—some of which with alcoholic drinks still in them—were 
sent flying this way and that.  Bruised and battered bodies lay everywhere, trying to drag 
themselves out of the fray.
Meanwhile, Victor and Navode flew at each other again, the former managing to land a punch to 
the latter’s face.  Their bodies collided, with Navode’s greater mass allowing him to drive Victor 
back into a wall as his massive hands grasped for Victor’s throat.  Pinning Victor in place with 
his left hand, Navode used his right to deliver a series of brutal torso punches, causing Victor to 
double over.  Victor felt lightheaded from lack of air, the constant pummeling to his ribcage not 
giving him even the slightest break to draw a new breath in.  Mustering as much strength as he 
could, he hit Navode with a quick jab to the nose, followed by a pair of swift elbow strikes that 
made contact with his cheek.  This allowed Victor to break free of the chokehold, driving his 
knee into Navode’s stomach repeatedly during the struggle.  They then switched places, with 
Victor pinning Navode against the wall.
Victor lit into Navode with everything he had, hitting him over the head again and again, each 
time with greater force than before.  Most people would already have been unconscious on the 
ground, but Navode was an abnormally large person.  Instead, he remained standing, albeit 
very unstably, his nose badly busted and his face smeared with blood.  Panting heavily, Victor 
broke off his attack for a moment, needing just a little break to catch his breath.  However, 
Navode took advantage of this brief opening, ducking beneath Victor’s guard and wrapping his 
arms around his torso.   He then lifted a thrashing Victor into the air, before lurching backward 
and dumping him over his shoulder.  Victor landed on a table with a crash and lay there dazed 
for a few moments, but managed to recover quickly and rolled off it.



As Navode turned around to face him again, Victor flew forward with a pair of hooked punches 
to the ribcage.  However, before he could withdraw to safety, Navode brought his knee crashing 
up into Victor’s chin, causing his jaws to rattle against each other painfully.  Ducking beneath 
Navode’s next powerful but uncoordinated swing, Victor came back up with a punch that sent 
drops of blood flying out of his mouth.  Navode landed a backhanded slap to Victor’s face that 
knocked him backward slightly, but Victor quickly shook off the ringing sensation in his head, 
retaliating with a snap kick and a flat hand strike to the throat.  While Navode was busy gagging, 
Victor landed a vicious kick to his knee, causing it to buckle.  Navode started to fall, but landed 
right on top of an elbow strike from Victor that snapped his head back.  Victor then twisted to hit 
him with a side kick, causing him to stumble backward and trip over a chair that had been 
overturned.
Bristling with rage, Navode frantically tried to get to his feet again, but Victor snatched up the 
chair that he had tripped over.  After using it to knock another patron out of the way, Victor 
swung this chair right into Navode’s back with a sickening crash.  Severely dazed, Navode 
dropped back to his hands and knees, which gave Victor an opportunity to smash the chair over 
his arched back.  The chair was splintered into a dozen pieces by the force of this impact, and 
Navode slumped to the ground limply.
Catching some movement in his peripheral vision, Victor ducked to avoid an empty glass sailing 
over his head.  As it shattered against the wall, he spun around in anger to face the patron who 
had thrown it, quickly singling him out and starting toward him.  The patron came charging 
forward to meet Victor with a punch, but Victor was able to catch his arm and used his own 
momentum to draw him into a headlock.  Victor briefly grappled with the patron, landing several 
brutal knee strikes to his torso, before sweeping him off his feet and tossing him aside.  This 
patron collided with another in midair and they both went down, tripping over themselves in a 
jumbled up mess of limbs.  A third patron slashed at Victor with a knife, but Victor stopped this 
by bracing his forearm against the patron’s wrist, before countering with a crippling uppercut.  
This allowed Victor to wrench the knife from the hand of this dazed patron, knocking him away 
with a kick when he was done.  He then whirled around to plunge this knife into the chest of a 
fourth patron who was trying to sneak up on him from behind.  Victor smashed the head of a 
fifth patron against the wall, bowled a sixth one off his feet with a drop kick, and flipped a 
seventh one onto the ground.
Just then, Victor felt something very hard slam into his side with great force, followed by an all 
too familiar snapping sensation in his side.  The rib that Nekvos had broken during their first 
fight, which had been healing rather well until now, had given way again.  Victor staggered 
forward and dropped to one knee as Nopotis advanced on him, his iron rod raised to deliver 
another blow.  “Just look what you’ve started in here!” he shouted over the ruckus that had 
engulfed the tavern.  “Another mess for me to clean up!  I hope you’re happy!”
Nopotis swung his rod again, but Victor forced himself to stand, ignoring the crippling pain in his 
side, and leapt out of range.  Ducking beneath the next blow, he landed a sharp punch to 
Nopotis’s face that elicited a grunt of pain from him and sent him staggering backward.  Nopotis 
drew his arm back to swing yet again, but Victor moved forward to attack, grabbing the rod and 
holding it in place while he drove his knee into Nopotis’s torso.  This threw Nopotis off balance 
and allowed Victor to force the rod up, smashing it into Nopotis and snapping his head back.  As 
Nopotis went limp and crumpled up on the ground, Victor couldn’t help but feel sorry for him, an 
honest businessman whose establishment Victor had wrecked.  Two more patrons then moved 
to attack him, but Victor struck one across the face with a swing of Nopotis’s rod and swiped the 
legs out from under the other.
As Victor glanced around the tavern looking for his next opponent, something very heavy 
slammed into him with tremendous force, lifting him off his feet.  Victor was sent tumbling over 



the top of the bar and crashed onto the floor on the other side, Nopotis’s rod tumbling out of his 
grasp.  Looking up, he saw Navode lumbering toward him, limping slightly but otherwise 
seeming fine.  What did it take to put this guy down?  Victor tried to scramble to his feet in time, 
but Navode got to him first, trapping him in a crushing embrace.  His arms squeezed in on Victor 
from all sides, squeezing the air out of his body.  As his broken rib jabbed into his side, Victor 
uttered a howl of pain, before bringing his head forward to smash it into Navode’s face.  To his 
great satisfaction, he felt Navode’s nose splinter under the force of this attack, starting up a new 
torrent of blood from it.  As Navode’s grip on him slackened, Victor was then able to get his foot 
against Navode’s stomach, pushing them apart.
After taking a moment to bring air back into his lungs, Victor rushed forward to engage Navode 
again.  Leaping off a table, he flew at him through the air, driving him back with a pair of snap 
kicks to the chest.  He followed this up with a pair of punches, but Navode blocked the first one 
and reached out to intercept the second, grabbing Victor’s left wrist while he was overextended.  
This allowed Navode to pull Victor in close, hitting him in the face with a jaw-rattling punch.  
Navode then proceeded to swing Victor around by the arm, slamming him into the wall and 
dropping him onto the ground when he was done.  As Navode brought his foot crashing down 
with a stomp kick, Victor nimbly rolled out of the way and to his feet, seething.  Navode was 
such a frustrating enemy!  Victor was clearly more skilled than him, but that didn’t matter very 
much when Navode could hit harder and take more hits in return.  This meant that to beat 
Navode, Victor would have to fight smarter rather than stronger.
When Navode swung at Victor again, Victor ducked beneath it and slid past his legs, coming up 
behind him.  He then got a running start, allowing him to take several steps up the wall, before 
pushing off and sending himself flying toward Navode.  To Navode’s visible surprise, Victor 
landed on his back, wrapping his arms around his neck to choke him.  Victor continued to 
squeeze tighter and tighter, but Navode remained standing.  He was so tall that Victor was left 
hanging in the air, his feet dangling a full foot or two off the ground.  In an attempt to get Victor 
off him, Navode lurched backward to crush Victor between him and the wall, but Victor held on 
tight.  Navode also tried striking Victor with his elbows, but Victor was able to twist out of the 
way.  He drove his knee into Navode’s back over and over again, but Navode retaliated by 
jerking his head back so it smashed into Victor’s face.  Victor involuntarily loosened his grip 
somewhat, and Navode was able to get his hands beneath Victor’s arm, prying it off.  With his 
left hand, he then reached over his shoulder and grabbed Victor by the collar, flipping him 
forward and slamming him down on top of the bar.
Getting on top of Victor, Navode began to rain blows down on him, and Victor raised his 
forearms in front of his face to defend it.  However, these blows were still powerful enough to 
hurt, and before long, Victor’s forearms were severely bruised and battered.  Not to mention 
every now and then, a punch slipped through his guard and struck him on the face or chest.  
Doing his best to hold Navode off, Victor looked for an opening that he could exploit, and when 
he saw one, he did.  Victor landed an uppercut to Navode’s chin that snapped his head back, 
before hitting him in the stomach with a brutal knee strike.  Rolling over, Victor then grabbed a 
glass that was still filled with beer and smashed it over Navode’s head, drenching them both.
This allowed Victor to switch positions, rolling on top of Navode while he was dazed and 
pounding away at him.  He used his left arm to hold Navode’s head in place and his right arm to 
strike him again and again and again.  In a matter of seconds, Navode’s face was completely 
smeared with blood, rendering him almost unrecognizable.  Even more blood was splattered 
across both his and Victor’s tunics.  Between this and the beer, he was also very wet and 
lubricous, causing Victor’s punches to slip across his face as they made contact.
As Victor drew his arm back to deliver yet another mighty punch, Nekvos appeared behind him 
and roughly grabbed it, saying, “That’s enough, kid!  Come on, it’s time to leave now!”  Nodding, 



Victor followed Nekvos as they wove their way through the mass of brawling patrons toward the 
exit.  “What the Hell happened back there, kid?” Nekvos demanded when they were safely 
outside.
“Just a little disagreement, that’s all,” Victor told him gruffly, not caring to elaborate on it any 
further.

Chapter XXXIV

With no tavern to sleep in, Victor and Nekvos ended up camping out in a dark, grimy alley that 
night.  As they worked to set up camp, the latter told the former, “I still remember the first time I 
ever fought a Nageso.  Mevait, his name was.  What really sticks with me about that encounter, 
even twenty years later, is just how….I don’t even know the right word to describe it—inhuman, 
perhaps—he was.  I’d of course heard all the legends that you have about how the Nageso are 
really monsters in human skin, or resurrected vengeful spirits, or an army sent from Hell to 
purge the world, but I’m a rational man, so I never really took any of them seriously.  That is, 
until I actually saw a Nageso for myself.  Then everything changed.  I knew Kevsovia was 
doomed from the start, for what hope did we have against these living legends?  And then 
there’s Tunvick, their leader.  I don’t even know what to think of him.  A lot of people seem to 
think he’s some sort of immortal deity, and honestly, I can’t really blame them.  I’ve heard stories 
about him single-handedly defeating entire armies and conquering nature itself, things no 
human, not even a Nageso, should be able to do.  Maybe he really is a god.  It’s not like it would 
make much of a difference.”
“So suffice it to say if I’m planning on killing him, I have a really long way to go, huh?” quipped 
Victor.
“Understatement of the century, kid.  First, you need to be able to not die instantly when you 
fight Pesituk next.”
“And how do I do that?”
“With my gracious help.”  Nekvos searched around for a minute before returning with a pair of 
sticks, both about three feet long and almost as thick as their wrists.  Tossing one to Victor, he 
said, “Let’s see if you can at least defend yourself against a tired old mercenary.”
“Just watch me.”



Victor and Nekvos swung at each other once, twice, three times, their sticks connecting with a 
sharp cracking sound on every blow.  However, on the fourth blow, the latter halted mid-stroke 
and yanked his stick back at the last moment.  His own stick striking nothing but air, Victor 
stumbled forward as Nekvos whacked him over the head.  “And you’re dead,” Nekvos gloated.
“Ouch!” cried Victor indignantly, placing his left hand over the bruise that was forming on his 
temple.  “I thought this was just supposed to be training!”
“It is training, kid.  What, did you expect it to be soft and cuddly?”
“No, of course not.”
“Then I don’t know what you’re complaining about.  Now continue.”  Glowering with frustration, 
Victor swung first high and then low, but both these attacks were easily blocked by Nekvos.  He 
drew his arm back to strike again, but Nekvos suddenly leapt out of range and Victor was forced 
to halt his stick mid-stroke so he would not overextend himself.  Nekvos then slashed at his 
head, but Victor ducked beneath this and came back up, ready to strike him while he was briefly 
exposed.  Before he could do so, though, Nekvos backtracked his previous swing and hit Victor 
very hard on his vulnerable rib cage, causing him to double over.  “Dead.”
“I’ve got it, I’ve got it, there’s no need to rub it in!” seethed Victor through gritted teeth.
“Continue,” barked Nekvos, still refusing to give Victor any chance to catch his breath.  Victor 
slashed at him angrily, but Nekvos parried this blow and lunged forward with a body slam that 
knocked him backward.  Nekvos then struck out to Victor’s left but Victor, realizing this was 
merely a feint, didn’t even bother to defend himself.  Instead, he thrust right at Nekvos’s chest, 
only to have Nekvos nimbly sidestepped this and spin past him.  Reacting quickly, Victor whirled 
around to swipe at Nekvos’s head, but Nekvos ducked beneath it and landed a painful blow to 
Victor’s left leg.  This leg was knocked out from under Victor, who dropped to one knee as 
Nekvos placed his stick against his throat.  “And dead.”
“Will you stop saying that?” Victor snarled.
“Then stop letting me ‘kill’ you!” Nekvos countered.
“I’m trying!”
“Well, try a lot harder!  Actually, don’t, I’m having way too much fun beating you up.”
“That’s it, I’m done!” Victor declared.  Thoroughly humiliated and tired of it, he tossed his stick to 
the ground in resignation.
“Fine, have it your way,” Nekvos replied gruffly.  “But don’t blame me when you go get yourself 
killed by Pesituk.”
“I think your training is actually doing more harm than good!” Victor retorted.  “You’re a horrible 
instructor!”
“Only if you expect your instructors to coddle you, kid.  At this point, your best chance against 
Pesituk is to pretend you’re even more clumsy than you really are so he lets his guard down.”
“Maybe I’ll do just that!  It’s better than all your other dreadful advice!”
“Whatever.  I’m going to get some sleep now.”  That actually wasn’t a bad idea.  Victor began to 
get settled, but Nekvos said to him, “No, not you.  You’re going to stay awake and take the first 
shift.  Make sure Pesituk doesn’t try to kill us in our sleep.”
“Why me?” Victor demanded gruffly.
“Because you lost, kid.  The loser always keeps watch.”
“Since when?”
“Since I said so, right now.”  With that, Nekvos rolled over to go to sleep as if it settled the 
matter.
“Fine,” grumbled Victor reluctantly as he sat down and began to sharpen Blackfire, just for 
something to do.  This was going to be a very long night.



Chapter XXXV

“Remind me again why we came back here, Master?” Epsivo asked Vunkias as they 
approached the tavern.
“You know why, Epsivo,” Vunkias told him.  “We’re here to find the man who can kill Tunvick.”
“Yes, Master, I know that, but this just seems like an odd place to start looking.  I mean, are we 
even sure he’s here?”
“Without a doubt,” said Vunkias confidently.  “Nageso pointed me in this direction for a reason.  
What it is, I do not know yet, but I do know better than to doubt his wisdom.”
“As do I, Master.  But still….”
“Just have faith, Epsivo.  Things are not always what they seem.”
Vunkias and Epsivo then entered the tavern, only to stop in their tracks at the appalling sight of 
it.  The tavern was completely wrecked, looking as though a miniature hurricane had swept 
through it and torn it apart.  Almost every table or chair was overturned, many of them even 
smashed into pieces with their legs scattered around.  The floor was covered with a dusting of 
glass shards, and littered with bits of random debris.  Additionally, its floorboards were damp 
from a mess of spilled drinks, as well as blood stains in some places.  Unlike the last time 
Vunkias and Epsivo had been there, when the tavern had been fairly busy, the only person there 
now was the bartender, Nopotis, who was holding a broom.  The sight of him in the middle of 
this terrible wreckage, attempting to sweep it all up, was borderline comical.  Seeing them, 
Nopotis called over, “I’m sorry, but we’re closed for the night.  Got some repairs that I have to 
make.”
“What the Hell happened here?” Epsivo exclaimed.
“Victor happened,” spat Nopotis, gripping the shaft of his broom extra hard as he spoke this 
name.



“I’m sorry, who?” said Vunkias.
“Victor.  He came in earlier today, was planning on spending the night here.  But then he got into 
some sort of disagreement over a gambling match, someone accused someone else of 
cheating, and from there, it just spiraled out of control.  I tried to break it up, but Victor smacked 
me over the head with my own iron rod!”  Nopotis pointed to his forehead, which was swollen up 
with a massive, lumpy bruise and tightly wrapped in a cloth that was stained with dried blood.
His curiosity piqued, Vunkias asked Nopotis, “This Victor, what did he look like?”
Nopotis replied, “Well, let’s see….he was a big guy, short brown hair, matching brown 
eyes….I’m not really sure how else to describe him.”
Nopotis didn’t need to describe Victor any more, though.  Already, Vunkias could tell that this 
illustration of Victor matched the figure he had seen in his vision perfectly.  It took every last bit 
of self-control to stop himself from jumping for joy, although he did restrain himself, not wanting 
Nopotis to see how eager he was.  However, to Epsivo, a Nageso trained to read subtle body 
language like this, Vunkias’s excitement was palpable.  Vunkias knew that a mere appearance 
was not nearly enough evidence to go on, though, and that he had to be absolutely sure of 
Victor’s identity before they proceeded any further.  His heart racing, he leaned in close to 
Nopotis and inquired, “Tell me, did Victor say anything….out of the ordinary?  Anything that 
stood out to you?”
“What is this, an interrogation?” Nopotis joked.
“No, I’m just curious.”
Scratching his head as he thought, Nopotis slowly answered, “Well, I don’t know if this is what 
you’re looking for, but….he had this weird obsession with the Nageso.”
And so the gods had smiled down on Vunkias after all!  Or at least they would have if Vunkias 
actually believed in the sort of religious mumbo-jumbo that everyone else in Kevsovia 
worshipped for no apparent reason.  No, the only higher power that he believed in was the spirit 
of Nageso guiding them from the Netherworld.  Vunkias cocked his eyebrow at a thrilled Epsivo, 
who blurted out, “The Nageso, you say?”
“Yep,” Nopotis said.  “He told me he was hunting one.”
Now it was Vunkias’s turn to exclaim, “Hunting a Nageso?  Are you kidding?  What kind of death 
wish does this guy have?”
“That’s exactly what I said!” chuckled Nopotis.  “But he seemed pretty set on it.  You’ve just got 
to respect determination like that, you know?”
“But surely Victor knows no one can kill a Nageso.  Was he a good fighter at all?”  This was a 
blatant lie from Vunkias, who had himself killed dozens of Nageso in his life.  However, it was a 
common enough misconception among the ordinary citizens of Kevsovia that Nopotis didn’t 
even bat an eye.
Nopotis just responded, “Yeah, I’ll say!  The man he was fighting was a literal giant, and yet 
Victor still managed to put him down!  Suffice it to say he’s someone you really don’t want to get 
on the bad side of.  Believe me, I know that from personal experience.”  Once again, Nopotis 
indicated the bruise on his forehead.
“What do you think of this, Epsivo?” Vunkias wondered, turning to face him.
“This is him, Master, this Victor!” replied Epsivo, speaking in a very loud whisper.  “He’s the one 
we’ve been looking for!  I know it!”
“Of course he is.  Nageso would not lead us astray.”  To Nopotis, Vunkias then inquired, “Do you 
know where Victor is now, by any chance?”
“Well, he told me he was following the Nageso west, so I guess that’s where you’ll find him.  
Hopefully, he’s far away from me and my tavern by now,” Nopotis added scornfully.
However, Vunkias was barely even listening to Nopotis anymore, thoroughly wrapped up in his 
own private thoughts.  Nopotis could have just been exaggerating the facts, of course, but this 



wrecked tavern and his damaged head still stood as tangible proof of what Victor was capable 
of.  When Nageso had first told Vunkias that there lived someone who could potentially kill 
Tunvick, Vunkias had understandably been very skeptical.  Now, though, everything was 
beginning to fall into place.  In a stroke of irony, Vunkias had actually discovered the ally he 
needed right here, back at the tavern where his search for one had begun.  He didn’t know 
where exactly this path would take him, but it was certainly worth a shot.  If Victor turned out to 
be a dead end, Vunkias would lose nothing but some time—and after waiting twenty years, a 
few days wouldn’t make that much of a difference—but if Victor actually panned out, Vunkias 
would have gained so much.  Vunkias knew they had to start looking for Victor right away, but 
there was one more unpleasant order of business that he had to take care of first.  “Thank you.  
Thank you very much,” he said to Nopotis, speaking genuinely for once in his life.  “I owe you for 
this.  You may very well have saved Kevsovia itself.”  As he said this, Vunkias extended his right 
hand to shake Nopotis’s.
“Don’t mention it,” grunted Nopotis, reaching out to accept the handshake.  A fatal mistake, as 
he soon found out.  Gripping his hand to hold him in place, Vunkias discreetly placed a finger on 
the inside of Nopotis’s wrist and pushed very hard.  This was a pressure point, one located right 
at the center of a cluster of nerve endings, meaning if it was exploited, it could set off a 
devastating chain reaction of paralysis and death throughout the body in mere seconds.  “What 
the Hell—” Nopotis exclaimed, before he seized up in a series of deadly contractions and went 
limp.  Vunkias caught him as he fell and lay his corpse across the bar in a position to make it 
look like he was just sleeping.  As deaths went, this one was fairly merciful; Nopotis had done 
nothing to earn anything else.
Now the search could really begin.  “Victor,” Vunkias said reverently, letting the name roll off his 
tongue.  What a majestic name, so fitting for the man destined to save Kevsovia.  “His name is 
Victor.”
“How do you plan on finding him, Master?” Epsivo wondered.  “We still have no idea where he 
is.”
“We must head west now, like Nopotis said, and see if we can pick up his trail.  I just hope this 
Nageso he’s hunting doesn’t kill Victor before we can get to him.”
“Then let’s go, not a minute to lose.”  Vunkias nodded in agreement, and the two of them set out 
to find this mysterious Victor and make him their ally.

Chapter XXXVI

The next morning, Victor and Nekvos set out again in search of Pesituk.  It was market day in 
Kuminutium, and many civilians were milling throughout the streets, stopping at various vending 
stands to purchase goods.  However, Victor was still quite sore—both physically and mentally—
from his training session with Nekvos the previous night.  Because of this, he made an active 
effort to ignore Nekvos, walking several steps in front of him to discourage conversation.  This 
didn’t last very long, though, as Nekvos soon sidled up to Victor and greeted him, “Hey, kid?”
“What do you want?” grumbled Victor.
“I just wanted to make sure you’re not too badly banged up.  You’re going to need your strength 
to fight Pesituk, after all.”
“And you say that as if you’re not the one who banged me up in the first place,” Victor retorted.
“Kid, I’m sorry if you feel like I was too hard on you, okay?  I didn’t mean to hurt you that badly, 
or humiliate you.  I just wanted to toughen you up a little.  I mean, you’ve got a lot of that to do if 
you hope to survive our next encounter with Pesituk.  A Nageso, even a relatively lowly one like 
him, is nothing to be taken lightly.”
“I’ve seen Pesituk up close and fought him.  I know it’s no walk in the park.”



“Well, I’ve seen him up close, fought him, and beaten him,” countered Nekvos.
“I think it’s debatable whether you actually beat him,” Victor pointed out.  “I mean, I had to save 
your life back there, and without my help, you might have lost the fight.”
“Regardless, it would really do you some good to heed my wise advice.  Not to jinx it or 
anything, but Pesituk could show up at any time and—”  At that exact moment, Nekvos was 
abruptly cut off by an arrow that came shooting toward him, burying itself in his gut.  With a 
stifled cry of anguish, he staggered sideways and dropped to his knees.
“Nekvos!” Victor called, struggling to hold him upright.  Groaning with every painful movement, 
Nekvos clamped a hand over this wound in an attempt to stop the bleeding.  This was a futile 
effort, though, for a small torrent of blood was still able to leak through his fingers, staining his 
tunic bright red.
On the other side of a nearby bridge, Pesituk came into view, busy nocking another arrow and 
drawing back his arm.  A shriek of alarm resonated from the crowd, which scattered this way 
and that as the civilians frantically scrambled out of the line of fire, knocking over many vending 
stands in the process.  Seeming to revel in the chaos that he was instilling, Pesituk let this new 
arrow fly at Victor and Nekvos.  However, the former pulled the latter behind a corner, allowing 
the arrow to streak harmlessly past them.  “Stay here,” he commanded.  “I’ll take care of 
Pesituk.”
Nekvos feebly protested, “No—wait!  You can’t, kid, you….you’ll die!”
“Not if I can help it,” Victor said, managing to sound a lot more confident than he actually felt.  
Making a bolt from cover, he fired several arrows at Pesituk in quick succession.  However, 
Pesituk was able to avoid them all, either by evading them or deflecting them with his sword, 
and shot an arrow of his own back at Victor in retaliation.  Dropping to the ground to avoid this, 
Victor rolled toward Pesituk, nocking yet another arrow as he did so.  He then came up quickly 
and let this arrow loose, but it was feathered badly, causing it to curve off to the side.  Flying 
right past Pesituk, it caught a bystanding woman who had not yet gotten to safety.  She 
crumpled up on the ground, and Victor’s mental alarm flared up.  Had he just….killed her?  He 
had of course killed countless times before, but killing in self-defense was completely different 
from killing an innocent civilian.  He wanted to run to her side and check on her, but Pesituk was 
still there, and Victor knew being distracted in combat against a Nageso meant being swiftly 
killed.
When Pesituk fired his next arrow, Victor, unable to get behind cover in time, brought Blackfire 
up to deflect it just like he had seen Nekvos do.  However, he was unfortunately reminded of 
how fast an arrow really was, for Blackfire missed it completely.  Victor contorted his body in an 
attempt to evade it, but the arrow sliced into his throat in passing.  This wound was not deep 
enough to actually cause any permanent damage, but still sufficient to draw some blood and 
leave Victor in a dazed stupor at how close he had just been to death.  Had the arrow found its 
mark only a fraction of an inch to side, Victor would have been done for.
Victor then ran and leapt off the wall, firing an arrow at Pesituk in midair.  Pesituk deflected it 
with a stroke of his sword, but Victor drew Blackfire and came down with a powerful slash.  
Parrying this, Pesituk struck Victor in the rib cage with a side kick that sent him staggering away 
and following it up with a crosscut at his neck.  Victor barely managed to duck beneath it, before 
leaping out of range as Pesituk backtracked this stroke.  Remembering what Nekvos had told 
him about getting Pesituk’s guard down, Victor thrust at him.  This attack was weak and sloppy, 
and as such, Pesituk easily batted it aside.  Pesituk then retaliated with a vicious counterattack, 
and while Victor blocked it, he allowed its kinetic force to knock Blackfire askew.  As Pesituk 
angled his sword for another attack, Victor then moved with a sudden burst of speed, slashing 
up at him.  Pesituk reacted fast enough to twist out of the way, although the initial shock did 



catch him off guard.  Blackfire caught Pesituk on the left arm, slicing into his bicep, and Pesituk 
fell back several steps.  Raising his gaze to meet Victor’s, he uttered, “Impressive.”
Victor stabbed at Pesituk’s chest with the intention of finishing him off before he could regain his 
composure.  However, Pesituk redirected this with ease, before smashing his head forward into 
Victor’s face.  Dazed, Victor swung again, but Pesituk grabbed his wrist to hold Blackfire at bay 
while he struck Victor in the stomach with the pommel of his own sword.  As Victor doubled over, 
Pesituk’s blade flashed across his thigh, slicing into its flesh.  Pesituk then used his grip on 
Victor’s wrist to pull him in close, planting his feet against Victor’s chest and pushing off.  Victor 
was flung off his feet and landed hard on the ground as Pesituk continued to bear down on him.
Awkwardly parrying these blows from his position on the ground, Victor swiped at Pesituk’s legs 
with a kick.  Pesituk effortlessly leapt over it, but this gave Victor the break that he needed to 
scramble to his feet.  He stabbed at Pesituk, who kicked Blackfire aside, before snapping his 
head back with a flat hand strike to the chin.  Next, Pesituk drove a stomp kick into Victor’s 
injured thigh, causing it to flare up with numbing agony.  His leg buckling unstably, Victor could 
only twist aside as Pesituk launched his next attack, slashing Victor across the stomach.  Victor 
swung clumsily at Pesituk, who ducked beneath it and spun behind him, striking Victor with a 
kick to the back.  This sent Victor sprawling onto the ground face-first, Blackfire tumbling out of 
his hands.
“I’ll admit you’ve impressed me, Victor,” Pesituk said as he raised his sword for the killing blow.  
“You’ve improved quite a lot since the last time we fought.  But not enough, unfortunately.”  
Acting purely on instinct, Victor ducked his head and raised his arms to defend himself, his right 
hand facing Pesituk as if to block the incoming attack.  To his surprise, though, Pesituk broke off 
this attack at the last second, his sword hovering mere inches away from Victor’s hand.  For a 
moment, he just stood there and stared, his sword still raised menacingly, while Victor, who had 
no idea what the Hell was going on, didn’t dare to move a muscle or make a sound.  Then 
Pesituk abruptly seized Victor’s wrist in his left hand, painfully twisting it over to expose the palm
—and the mark that it bore.  “What is this?” he demanded, pressing the edge of his sword 
against Victor’s throat.  For the first time, he sounded genuinely unnerved.  “How did you get 
this?”
Before Victor could answer, though, the moment was interrupted by the sound of an enraged 
man shouting, “You monster!  You’ve killed her!”
Pesituk quickly whirled around to face this man, who was holding the body of the woman Victor 
had previously shot, but Victor didn’t waste any time being distracted.  Using the grip that 
Pesituk had on his wrist, Victor pulled Pesituk down toward himself and kicked him away with 
both feet.  Pesituk stumbled forward into the railing of the bridge that they were standing on and 
Victor hastily fired a pair of arrows at him, hitting him square in the back.  At point blank range, 
the force of this was strong enough to knock Pesituk right over the railing.  As he tumbled into 
the river beneath it, Victor rushed to the edge of the bridge and shot several more arrows down 
at the ripples that he had made.
The water was beginning to turn red with blood, but Victor didn’t know whether he had hit 
Pesituk again or if this was just from his previous wounds.  Nocking another arrow, Victor 
pointed it at the river and waited anxiously to see what would happen.  For a few moments, 
everything was still, and Victor allowed himself to entertain the foolish thought that maybe, just 
maybe, Pesituk had been killed.  But then, a hand burst through the surface of the water, clad in 
a black glove, and Victor internally chastised himself for getting his hopes up.  Not suicidal 
enough to stick around and try to finish Pesituk off, he slid the arrow back into his quiver and 
rushed over to where he had left Nekvos.



Nekvos had managed to raise himself onto his shaky legs and was limping in the direction of the 
fight, wincing painfully as he went along.  When he saw Victor, he disbelievingly exclaimed, 
“How the Hell are you still alive, kid?  What happened to Pesituk?”
“I shot him with an arrow and knocked him into the river, but he survived,” answered Victor.  He 
then slung Nekvos’s right arm over his shoulder and hoisted him to his feet, before helping him 
limp away as fast as he could manage.

***

Nekvos wanted to try to find another tavern to stay in, but he was so pale and feeble that Victor 
knew they would never make it far enough.  Instead, they returned to the alley where they had 
spent the previous night and set up camp there.  “How are you feeling?” Victor asked Nekvos 
when he had finished.
“Like I’ve been shot in the stomach,” Nekvos chuckled.  It was just like him to be joking around
—not even good jokes, for that matter—when his very life was at risk.
“Very funny,” Victor told him sarcastically.
“Thanks, kid.  Now go ahead and patch me up.  You should try sleeping with an arrow shaft 
sticking out of you.”
“This is going to hurt—a lot,” warned Victor.
“Bring it on,” Nekvos said confidently.  “I can handle it.”
“If you say so.”  Victor poured some water from his canteen over Nekvos’s wound, causing 
Nekvos to flinch.  He then took hold of the shaft and yanked it out, eliciting a howl of agony.  
Pressing a wet cloth against it to stop the bleeding, Victor said, “There, is that any better?”
“Better?” Nekvos spluttered angrily.  “You just made it a million times worse!  More of that, 
please!”
“Oh, don’t be such a big baby.  Now, it would do you a lot of good to get some sleep.  You’re 
going to need your strength for the journey tomorrow.  Don’t worry, you should wake up feeling 
much better.”
“I already do, now that you’re not yanking arrows out of me!  Good night, kid.”  Saluting Victor, 
Nekvos rolled over to go to sleep.
“Good night,” Victor snapped irritably.  He then began to wrap bandages around the sword 
wounds on his rib cage and thigh, wincing as they rubbed against his exposed flesh.  These 
injuries were nowhere near as serious as Nekvos’s arrow wound, though, and they were already 
beginning to clot somewhat.



Chapter XXXVII

“So how are you feeling after a good night’s sleep?” Victor asked Nekvos as he sat up and 
yawned deeply.  He was already looking significantly better, for his skin was no longer pale and 
sickly like it had been the previous night.
“As good as new, kid, and ready to kill Pesituk the next time we fight him!”  Nekvos stood up 
enthusiastically and stretched his arms above his head, before wincing with pain and doubling 
back over.  “Okay, maybe not quite as good as new,” he conceded.  “Probably not even close.  
But still a lot better than I was last night.”
“Just give it some time,” Victor told him.  “That wound should close up within a day or two.”
“That’s good.  And it’s all thanks to you, kid.”
“Wait, was that a compliment?” exclaimed Victor in mock surprise.  “For me?”
“Yeah, I’m probably going crazy with so much blood loss.  But as much as I complained 
yesterday about you ripping arrow shafts out of my stomach, you probably saved my life.  No, 
you definitely did save my life.  And for that, I say, ‘Thank you’.”
“You’re welcome,” Victor replied.  “But really, I should be the one thanking you.”
“For what?”
“That advice you gave me about pretending to be clumsy, it saved my life and let me wound 
Pesituk.  Maybe you’re not such a bad instructor, after all.”
“It’s like Pontuve said, kid, I’m just an acquired taste.  But once you get used to me, I’m not so 
bad, am I?”
“No, I suppose not,” Victor conceded.  “You were just trying to toughen me up.”
“Well, getting to beat you up with a stick is a pretty great bonus, but yeah, that’s the intention.  I 
don’t want to hurt you or anything, but I can’t afford to be soft on you when we’re facing the 
Nageso.  On that note, how’d you like to go another round right now?  With me wounded, you 
might not do so horribly this time.”
“Sure, why not?”
“I’ll tell you why not, I’m going to beat you up again!”
“You can try.”
As it turned out, even an injured Nekvos was quite the force to be reckoned with.  After a few 
moments of trading blows, Nekvos feigned a high blow that allowed him to slip beneath Victor’s 
defenses and whack him in the shin.  “Yeah, I’ll try and succeed,” Nekvos gloated.
“You won’t succeed again,” Victor stated very confidently.
They went at it again, with Victor managing to keep up with Nekvos fairly well.  That was, until 
Nekvos decided to abruptly change pace, drastically slowing down one of his blows so Victor’s 



instinctive parry made contact with thin air.  Taking advantage of Victor’s bewilderment, Nekvos 
then sped back up just as suddenly, jabbing him in the chest before he could adapt to this new 
pace.  “Maybe I’ll succeed a few more times.”
Ignoring Nekvos’s taunts, Victor tried to focus solely on the fight.  They started toward each 
other again, but this time, Victor broke off at the last moment and spun past Nekvos, striking at 
his back.  Nekvos reacted quickly and was able to whip around to deflect this, but just barely.  
“Not bad, kid,” he commented.  Nekvos then redoubled his attacks, but Victor was able to 
successfully parry blow after blow.  Sometimes, he moved to block before Nekvos had even 
started to swing, anticipating his next attack with some subconscious instinct.  Nekvos 
employed various feints and maneuvers to try to fool Victor, but to no avail.
Trying a little trick of his own, Victor tossed his stick into the air as they went to swing at each 
other again.  Taking advantage of Nekvos’s confusion, Victor then ducked beneath his stick, slid 
past his legs, and caught his own stick on the other side of Nekvos.  Nekvos spun around, 
unsure what Victor was doing, and Victor cracked his stick over Nekvos’s head.  As Nekvos 
staggered backward with disorientation, Victor said, “Dead.”
Victor half expected Nekvos to get mad and yell at him, but Nekvos instead began to chuckle, 
saying, “It appears you’ve discovered beginner’s luck, kid.  It’s really common when you’re just 
starting out.”
“Beginner’s luck, that’s your theory?” Victor countered.
“Yeah, it is.”
“Have you considered another possibility?  A much more likely one, in my opinion?”
“What is it?”
“That I’m just getting better.”
With a smirk, Nekvos replied, “Not even once.”
“Well, personally, I think I’m almost as good as you and you just don’t want to admit it.”
“Oh yeah?  If you really believe that, by all means, come prove it.  Prove you’ve got more on 
your side than just luck.”
“I will.”  Unfortunately, it appeared Victor’s win actually had been beginner’s luck, just as Nekvos 
had claimed.  This time, Nekvos nimbly twisted Victor’s stick off to the side and struck him on 
the hand, eliciting a burst of pain.  Victor could feel his hand growing numb, his fingers 
involuntarily opening and allowing his stick to slip out of them.  This loss was the most 
frustrating since Victor had actually won the last round, and he had to resist the temptation to 
snap at Nekvos again.
“I guess you’re right,” Victor conceded, somewhat crestfallen.  “It was just beginner’s luck.”
“Hey, with a little more time and training, it won’t be,” Nekvos said encouragingly.  “So do you 
want to go another round?”
“No thanks,” said Victor as politely as he could.  “I’ve had enough of getting beaten up for one 
day.”
“But I haven’t.”
“Here’s a suggestion:  instead of wasting time messing around, maybe we should do something 
useful, like, I don’t know, trying to find Pesituk.  What’s our plan to do that?”
Smiling knowingly, Nekvos answered, “I know someone who can help us.”
“Who?”
“An old acquaintance of mine.  Suffice it to say I used to run with a much rougher crowd.”
“Coming from you, that’s really saying something.”
“You have no idea.”



Chapter XXXVIII

Twenty Years Ago
Rays from the morning sun washed across Victor’s face, gradually dragging him out of the fitful 
sleep that had occupied him all night.  For a moment, he didn’t remember why he had woken up 
in his tree fort, of all places, but then it all came rushing back to him.  The bleeding, the crying, 
the yelling, the hitting, the running.  How wonderful it would have been if it all turned out to just 
be a bad dream, but the bruise on Victor’s cheek where Wes had hit him ruled that out.  Victor 
had fallen asleep as soon as he had gotten to the fort last night, and only now did he actually 
stop to think about what came next.  Should he go back home and face Wes?  After what he 
had done, he couldn’t even imagine what Wes would do to him.  Should he stay up here?  That 
was certainly tempting, but he had no food or water.  Or maybe run away?  That had the same 
problem, though:  sooner or later, he would inevitably have to return home.
Then Victor remembered what he had shouted to Tusos as he ran away, about how he wished 
Wes was dead.  Could he actually kill Wes?  Would he dare to commit murder?  Such a thought 
seemed preposterous at first, but the more he thought about it, the more enticing it seemed to 
get.  After all, he doubted he would feel much sorrow over Wes’s death.  He could sneak up on 
him while he was sleeping, and Wes would never know what hit him.  The only problem with this 
plan, however, was what it would do to the rest of his family.  Victor didn’t want to rob Naomei of 
her husband, or Tusos and Gatir of their father.  He loved them far too much to hurt them in 
such a way.
“Victor!  Are you here?” called a familiar voice that Victor knew belonged to Tusos.  Not wanting 
to talk to her, he kept perfectly silent, but she was very persistent.  “Come on, Victor, I just want 
to talk to you!”  Curiosity getting the better of him, Victor peeked over the side of the fort as 
Tusos glanced up, catching him in her eyesight.  “There you are!  Can I come up there with 
you?” she asked.
“How’d you find me?” Victor snapped at her in greeting.  The only four people who knew exactly 
where this fort was were himself, Enode, Gatir, and now Kaime.  “Is Gatir with you?”
“No, but he told me how to find this place.  We figured you’d be here.  Victor, it’s a nightmare 
back home.  Mom and Dad stayed up all night fighting over what to do about you, and Gatir was 
freaking out all over the place.  He wouldn’t go to sleep, so I had to spend the entire night 
constantly trying to calm him down.  I’ve never seen him like that, he was so afraid you wouldn’t 
ever come back.  Mom and Dad didn’t let us go looking for you because they were worried we’d 
get lost or hurt, so I had to sneak out.  But I didn’t let Gatir come with me because the wolves 



might still be out.  So, can I come on up?”  Tusos then began to climb the ladder without waiting 
for an answer, and Victor didn’t care enough to stop her.
“What do you want?” Victor demanded.
“Just to see if you’re okay,” Tusos said, pulling herself up.
“I’m fine,” was all Victor chose to say.
Victor lowered his head to indicate the conversation was over, but Tusos sat down next to him 
and said, “Come on, Victor, we both know that’s not true.  It’s okay, though, you can trust me.  
I’m just here to help.  You’re my baby brother, after all.”
“Hey!” said Victor indignantly.  “Gatir’s your baby brother; I’m your little brother.  There’s a 
difference.”
“You both are.”  As Victor rolled his eyes in annoyance, Tusos inquired, “Victor, do you want to 
talk to me?  I’m always here for you, you know.”
Victor’s lip quivered for a moment as he tried to hold his tears back, before exploding with a 
rush of emotions that he had been repressing for thirteen years.  “Why does Dad hate me so 
much?  He loves you, and he loves Gatir, but he doesn’t love me!  He never has!  All my life, I’ve 
just wanted to earn his love, but I should have accepted it was a lost cause long ago!  Honestly, 
I feel more of a paternal bond with Menpote than I ever did with Dad!  Why couldn’t I have been 
his son instead?”  Now Victor collapsed, exhausted from this heated rant, and began sobbing 
uncontrollably.
Tusos placed her arm around Victor’s shoulders and held him close as he wiped the tears out of 
his eyes.  Her mouth was hanging open awkwardly as if she was debating whether to say 
something on the tip of her tongue, and the crease between her eyes showed that she was 
extremely uncomfortable.  Finally deciding to speak, she hesitantly said, “Victor, there’s really no 
easy way to tell you this, and Mom and Dad would kill me if they found out I did, but you have to 
know.  The truth is—” Tusos took a deep breath, bracing herself, and then burst out, “—Dad’s 
not actually your father.”
“You’re absolutely right, I should disown him.  I’ll go live with Menpote and—” Victor began, but 
Tusos cut him off.
“No, I mean he’s literally not your father, biologically speaking.”
“Wait….what?” Victor said, not quite sure what he was hearing.  “Are you….are you serious?”
“Yes, I am.  Mom cheated on Dad with your father.  That’s why he hates you so much, because 
to him, you’re just a constant reminder of Mom’s unfaithfulness.  All those times he talked about 
giving you away to Menpote, he wasn’t joking, he was genuinely trying to get rid of you.  And 
that’s also why Menpote’s always been a sort of father figure to you, because he feels bad that 
you don’t have anyone else.”
On one hand, Victor was in a state of utter disbelief at this shocking revelation.  After all, he had 
just found out his entire existence was a colossal lie.  But on the other hand, he felt he had 
always known on a subconscious level.  All his life, he had felt bonded on a spiritual level to 
Naomei, Tusos, and Gatir, as if their lives and destinies were intertwined with his.  This was how 
a family should be, but for some reason, Victor had never felt that same way about Wes.  While 
he did not always hate Wes, Victor had never really loved him, not in his heart of hearts.  He 
had always felt alienated from and uncomfortable around him, as though one of them was 
visiting from a different family.  Their relationship was actually at its best when Wes was just 
ignoring Victor, allowing him to forget, for however long these brief respites lasted, about all the 
abuse and neglect that he had endured.  At the moment, though, Victor’s mind was dominated 
by a single burning question:  “So who is my real father?”
“I don’t actually know,” Tusos told Victor.  “All I know is a mysterious man came to Gizium 
fourteen years ago while Dad was away farming.  Mom had an affair with him and you were 
conceived, but Dad came home early and drove him away.  Nine months later, you were born, 



and your father was never seen or heard from again.  I don’t actually remember this—I was only 
three when it happened—but I heard all the arguments that Mom and Dad had about it when 
they thought I was asleep.  Dad just wanted you out of his house, but Mom insisted on raising 
you, and refused to take ‘No’ for an answer.  I thought their marriage was done for, but 
apparently, they came to some sort of agreement.  And I’m glad they did, because I got such a 
great baby brother out of it!” Tusos added, wrapping her arm around Victor’s shoulders to pull 
him into a hug.  Victor didn’t even bother to remind her he wasn’t her baby brother this time.
“What am I going to do?” Victor implored as Tusos released him.
“Why don’t you come back home with me?” suggested Tusos.
“But won’t Dad—or Wes, I suppose—be mad at me and—”
“Don’t worry, we won’t let Dad hurt you again,” Tusos assured him.  “I promise.  You trust me, 
don’t you?”
“Yes,” Victor said with a sincere nod.
“Good.  Then let’s head back now.”
Victor and Tusos climbed down from the fort and began retracing their steps through the forest, 
the latter guiding the former with a firm but gentle hand on his shoulder.  However, as they 
approached Gizium, Victor began to realize something was not quite right.  His first tangible clue 
was the distant shouting, but as they drew closer, his nose picked up the scent of smoke.  Even 
closer, and he could see plumes of smoke drifting up toward the sky, where a cloud of vultures 
circled expectantly.  They were never good news, for they usually showed up where there were 
corpses to feast upon.  But worst of all was the ominous orange glow that penetrated the edge 
of the forest as Victor and Tusos drew nearer to it.  “Um….sis?  What’s that?” Victor asked 
nervously.
“I don’t know, Victor,” Tusos admitted, her voice strained and meek with fear.  “But I have a 
feeling it’s nothing good.”



Chapter XXXIX

Present Day
“So when we do find Victor, what exactly are we going to do with him, Master?” Epsivo inquired 
as he and Vunkias trudged on.
“Well, we’ll have to handle him a lot more carefully than we handled Hempike,” Vunkias 
answered.  “The last thing we need right now is a disastrous repeat of that incident.”
“Yeah, you can say that again.”
Vunkias continued, “This time, we’ll simply approach Victor and explain that the Nageso are a 
mutual enemy between us, and that we can help him defeat them.  He doesn’t need to know 
who we are or what our motivation is.  After all, he’s just a glorified pawn, and the more ignorant 
he is, the easier he will be to control.”
“If that’s how you treat all your allies,” a voice called from above, “I must be wasting my time 
here.”  Turning around, Vunkias and Epsivo saw a man drop from his perch in a nearby tree, 
where he had been watching them for an unknown amount of time.  This man was covered from 
head to foot with metal armor, but not the kind worn by the Nageso.  His armor was much more 
bulky, made up of many plates of various sizes that were joined together flexibly.  One of these 
plates formed a flat mask that hid his face from view, with only his eyes being visible through a 
pair of eyeholes.  While this armor had likely been very shiny once upon a time, many years of 
wear had turned it into a dirty silver color and covered it with dents and scratches.  Additionally, 
this man was armed to the teeth with weapons, sporting so many it was a miracle that he didn’t 
topple over from the sheer weight of them all.  One sword hung from his back, and another, 
shorter one down his right leg.  He had a spear strapped to his back and a hatchet strapped to 
his chest.  From his belt hung a pair of sickles, as well as daggers and knives in every size and 
shape.  He also clutched a loaded crossbow in his hands.
“You are wasting your time here, Hempike,” Vunkias scoffed, not looking at all pleased to see 
his son.  “We have nothing further to discuss.  Not after you betrayed me like that.”
“After I betrayed you?” repeated Hempike, his voice a mixture of anger and disbelief.  “You’re 
the one who shot an arrow through me!”
“You know I had no choice!  It was the only way!  How am I supposed to make this any clearer 
to you?” retorted Vunkias through gritted teeth.
Shaking his head in disgust, Hempike countered with, “And how am I supposed to trust a single 
word out of your mouth, after what you did to me?  You know, there was a time I idolized you, 
thought you could do no wrong.  I would have sacrificed my life for yours in a heartbeat if the 
need arose.”
“But when it mattered most, you failed us both,” said Vunkias bitterly.  “It is because of your 
selfishness and incompetence that Tunvick goes on living!”
“No, it is because of your heartlessness and inhumanity!”
Practically yelling now, Vunkias responded, “It gets results!  If you can’t understand that, you’re 
useless to me!”
“Is that really all I am to you, Father?” asked Hempike imploringly, his voice taking on a softer 
and more vulnerable tone.  “Just a weapon to use against the Nageso?”



“Yes, that’s exactly what you are.  Having you as a son is a luxury that I can no longer afford.  
The only thing that matters anymore is the death of Tunvick.”
“And that’s exactly why I tracked you down now.”  Taking several inviting steps forward, 
Hempike continued, “Father, you’ve been constantly fighting against the Nageso ever since they 
reemerged twenty years ago, I’ve been doing the same.  But for all we’ve killed, we barely even 
seem to be making a dent.  They’re unstoppable, I tell you!  At least as long as we keep going 
about our crusades independently.  That has to change.  I know our partnership….didn’t work 
out before, but I’m willing to give it another chance if you are.  Isn’t that what you taught me, 
Father, to do whatever was necessary, no matter the personal cost?  If you want to stand a 
chance against the Nageso, you need me just as much as I need you.”
“Wrong,” was Vunkias’s brutally simple response.  “I have no need for you.”
“But you can’t keep going about fighting the Nageso by yourself!”
“You’re right, I can’t.  But I’ve just found someone to help me.  Someone better than you.  So get 
lost!  I have no need for an ungrateful, petty, weak—”
“Father, please—”
“Stop,” snapped Vunkias, cutting Hempike off.  “You and I no longer have a relationship.”
There were a few moments of tense silence before Hempike spoke again, much slower and 
softer this time, “Would you kill me?”
“If I have to, yes,” Vunkias told him, reluctantly but firmly.
“Then you have to.”  Hempike stepped boldly forward with this statement, drawing both his 
swords and brandishing one in each hand.
“So that’s the way it’s going to be?” said Vunkias solemnly, drawing his own sword and letting 
out an exasperated sigh.  “Bring it on, then!”  Vunkias stepped boldly forward to initiate the fight, 
but was halted by his senses screaming of impending danger.  Not anything a normal human 
would pick up on, just a slight disturbance in the air as something long and sharp pushed past it 
with an almost imperceptible whooshing sound….  “Get down!” Vunkias barked at Epsivo, 
spinning around to catch an arrow right in front of his face.  Effortlessly snapping it between two 
fingers, he looked on as half a dozen Nageso materialized out of the darkness like shadows 
coming to life.
“The Nageso, Master!” exclaimed Epsivo, as if Vunkias didn’t know.
“Dammit!” yelled Vunkias furiously.  “Not now, not when we’re so close….”
“Look, it’s Vunkias and Hempike!” one of the Nageso shouted.  “That’s two for the price of one!”
“Excellent!” said the lead Nageso, who Vunkias knew was named Kitsova.  With their faces 
hidden by cowls, these Nageso would be virtually indistinguishable to most people, but Vunkias 
knew how to read the subtle vocal fluctuations and movement patterns that set them all apart.  
This was like a second language to the Nageso, allowing those fluent in it to carry out entire 
conversations without uttering even a single word.  Drawing his sword eagerly and signaling for 
the five other Nageso to do the same, Kitsova exclaimed, “Our two greatest enemies in one 
place!  The reward for killing them both will be immeasurable!”
“Yes, I’d imagine it would be,” Vunkias quipped lightheartedly.  “Too bad you’ll all be too dead to 
collect it.”  Apparently coming to the conclusion that Vunkias was the more dangerous enemy, 
four of the Nageso, including Kitsova, advanced on him and Epsivo, while the remaining two 
went after Hempike.  Undeterred by the superior numbers, Vunkias and Epsivo leapt into battle.  
One of the Nageso split off from the rest to engage Epsivo one-on-one as Vunkias worked to 
keep the other three busy with a sword in his right hand and a bow in his left.
Launching himself into an airoll, Vunkias came down on Kitsova with several slashes in quick 
succession, while kicking out at the second Nageso to keep him at bay.  He continued to 
pressure Kitsova with a series of stabs and thrusts that drove him back, while ducking beneath 
a crosscut from the third Nageso.  While down, Vunkias slashed at this Nageso’s legs, but the 



second Nageso leap in to intercept it.  Sensing Kitsova was stabbing at his back, Vunkias 
reached his sword behind him to turn this attack aside.  As he spun past Kitsova, Vunkias 
smacked him across the face with the shaft of his bow, before bringing his sword down in a 
powerful stroke.  Kitsova managed to parry this, but Vunkias knocked him backward with a 
stomp kick to the stomach.  The third Nageso then came flying out of seemingly nowhere, 
bowling Vunkias off his feet with a powerful stomp kick.  As he rolled to his feet, ducking to avoid 
a slash from Kitsova, Vunkias used his bow to swipe a leg out from under the second Nageso, 
causing him to drop to one knee.  Coming up, he then nocked an arrow and fired it at Kitsova, 
who of course deflected it with his sword.
Three Nageso was certainly a force to be reckoned with—and even greater than the sum of 
their parts due to their ability to coordinate their attacks tacitly—but Vunkias wasn’t concerned.  
After all, he had faced much worse odds before and obviously lived to tell the tale.  Meanwhile, 
Epsivo and his Nageso were whirling around each other, trading blows furiously.  Hempike, on 
the other hand, was dominating his two Nageso, weaving between them and fending off one 
with each sword.  Spinning through the air, he then kicked one out of the fray, allowing himself 
to temporarily divert all his focus to the other.  Alone, this Nageso didn’t stand a chance, and 
Hempike swiftly overwhelmed him with a barrage of devastating strikes from both swords, 
cutting him down.
Suddenly, Vunkias felt a sword being drawn across his back, cutting through his armor and into 
his flesh, and whipped around to see Kitsova standing there.  Kitsova immediately backtracked 
to slash at Vunkias again, but this time he was able to react fast enough, leaping out of range.  
As Kitsova barreled forward with a stab aimed at his chest, Vunkias slapped Kitsova’s sword 
aside and vaulted right over him.  In midair, he twisted to land a kick on Kitsova’s back, sending 
him stumbling away.  Kitsova then came to an abrupt stop, a pair of swords protruding out of his 
back, and toppled over to reveal Hempike standing there.  The other Nageso who Hempike had 
been fighting was lying sprawled out on the ground, a bloody hole in his chest and his right arm 
detached.  “Thanks for the assist,” Vunkias said sarcastically.
Vunkias fired three arrows at Hempike, but he effortlessly swatted them aside with his swords.  
The third Nageso who Vunkias had been fighting then moved to attack Hempike, leaving 
Vunkias with just one enemy left.  Vunkias blocked and parried all this Nageso’s blows without 
much effort, twisting his sword off to the side and striking him in the throat with his bow.  As he 
fell backward, gasping for breath, Vunkias switched his focus to the Nageso who Epsivo was 
fighting, firing a pair of arrows at him.  They both found their mark, piercing the Nageso’s back 
and allowing Epsivo to decapitate him with a fell stroke.  “Thank you, Master,” Epsivo said as he 
started off toward Hempike, who was busy fighting the last two Nageso.
However, Vunkias stuck his arm out in front of Epsivo to stop him, saying, “No, Epsivo, leave 
him.  Let him keep those Nageso occupied while we make our escape”
“They won’t hold him very long,” Episvo pointed out.
“Long enough.  Now come on, we have much more important things to be doing right now than 
dealing with my child of a son.”  Epsivo nodded in understanding, and he and Vunkias vanished 
into the shadows just as suddenly as the Nageso had come out of them.



Chapter XL

“So who’s this old acquaintance of yours?” Victor inquired.
With a sigh, Nekvos answered, “Have you ever heard of the Supreme Cartel?”
“Yeah, I think I remember hearing about it years ago, when I was a member of the Crooked 
Bandits,” Victor mused.  “Isn’t it the most powerful criminal organization in Kevsovia?”
“Yeah, that’s right,” affirmed Nekvos.
“Are you a member?”
“Well, not officially, but I’ve had several encounters with them over the years and am pretty tight 
with their leader, Fasonia.  They’ll help us.”
“And why exactly would they want to do that?” asked Victor skeptically.  “We have nothing to 
offer them.”
“Just let me work my charm, kid,” Nekvos said with a wink, as though that cleared everything 
up.  A few minutes later, he and Victor arrived at a multistoried mansion that towered high above 
the other buildings, surrounded by dozens of armed henchmen.  “And we’re here,” declared 
Nekvos.
“This is their base?” said Victor.  “It’s not very discreet, is it?”
“Well, it doesn’t really have to be,” Nekvos explained.  “There’s no one they need to hide from.  
With the Kevsovian Grand Army disbanded and the Nageso preoccupied fighting the 
Resistance, there’s no source of higher authority to keep criminals like Fasonia in check.  This 
has allowed the criminal underworld to flourish over the past twenty years, and basically gives 
the Cartel free reign over Kuminutium.  Needless to say, be sure to watch your step.  The last 
time I saw Fasonia, I was greeted by a knife at my throat.”
“Wait….what?  Are you sure this is really a good idea?”
“Absolutely not.”  Approaching the mansion door, Nekvos said to the two henchmen who were 
standing in front of it, “Hello, gentlemen.  We’re here to see Fasonia.”
However, the henchmen crossed their spears in front of the door menacingly, with one saying, 
“Oh no, you’re not.”
The other henchman then added, “Tell us who you are, and then we’ll talk.”
With a smirk, Nekvos replied, “Don’t tell me you’ve forgotten who I am so soon.  I’m Nekvos, 
remember?”
The henchmen looked at each other incredulously, then at Nekvos, and then back at each other.  
“Is it really you?” the first one asked.
“In the flesh.  And let me tell you, Fasonia is going to be very unhappy with you two if you don’t 
let us come in.”
Turning to his companion, the second henchman said, “Go ask Fasonia what we should do.”  To 
Nekvos, he added, “You’ll have to wait a few minutes while we get this all sorted out.”
“Of course,” Nekvos said with an inclination of his head.
The other henchman soon returned and said, “Okay, Fasonia says you can come in now.  
Welcome back, Nekvos.”
“Thank you, gentlemen.”  As he led Victor into the mansion, Nekvos said, “Listen, whatever 
happens here, just keep quiet and leave all the talking to me, okay?”
“Right, because you’re so good with words,” Victor teased him.
“No, because I’m good with the ladies.”
After going through a few corridors, Victor and Nekvos emerged in a very large common room 
which was filled to bursting with people.  A band played some catchy music off in a corner, while 



the majority of the floor space was occupied by singers, dancers, and strippers, most of them 
women.  Bordering this display was a crowd of people tapping their toes to the music, gambling, 
drinking, and attempting to flirt with the performers.  Several waitresses milled around, serving 
snacks and beverages.  At the end of the room, there was a satin couch upon which sat a 
woman, presumably the Fasonia who Nekvos had referred to.  A lavish robe adorned with 
precious stones was draped around her, and from her limbs hung dozens of golden bracelets 
and rings.  She didn’t notice Victor and Nekvos at first, for she was too busy having grapes fed 
to her by a pretty maiden.  “Just admit it:  the only reason you chose to come here is because of 
the party,” Victor demanded.
“I’ll not admit what isn’t true,” insisted Nekvos.  Raising his voice so Fasonia could hear, he 
announced, “Hey, Fasonia!  It’s me, Nekvos; I’m back!”
Fasonia looked up at the sound of Nekvos’s voice, a mischievous smile creeping across her 
face.  She cheerfully said, “Ah, Nekvos, it’s so good to see you again!  Come over here so we 
can talk!”  Victor and Nekvos waded through the party toward her as she continued, “I’m very 
happy to see you again, Nekvos.  It’s been far too long.”
“More like not long enough,” grumbled Nekvos.  “You’re lucky I came back at all, after what you 
did to me last time.”
“What I did?” exclaimed Fasonia in mock surprise.
“What did she do to you?” Victor asked Nekvos.
“Kid, she’s the reason I was stuck in that terrible arena when we met!” Nekvos seethed.  
“Captured me and sold me to Teavis, she did!”
“And I got a pretty good price for you, too,” snickered Fasonia.  “You made me a lot of money, 
Nekvos.  Thanks for that.”
“The pleasure’s all mine,” spat Nekvos sarcastically.
“And who might this be?” Fasonia asked, for the first time looking at Victor.
“This is my friend, Victor,” Nekvos told her.  “I met him in that arena you landed me in, and he 
helped me escape.  No thanks to you.”
“Now that we’ve gotten all the pleasantries out of the way,” Fasonia said, changing the subject, 
“what can I do for you?  I’m so glad you finally decided to pay your lovely wife a visit, husband.”
Victor instantly looked up in shock, spluttering, “I’m sorry, what?  Your wife?”
Nekvos, on the other hand, groaned exasperatedly and said, “Don’t call me that.  You’re 
embarrassing me in front of Victor.”
“Wait, Nekvos….you’re married?  To her?” Victor wondered.  “You didn’t tell me you had a wife.”
“Because I don’t, kid,” Nekvos grumbled.  “Not anymore.”
“Since when?” wondered Fasonia, crossing her arms in front of her chest and feigning hurt 
feelings.
“Since you tried to kill me!”
“I did that a lot, could you please be a little more specific?”
“That’s exactly my point!  And for the record, it was you who—”
Knowing they could probably carry on arguing all day, Victor interjected, “Um, Nekvos, as much 
fun as we’re having catching up with your….wife—”
“Former wife, kid, former,” Nekvos corrected him.
“Whatever.  As much fun as we’re having catching up with your former wife, why don’t we cut 
right to the chase?”
“Let me guess:  someone’s trying to kill you,” Fasonia ventured.  “That’s the only way you’d be 
desperate enough to come crawling back to me.”
“Right you are,” said Nekvos with a nod.
“Who, then?”



“A Nageso by the name of Pesituk.  He ambushed the Gang a little while back and has been 
hunting us since then.”
“A Nageso?” Fasonia repeated, inhaling sharply.  For a brief moment, her domineering facade 
slipped aside to reveal just how terrified she was, but she managed to recover quickly and said, 
“Do you have any idea how dangerous they are?  Don’t you remember what happened the last 
time we got tangled up with them?”
“Yes, I have a very good idea.  It often takes an entire army to defeat them, and fortunately for 
us, you happen to have an entire army right here, at your disposal.  That’s why we’re desperate 
enough to come to you for help.”
“But unfortunately,” Fasonia countered, “I’m not running a charity here.  If you want a favor from 
me, I’m going to need one from you in return.”
“Yes, anything.  You name it, we do it.”
“Really, anything?” Fasonia wondered with a devious smile.
“Anything within reason,” Nekvos hastily added.
“Within reason.  That takes so much fun out of it.”
“Look, there has to be something I can do for you in exchange for your help.”  Fasonia opened 
her mouth to respond, but Nekvos quickly snapped, “Not that!”
“How did you know what I was going to say?” inquired Fasonia coyly.
“Because I know you.  A lot better than I’d like to.”
“You know what?  I think there is something you can do for me,” Fasonia began.  “According to 
my informats, the Death Syndicate is going to be obtaining a shipment of valuable spices 
tonight.  We’re really trying to corner that market, but—”
“—making any direct move would risk instigating an all-out war with the Syndicate, which would 
only cost the Cartel,” Nekvos finished.  “I get it.  So you want me to intercept that shipment?”
“That’s the idea.”
“Then it’s as good as done.”
“Splendid.”  Sitting back and smirking with satisfaction, Fasonia told Victor and Nekvos, “You 
two better get going now.”
“We are.  Come on, kid.”
As they walked away, Victor began, “So about you and Fasonia….”
“Kid, we are never going to talk about me and Fasonia, ever,” Nekvos snapped.  “Got that?”
“Well, if you say so….” Victor chuckled, throwing his hands up in mock submission, although 
they both knew this subject would not be laid to rest anytime soon.

Chapter XLI

Under the cover of night, about two dozen Death Syndicate henchmen milled around, 
transporting crates of valuable spices.  However, this exchange did not escape the notice of 
Victor and Nekvos, who watched it go down from their vantage point on a nearby roof.  “There 
they are,” commented the former.
“Yeah,” Nekvos agreed with a nod.
“There’s a lot of them.”
“If there wasn’t, I’d be very disappointed.”  Drawing his sword, Nekvos told Victor, “All right, kid, 
I’m going in now.  Cover me.”  Nekvos then dropped off the roof, sneaking up behind a pair of 
henchmen.  He grabbed the first one and swiftly slit his throat, before driving his sword through 



the back of the second.  Several other henchmen turned toward Nekvos, tipped off to his 
presence by the sound of these bodies hitting the ground, but Victor felled them one by one with 
precise shots from his bow and arrow.  Now abandoning stealth in favor of an all-out attack, 
Nekvos charged the rest of the henchmen with a roar and began cutting them down left and 
right.  They stood no chance against Nekvos, a seasoned combat veteran on the level of the 
Nageso, but their greatly superior numbers did give them something of an advantage.
Leaping off the roof, Victor came down on the nearest henchman with an overhanded cleave 
that dissected him, before rushing to join the fray.  After a few minutes of fighting back-to-back 
with Nekvos, the henchmen had all been killed, their corpses strewn across the ground.  “Not 
bad, huh?” Victor said cockily.
“No, not bad,” Nekvos replied, almost too agreeably.  He then abruptly brought his arm forward 
and hurled his sword at Victor.  Or rather past Victor, where it impaled a henchmen who had 
been silently sneaking up behind him.  “But not that good, either.”
“I, umm….I knew he was there,” Victor lied, but not very convincingly.
“Sure you did.  Now come on, let’s grab this spice and get back to Fasonia.  The sooner we can 
get this deal over with, the better.  I don’t know if I’m ready to trust her just yet.”
“Well, she seemed very friendly,” Victor pointed out.  “And she agreed to help us.  Why are you 
so suspicious?”
“Because the last time we met….well, let’s just say things didn’t end very well between us.  And 
she’s had it out for me since then.  We may not know exactly what yet, but I’m sure she’s up to 
something.”



Chapter XLII

“We’re back!” Nekvos declared as he and Victor strode into the common room.
Turning to face them, Fasonia said, “Back so soon?”
“A bunch of cheap henchmen are no trouble for us,” Nekvos told her.
“I’m glad to hear it.”
“So now can we discuss your end of our agreement?”
“Ah yes, of course.  You didn’t think I’d try to get out of it, did you?”
“Actually, yes, I kind of did,” Nekvos admitted.
“Well, I recognize you’ve upheld your end of our bargain, and despite what you may think about 
me, I’m a woman of my word.  Now come, let’s have ourselves a drink.  I could really use one 
right about now.”
“That would be wonderful,” Nekvos agreed.  “I could do with a drink myself.”

***

“Here you go,” said Fasonia as she poured some wine for Victor, Nekvos, and herself.  “And 
now a toast, to catching up with my beloved husband.”
“I don’t know if I’d want to toast to that,” Nekvos protested.
“Oh, come on!” insisted Fasonia.  “For old time’s sake?”
“All right, very well,” he conceded.  Victor, Nekvos, and Fasonia then clinked their glasses 
together.
The two former took sips of their wine, while the latter inquired, “How is it?”
“It’s pretty good….for wine, that is,” Nekvos said half-jokingly.  “Next time I drop by, please offer 
me a beer instead.”
Shaking her head and laughing, Fasonia remarked, “Nekvos, I’m glad to see you haven’t 
changed a bit.  You’re still the same brash, impulsive, downright idiotic man I married.”
“I’m flattered,” Nekvos responded sarcastically.  He was clearly trying to appear irritated at this 
remark, but the amused grin on his face betrayed just how much fun he was having.
“Come on, admit it,” Fasonia teased.  “Sharing a drink with your wife isn’t that bad.”
“Well, I suppose not,” Nekvos conceded.  “But don’t plan on making this a regular thing.”  As he 
said this, Nekvos’s head tilted to the side slightly, and Victor suddenly noticed his eyes had a 
strange, glossy appearance.  Looking very dazed, Nekvos asked, “Say, how strong is this wine?  
I’m starting to feel a little nauseous….”
Smirking knowingly, Fasonia cryptically said, “I just want you to know in advance that I’m sorry.”
“Sorry….for what?” Nekvos inquired.  Just then, however, there was a crashing sound as his 
wine glass slipped out of his hands to shatter against the floor, followed by a loud thud as 
Nekvos himself came tumbling down.
“Nekvos!” Victor exclaimed.  “What’s wrong?”  A moment later, he felt an inexplicable sensation 
of lightheadedness overtake him as well, causing him to slump over to the side.  He tried to 
straighten himself back up, but this effort was thwarted by a renewed rush of nausea that sent 
his head spinning wildly at a sickening speed.  His vision began to flicker out of focus while his 
hand slackened, causing him to drop his own wine glass with another crash.  It was as though 
his head weighed a million pounds and was pulling him down, throbbing with a dull pain.  
Slipping off Victor chair, he landed sprawled out on the floor.
Above them stood Fasonia, saying, “Don’t worry, you’ll wake up in a couple hours.  And then, I’ll 
explain everything to you.  I promise.”



Chapter XLIII

The first thought that Nekvos had when he woke up was whether he was in the middle of a 
terrible hangover.  It certainly wouldn’t be the first time, nor the last.  Then he tried to move his 
arms, and became aware of a rope that bound them tightly behind his back, painfully cutting into 
the skin of his wrists.  Sitting up abruptly, Nekvos looked at the room that they were in, which 
looked to be a prison cell of some kind.  And sitting against the wall was Victor, his hands bound 
in the same fashion.  “Where are we?” he inquired.
“Don’t you remember?” Victor said bitterly.  “Your lovely wife drugged our wine and had us tied 
up here.”
“Oh, right.  Didn’t I warn you that she wouldn’t play fairly?” groaned Nekvos.  He remembered it 
now, remembered himself and Victor passing out while Fasonia had stood over them, leering.  
But he also remembered what she had said to them, how she would explain everything when 
they woke up.  Walking over to the cell door on his knees, Nekvos slammed his shoulder into it 
to rattle the bars as he shouted to the two henchmen who were standing guard, “Hey, you two!  
Let us out of this infernal cell!  I want to speak with Fasonia this instant!”
“Finally, you’re awake,” one of the henchmen commented.  He then told his companion, “Go tell 
Fasonia.  She wanted to know when they woke up.”
This henchmen nodded and left.  A few minutes later, he returned and said, “Well, you’re in luck, 
because Fasonia wants to speak with you as well.”
“Yes, we’re very lucky indeed,” Nekvos said sarcastically through gritted teeth as the henchmen 
unlocked the cell door and led him and Victor away.  He could have fought back and defeated 
them, even with his arms immobilized, but it wasn’t quite time for that yet.  First, he wanted to 
know exactly why Fasonia had done this to them.

***

“Finally decided to show your true colors, huh?” spat Nekvos as he and Victor were dragged 
into the common room and dumped at Fasonia’s feet.  All the guests and performers had been 
cleared out, leaving only the three of them plus about two dozen henchmen.  “It’s a shame, 
Victor was almost ready to trust you.  He doesn’t know you like I do, clearly.”
“Are you surprised?” Fasonia inquired.
“No, not particularly.  It’s who you are, after all.  A little disappointed, though.”
“Well, I’m sorry to disappoint you,” Fasonia replied sarcastically.



“Why are we here?” demanded Victor.  “Why are you doing this to us?  You promised you’d 
explain everything, Fasonia!”
“I’m really not the best person to explain that to you, Victor,” was Fasonia’s cryptic answer.  
“Why don’t you ask your dear friend, Nekvos?”
“Nekvos….” Victor began, rounding on him.  “Is there something you’re not telling us?”
But Nekvos was baffled.  He had no idea what Fasonia was referring to.  And frankly, did a 
criminal mastermind like her really need any motivation to do bad things?  “Kid, I have no idea 
what she’s talking about,” he honestly insisted.
“Are you sure?” pressed Fasonia.
“I don’t know what you want me to say!  Because you’re a slimy, lying, deceitful scumbag, is that 
it?”
“No!” Fasonia snarled, leaping to her feet so suddenly that Victor and Nekvos recoiled in shock.  
The cool facade she always maintained was gone now, replaced with a face that was contorted 
with rage.  “Because you left me!  Repeatedly!”
“Oh no, not this nonsense again!” Nekvos griped, letting his frustration out with a deep sigh.  
Fasonia was just being petty now.  “We both knew our marriage was a shame!”
“Not to me, it wasn’t!” retorted Fasonia, looking genuinely hurt.  “You promised to hold me and 
love me forever, and yet you abandoned me without a second thought!”
“And this is what….revenge?”
“You read my mind.”
“Well, if that’s the case,” asked Victor, “why’d you have us fight off the Death Syndicate?”
“I needed a distraction to drug your wine,” Fasonia told him.  “And it also served as a job 
audition, of sorts.”
“What do you mean?” Victor demanded.
“I’m very impressed that you two managed to do all that by yourselves.  I think you’ll make two 
valuable henchmen to add to my collection.”
“From Teavis to her,” remarked Victor.  “Our luck just keeps getting better and better, doesn’t it?”
“Kid, if you thought Teavis was a monster, brace yourself, because Fasonia is much worse!” 
Nekvos said with pure contempt.
“Oh, surely I’m not that bad, am I?” said Fasonia coyly.  “Just wait until you see what I’ve got in 
store for you.  I have a very special place reserved just for you….in my bed next to me.”
Nekvos snarled, “I’ll never sleep with you!  Oh, who am I kidding, of course I would.  But it’s still 
wrong!”
“On the contrary, you should feel honored.”  Fasonia drew a knife from beneath her robe and 
pressed it against Nekvos’s neck, saying, “If it were anyone else, I would cut out their throat.”
“Yeah, such a gigantic honor.”
“Take them away.  And teach them some manners,” Fasonia ordered curtly.
“Hey!  Take your filthy hands off us!” Nekvos protested, struggling fiercely as he and Victor were 
dragged toward the door.  Just then, as if on cue, the window was shattered by an arrow that 
flew across the room in a black streak to impale a henchman.  It was followed a moment later by 
Pesituk, leaping through the window and twisting in midair to land on the ground in an elegant 
crouch.  In spite of the dire situation at hand, Nekvos allowed himself a fleeting smile of relief.  
This was probably the only time he was actually glad to see Pesituk.
Immediately, every pair of eyes in the room was fixed upon Pesituk, and a chorus of surprised 
gasps echoed throughout.  Taking advantage of this distraction, Nekvos drove his foot back into 
the henchman who was restraining him with a devastating kick.  At the same time, Victor landed 
a crunching headbutt to the face of the henchman in front of him, before knocking him backward 
with a body slam.  He then leapt over his bound hands so they were in front of him and used the 
rope that connected them to snare a henchman around the throat.  Pesituk fired a pair of arrows 



at him and Nekvos, but Victor used this henchman as a human shield, swinging him in the path 
of the arrows to intercept them, before throwing him off to the side and into another henchman.
“Kill them!  Kill them all!” shrieked Fasonia, furious at the sight of everything falling apart right in 
front of her.  A pair of henchmen came charging at Victor, but he doubled the first one over with 
a roundhouse kick to the side before knocking him away with a snap kick to his chin.  The 
second henchman, on the other hand, was sent flying off his feet with a powerful drop kick, 
crashing into a third one behind him and knocking them both to the ground.  Meanwhile, Nekvos 
dodged a punch from an approaching henchman and splintered his kneecap with a stomp kick 
to his leg.  As this henchman dropped toward the ground, Nekvos cracked him across the face 
with a vicious knee strike.
One henchman thrust at Victor with a spear, but Victor sidestepped this and caught the shaft in 
his hands, pulling the henchman toward him.  He then knocked this henchman away with a kick, 
allowing him to rip the spear out of his grasp, and dispatched him with a blow from its blunt end.  
Victor spun around to drive the sharp end of this spear into the chest of a henchman behind 
him, before swiping the legs out from under another.  As this henchman tried to get back up, 
Victor brought the spear shaft down on his head with such force that it snapped into two pieces.
Across the room, Pesituk was fighting off hordes of henchmen with a bow and arrow and a 
sword, dropping bodies left and right.  Nekvos knew that they wouldn’t be able to hold him off 
much longer, though, and that he had to get his hands free before then.  A henchman came 
charging at him, wildly flailing a knife, but Nekvos was able to nimbly twist out of the way, 
backpedaling rapidly as he did so.  He then spun behind the henchman and planted a firm 
stomp kick on his back, sending him reeling forward with momentum.  The henchman whirled 
back around to slash at Nekvos’s throat, but Nekvos threw his head back to avoid this, dropping 
to the ground in the process.  From this position, he was able to trap the henchman’s left leg 
between his own, before twisting to the side and snapping it with a scissor kick.  As the 
henchman dropped to his knees, Nekvos rolled to his feet, smashing his knee into the 
henchman’s face in the process and sprawling him out on the ground.
The henchman’s hands went limp, allowing the knife to tumble out of them, and Nekvos 
snatched it up.  After slicing through the rope that bound his hands together, he called Victor’s 
name to get his attention and tossed it to him.  Victor cut himself free as well, and then 
proceeded to plunge the knife into the chest of a nearby henchman.
Meanwhile, Pesituk, having finished dispatching all the henchmen around him, began to stalk 
toward Nekvos menacingly, sneering, “Nekvos.  I’ve been looking for you.”
“Come get me, then!” Nekvos snarled.
Taking him up on this offer, Pesituk fired an arrow at Nekvos while simultaneously leaping 
across the room toward him.  Without a sword to deflect the arrow with, Nekvos was forced to 
fling his head back and let it pass over his face, close enough that he could feel its tail feathers 
tickling his nose.  He then straightened back up, ready to fight, but that brief distraction was all 
the time Pesituk needed to clear the distance between them.  He moved with such speed that it 
was as if he had suddenly teleported right in front of Nekvos, slamming a kick into his throat.  
Nekvos dropped to the floor, his body seizing up uncontrollably, while Pesituk stood above him, 
nocking another arrow.  “Prepare to die, scum!” Pesituk snarled.
“Never!” retorted Nekvos defiantly.
Across the room, Victor shouted, “Get away from him, you wretched Nageso!” and hurled his 
knife at Pesituk.  While Pesituk easily dodged it, Nekvos placed his hands on the floor near his 
shoulders and snapped to his feet, kicking Pesituk away from him in the process.
Another henchman charged at Victor, clutching a sword in his hands, but Victor stopped short 
when he saw exactly what sword this was:  it was Blackfire!  It must have been taken from 
Victor while he was unconscious in the jail cell, and he instantly knew he had to have it back.  



Sidestepping a thrust, Victor grabbed this henchman by the wrist and pushed against his elbow, 
deftly snapping his right arm.  The henchman let out a hideous wail and his hand went limp, 
allowing Victor to wrest Blackfire out of his grasp.  He then smashed Blackfire’s pommel into this 
henchman’s face to knock him unconscious, before whirling around to cut down two more.
Trotting up to Victor, Nekvos said, “I think we’ve outwarn our welcome, kid.  We’d better get out 
of here fast.”
“My thoughts exactly.”
Victor and Nekvos made a dash for the exit, but Fasonia moved to block their path with half a 
dozen more henchmen behind her, shouting, “Oh no, you don’t!  You’re not going to leave me 
again!”
“Get out of the way, sweetheart!” demanded Nekvos through gritted teeth, forcing his mouth into 
a sweet smile.
“No!” Fasonia shot back.  To her henchmen, she yelled, “Get them!”
“I’ve got Fasonia!” Nekvos called to Victor, lunging toward her.  She moved forward to meet him, 
slashing with her knife, but Nekvos contorted his body to spin out of the way.  Victor, on the 
other hand, was fiercely engaging the six henchmen, and doing a pretty good job, too.  After 
only a few moments, there was a loud thud as one hit the floor, their chest rent open by 
Blackfire’s blade.
Meanwhile, Nekvos was able to catch Fasonia by the wrist, holding her in place while he aimed 
a punch at her.  However, she ducked beneath it and placed her foot against Nekvos’s body, 
pushing them apart with a kick.  She followed this up with two more snap kicks, which Nekvos 
was able to block with his forearms, and a stab aimed at Nekvos’s head.  Quickly moving his 
head out of the way, Nekvos twisted to strike Fasonia with a side kick to the chest, sending her 
stumbling backward and eliciting a grunt from her.  The next time she went to slash at him, 
Nekvos simply parried the blow by bracing his forearm against hers, allowing him to deftly spin 
inside her defenses and knock her head back with an uppercut.  A disoriented Fasonia wildly 
swung at Nekvos, but he easily ducked beneath her knife and swiped her legs out from under 
her with a kick.  This dropped her to the ground, the knife tumbling out of her grasp.  Nekvos 
then turned to face Victor just in time to see him cut down the last henchman and said, “Come 
on, kid, let’s get going now.”
“Here, I think you might need this,” said Victor, tossing Nekvos a sword that he had taken off 
one of the henchmen.
“Thanks, kid.”  With that, Victor and Nekvos fled the scene.  On some level, Nekvos did regret 
how things had gone with Fasonia and hoped Pesituk wouldn’t hurt her.  However, after 
considering how she had drugged and captured him and Victor, he found himself feeling a lot 
less sympathetic toward her.

Chapter XLIV

Vunkias wandered aimlessly through the streets of Kuminutium, searching for something, 
anything, that could give him a clue where Victor was.  He and Epsivo had been searching 
throughout Kuminutium all day, but unfortunately had come up empty-handed thus far.  Judging 



by the position of the sun in the sky, Vunkias was supposed to rendezvous with Epsivo soon, 
and he didn’t want to have to admit this day had been a complete waste.  Without any better 
ideas that he could think of, Vunkias simply turned to a random man as they walked past each 
other and inquired, “Excuse me, do you know if there are any Nageso around here?  My wife 
said I had to watch out for them.”
“Yeah, one was here a few days ago,” the man replied.  “I don’t know if he’s still around, 
though.”
This random guess had paid off!  Barely able to contain the excitement that this news brought 
him, Vunkias asked, “Really?  What was he doing here?”
“Well, I didn’t actually see it myself,” the man told Vunkias, “but according to the eyewitnesses, 
he was fighting some guy.  I don’t know who, or why.”
Vunkias knew the who, or at least he was pretty sure he did, but the why was still something of 
a mystery.  “Where did it happen?” he wondered.
“Near the river, over in that direction,” said the man, pointing down the street.
“Thank you,” Vunkias said, sincerely grateful.
“Yeah, no problem,” responded the man dismissively, continuing on his way.
Vunkias followed the street for several more minutes until he reached a place where it turned 
into a bridge to traverse a river.  This had to be the location the man had been referring to.  
Sensing he was closing in on something, although he wasn’t quite sure what yet, Vunkias began 
to walk around the area, scanning it attentively.  It wasn’t very long before his gaze settled upon 
something that probably shouldn’t have been there:  an arrow shaft, embedded in the wall of a 
building.  Yanking it out, he could see this arrow was not the type used by the Nageso, meaning 
it must have belonged to Victor.  It drove him insane knowing he was holding the same arrow 
that Victor had, as recently as a few days ago.  This meant Victor had definitely passed through 
this part of Kuminutium, but he could have gone anywhere from there, and Vunkias had no way 
of knowing.
And the more Vunkias thought about it, there was another possibility that he hadn’t even 
considered—probably out of denial—until now.  What if Victor hadn’t actually gone anywhere?  
Vunkias was well aware of how dangerous the Nageso were, and it was entirely plausible that 
Victor had been killed by this one.  If that was the case, this endeavor had just amounted to 
another giant waste of time.  Vunkias hadn’t felt this frustrated in a very long time, for this was a 
very different kind of helplessness than he was used to dealing with.  He currently had the entire 
Order of Nageso relentlessly hunting for him, but even when facing those impossible odds, he 
still had a fighting chance.  Here, he had no control over what happened, and no way of finding 
out when something did.  His only clue was this arrow.  It knew everything, but unfortunately, 
wood and metal could not speak.  In spite of himself, Vunkias lifted it in front of his face and 
said, “If only you could talk to me.  You’d tell me what happened, wouldn’t you?”
“Excuse me, Mister?” came a voice from behind him, and Vunkias turned around to see a young 
girl, probably about thirteen years old, standing there.  He noticed her eyes were red and 
irritated with a glossy shine to them, and tear streaks ran down her cheeks.  “Are you talking to 
that arrow?” she asked, choking slightly on those words.
“Yes, I suppose I am,” Vunkias answered.  “Don’t pay any attention to a crazy old man like 
myself.”  Thankfully, there were enough old men who really were crazy that this girl didn’t find it 
too far out of the ordinary.
“Oh, okay,” was all she said.
“So can I help you?” asked Vunkias.
“Um….if it’s okay with you, can I have that arrow?”
“What for?”



“My dad wants me to collect all the arrows in this area.”  The girl held up a bundle of arrows that 
she had already collected, all of which were of the same design.  She was collecting Victor’s 
arrows—but why?
“That’s an odd request,” he remarked.
“Yeah, I don’t know why he wants them so badly.  He’s been acting very strange ever since—
well, for the last few days.  Now, can I please have that arrow?”
“Very well.”  Not seeing any practical use for the arrow, Vunkias handed it over, while 
commenting, “That’s a lot of arrows you’ve got there.  Where did they all come from?”
“There was a fight here a few days ago,” the girl told Vunkias.  “A Nageso fighting some other 
guy.  A lot of arrows were exchanged, and one—” the girl shivered as though she was trying to 
hold back tears, composed herself by drawing in a deep breath, and continued shakily, “—one 
struck my mom.  She’s….she’s dead….”  Unable to hold herself together any longer, the girl 
burst into tears.
“I….I’m very sorry for your loss,” Vunkias comforted her, placing his hand on her shoulder with 
genuine sympathy.  “The death of a loved one is something I know all too well.  I wish I could tell 
you it gets easier with time, but it really doesn’t.  If anything, it just gets a lot worse.”
“You’ve lost someone, too?” the girl wondered.
“I’ve lost everyone.”  As he stared off into space, Vunkias was suddenly overtaken by a rush of 
bottled-up emotions that he had been carrying around for the past forty-six years over the loved 
ones he had lost.  He didn’t even consider how uncharacteristic it was of him to be showing 
vulnerability, especially to a complete stranger like this girl.
“Well, I’m very sorry,” the girl said kindly
“Thank you, I really appreciate it,” Vunkias graciously replied.  If he had still been capable of it, 
he just might have cried as well.  “But never mind that,” he said, steeling himself.  He was 
beyond such pesky emotions now.  “That man the Nageso was fighting, did you catch his 
name?”
“I think I heard the Nageso call him Victor.”
Unable to curb his excitement, Vunkias leaned in close and aggressively inquired, “And did he 
survive the fight?  Or did the Nageso kill him?”
“Oh, he survived, all right.  The Nageso did, as well.”
“Do you know where he went after that?”
“That way, I think,” answered the girl, pointing down a street.
“Thank you.  Thank you very much.”
“Just one more thing,” the girl said, with a new fierceness to her tone.
“What is it?”
“If you find Victor, make sure he suffers for turning the lives of my family into Hell!”
“Trust me, I will.”
Vunkias then turned to go, but he had only taken a few steps before the girl called after him, 
“Wait, do I know you?”
“Not likely.”  Vunkias certainly didn’t remember seeing this girl before, although she was 
admittedly pretty generic in appearance.  To make extra sure, he added, “I’m new around here.”  
Not wanting to have to divert any more awkward questions, Vunkias then departed quickly.  He 
briefly considered killing this girl discreetly, for he did not like the idea of leaving her behind with 
the knowledge that he was looking for Victor, but ultimately decided against it.  After all, she had 
already suffered enough with the death of her mother, and killing her now would be unspeakably 
cruel.  A mercy, perhaps, but still cruel.  Besides, her existence meant the dead woman probably 
had a husband somewhere, who had just lost his wife and couldn’t bear to lose his daughter as 
well.  Vunkias knew firsthand how powerful a father’s love was, and the death of a child was the 
most devastating blow that any parent could be dealt.  Even he had standards, and what 



damage could a thirteen-year-old girl possibly do to him?  So Vunkias spared her life, hoping 
this little act of mercy would not come back to bite him later.
Vunkias then met back up with Epsivo, who greeted him with, “Please tell me you had better 
luck than I did, Master?”
“I can almost guarantee it,” Vunkias told him triumphantly.  “Apparently, Victor fought a Nageso 
here, survived the battle, and headed that way.  Come on, let’s find out what he’s up to.”

Chapter XLV

Twenty Years Ago
Orange flames rose from the buildings and trees, reaching for the sky and sending plumes of 
black smoke floating up toward it.  Gizium was caught up in a state of absolute chaos as people 
ran around every which way, shouting and tripping over themselves, like a nest of ants that had 
been disturbed by some predator.  And in this case, that predator was a horde of black 
phantoms that rampaged throughout Gizium, killing anything that moved.
Some ways away, near the edge of the forest, stood Victor, watching helplessly in a state of 
shock as everything he had ever known was torn apart.  Next to him stood Tusos, resting her 
hand firmly on Victor’s shoulder in a protective manner.  “What are those things?” Victor 
breathed, his voice coming out a lot softer and more timid than he had intended.



Victor looked up at Tusos for guidance, but was dismayed to see she looked just as 
dumbfounded and terrified as him.  “I have no idea, Victor,” she answered.  “But you’re not 
going to stick around to find out.”
“But everyone we know is down there!” Victor protested.  “We have to help them!”
“I’ll try to help them, while you get as far away from here as possible,” Tusos said in a voice that 
told Victor she was not asking.
“But Mom and Dad and Gatir and Enode and Kaime and Menpote and—”
“You have to run!” snapped Tusos desperately.  Victor took a step backward out of fear, not 
because she had just used that voice with him, but because he knew she only ever used it if 
things were very serious.  “If you don’t, you will die!  You’re my baby brother, Victor, and I love 
you!  I couldn’t take it if anything happened to you!  So just do it for me, okay?”
“Okay,” Victor nodded.  Hot tears began to trickle down his cheeks but he hastily wiped them 
away, for crying was for little kids and he was not a little kid anymore.  However, one more 
glance toward Gizium revealed the sight of Menpote, a sword in hand, charging into battle 
against the phantoms.  Now they were saved!  Menpote was an excellent warrior, and the 
phantoms wouldn’t stand a chance against him!  But a moment later, Victor’s entire world was 
abruptly shattered when, in a flash of steel, Menpote was unceremoniously decapitated by one 
of the phantoms.  “No!” Victor shouted, overtaken by a fit of rage, as Menpote’s body crumpled 
to the ground.
Victor didn’t stop to think, unable to discern any logical thoughts through the shroud of anger 
that he felt.  He didn’t remember consciously choosing to run back into Gizium, only the feeling 
of his legs pumping and his feet striking the ground as he did so.  “Victor!” Tusos called, running 
after him.  It was just like when Victor had run away from her as a toddler, only now he was 
actually fast enough to lose her.
Victor ran straight to his house, but was stopped a short distance from it by several familiar 
voices calling his name.  Enode, Kaime, Kaztan, and Temandu sat huddled in an alleyway, 
hiding behind some crates of food.  Victor ran to join them, demanding, “Where’s everyone 
else?  Gatir?  Leona?  Vinphes?”
“Leona and Vinphes are….are dead,” Enode told him somberly, causing Kaime to violently 
shudder, sobbing as quietly as she could.  Even Temandu looked pretty distraught, and in spite 
of all their bad history, Victor actually found himself feeling bad for him.  “And as for Gatir—well, 
I don’t know where Gatir is.”
“What about my father?” Kaztan blurted out frantically.  “Did you see him?  Is he okay?”
“Menpote….Menpote’s dead,” Victor told her, choking over these words as he did so.
“No….no!  That can’t be true!  How did it happen?” Kaztan exclaimed, shaking her head wildly 
as tears streamed down her cheeks.
Placing a comforting hand on her shoulder, Victor said, “I’m sorry, but he is.  I saw it with my 
own eyes.  One of these….things decapitated him.  What even are they, anyway?”
“I don’t know,” replied Enode, shaking his head in disbelief.  “They just appeared out of 
nowhere, like shadows cast by the rising sun, destroying everything they touched.”
“How are we going to get out of here alive?” Kaime spoke up.
“I could distract them so the rest of you can sneak away,” Victor suggested, despite knowing this 
idea wouldn’t go over very well with them.
“No!” protested Enode and Kaime at once, confirming this.
Enode said, “Victor, if you do that, you’ll die for sure.”
“But you won’t,” Victor told him flatly, in no mood to argue about this.
“I don’t want to live if it means you have to die for it to happen!” countered Enode
“He’s right, Victor, we won’t leave you behind!” added Kaime.



Victor smiled in spite of their current situation, very touched by this display of affection from 
them.  Now, however, was not the time.  They were his best friends in the entire world, and if the 
only way for them to live through this was for him to die in their place, so be it.  Well aware of 
what he was prepared to do, Victor insisted, “There’s no other way.”
“Yes there is!” Kaime argued, clearly not willing to give easily.  “Anything is better than you 
dying!”
“Victor!  There you are!” called a familiar voice, and Victor spun around to see Tusos running 
toward their hiding place as fast as her legs would carry her.  “You’re coming with me!”
“No, I’m not!  I’m going to get them out of here first!”
Just then, another voice that Victor did not know interjected, “On the contrary, you’re not going 
anywhere.  You will all die right here.”
Everyone whipped around to see who had spoken and Victor suddenly found himself face-to-
face one of the phantoms, his bottomless gaze sending a frosty shiver down his spine.  It was 
as though Victor was no longer standing right in front of the phantom, but viewing him through a 
pitch black tunnel of destruction that connected them across space and time.  Lurking at the 
other end of this tunnel in all his mystery, the phantom resembled an unnatural singularity.  His 
mere presence seemed to suck all the light and joy out of his surroundings and replace it with a 
sinking feeling of depression and hopelessness.
Victor couldn’t make out any eyes beneath the phantom’s cowl, but he could still feel the 
malevolent energies that emanated from them.  It felt as though the phantom could see right 
through him and into his soul, could see the fear that radiated off him just as a dog might have 
smelled it—there was nothing Victor could hide from him.  No matter what his actual face looked 
like beneath the cowl, it could not be as terrible as the faceless monstrosity he saw standing 
before him now.  The phantom did not even appear to be human, but rather some sort of evil 
ghost that had spawned right out of one of those scary stories that Victor and Enode used to tell 
Gatir at night to scare him.
Sweating with anxiety, Victor wanted desperately to wretch his gaze away from the phantom, 
but he found himself inexplicably unable to do so.  There was something almost magnetic about 
him, something that kept him trapped against his will in this unbreakable eye contact.  Maybe it 
was because Victor knew if he looked away, he would be dead before he could even register it.  
He could tell he was losing this battle of wills, for he wanted nothing more than to run and hide, 
to cry in a corner, to seek comfort in Naomei’s arms, but he knew he could not.  This was not 
just Temandu coming over to bully him again, and it could not be fixed by Naomei wiping away 
his tears and singing him a sappy song.  It was a real life-or-death situation, the kind of which he 
had heard stories about but thought—and hoped—would never actually happen to him.  And the 
realization of this simple, seemingly obvious fact frightened him much more than the phantom 
himself could ever hope to.
“Get down, everyone!” yelled Tusos, flinging her body in front of Victor’s like a shield and 
wrapping her arms around him protectively.  Simultaneously, the phantom loosed another arrow 
and Tusos cried out as it found its mark on her back.  Her arms flew out to the sides as the 
arrowhead emerged through her chest, blood dripping down from this wound, and she toppled 
forward onto the ground.  She had saved his life….but now she was dead because of it.  Victor 
had not thought it was even possible to feel even more anger than he did after seeing Menpote 
murdered right in front of him, but this proved just how wrong he was.
“I’m going to kill you in a million painful ways and make sure you stay alive to feel them all!” 
Victor blurted out, not even stopping to consider that this threat didn’t make any sense.  
Snatching up a rock from the ground, he sent it flying at the phantom with all his might, while 
shouting to his friends, “Go, everyone, get out of here!”



Temandu took off without a second thought, yelling, “Come on, everyone, you heard him!”  
Kaztan reluctantly followed after a few moments of hesitation, but Enode and Kaime remained 
stubbornly behind.
“Go!” Victor shouted at them, waving them away.  “I mean it, get out of here!  Don’t worry about 
me!”
Finally, Enode and Kaime did begin to retreat, looking as though every step that they took away 
from Victor caused them excruciating agony.  They moved slowly at first, not willing to let Victor 
out of their sight, but then faster and faster until they were running at top speed.  Their fear had 
finally won out, and they didn’t want to waste Victor’s sacrifice.  However, the phantom simply 
drew back his bow and fired an arrow at Kaime, striking the center of her back.  She fell forward, 
blood gushing forth, and Enode stopped to roll her over, exposing her face.  “Kaime!  Kaime, 
please don’t be dead!  Just don’t be dead!” he cried, but she remained still and lifeless.  
Meanwhile, another phantom approached from behind, grabbing Enode around the neck and 
dragging him away roughly.  Victor didn’t even know how to react to the sight of his two best 
friends being brutally murdered, so he simply stood there in a stunned silence, struggling to 
process what had just happened.
While Victor continued to gape, the phantom nocked another arrow and drew back his bowstring 
with a certain elegant grace.  It appeared as though he was moving in slow motion, but even so, 
Victor was powerless to stop him.  Try as he might, he was unable to budge his arms from 
where they hung frozen at his sides, in this mesmerizing trance.  He knew he was going to die, 
he just didn’t care about it.  On the contrary, he actually felt a sense of peacefulness and 
serenity set in.  Knowing the grueling task of fighting for his life was finally over was a strangely 
comforting thought.  Everyone had to die sometime, so why not today?  Victor gladly would 
have been shot dead then and there were it not for the interference of Gatir.
He came sprinting toward Victor, desperately calling, “Victor!  Come on!  We have to get back to 
Mom!” with Ripjaw running along behind him.
“Gatir!  You’re alive!” was all Victor could say, feeling a sense of tremendous relief spread 
throughout him.  He also felt adrenaline coursing through his veins again, for as long as Gatir 
was alive, Victor still had something to live and fight for.
Victor took off after Gatir and Ripjaw lunged savagely at the phantom, determined to protect his 
owners.  However, the phantom nimbly leapt out of the way and fired an arrow at Ripjaw, hitting 
him in the shoulder and eliciting a high-pitched yelp of pain.  Ripjaw dropped to the ground and 
lay there, a weak growl reverberating from his throat, while a pool of his own blood rapidly 
formed around him.  “Ripjaw!” Gatir cried, tears streaming down his cheeks at this horrific sight.  
“Get up, boy!  Come on, get up!”  Gatir started toward Ripjaw, but Victor grabbed him and held 
him back.
“No, Gatir, we have to leave him!” Victor shouted.  It pained him immensely to say this, but 
unfortunately, there was no time to mourn Ripjaw at the moment.
Still struggling, albeit in vain, against Victor’s arms, Gatir wailed, “But Victor, Ripjaw’s dying—”
“—and we’ll be dead too if we don’t get out of here!” Victor yelled.  “Come on, Gatir, it’s time to 
leave!”
“No!  We can’t just leave him to die!  Please, no!” Gatir wailed as Victor forcibly dragged him 
away.  Victor did feel quite bad for leaving a dying Ripjaw behind, not to mention mentally 
scarring Gatir like this, but at the moment, his main priority was keeping Gatir safe at any cost 
necessary.
He and Gatir soon reached their house, where they were greeted by a crushing hug from 
Naomei.  “There you two are, I’m so glad you’re alive!” she said, dragging them both into a 
crushing hug so tight that it actually hurt.  Suddenly, she seemed to realize something, and a 
look of dread then flashed across her face as she asked, “Wait….where’s your sister?”



At this, Gatir broke down crying again, unable to answer.  Summoning up his courage, Victor 
tried to tell Naomei how Tusos had died, but only managed to choke out, “Tusos….she’s—she 
was trying to protect me and….and now she’s….”
However, Naomei, seeing how distraught Victor was as he said this, was able to put two and 
two together.  For a moment, she closed her eyes and lowered her head in mourning, tears 
streaming down her cheeks at the thought of what had happened to her only daughter.  Then, 
she steeled herself, telling Victor and Gatir, “Come on, now, we have to get out of sight!  Hide in 
the basement and don’t come out until I say—”
“He’s coming, Naomei, he’s coming!” interrupted Wes frantically.  He pushed Victor, Naomei, 
and Gatir through the door and slammed it shut, saying, “Just hide, I’ll try to hold him off!”
“Wes, no!” Naomei cried.  She tried to open the door and run to him, but Victor and Gatir held 
her back by the arms.
“Mom, don’t!  You’ll die!” Victor beseeched her.
Pulling free of their grasp, Naomei hurried over to the window and looked out upon the terrible 
carnage.  Peering over her shoulders, Victor and Gatir saw Wes collapse on the ground, a pair 
of arrows sticking out of his chest.  “Wes….oh, Wes….” Naomei moaned, utterly distraught.
“Dad!” Gatir sobbed, throwing his arms around an unmoving Naomei and hugging her for 
comfort.  As he stroked Gatir’s head to soothe him, even Victor felt a certain degree of sadness 
for Wes’s death.  While he had never gotten along with Wes himself, he knew how much 
Naomei and Gatir loved him.
“It’s okay, sweetie, it’s going to be okay,” Naomei tried to assure Gatir.  However, her quaking 
voice and constant sniffling made it painfully obvious she was lying, and Gatir seemed 
unconvinced by this.  Naomei then placed her hand on Victor’s chin and tilted his head up so 
their eyes were level with each other, saying to him, “Victor, my little sunshine, I will always love 
you.  Take care of your brother, he needs you.”
“No, Mom!  Don’t say that!” wailed Victor, refusing to consider even the possibility of a world 
without Naomei.  Tears of hopeless acceptance streaming down her cheeks, Naomei abruptly 
grabbed Victor and Gatir, wrapping each of them in one of her arms and pulling them both 
against her body.  With his head buried in her chest, Victor could hear the terrifying sound of her 
heart pounding frantically.
Just then, the door violently burst open, causing Victor, Naomei, and Gatir to all flinch fearfully 
away from it.  A man then stepped through the doorway and into their house, with several 
phantoms trailing subserviently in his wake, as though he was their leader.  This man was very 
tall and muscular, with dirty blonde hair that was neatly slicked back and blue eyes.  They were 
not warm and sparkling like the blue eyes that belonged to Naomei, though, but rather cold and 
merciless.  His face was like an emotionless mask, very calm and collected, even as he 
callously surveyed all the destruction around him.  There was no excess movement across his 
body, no twitching of his face or fidgeting of his hands, but every motion that he did make, no 
matter how miniscule, carried an unimaginable weight and power behind it.  He was dressed in 
the same armor as the rest of the phantoms and held a sword in his right hand, but instead of a 
cowl that hid his face from view, he wore an elaborate cape that billowed out behind him and 
made him seem even more physically imposing.  And then, he spoke in a voice that was just as 
frigid and dispassionate as his face, saying, “Hello, Naomei.  It’s been a long time.”
“Get back!” Naomei hissed, interposing herself between the man and her children.  To him, she 
said, “Please, do whatever you want to me, but spare my children!  I’ll do anything you want!  
Absolutely anything!  Just please, don’t—”
“Unfortunately, you do not appear to be in a position to make demands of me,” was the man’s 
callous response, cutting her off with a dismissive, almost bored, wave of his hand.



“No, please, I beg you!  I’m sorry—”  There was then a blur of motion as the man started toward 
Naomei, his movements too fast for Victor’s eyes to even perceive.  Naomei remained standing 
upright at first, and there was a brief moment when Victor thought—or maybe just hoped 
beyond all hope—that the man had not harmed her.  But then her head slipped off her neck and 
bounced across the floor, followed by her body toppling to the ground like a marionette puppet 
whose strings had been cut.
“Mom!  No!” shouted Gatir, running to Naomei’s side and desperately hugging her lifeless 
corpse.  “Wake up, Mom!  Come on, you have to wake up!”
Victor, on the other hand, felt not anger at this horrific sight, but disbelief.  It couldn’t be true; 
Naomei couldn’t be dead.  It was just impossible!  She had always been there for Victor, 
whenever he needed her, no matter what.  She had often promised him they would be together 
forever because she loved him so much and would never leave him.  It was her who had fed 
him, bathed him, and clothed him for the past thirteen years.  Unable to breathe, Victor fell 
forward onto her corpse, burying his head in her tunic.  He wanted to cry just like Gatir, but 
found he could not, having cried himself dry before.  Looking up, Victor saw the man still 
standing there, as indifferent as ever.  At that moment, Victor decided he hated this man, hated 
him more than anything in the world.  “You should not have done that,” he warned.
“And why not?”
“Because I’m going to kill you for it,” stated Victor matter-of-factly, his voice dangerously quiet 
and shaking with rage.
With an amused grin, the man simply responded, “Is that so?”
“Die, boy!” snarled one of the phantoms, suddenly lunging forward with his sword raised to 
strike Victor down.  Perplexingly, the man moved to prevent this, stepping in front of Victor to 
shield him from harm and driving his sword through the torso of the shocked phantom.
The other phantoms all took a fearful step backward at this, and the man said, “No.  Only a 
coward would kill a defenseless boy like Victor here.  That is not our way.”  And then to Victor, 
he ordered, “Go on, boy, take a weapon and face me.  I can tell you have courage in 
abundance.  You deserve a fighting chance.”
Victor was baffled as to why this man would do this, but he had been given a chance to survive 
and would not throw it away.  Walking over to fetch the sword that Menpote had given to him, 
Victor asked meekly, “Who are you?”
“My name is Tunvick,” answered the man.  “I am the leader of the Order of Nageso.”
“The—the Nageso?” Victor repeated incredulously.  “But I thought….I thought they were just a 
legend!”  He had heard tales about the Nageso, supposedly invincible warriors with supernatural 
powers, from Menpote, but Naomei had always been quick to insist they were not actually 
real….  Even when Victor and Enode had told Gatir scary stories about the Nageso to scare 
him, neither of them had actually believed it themselves.
With a lamenting sigh, Tunvick explained, “Yes, we have fallen on some tough times in recent 
centuries.  Once upon a time, the Nageso were bold conquerors, known and feared by all, but 
today, we are nothing more than the stuff of scary stories.  But that ends now.  It is time for the 
world to know and fear us again, as it should.  And soon, it will.  Kevsovia will be ours, and after 
that, the world.  It is our destiny as Nageso to lead and rule, as it is the destiny of all others to 
bow and grovel at our feet.”
“Not me!  I’ll never bow to you!” Victor snarled, trying to mask his crippling fear with the white-
hot rage that he felt swelling up within him.
With a surprisingly soft smile, Tunvick responded, “No, I can see you won’t.  You clearly possess 
strength and courage beyond your years.  How would you like to join our ranks, boy?  You 
would be welcomed by us with open arms.  We would give you power beyond your wildest 
dreams, enlightenment that you cannot even begin to imagine, and a new family.  It is the least I 



can do, having taken away your old one.  Together, you and I could make a real difference.  So 
what do you say, boy?  Are you ready to change the world together?”
Victor did not know why Tunvick was trying to recruit him right after brutally decapitating his 
mother, but he did know what his answer would be:  “Never!  I’d die before joining you!”
“Have it your way, then.”  Raising his sword in a respectful salute, Tunvick said, “Come on, boy, 
fight me.”
Victor raised his own sword in a mirror of Tunvick’s form, holding its blade vertically in front of 
his face.  He grasped its hilt as tightly as he could with both hands, all sense of proper form 
vanquished from his mind by the overwhelming fear that engulfed him.  He felt sickly, his palms 
slick with sweat, and his hands visibly shook in trepidation, causing the sword blade to tremble.  
There seemed to be a massive lump lodged in his throat, preventing him from swallowing and 
reducing all his breaths to desperate gasps.  On top of it all, his heart was pounding against the 
inside of his chest with such force that he feared it would rip right through it.  Arrogantly 
smirking, Tunvick remarked, “Your heart is pounding, boy.  You are afraid.”  All Victor could do in 
response to this was gulp, for he could no longer bring himself to speak.  “That is perfectly 
normal; all men fear me.”
How had Tunvick been able to tell Victor’s heart was pounding?  Was it really that obvious?  
Regardless, Tunvick was wrong:  Victor wasn’t afraid, he was terrified beyond all reasonable 
comprehension.  He knew without a doubt he was going to die that day.  Tunvick giving him a 
chance to fight back meant nothing, for he could still kill Victor just as easily as if he had been 
unarmed.  After all, Victor was hopelessly outclassed even by Menpote, who had been 
effortlessly cut down by a Nageso.  There were alternatives to fighting, though.  Victor noticed 
the fire which was engulfing Gizium had begun to spread to his house, its flames creeping down 
the support columns and peeking in through the window, clouding up the air with smoke.  “Gatir, 
watch out!” he shouted as he slammed his shoulder into a nearby column.
Having already been weakened by the fire, the column splintered, causing the ceiling to cave in.  
An avalanche of debris came crashing down between him and the Nageso, separating them 
and flooding the room with a wave of intolerable heat.  Wasting no time, Victor ran toward the 
trapdoor that led to the basement and pulled it open, yelling, “Come on, Gatir, get in here!”  Gatir 
started forward, but never made it there, for a massive rafter came falling out of the ceiling, 
crushing him in a curtain of fire.  “Gatir!” Victor yelled, starting toward him.  His path was 
blocked, though, by more falling debris.  Another larger piece struck Victor square on the back, 
knocking him flat onto the ground.
For a minute, Victor just lay face down, the wind having been knocked out of him and his lungs 
burning for air.  Then he slowly lifted his head to watch as his house crumbled under the raging 
fire, which had spread all throughout it.  The heat was like a pillow being pressed over his face, 
making it difficult to breathe, he was practically drenched in sweat, and his head was throbbing 
with intolerable agony.  His vision was also very fuzzy and it seemed like everything was 
happening in slow motion, almost like he was in some sort of trance.  About five feet away from 
him lay Gatir’s corpse, thoroughly crushed by the rafter and engulfed in flames that were eating 
away at it.
Victor drew in a deep breath, only to choke it back out again, for the air was now mostly filled 
with smoke, burning the inside of his throat.  He heard a high pitched scream, and soon realized 
it was his own.  He then became aware of the flames that burned across his back, searing his 
skin and roasting his flesh.  Frantically, he scrambled to his feet and staggered as fast as he 
could toward the trapdoor, dodging yet another downpour of debris.  Victor would have loved to 
get Gatir’s corpse to safety, but knew there was no time to lose if he wanted to avoid his 
gruesome fate.  His legs buckling beneath him and feeling lightheaded from the lack of clean air, 
Victor practically threw himself down the trapdoor.  His hands slipped off the ladder in his haste 



and he was sent crashing down to the dirt floor, where he rolled around to extinguish the fire on 
his back.
Victor tried to get back up, but found his limbs were too weak and his brain too oxygen deprived 
to do so.  Overwhelmed by the intense heat and thick smoke, he began to slip out of 
consciousness, his last thoughts being that maybe he would get to see his family again in 
Heaven.  Or maybe even Hell; Victor had been very naughty sometimes.

Chapter XLVI

Present Day
Nekvos knocked on the door of a random house, and a few moments later, a man came out to 
greet him and Victor, gruffly demanding, “What do you two want?”
“We just need a place to stay for the night.  We have nowhere to go and—”
“Oh, so we have a pair of beggars, huh?” scoffed the man, cutting Nekvos off.
“Well, I guess you could technically apply that term to us, but with that said—”
“I don’t take in people for nothing!  You’d better have something to pay me with if you want my 
hospitality!”
“You see, that’s the thing, we don’t exactly have any—”
“Then get lost, you filthy beggars!  Go on, I want you gone!”  With that, the man slammed the 
door in their faces.
“Oh, the nerve….” Nekvos fumed.  “I wonder what he’d say to us if he knew how easily we could 
kill him.”
“Come on, let’s try another house,” suggested Victor.  He and Nekvos had figured this would be 
the best place to hide from Pesituk, since he would probably never think to look for them in a 



place so obvious.  Besides, they were starving and all their money had been taken by Fasonia 
while they were unconscious.
“Yeah, let’s.”  Walking over to another house across the street, Nekvos knocked on it and waited 
for someone to answer.
A minute later, this door swung open and a man stepped into view, greeting them, “Hello, can I 
help you two?”
Nekvos replied, “Yes, you can.  We just need a place to stay for the night.  We have nowhere to 
go and our lives are in grave danger.”
“Well then, by all means, come in and make yourselves comfortable.  My home is always open 
to those in need.”  The man then proceeded to usher Victor and Nekvos into his house, before 
closing the door behind them.
“Thank you,” said Victor graciously as they stepped inside.  “Your hospitality is most 
appreciated.”
“Oh, don’t mention it.  My name’s Damvonim by the way.  Who are you two?”
“I’m Victor.”
“And I’m Nekvos.”
“Well, Victor and Nekvos,” Damvonim said as he shook both their hands, “it’s very nice to meet 
you both.”
Just then, a female voice spoke up from the next room, saying, “Damvonim, honey, who’s 
there?”  This was followed by footsteps as a woman came around the corner and into view.  
Trailing behind her was a little girl, maybe six years old, who was clutching her mother’s hand 
nervously.
“This is Victor and Nekvos, and they need a place to stay for the night,” Damvonim told the 
woman.  To Victor and Nekvos, Damvonim said, “I’d like you two to meet my wife, Aryen, and 
our daughter, Navis.”
“Nice to meet you two,” said Aryen.  “Why don’t you make yourselves comfortable while I 
prepare some dinner for us?”
Victor smiled with relief as he said, “Dinner would be wonderful.”

***

“Oh, great Kuminut, hear our prayers” Damvonim chanted, his hands pressed together in 
worship.  “Please bless this delicious food which gives us sustenance.  Bless this sturdy house 
which shields us from the weather.  And, most of all, bless these two humble travelers, may they 
be safe from all harm.”
“We must always be grateful for what we are given,” Victor muttered instinctively.  In the twenty 
years since her death, he had never forgotten Naomei’s wise words.
“What was that?” asked Damvonim.
“It….it’s just something my mother used to say,” Victor answered simply.  He then picked up his 
spoon and began to eat the piping hot soup that Aryen had placed in front of them, keeping his 
mouth full so Damvonim would be dissuaded from asking any more personal questions.
For a few minutes, they ate their soup in silence, before Damvonim broke it by asking, “So 
what’s the deal with you two?”
“I’m not sure what you mean,” replied Nekvos.
“I mean, you said your lives were in grave danger.  What did you mean by that?  Who’s trying to 
kill you?”
Nekvos cautiously answered, “A Nageso,” and waited to see how Damvonim would react to this 
piece of information.  Maybe he would panic and throw them out of his house for fear of being 



caught in the crossfire.  After seeing Pesituk attack Fasonia to get to them, Nekvos wouldn’t 
have blamed him.
“A Nageso?” repeated Damvonim in awe.  “And you’re still alive to tell the tale?”
“So far,” Nekvos said wryly.
“That’s amazing,” was Damvonim’s response.
“Amazing?” inquired Victor.
“Yes.  The Nageso are complete monsters, taking whatever they want and killing anyone who 
resists them.  It’s about time someone stood up to their tyranny.”
“You know, there are countless people across Kevsovia who hate the Nageso and would gladly 
see them destroyed,” Victor pointed out.
“True, but very few actually possess the courage to fight back, and even fewer have the strength 
to succeed.  Kevsovia needs men like you two, who are willing to risk their lives to fight for what 
is right.”
“And men like you,” said Victor, “who make Kevsovia a better place through simple acts of 
kindness, like taking in a pair of weary travelers running for their lives.”
“Yeah, thanks again for that,” Nekvos added.
“The pleasure’s all mine,” replied Damvonim.
Navis, who had been sitting quietly and stealing shy glances at Victor this whole time, then 
chimed in, “That’s very pretty.”
“Excuse me?” Victor said, confused as to what she meant.  He then made eye contact with her 
and followed her gaze to his chest, which his pendant rested against.  Picking it up, he said, 
“Oh, this?”  Navis nodded, and Victor held it out so she could see it more closely.  He let her run 
her fingers over it for a few seconds, before pulling it back.  Victor then told her, “It belonged to 
my mother.”
“Where’s your mother now?” Navis asked innocently.
“Navis, sweetie, don’t ask questions like that,” Aryen gently scolded her.
Lowering his head, Victor solemnly answered, “She’s dead.”
“Oh.  I’m sorry,” said Navis earnestly, looking quite shocked at this.
Raising his head again, Victor smiled warmly at her and said, “Thank you.”
As it turned out, talking about dead mothers was a great way to kill the mood of the evening.  
After a few more minutes of eating in silence, Nekvos stood up and said, “Well, I hate to break 
up the party here, but we should probably get to bed now.  We need to be up early tomorrow so 
we can leave at the crack of dawn.
Nodding, Victor agreed, “That’s a good idea.  The more distance that we can put between 
ourselves and Pesituk, the better.”
“Very well,” said Aryen.  “I’ll set up a bed for you two.”
“Don’t worry,” Victor assured her and Damvonim, “we’ll be out of your hair before you even wake 
up.”



Chapter XLVII

Victor wasn’t exactly sure when he woke up or when he realized Nekvos was not there, but 
when he did, his first thoughts were those of alarm.  Had Pesituk found them and started picking 
them off in their sleep?  Rationalizing that maybe Nekvos had just gone for a walk or something, 
Victor exited Damvonim’s house.  There he found Nekvos, sitting on the front steps and staring 
off into space.  Not sure what to say, Victor sat down next to him, although Nekvos still gave no 
indication that he was even aware of Victor’s presence.  After a few minutes of sitting side-by-
side and not acknowledging each other, Nekvos, without even turning to look at Victor, said, 
“Couldn’t sleep?”
Somewhat caught off guard by this sudden question, Victor simply answered, “No.”
Shaking his head, Nekvos replied, “Me neither.  Not when I know what’s coming.  Pesituk will 
find us eventually, and we can’t be asleep when he does.  I just can’t relax with that kind of 
anxiety in me.  Especially now that we’re on our own.  I’m sorry about that incident with Fasonia, 
by the way.”
“When you told me you were never good at getting out of toxic relationships with women, you 
were referring to her, weren’t you?”
“Yeah.”
“Why were you even married to her in the first place?” Victor wondered.  “You mentioned 
something about your marriage being a sham?  You don’t have to answer it,” Victor hastily 
added, realizing this could be something of a sensitive topic for Nekvos.
“No, no, it’s fine, kid.  You see, I came from a very wealthy and prestigious family back in 
Kuminutium.  All my parents ever cared about was honor, and they were always telling me how 
it was my duty to get it for them.  When I turned eighteen, they forced me to enlist in the 
Kevsovian Grand Army, but I wanted so much more out of my life.  I eventually managed to get 
out, but by law, I belonged to my parents until I married and started a family of my own.  That’s 
why I married Fasonia, to get away from my oppressive parents.  Of course, I saw our marriage 
as just that, a way out, but apparently, I forgot to tell Fasonia.”
“I see.”
Nekvos continued, “And then, a little while ago, when Vunkias was trying to build his makeshift 
army to fight the Nageso, he recruited both me and Fasonia into it.  We were reunited, and I 
promised her things would be different from then on, that I’d be around more….and believe me, 



kid, I really tried.  But try as I might, we just weren’t compatible with each other, what with her 
being a criminal mastermind and me being….well, me.”
“I don’t know, I actually think you two are pretty cute together,” Victor remarked, relishing the 
annoyed groan that Nekvos let out.
“Yeah, but no one cares what you think,” Nekvos replied flatly.  “But enough of just sitting here 
and talking about my love life—let’s actually do something.”
“Like what?”
“Like making sure you’re able to kill Pesituk the next time we fight him.”  Fetching a pair of 
sticks, Nekvos tossed one to Victor and said, “Come on, kid, show me how little you’ve 
improved.”
“How little, you say?  Boy oh boy, you’re in for a surprise.”
“Then go on, show me.  Let your actions speak for themselves.”  Raising his stick into a ready 
position, Victor parried Nekvos’s first strike.  And the next.  And the one after that.  Ten minutes 
later, they were still fighting vigorously, their sticks chipped and cracked from all the abuse and 
their arms painfully sore from lifting them.  Breaking off from the fight, Nekvos remarked, “I don’t 
believe it,” panting heavily as he spoke.
“Believe it,” wheezed Victor between breaths.  Both him and Nekvos were drenched in sweat, 
although Victor slightly more so.  He was glad Nekvos had chosen to end this session then, for 
he wasn’t sure how much longer he could have held out.  “Can I consider you proven wrong, 
then?” Victor quipped.
“All right, I’ll admit it,” Nekvos conceded.  “How the Hell’d you get so good?  And in such a short 
amount of time?”
“I guess I’m just a fast learner,” shrugged Victor.
“Yeah, inhumanly fast.  But whatever, I’m a good sport, and I can admit when I’ve met my 
match.  Good fight.”  At this, he extended his hand to shake Victor’s.  Victor should have been 
suspicious ever since Nekvos said he was a good sport, but he accepted this gesture anyway—
a bit of a mistake on his part.  Twisting his arm around, Nekvos flipped him onto the ground and 
held him there, pressing his stick against Victor’s neck.  “And you’re dead,” he gloated.
“Hey, no fair!” protested Victor.  “You cheated!”
“And Pesituk won’t?” countered Nekvos.  “I’m just preparing you for what he’ll do.  Now it’s time 
for you to yield.”
“What?  No way!”  Victor struggled against Nekvos with all his might, but was unable to get out 
from under him.
“Yes way.  Just yield already!”
“Okay, fine, whatever, I yield!”
Getting off Victor, Nekvos smugly said, “That’s what I thought.”
“Son of a bitch,” muttered Victor.
Nekvos then extended his hand to help Victor up but Victor, having learned his lesson about 
trusting Nekvos, hesitated before taking it this time.  “What’s the matter?  I don’t bite,” Nekvos 
joked.  Against his better judgement, Victor allowed Nekvos to help him to his feet, and was 
pleasantly surprised when Nekvos didn’t try anything dirty.  “What, did you expect me to throw 
you down again or something?” he said.
“Yes, I did,” Victor told him.  “And can you blame me?”
“Not really.  But don’t worry; if you keep progressing like this, before long, you’ll be the one 
throwing me around!  Just don’t expect me to ever yield to you.”
Chuckling at this, Victor asked, “How about you, where’d you learn to fight so well?”
Nekvos answered, “During my time in the Army.  I learned a lot from them, I just didn’t stick 
around long enough to use it.”
“Because you wanted to get away from your parents.”



“It was more than just that.  You see, back then, I had a best friend named Porfius, and we were 
inseparable.  However, one day, we found out our general, Hiksemont, had formed a secret 
alliance with the Nageso, who had not yet revealed themselves to Kevsovia, and was helping 
them prepare for their invasion.  We tried to expose his corruption, but he was able to deflect 
the blame away from himself by having Porfius assassinated and framing me for the crime.  So I 
became a fugitive, running from the very establishment that I had once served.  And my parents 
disowned me because I had brought disgrace to my family, which in their eyes, was the worst 
thing I could ever have done.  But what was I supposed to do, just let corruption reign 
unchecked?  That’s the kind of thing that really makes me hate society.  It’s just so sickening 
how the higher-ups, like Hiksemont, can get away with whatever they want while the common 
folk, like me and Porfius, have to pay the price for their crimes.  So I went my own way and 
joined the Dauntless Gang.”
A visible shudder ran through Nekvos and he lowered his head in mourning.  Reliving past 
trauma did that to a person, and Victor understood the feeling better than most.  The feeling of 
being unable to escape the appalling horrors that plagued his past, for they were burned into his 
memory forever.  Constantly replaying these memories over and over again in his head, wanting 
nothing more than to forget them but not being able to look away.  Feeling trapped in his own 
head by a kind of terrible anguish that only he could know, building up day after day until it could 
barely be contained.  Wanting to release all this pain but not knowing how to, and being 
reminded of it every time he closed his eyes.  Wishing beyond all hope he could just reach back 
across time and fix the past, but knowing this was impossible.  He lived his life as a tormented 
onlooker, able to experience this trauma infinite times but not do anything to change or end it.  
All he could do was pray it would get better with time, but considering twenty years of time had 
only made it immeasurably worse, this wasn’t very likely.  “But at least you’re happy with your 
new life,” Victor said in an attempt to comfort Nekvos.
“Yeah, I guess I am.  And it’s just as well, because a year after I left, the Nageso invaded and 
conquered Kevsovia, wiping most of its military.  Were it not for this, I most likely would have 
died along with them.”
“And what about your parents?  Are they still alive?”
“No,” Nekvos said with a sudden dark glower in his eyes, “they’re not.”
“Oh.  I’m terribly sorry.”
“Don’t be,” Nekvos practically snapped.  “I’m the one who killed them.”
“You—what?” Victor exclaimed in disbelief, unable to even imagine what could drive someone to 
commit the unspeakable act of parricide.
“Oh, they deserved it, don’t get me wrong,” fumed Nekvos.  “You see, they sided with the 
Nageso during their takeover of Kevsovia, believing it would bring more honor to our family.  
And as a token of their loyalty, they sacrificed my little sister, Vatuke, to Mevait.  Served her right 
up to be killed by him.  Why should they care about their own daughter, after all?  I, on the other 
hand, took matters into my own hands and went about properly avenging her death.  First, I 
gave my parents a little taste of their own medicine.  Then I hunted Mevait down and snapped 
his neck.  I thought this would ease the pain of Vatuke’s death, but it didn’t.  It just left me alone 
in the world.”
The pain that Victor saw in Nekvos was something only a big brother, who knew of the loving 
bond that existed between siblings, could ever truly understand.  Victor had lost his own little 
brother twenty years ago, and he could only imagine what Nekvos was going through in reliving 
it.  Nekvos was silent for a moment, his face stark with horror.  And then, likely more to assure 
himself than Victor, he asserted, “But never mind that, it’s in the past.”
Most people might have just left it at that, but when Victor looked at Nekvos, he recognized the 
face of someone who was adopting a facade of steel to hide his pain.  Even Nekvos himself 



might not have noticed, having gotten so used to it by now, but Victor did because this was the 
same face that he saw every time he gazed upon his own reflection.  Wanting to help Nekvos 
but not sure how, he said, “In my experience, nothing ever stays in the past, especially things of 
that nature.  Physical scars will eventually fade, but bad memories are with you forever.  You 
can pretend they don’t exist all you want, push them into the far back of your head, but they’re 
always there, ready to resurface whenever it’s least convenient.”
“And I bet you’d know a lot about that,” responded Nekvos.  “Come on, kid, what’s your tragic 
backstory?”
“How do you know I have one?”
“Because everyone does, to a certain extent.  I’m betting yours involves the Nageso somehow, 
doesn’t it?  You don’t have to tell me about it, of course, but I often find it’s nice to have 
someone to talk to.”
Victor took a few moments to consider this.  On one hand, he despised vulnerability and had 
spent the past twenty years trying to avoid it at all costs which was why, in that time, he had only 
shared details about his past with a select few.  But on the other hand, he knew from personal 
experience that Nekvos was right:  it really did help to have someone to talk to.  And if Nekvos 
could open up about his pain, Victor sure as Hell could do the same.  Back in the arena, there 
had been no one willing to care about Victor or listen to his troubles, but those days were behind 
him.  Now, he had Nekvos, and that was more than enough.
Slowly, very slowly, Victor began to speak, staring off into space as he recalled these memories 
from the darkest, most repressed corner of his mind, “I was thirteen years old when the Nageso 
conquered Kevsovia.  I grew up in Gizium, which was the first place they attacked, and can still 
remember the day they showed up as if it were only yesterday.  They just appeared out of 
nowhere, like shadows cast by the rising sun, destroying everything they touched.  Growing up, 
I had heard stories about the Nageso from my uncle, Menpote, who also happened to be my 
combat instructor.  According to him, the Nageso were mystical warriors who could walk across 
water, teleport, and lift objects with their minds.  But my mother always assured me they were 
nothing more than the stuff of scary stories.  Me and my best friend, Enode, actually used to use 
stories about the Nageso to scare my little brother, Gatir.  I certainly never expected to see a 
Nageso in person.  And yet, here they were.  I watched as they killed all my friends and family 
one by one, completely powerless to do anything to stop them.  And then, Tunvick came.  He 
cut off my mother’s head right in front of me, before inviting me to join the Nageso.”
“What, was he insane or something?” exclaimed Nekvos.  “Why would you want to join him, he 
had just killed your family!”
“That’s exactly what I told him.  But as monstrous as Tunvick is, he is at least an honorable 
man.  He allowed me to pick up my sword and fight for my life.”
“How’d you ever survive that?”
“My house burned down on top of us and we were separated.  Tunvick probably just assumed I 
died.  He never once considered the possibility that I’d come back to haunt him later on.  When 
the fire died down and the smoke cleared away, I was left standing over the burned corpses of 
all my family and friends.  That day, I swore on my mother’s grave that I would avenge her—
avenge them all—by killing Tunvick.  For the past twenty years, I’ve been working toward that 
goal.”
Nodding, Nekvos inquired, “How’d you end up in that arena?”
“Somewhere along the way, I got sidetracked.  I spent some time with a group of thieves called 
the Crooked Bandits, but that ended disastrously.  Eventually, I was sold into slavery, and ended 
up being purchased by Teavis.  I killed the current grand champion, Kohave, in a fight, and 
Teavis had me take his place in the arena.  That’s where I stayed until I met you.”
“And the rest, as they say, is history,” concluded Nekvos.



With an uncharacteristically warm smile, Victor said, “Thank you.”
“For what?”
“For being here.  For listening to me.  It’s been a while since I actually had a human 
conversation with someone.”  Truthfully, this statement didn’t even scratch the surface of how 
much Nekvos really meant to Victor.  In spite of their relatively short time together, Nekvos was 
probably the best friend Victor had known in twenty years—as well as the only one he had left.  
Someday, he might actually tell this to Nekvos.
“You know what?  I’m fond of you, kid.  Now come on, we really should get some sleep before 
morning.  We need to be at the top of our game when Pesituk comes looking for us.”  They went 
back inside, and this time, Victor fell asleep very quickly.  It was as though a massive weight had 
been lifted off his shoulders by this confession.  Now that he did not have to bear the burden of 
his past alone, he could finally relax.

Chapter XLVIII

The second time Victor woke up that night, it was to Nekvos roughly shaking him while hissing, 
“Kid!  Wake up, kid!”
Thoroughly annoyed, Victor responded, “What is it?”
“Don’t you smell that?”
“Smell what?”
“The smoke.”
“What smoke?”  Rolling his eyes with skepticism, Victor inhaled, and sure enough he could 
detect a whiff of smoke in the air.  This snapped him into alertness, for smoke was a telltale sign 



of fire, and in his experience, fire was usually bad news.  Hastily sitting up, Victor replied, 
“You’re right.”
“Of course I am.  Now come on, let’s go check it out.”
“I’m almost afraid to,” said Victor as he and Nekvos crept out of Damvonim’s house, careful not 
to wake anyone up.  What they saw outside, however, stopped them in their tracks.
Orange flames rose from the nearby buildings and trees, reaching for the sky and sending 
plumes of black smoke floating up toward it.  It was a state of absolute chaos as people ran 
around every which way, shouting and tripping over themselves, like a nest of ants that had 
been disturbed by some predator.  And in this case, that predator was Pesituk, standing in front 
of this raging fire with his sword already drawn in anticipation of an upcoming fight.  “Welcome,” 
he said.  “I am very much looking forward to killing you both.”
The sight of this inferno triggered something deep within Victor, causing a series of vivid and 
unfortunately familiar images to flash through his mind.  He was reminded of another inferno 
twenty years ago, one that had burned his entire world to the ground and left him sitting in the 
ashes of what had once been a very happy life, where he had remained since then.  Most 
others feared fire because of the physical harm it could inflict, but not Victor.  No, he feared it 
because of the dark emotions and traumatic memories that it brought out in him.  Nekvos 
remarked, “Now I’m really afraid,” but Victor, who was busy staring off into space, didn’t react to 
this at all.  “Um...kid?  Are you okay?” Nekvos asked, resting his hand on Victor’s shoulder with 
concern.
Snapping back to the present, Victor hastily responded, “Yeah, yeah, I’m fine.”
“Well then, come on, let’s kill Pesituk once and for all!  If we fight together, he won’t stand a 
chance against us!”
“But what about Damvonim?” said Victor, remembering something.
“What about him?”
“He’s still in his house!”  By then, the fire had begun to spread to Damvonim’s house, and Victor 
could tell it wouldn’t be standing much longer.  “We can’t just leave him in there, he’s only in 
danger because of us!”
With a sigh, Nekvos said, “You’re right.  Go save him, kid, I’ll hold Pesituk off.”
“I’ll be right back, don’t you worry,” Victor assured him.
Pesituk began to advance toward them, but Nekvos drew his own sword and went to head him 
off, shouting, “How about one last rematch, you wretched Nageso?”
“It would be my pleasure,” was Pesituk’s eager response.
Meanwhile, Victor rushed back to the house just as Aryen came tearing out of it, panting heavily.  
“Aryen!  Are you all right?” he called.
“Victor!” replied Aryen, coming to a stop.  “What the Hell is going on here?”
“It’s the Nageso who’s hunting us!  He’s here!  Where are the others?”
“Damvonim told me to get out of there while he fetched Navis!” answered Aryen, the panic in her 
voice overwhelming.  “They’re still in there!”
“Don’t worry, I’ll save them!” Victor told her, rushing back into the house.  “Damvonim!  Navis!  
Where are you?” he shouted as loud as he could.
Navis’s voice then piped up, shouting, “Victor!  Help!”  Following this sound, Victor went into the 
bedroom, where Navis was lying curled up on the ground, bawling her eyes out with 
overwhelming terror.  Right next to her lay an unconscious Damvonim, pinned to the ground by 
a burning rafter that lay across his back.  Rushing over to where he lay, Victor seized a part of 
the rafter that was not on fire and tried to lift it.  However, it was still very hot, causing his hands 
to scream in agony upon contact and making it significantly more difficult to move.  After several 
failed attempts, Victor finally managed to heave the rafter off Damvonim’s body, which he lifted 
into the air and slung over his shoulder.



“Come on, Navis!” Victor yelled over the sound of cracking wood.  “We need to get out of here 
right now!”  But Navis, petrified by fear, stayed where she was, too scared to move from her 
current position.  Not that Victor could blame her; he knew firsthand how terrifying this must be.  
“Come on!” Victor implored again, but to no avail.  Unwilling to leave her behind, he reached his 
arm down to her and said in a gentler tone, “It’s going to be okay, Navis.  Just take my arm.”  
Nervously, she did, allowing Victor to hoist her up.  She was small enough that he could hold her 
against his body with only his right arm, leaving his left arm free to balance Damvonim across 
his shoulders.  Victor then began to make his way toward the door, stepping left and right to 
avoid more falling debris.
Within only a few seconds of this, though, Victor was thoroughly depleted.  It was hard enough 
work to carry a full grown man and a six-year-old girl like this under any circumstances, but in 
this heated environment, it was practically impossible.  Victor was soon coated in a slick sheen 
of sweat, and his legs buckled beneath all this extra weight.  Additionally, he was finding it 
increasingly hard to breathe in this hot, suffocative air, which seemed to be clogging up his 
lungs.  Tripping over a fallen rafter, Victor dropped to his knees and had to stop Damvonim from 
sliding off his shoulders.  Navis let out a shriek of fright, clinging onto Victor’s arm extra tightly.  It 
was only through immense effort that he was able to stand back up, his legs burning from the 
exertion.  Stumbling out the door, he dropped all three of them on the ground, unable to take 
even one more step.  “Mommy!” Navis shouted, rushing over to embrace a relieved Aryen.
Victor, on the other hand, leaned over Damvonim’s unconscious body and checked for a pulse 
on his neck.  Relieved to feel there was one, however faint, he shook Damvonim frantically, 
calling, “Damvonim, can you hear me?  Come on, Damvonim, wake up!”
Damvonim’s eyes opened groggily and he asked, “Victor—what….what happened?”
“You’re safe now, that’s all that matters,” Victor assured him, patting him on the shoulder.
Looking over to where his house was burning, Damvonim said, “Did you save my life?”
“Yes, I did.”
“You saved my life….” he muttered, clearly disoriented from the whole experience.
“Just stay out of the way, okay?” Victor told him.  “I’ll handle the Nageso.”
As Victor ran to join Nekvos, Damvonim called, “Victor?”
Briefly stopping to turn back toward Damvonim, Victor replied, “Yeah?”
“Thank you for saving my life.”
Shaking his head, Victor said, “Don’t thank me for that.  After all, you’re only in danger because 
of me.”  With that, he sprinted over to where Pesituk was busy drop kicking Nekvos away.  As 
he moved to bear down on Nekvos, however, Victor fired a pair of arrows at him.  Pesituk was 
able to deflect one with his sword, but the other slipped past his guard to graze his arm.
Victor then walked over to Nekvos, extending an arm to help him to his feet.  “Hey, kid.  Nice of 
you to finally drop by,” remarked Nekvos with a casual tone that really did not fit the situation at 
hand.
“Well now, I couldn’t let you have all the fun, could I?” Victor joked.  “Now come on, let’s kill this 
pesky Nageso together!”  Victor advanced on Pesituk next to Nekvos, emboldened by a surge 
of confidence.  It felt good to stand united with Nekvos like this, and he truly believed they could 
do anything when working together.  They attacked Pesituk from opposing sides, coordinating 
their attacks and working off each other.  The pressure was up on Pesituk, but he was doing a 
pretty good job holding out under it.
Pesituk kicked Nekvos, who grunted but didn’t go down, in the stomach, and then followed this 
up with a crosscut at his throat.  As Nekvos leapt out of range, Victor slashed at Pesituk’s head, 
but Pesituk ducked beneath this and drove a kick into Victor’s right leg.  Victor dropped to his 
knees as another kick made contact with his face, knocking him off to the side.  Pesituk then 
launched himself in a flip over an approaching Nekvos, hitting him in the face with a knee strike 



as he did so.  Victor thrust at him from behind, but Pesituk turned this stroke aside and grabbed 
Victor on the side of the neck, pulling him into a body slam and whirling him to the ground.  
Spinning out of the way of another charge from Nekvos, he kicked Victor back and moved to 
advance on him with a fearsome barrage of slashes.  It was only by sheer luck that Victor was 
able to parry them all, and even so, one slipped past his guard and sliced through his tunic.  He 
was saved by Nekvos, who swung his sword down on Pesituk from behind, forcing Pesituk to 
raise his sword in defense.  Victor started forward, but Pesituk brought his foot up in a 
roundhouse kick that smashed into Victor’s face.
This kick knocked Victor’s head back into a tree, and a sickening crack resounded within it.  His 
vision flickered on and off as he slumped to the ground, overcome by dizziness and 
disorientation.  “Kid!” cried Nekvos, attacking Pesituk with a newfound ferocity.  Driving him back 
with a series of crushing blows, he struck Pesituk in the stomach with a stomp kick that sent him 
stumbling away.  Next, he caught Pesituk with another kick to the knee, tripping him onto the 
ground.  However, as Nekvos moved to finish Pesituk off before he could recover, Pesituk 
swiped at Nekvos’s legs with a kick of his own.  Nekvos easily jumped over this, but the 
distraction allowed Pesituk to toss several explosive pellets into his face.  A dazed Nekvos 
staggered backward, momentarily blinded by the flash, wildly flailing his sword around in the 
hope of hitting something out of dumb luck.  From his position lying on his back, Pesituk then 
nocked and fired an arrow, which flew beneath Nekvos’s guard to impale him in the leg.  With a 
howl of pain, Nekvos dropped to one knee, and Pesituk snapped to his feet.  He then smacked 
Nekvos in the face with the pommel of his sword, sprawling him out of the ground.
Pesituk raised his sword in preparation for the fatal blow, but, with a shouting of, “No!” Victor 
sprang forward to intervene.  He viciously slammed his shoulder into Pesituk, knocking him 
away with such force that they were both bowled off their feet and sent sprawling across the 
ground.  Quickly, the two of them scrambled to their feet, with Victor interposing himself between 
Pesituk and Nekvos.  He drove Pesituk back with a ferocious barrage of slashes, slapping his 
sword askew and coming within an inch of striking him.  Overwhelmed, Pesituk backpedaled 
away from Victor, who shouted, “Back off, Nageso!  I will not let you touch him!”  Recognizing 
Nekvos was too badly wounded to contribute anything meaningful to the fight, Victor told him, 
“Go, get out of here!  I’ll catch up with you later!”
Nekvos protested, “No, kid, I won’t leave you—” but Victor was in no mood to argue.
“Just go!” he shouted back.
Then, Pesituk stated, “On the contrary, you’re not going anywhere.  You will all die right here.”  
That line.  It was familiar somehow.  But why?  Where had he heard it?  And then, Victor 
remembered:  it had been twenty years ago, when the Nageso destroyed Gizium.  Even though 
he had only been thirteen at the time, Victor had never forgotten coming face-to-face with a 
Nageso for the first time.  That Nageso had killed Tusos and Kaime….and he had said that as 
he did so.  Did that same Nageso stand before Victor now?  Was it possible that fate had 
brought them together again after so long, and amidst an inferno just like the one that had 
blazed during their first encounter?  It almost seemed too good to be true.  Now, Victor could 
finally get some closure.  While Tunvick may have been the one Victor swore to kill, Pesituk 
would make a great consolation prize in his absence.
Victor fully expected to feel angry and rageful as he looked at Pesituk, the Nageso who had 
killed his sister and the girl he loved, but to his great surprise, he did not.  Instead, he felt an 
inexplicable rush of excitement and zealousness overtake him, causing a twisted, sadistic smile 
to dance across his lips.  As Victor stepped forward purposefully, sword raised before him, to 
exact his revenge, Pesituk nocked and fired another arrow.  However, Victor allowed this 
passion to well up inside him, guiding Blackfire up to slap the arrow aside with lightning speed.  



Visibly surprised by this, Pesituk commented, “Ah, I see you’ve learned a few new tricks.  I 
guess I’ll just have to kill you up close and personal now.”
“Bring it on!” retorted Victor, rushing forward to meet Pesituk’s charge.  Flying through the air, 
Pesituk landed a pair of snap kicks that knocked Victor backward.  He then came down with a 
series of devastating slashes that Victor was able to parry, while backpedaling to put some 
space between them.  Suddenly, he switched from defense to offense, lunging forward with a 
thrust that caught Pesituk off guard.  Despite his momentum carrying him forward, Pesituk 
reacted quickly enough to redirect this attack away from his heart, although it still cut into the 
side of his rib cage.
As Pesituk launched a retaliatory kick, Victor stepped aside and caught his leg, twisting it to 
throw Pesituk off balance.  Pesituk managed to slip out of this hold by airolling away and Victor 
continued to bear down on him, not wanting to give him even a split second to catch his breath.  
He brought Blackfire down in an obvious feint while beginning to kick with his leg and Pesituk, 
recognizing this, moved to intercept Victor’s kick with one of his own.  However, Victor broke off 
the kick at the last minute, instead smashing his elbow into Pesituk’s face.  Pesituk crosscut at 
his neck, but he ducked beneath this and spun around behind him.  Pesituk managed to reach 
behind himself and parry the stab that Victor directed at him, but Victor followed this up with a 
stomp kick that struck Pesituk square in the back and knocked him forward.

***

Nekvos’s leg burned with agony as he crawled across the ground toward the battle that was 
raging between Victor and Pesituk.  His sword was still grasped in his hand, although he knew 
in this wounded condition, he was pretty much useless in a fight no matter what weapon he had.  
Still, he was determined to help Victor in any way he could—not that Victor really needed any 
help, though.  To Nekvos’s immense shock and delight, Victor was managing to successfully 
hold his own against Pesituk, even controlling the tide of the battle at times.  He seemed so 
much more confident and powerful all of a sudden, as if he had finally found his true self.  The 
display was nothing short of magnificent.  While Victor had been getting progressively better in 
their sparring sessions, this was a huge leap forward, even for someone who possessed his 
incredible natural talents.  Nekvos could only imagine what Victor might amount to with some 
proper training and a little less of a hothead.  Maybe Victor wasn’t the one Nekvos should be 
worrying about.

***

As their blades locked, Victor prepared to deliver a devastating headbutt, but Pesituk reacted 
faster, tilting his forehead forward so it collided with Victor’s incoming face.  Victor recoiled and 
Pesituk took advantage of this, driving his foot down in a stomp kick to Victor’s thigh.  This set 
off a sharp jolt of pain, causing Victor’s leg to buckle beneath him and throw him off balance.  
Pesituk then punched Victor in the face with the pommel of his sword and separated them with 
another firm kick.  Victor stumbled backward several steps before managing to regain his 
balance, and shot Pesituk a chilling glare.
“You are already dead,” sneered Pesituk, twirling his sword flamboyantly.  “Give up now, and I’ll 
grant you the honor of a quick, painless death.”
Like that was ever going to happen.  “Never!” Victor roared without missing a beat.
“Please.  How can you hope to defeat me?” Pesituk scoffed arrogantly.  “I am a Nageso, a god 
among men.  You are nothing, just a foolish boy whose only advantages are courage and luck.”



“I am your death!  I am the death of all Nageso!”  At that moment, Victor truly did believe, with 
every fiber in his body, that it was his destiny to kill every last Nageso in Kevsovia.
When they went to swing at each other again, Victor tossed Blackfire into the air, ducked 
beneath Pesituk’s stroke, and caught it on the other side of Pesituk.  Not missing a beat, he 
slashed Pesituk’s legs from behind, and they collapsed beneath him.  Pesituk clumsily stabbed 
at Victor from this position on his knees, but Victor caught his sword and twisted it out of the 
way, grabbing him by the wrist so he could not escape.  After stunning him with a sharp pommel 
strike to the chin, Victor placed Pesituk’s arm across his shoulder and pulled down.  Pesituk’s 
arm snapped in half, although he uttered barely more than a groan of discomfort at this, but 
Victor kept going, flipping him onto the ground just as he had done to Hefoe back in the arena.
Victor then pounced on Pesituk before he could regain his orientation, stabbing him in the 
shoulder.  He plunged Blackfire in as deep as it would go, feeling it sink into the dirt ground that 
Pesituk was lying on.  Blood began to seep out of this wound and quickly spread across 
Pesituk’s armor, staining it bright red as it went.  This wound was not fatal, at least not yet, but 
Pesituk was firmly pinned in place.  He desperately thrashed around, trying to pull Blackfire out 
of him, but to no avail.  Pesituk was defeated—which meant Victor had won!

Chapter XLIX

Victor triumphantly ripped off Pesituk’s cowl, exposing the surprisingly human face beneath it.  
However, unlike the last time Victor had seen this face, when it had been smug and confident 
with itself, this time, it was panting heavily and coated with sweat.  There was something else in 
its eyes, too, something Victor had never seen in Nageso eyes before:  fear.  Pesituk was afraid 
of what was going to happen to him, and for good reason.  Leaning down so their faces were 
only a few inches apart, Victor snarled, “I’m going to kill you in a million painful ways and make 
sure you stay alive to feel them all!”
“What?” said Pesituk, clearly not recognizing it right away.
“Does that sound familiar, huh?” Victor demanded.  “Do you remember it?  Do you remember 
me?”
“I have no idea!”
“Are you sure?”
Pesituk opened his mouth, no doubt to deny it again, but then stopped as the dawn of 
recognition crossed over his face.  His eyes widened with a newfound terror as he said, 
“No….no, it can’t be!  That’s impossible!  You—you’re dead!”
“So you do remember me?”
“I remember a little boy who fearlessly challenged Tunvick, the most powerful man in the world, 
to a duel.  I remember murdering his friends and family as he looked on helplessly.  And I 
remember him perishing in a fiery inferno right in front of me.  How is it I find myself face-to-face 
with him now?”
“Rage is a very powerful motivator.  Mine kept me alive even when I should have burned up, 
and it has continued to keep me alive for the past twenty years.  I knew I couldn’t die as long as 
I had a job to do.”
“And what job is that, pray tell?”
“To destroy every Nageso, especially Tunvick.  Just like they destroyed my life on that fateful 
day.”



“That day was glorious,” said Pesituk, closing his eyes as if remembering it fondly.  “It was the 
day when everything began.  When the Nageso finally emerged from exile and took their rightful 
place as masters of the world.”
“Oh really?” Victor scoffed.  “Because right now, you don’t look like you’re the master of 
anything.”
Victor then became aware of an injured Nekvos limping up behind him.  Stopping next to Victor, 
Nekvos said, “Hey, kid,” panting heavily as he spoke.
“Nekvos,” said Victor in acknowledgement.
“You’ve got him?”
“Yeah, I’ve got him.”  Victor gestured to where Pesituk lay hapless on the ground.
“Good.  Now let’s kill him right away.  I made the decision to spare his life once before, and 
that’s not a mistake I plan on repeating.”
“Yes, let’s.”  Crouching next to Pesituk, Victor said, “I made a promise to Pesituk twenty years 
ago.  And I always keep my promises.”  And then to Pesituk, “It’s actually kind of fitting that I’m 
the one to kill you.  After all, you created me, and people are always destroyed by their own 
creations.”
“Go on then, kill me already,” Pesituk spoke up.  “Just cut right to the chase.”
Baffled by this, Victor inquired, “You want me to kill you?  Why?”  Was this some form of reverse 
psychology?  If so, it was a waste of breath.
“You have no idea the horrors that I’ve seen—horrors beyond belief.  Tunvick is a terrifying man, 
and he scares me a million times more than death at your hands ever could.”  As Pesituk spoke, 
Victor thought he could detect a slight tremor in his voice.
“What kind of horrors?” Victor demanded.
“Oh, you’ll meet them soon enough if you continue down this path.  When Tunvick gets his 
hands on you, you’ll beg for death as well.  Because compared to him, death is a great relief.”
“Well, I’m glad your death brings you so much happiness,” said Victor sarcastically, choosing to 
ignore these veiled threats.  “But it brings me even more.”  Victor placed his hand on Pesituk 
and could feel him shiver with apprehension of what he knew was to come.  He did not feel 
anger at Pesituk for destroying his life, but rather a ravenous bloodlust that was getting harder 
and harder to control.  As the blood stain on Pesituk’s armor grew, so did these urges.  Every 
whimper out of his mouth, every twitch of his crippled body, brought Victor a sensation of great 
ecstasy that he knew was wrong but reveled in nevertheless.  He just wanted to hurt Pesituk, 
hurt all Nageso, as badly as possible.  The anticipation was building, and the temptation was 
suffocating him.
Having nothing else left to say to Pesituk, Victor now succumbed to his uncontrollable bloodlust 
and killed him.  But it was not quick, and it was not clean.  It was painful.  Very, very painful.  For 
Pesituk, at least.  For Victor, it was absolute bliss.  He had killed countless times in the past, but 
it had never made him feel like this.  Every time he inflicted harm on Pesituk, he was rewarded 
with a rush of adrenaline, almost as though he was feeding on his pain and fear.  Victor sliced 
off Pesituk’s ears, nose, and tongue, gouged out his eyes, snapped all his fingers one by one, 
and cut long strips of his skin off his limbs and torso.  This was too much pain for even a 
Nageso to endure, and the air was filled with Pesituk’s animalistic shrieks.  Then he went silent, 
having passed out from so much unbearable agony.
Victor didn’t know when Pesituk finally died, too caught up in this torture to pay attention to his 
vital signs.  Even after his pulse had faded into oblivion, Victor continued to mutilate Pesituk’s 
body for no reason other than the intense pleasure it brought him.  Lastly, he cut open Pesituk’s 
chest and ripped out his heart to make absolutely sure he was dead, before crushing it between 
his hands.  This left Victor feeling regretful, but not for what he had done to Pesituk.  No, he 
regretted that Pesituk had died before he had a chance to remove all his internal organs as well.  



He knew he should feel guilty for treating someone—anyone, really—this inhumanely, but surely 
Pesituk deserved it.  Even if he had not done anything to Victor personally, the fact that he was 
a Nageso would be reason enough.  It was impossible to treat them inhumanely, he realized, for 
they were less than rabid animals and therefore had no human rights.
Dropping Blackfire, Victor just sat there, caked in a layer of dried blood and panting with the 
exhilaration of the moment.  But Pesituk looked about a million times worse, so messed up that 
you could barely even tell he was supposed to be a human.  And then, overcome by a rush of 
childish emotions, Victor burst into tears.  He  cried on top of Pesituk’s corpse, his tears mixing 
with the blood that coated his face and hands.  Meanwhile, Nekvos just stood back and watched 
this display with an expression of sheer terror etched across his face.  He had never before 
seen this new, monstrous side of Victor, and it appalled him.  He considered speaking up in 
protest of this, but was too afraid of what Victor might do to him if he did.  Aghast at this 
shocking display of brutality, Nekvos breathed, “What is this I have unleashed upon the world?”

Chapter L

After a couple hours, Victor’s tears finally dried up.  The ecstatic rush also died away and his 
bloodlust came surging back, but in even greater force than he had ever felt it before.  It was as 
if killing Pesituk had not sated it, but rather excited it.  With a crash of thunder, it also began to 
rain, extinguishing the raging fire with a crackling hiss and reducing the dirt ground to mud.  
Warm raindrops flowed over both Victor and Pesituk, washing away all the blood and grime that 
covered them.  Still, Victor did not move from his crouching position next to Pesituk.  
Approaching him warily, Nekvos said, “Um….kid?  Hello?”  When Victor didn’t respond, he 
placed his hand on Victor’s shoulder, and could feel Victor tense up beneath his touch.  Unable 
to think of anything else to say, Nekvos asked, “Kid, are you okay?” despite already knowing 
what the answer would be.
Victor took a few moments to gather his thoughts before speaking, and when he did, it was in a 
slow, quiet voice that was devoid of all emotion.  After what he had just been through, Nekvos 
couldn’t blame him.  He would have been much more concerned for Victor if he was in any right 
state of mind at the moment.  “No.  I’m not okay.  I haven’t been okay for the past twenty years, 
and it’s all because of the Nageso.”  Standing up and turning to face Nekvos, Victor continued, 
“That’s why I’m going to kill them.  Every last one of them.  Just like this.”  To emphasize his 
point, Victor gestured matter-of-factly to Pesituk’s corpse.
“Like that?” repeated Nekvos incredulously, barely able to believe what he was hearing.  “Kid, 
I’ve seen a lot of terrible things in my life, but I’ve never seen anything like that.”
“What exactly is that supposed to mean?” demanded Victor aggressively.



“Listen, for all my talk about how the only good Nageso is a dead Nageso, I have to admit even 
they don’t deserve this—no one does.”
“Are you honestly defending the Nageso?” spat Victor, his voice beginning to flare up with 
anger.  He took several menacing steps toward Nekvos, who stood his ground despite his fear.  
“They are the ones who slaughtered both our families, as well as countless others all across 
Kevsovia!  They have to be wiped out, by any means necessary!  I wonder if Pesituk would 
have chosen to go back and face Tunvick with his failure if he knew what I had in store for him,” 
Victor added with a chuckle.  Nekvos, on the other hand, found this joke more disturbing than 
humorous.
“Kid, do you see what you did?” Nekvos snapped in response, stepping forward to meet Victor 
face-to-face.  “That’s….that’s not even human!”
“Neither are they,” countered Victor.  “They’re worth less than the filth and grime that line the 
cracks between street tiles.  When I killed Pesituk, I felt a rush of ecstasy the likes of which I’ve 
never experienced.  I want to feel it again, and I will when I kill my next Nageso!”
“Kid, that’s not healthy!” Nekvos insisted.
“Of course it’s not!  It’s an addiction, but one I wouldn’t ever want to be cured of!  At least not 
until I’ve killed every last Nageso!  That’s the only way I’ll ever be healthy again!  Their mere 
existence is a constant reminder of what they did to me!”
Nekvos let out a sigh of resignation, for he knew Victor was right:  the Nageso needed to be 
destroyed.  Not like this, but destroyed nevertheless.  “Okay, kid, okay.  I’m in.  Now, what are 
we going to do?”
“We are not going to do anything.”
“But you just said—”
“I am going to destroy the Nageso, by myself.  I think it’s about time we parted ways.”
“What?” exclaimed Nekvos.  “Kid, you can’t mean that!”
“I do.  This adventure of ours was fun while it lasted, but it’s over now.  I’m sorry.”  Victor 
extended his hand to shake Nekvos’s, but Nekvos just slapped it aside disdainfully.
“No, I don’t accept that!  And you shouldn’t, either!  What about everything we’ve been through 
together?  Am I supposed to just forget about all that?”
“If it helps.”
“Oh, come on!  You can’t go through life by yourself like this, kid!”
“Just watch me.  I’ve been doing it just fine for the past twenty years.”
“But you don’t have to, kid!  Not anymore.  Now, you have me.”
Shaking his head, Victor explained, “You don’t understand.  Everyone I’ve ever cared about 
ended up dead.  Everyone.”
Taking another step closer to Victor, Nekvos placed his hand gently on Victor’s shoulder and 
said, “No.  Not everyone.  Not yet, at least.”
This drew a tight smile from Victor, who felt tears beginning to form in his eyes.  “And that’s 
exactly why.  Tunvick is the most dangerous man in the world, and to go after him is nothing 
short of a suicide mission.  If you come along with me, I just know you’re going to end up dead.  
And I’m not sure you know this, but I don’t want you to end up dead.”
“But if you go after him alone, you’re going to be the one who ends up dead!”
“I know that!” roared Victor, losing his temper.
Nekvos took a surprised step backward, saying, “You do?”
“Of course I do!  What do you think I am, stupid?  How could I not know!  We barely even 
managed to kill this lowly Nageso, and there are thousands of much more dangerous ones out 
there!  I never expected to succeed in my vendetta!  Even as a kid, I always knew it would be 
the death of me!”
“Then why the Hell did you choose to continue down this path?”



“Because I was only thirteen, and alone in the world!  I needed something to live for!  Even now 
that I’m thirty-three, this vendetta still motivates me to keep on living!  You don’t understand, 
being the sole survivor of the destruction of Gizium is not a blessing, but a curse!  Everything I 
had ever known and loved was gone!  I told myself I wanted to find Tunvick so I could get 
revenge on him for what he did to me, but that was just an excuse!  Really, I wanted to find him 
so he could finish the job!  But seeing how I’m still alive, that plan clearly hasn’t worked out very 
well!  Life is my true worst enemy, not Tunvick!  It is my prison, my Hell, and in twenty years of 
trying, I haven’t been able to escape it!  So I’ll just keep trying until I finally do!”  Emotionally 
drained and hoarse from so much yelling, Victor drew a deep breath in.
Shocked by this sudden confession, Nekvos ventured, “That’s a very interesting life plan, kid, 
but I think I have a better one.  Why don’t you try to look for something else to live for, besides 
this insane suicide mission?”
“What, like a friend?” scoffed Victor.
Nodding, Nekvos said, “Yeah, exactly.”
“It’s not that simple,” Victor insisted, starting to get exasperated with Nekvos’s persistence.  
“Something as mundane as a friend cannot cure me.  Nothing can.”
“But kid—”
“I’m sorry.  But this is for your own good,” interrupted Victor, speaking in his firmest voice to let 
Nekvos know this matter was not up for debate.  He had done his best to convince himself 
Pesituk’s rambling about Tunvick were just that, mad ramblings, but deep down, he realized this 
was not the case.  After all, Victor had seen Tunvick in action before, and knew firsthand what 
he was capable of.  And considering how fearless Nageso usually were, it was a fair assumption 
that Pesituk’s utter terror of facing Tunvick with his failure was well justified.  Victor could never 
subject Nekvos to such dangers on account of his personal vendetta.  If Nekvos were to get hurt 
or killed, his guilt would be unbearable.
Nekvos opened his mouth to protest some more, but Victor was done wasting his time there.  As 
he walked away, leaving Nekvos behind, he did feel a twinge of genuine regret, but quickly 
suppressed it.  Nekvos might be hurt by this abandonment, but at least he would be alive, and 
that was what mattered to Victor.  Try as he might, Victor could never get Nekvos to really 
understand what he had been through.  No one could understand.  Victor was truly alone in the 
world.  He always had been, and he always would be.  This was his tragic destiny, and one 
much worse than death.

Chapter LI

Twenty Years Ago
Victor was awakened by the sound of vultures screeching above him.  Climbing up the ladder, 
he pushed open the trapdoor, which took a great deal of effort because of the debris that was 
now piled up on it, and emerged into fresh air again.  The fire had mostly died down at this 
point, although the ground was covered with smoldering embers and piles of charred wood 
where buildings had once stood, some of which supported tiny flames.  There was also a thin 
layer of ash that coated everything in the area, even the air, making each breath stuffy and 
shallow.
Mutilated corpses were strewn around as far as the eye could see, heaped together in certain 
places to form grotesque jumbles.  Some were missing limbs or heads, while others had arrows 
or broken spears sticking out of them.  Blood was everywhere, flowing through small canals in 
the terrain and pooling together in low places to form reddish black puddles.  And then there 



was the unbearable stench, one of roasted, decaying, infected flesh and dried blood, that 
engulfed everything, seeping into Victor’s nostrils whenever he inhaled and forcing him to pinch 
his nose shut constantly.  This carnage was truly terrible to behold, and Victor felt queasy just 
gazing upon it.  He had never, even in his wildest dreams, imagined so much death could exist.  
No one had been spared.  The men, the women, even the children—all dead.  It was truly 
unspeakable.  And the desecrating vultures were everywhere, flying all over the wreckage and 
gorging themselves to burst on these corpses with deep irreverence.
In spite of everything he had witnessed with his own eyes, Victor still refused to truly believe it.  
How could he even begin to consider such a thing?  The sheer magnitude of what had just 
transpired was simply far too much for a thirteen-year-old boy to comprehend.  He had just 
witnessed the ruthless destruction of his entire world, both figuratively and literally, and had no 
idea how to process it.  It couldn’t have actually happened….it just couldn’t have….  Victor half 
expected to be shaken awake by Naomei, her soft lips kissing him good morning.  He could 
practically hear her gentle voice, calling him her little sunshine and assuring him he had just had 
a bad dream but everything was all right now, for she was going to make him his favorite 
breakfast….it all seemed so real in his head.  But then, Victor saw it.
Three vultures were very near, feeding on a headless corpse that was burned so badly it did not 
even remotely resemble the person it had been in life.  Victor knew who it was, however, 
because of the pendant that hung around its stump of a neck.  “Mom!” he cried, rushing over to 
her.  The vultures screeched at him threateningly, but he waved his hands at them while 
shouting, “Go away!  Shoo!  Get out of here!”  As they flapped away, he rushed over to where 
Naomei lay sprawled out.  “Mom….oh, Mom….” he moaned, every word saturated with bits of 
the unimaginable pain that he felt.  She wasn’t dead, couldn’t really be dead….and yet, here she 
was, looking as dead as anything Victor had ever seen.  And it was at this exact moment that 
the devastating tsunami of truth came crashing down on Victor, sweeping him off his feet and 
smashing him against the rocks of knowledge.
With a terrible wail of sorrow, Victor buried his face in Naomei’s corpse, holding her against his 
body.  Until then, he might have been able to somehow convince himself she was not really 
dead, that she couldn't possibly be dead, that everything had just been some extraordinarily 
realistic dream—but this was proof, irrefutable proof, that it had all been real.  He could pinch 
and slap himself all he wanted, but there was no waking up from this horrific nightmare.  It was 
his life now, replacing the previous life which Tunvick had destroyed, and he was trapped in it 
forever.  For as long as he could remember, Victor had labored under the naive belief that 
Naomei had been some sort of superhero, able to protect him from all the hardships in life with 
nothing more than her undying love for him, but now his eyes had been opened to how foolish 
that had been.  This day had been an awakening, a call for him to let go of childish delusions 
such as this.  He now saw life as it was for the first time, and was terrified by the idea of having 
to face it all alone.
It seemed like Victor’s entire life, both past and future, had been swallowed up by this one 
eternal moment.  Nothing else mattered, other than the fact that Naomei was dead.  Just looking 
at her mutilated body hurt Victor terribly, as though this image was being physically burned into 
his eyes.  He wanted to look away, to end this pain, but found himself unable to do so.  In spite 
of the terrible agony, his gaze was inexplicably drawn to it with a sort of morbid fascination.  
With great effort, Victor managed to squeeze his eyes shut, but even so, he could still see these 
images in strikingly vivid detail on the inside of his eyelids.  Letting out a blood-curdling shriek, 
he raised his hands to his face and dug into it with his fingernails.  He raked his fingers up and 
down his cheeks repeatedly, relishing the sensation of his skin breaking beneath them and hot 
blood running down his skin.  He likely would have torn his eyes out had he not stopped himself 
in time.



The only thing about Naomei even remotely recognizable anymore was her pendant, so Victor 
hastily grabbed it with the intention of preserving it forever so it could always remind him of her 
loving embrace.  However, its dull bronze appearance betrayed the fact that it was still scalding 
hot from the fire, and Victor was met with searing pain as his skin came into contact with it.  His 
first instinct was to release the pendant, but he did not, afraid if he did so, this last surviving 
remnant of Naomei would slip away.  Instead, he only squeezed it tighter, causing the pain to be 
amplified a hundredfold.  Victor could feel his skin shriveling up smell his flesh burning beneath 
it, but even then, he did not let go.  He simply clenched his jaws together to stop himself from 
screaming and squeezed his eyes shut to hold back the tears that he felt welling up behind 
them.  The pain steadily increased to beyond anything he had ever experienced before, to 
beyond anything he could have even imagined before, to the point where he was shocked he 
was still alive amidst so much impossible pain.
However, after a few minutes of this, the pendant did begin to slowly cool down as its heat was 
absorbed into Victor’s skin.  When the temperature had decreased enough that the pain was no 
longer excruciating but uncomfortable, he finally released it.  Turning it over, he noticed, for the 
first time, that the words “Wo itvet imilvove des wo itvet qetoe.” were engraved in its back side.  
This phrase seemed eerily similar to the one spelled out on the golden horseshoe, and Victor 
briefly wondered if there was some connection between them.  But he quickly dismissed the 
idea, for he did not have time to waste on pointless thoughts like this.  On Victor’s right hand, 
there was now a raw, blistering burn mark indented in the shape of the pendant.  A permanent 
addition to his body, he was sure.  He tried to flex his fingers, but they were so numb from the 
pain overload that he could barely even feel them, let alone move them.
A few more minutes of digging around in the debris uncovered the sword that Menpote had 
given Victor the previous day.  However, it was badly charred from the intense heat of sitting in 
the fire for so long, blackening its hue and giving it an old, deteriorated look.  Remembering how 
Naomei’s pendant had burned him earlier, Victor was careful to wrap his hand in his tunic before 
picking the hot sword up.  This was another object that he wanted to preserve forever as a 
reminder of Menpote and everything he had meant to Victor in life.
Next, Victor set about digging graves for everyone he had lost.  He would have loved to make 
graves for every one of the thousands of people who had perished in the massacre, for none of 
them deserved to die like this, but that was just not possible.  Rather, he made half a dozen 
graves for the select few people he had been the closest to in life:  Naomei, Tusos, Gatir, 
Enode, Kaime, and Menpote.  Victor didn’t bother making a grave for Wes, because when push 
came to shove, he did not love him.  After working tirelessly all his life to win Wes’s care and 
affection, Victor finally realized that, deep down, he did not even want it.  No child should be 
forced to earn the love of their parents like this, and the fact that Victor did was proof enough 
that he was better off without it.
Gatir’s corpse was lying broken beneath the rafter that had crushed him, and after some looking 
around, Victor found corpses that seemed to resemble the others.  He also engraved their 
names into slabs of stone that he placed at the heads of their graves.  Crouching next to them, 
Victor said, “Guys, I’m sorry.  I know I should be dead right now.  I don’t deserve to live if you 
can’t.  I’m so, so sorry.”  Then he burst into tears.
It was rather ironic in a very cruel sort of way.  At first, Victor had felt a great sense of relief 
knowing he had survived this massacre, but now, all he felt was rage.  And not at the Nageso for 
slaughtering everyone he had ever loved, but at the universe for allowing him to escape their 
fate.  He had survived, but so what?  He had nothing to live for.  Nowhere to go.  No one to take 
care of him.  He would probably die of starvation soon enough anyway, so why prolong his 
suffering?  And above all, it hurt.  Not physically, although Victor had sustained some very nasty 



burns across his back, but emotionally.  This sort of pain made even the excruciating agony of 
holding that scalding hot pendant feel like just a minor irritant in comparison.
Victor wanted it to stop.  He wanted something, anything, to distract him from the unspeakable 
trauma that he had just experienced.  Anything was better than this kind of agony, even death.  
Why couldn’t he have just died along with everyone else?  Why had he ended up imprisoned in 
the world of the living?  If anyone in Gizium deserved to die, it was definitely Victor.  After all, so 
many of his friends and family were dead as a direct result of him.  Tusos and Naomei had died 
trying to protect him, while Gatir had been crushed by a rafter that Victor had knocked down.  
This last one in particular hurt because it meant Victor had failed to do the one thing Naomei 
had asked of him before she died:  take care of Gatir.  In his mind, Victor could still hear her 
voice telling him, “Victor, my little sunshine, I will always love you.  Take care of your brother, he 
needs you.”  As if the sheer tragedy of losing Gatir wasn’t painful enough, this just added insult 
to injury.  Naomei’s last words to Victor should have been honored and respected by him, and 
yet he had botched them up about as horribly as possible.  Victor almost felt ashamed she had 
even trusted him to take care of Gatir in the first place.
Without even thinking, Victor placed his sword crosswise against his left forearm and drew it 
back.  He felt its blade slice through his skin and into his flesh, causing blood to seep out of the 
incision and run across his skin.  He wanted to hurt himself as badly as possible, wanted to 
punish himself for causing the deaths of so many loved ones.  Drawing the sword away, Victor 
saw he had made a stark red cut about a handspan long.  That was for Naomei, undoubtedly 
the best mother who had ever lived.  Never again would he feel her arms around him as she 
hugged him tightly.
And again—that was for Tusos, a loving big sister who had always taken care of him whenever 
their parents were too busy.  Never again would he hear her comforting voice telling him that 
everything was going to be okay even when he knew it really wasn't.
And again—that was for Gatir, an awesome baby brother with who he shared so many fond 
memories.  Never again would he be lifted out of sorrow by the sound of Gatir’s cheerful laugh 
and the sight of his radiant smile.
And again—that was for Enode, his best friend in the entire world who was actually much closer 
to a second brother.  Never again would he spend a fun day with Enode running around Gizium 
and playing pranks on everyone.
And again—that was for Kaime, the love of his life who he had just begun to woo before their 
love was cut short by this massacre.  Never again would he be able to kiss her and tell her how 
much he truly loved her.
And again—that was for Menpote, a wonderful combat instructor who had also played the part 
of his second father whenever Wes was neglecting him.  Never again would he get to confide in 
Menpote his most personal secrets and expect wise guidance in return.
Victor’s arm hurt very badly, but still nowhere near as bad as the emotional agony that he felt.  It 
did, however, momentarily distract him from these emotions, and even such fleeting relief was 
absolute bliss.  He was disgusted with his weakness, having to resort to such despicable 
measures to assuage his suffering, but this disgust was vastly outweighed by the alleviation that 
it brought him.  Adrenaline coursed through his body, overriding all rational thoughts and 
compelling him to continue, in spite of every instinct he had that was telling him this was wrong 
and screaming at him to stop.  Victor felt a certain sense of power knowing he was in complete 
control of the situation and capable of inflicting terrible pain, even if the recipient of said pain 
was none other than himself.  He knew he should not have been deriving such demented 
pleasure from torturing himself like this, but it was just so intoxicating.  He no longer felt weak, 
no longer felt at the mercy of Tunvick and his Nageso.  And if harming himself in such a way 
was the price of this, Victor would gladly pay it.



Naomei had always told Victor to be grateful or what he was given.  What a joke that had turned 
out to be.  What did he have to be grateful for?  The universe hadn’t given him anything, it had 
just taken away everything.  He had absolutely nothing.  Even though it had only been 
yesterday, Victor could barely even remember what it was like to have a family.  He just couldn’t 
understand how he had ever been so happy or content with life.  Now that everyone he loved 
was dead and his home was destroyed, it felt like things had always been that way, almost as 
though his happy memories were dying along with them.  That scared Victor, for he didn’t want 
to forget them, he wanted his memories of them to be with him forever.  It was the only part of 
them that he had left.  Naomei would surely have tried to make something positive out of this 
situation, but that just proved how incredibly naive she was.
And for his part, Victor was a fool for thinking happiness was anything more than a mere 
illusion.  He had spent the first thirteen years of his life with this illusion obscuring his vision, and 
had hoped it would last forever.  Sometimes, ignorance truly was bliss.  However, in a single 
devastating move, Tunatvis had swept the illusion away like a cobweb, shattered it into a million 
tiny pieces, and scattered them in the wind.  Now that his eyes were finally unobscured by 
delusion, he saw all the terrible truths of life that Naomei had so admirably tried to shield him 
from.  Where was she now, though, when everything had fallen apart?  For as much as she had 
loved and cared for Victor before, she was nowhere to be seen now, when he needed her the 
most.  Ironically, the reason he needed her the most was actually because she was not there for 
him.
And worst of all, Victor knew this revelation was completely irreversible.  How could he ever go 
back to the way things were, how could he erase all this terrible trauma from his mind?  How 
could he pretend not to see the world for the harsh and unforgiving prison that it really was?  He 
couldn’t.  The illusion of happiness that Tunvick had shattered could never be mended, even if 
all its pieces were somehow found.  Now that Victor’s eyes had been opened, they were stuck 
that way, unable to ever close again.  No matter what happened, no matter what Victor did, it 
was irrelevant.  Nothing would ever be the same for him again.  While Victor may have 
technically survived this massacre, there was a part of himself that hadn’t made it out.  This part 
was his childhood, which currently lay crushed beneath a ton of rubble and burned to a crisp.  It 
was almost as if the fire had burned away everything that had once held Victor back and made 
him weak, leaving behind his strongest and purest self.  It had heated him up just like metal in a 
forge and twisted him around, shaping him into the man he was now.  Not a boy, for those days 
were over, but a man.
Having spent enough time wallowing in his own misfortune, Victor used his tunic to wipe away 
the blood that coated his arm and face.  However, as much as he wiped away, more and more 
kept coming.  He was beginning to feel lightheaded and delirious from so much blood loss, and 
while he didn’t mind this sensation, he knew if it didn’t stop, he would surely pass out and 
possibly even bleed to death.  Just then, it began to rain, and the air was soon filled with sizzling 
noises as the smoldering remains of Gizium were smothered by water.  Victor’s arm twitched 
involuntarily as the raindrops touched it, stinging his raw flesh.  Fortunately, the rain was much 
better at washing away blood than his tunic, and before long, Victor’s arm and face were almost 
completely clean.  To prevent more bleeding, he wrapped his wet tunic around his arm so tightly 
that it hurt.
Victor looked down into a puddle that was rapidly forming at his feet, and saw a reflection 
staring back at him.  Not his reflection, though.  This reflection was a complete stranger to him.  
It had his face and his body, but there was no happy smile, no mischievous twinkle in his eyes.  
Nothing that made him Victor.  Instead, the reflection bore an angry glower that emanated fear 
and hatred and suffering.  Its eyes were stone cold and dark as the night, and the aura that they 
gave off was one of murderous intent.  Truly, this was the reflection of someone who looked like 



they had never been happy before and would never be happy again.  Was this who Victor was 
now?  Was this who he was destined to become?  It was for this reason that, out of all the 
horrific things Victor had seen that day, the image of his own unrecognizable reflection staring 
back at him terrified him the most.  Not wanting to look at it any longer, he brought his foot down 
on the puddle with a splash, dispersing the physical reflection.  He knew, however, that 
whatever he did, it would always survive within him.  This was his identity now.
Kneeling before Naomei’s grave, Victor declared, “Mom, I don’t know if you can hear me all the 
way up in Heaven.  If you can, listen to me, and if you can’t, I’m going to say this anyway:  I 
swear to every god in existence I am going to avenge you.  You died saving my life, and while I 
can never thank you or punish myself enough, I can make sure you did not die in vain.  Tunvick 
has no idea the terrible enemy he has made here today; for I’m going to kill him—and all the 
other Nageso, too.  I’m going to kill every last one of them, even if it takes me the rest of my life, 
even if it gets me killed.  I’ll do it or I’ll die trying.”  Holding Menpote’s sword up to examine it, 
Victor continued, “I’m going to kill them with this very sword, blackened by fire today.”  At that 
moment, an idea flashed through his head, and he reverently spoke the sword’s new name, 
“Blackfire.”
Victor’s tears were now beginning to let up, as though he had cried himself completely dry.  The 
white-hot rage was gone as well, replaced with a feeling of absolute nothingness so great that 
Victor could physically feel the hole in his chest where his emotions had once been.  He knew 
from here on out, his life belonged in its entirety to this terrible, destructive, bloody vendetta, a 
vendetta which would surely destroy him.  Although at this point, there was not much of him left 
to destroy.  His body was just an empty shell, bereft of emotions, of cares, of even the will to 
keep on living.  Steeling himself for the life of hardships that he knew was to come, Victor 
finished with, “I love you, Mom.  I’m going to miss you.”  With that, he left Gizium, the only 
souvenirs of his past life being Naomei’s pendant and Blackfire.  Just as he had promised 
Naomei he would avenge her death, Victor also made a promise to himself that he would never 
return to Gizium for as long as he lived.  And he didn’t for at least twenty years.



Chapter LII

Present Day
Victor stopped walking and, without turning around, loudly said, “How long were you planning on 
following me before revealing yourself?”
Stepping out from behind the building that he had been using as cover, Nekvos replied, “I’m not 
sure, kid.  I haven’t really thought that far ahead.  By the way, how’d you even know I was 
there?”
With an amused smirk, Victor said, “Pesituk was right, you’re really not as subtle as you think 
you are.”
“Apparently not.”
“I know why you followed me,” Victor told Nekvos, not in the mood for small talk at the moment.
“Oh really?  And why is that, I wonder?”
“You’re here to convince me not to walk away.”
“And is there anything I can do to convince you?”
“No,” answered Victor flatly.
“Oh, come on, kid!” Nekvos blurted out.  “You need me!  Without me, you’d still be stuck in that 
terrible arena fighting lowlife gladiators!  And I need you, too!  Remember how I told you about 
my best friend, Porfius, and how he was murdered?”
“Yes, I remember.”
“Well, what I didn’t tell you is how his death affected me afterward.  Since then, I’ve been 
looking for a new best friend, someone to fill the void that he left behind.”
“And let me guess:  that person is me.”
Nodding emphatically, Nekvos continued, “After twenty-one years, I was beginning to think it 
was a lost cause.  But then I met you, and you showed me what it was like to have a true friend 
again.  I don’t want to lose that.  I don’t want to lose you.”
“I’m very sorry, but my mind is made up,” Victor insisted adamantly.  He probably should have 
foreseen this, but saying goodbye to Nekvos was proving to be a lot harder and more painful 
than he would have liked.  At the moment, Victor just wanted to get this farewell over with and 
move on with his life before he had a chance to dwell on his decision any more.  If he did, he 
was afraid he would not be able to go through with it.
Nekvos, though, was just as persistent, “Come on, kid, can you at least tell me what you’re 
afraid of?”
“Afraid?  I’m not afraid of anything in the world,” was Victor’s suspiciously defensive response.
“That’s what you said back when we met, kid, and it was just as much a lie then as it is now.”
“It’s not a lie—” Victor started to protest, but Nekvos cut right across him.
“Do you know what I think, kid?  I think you’re afraid to let anyone get close to you.”
This struck a sensitive nerve with Victor, who felt the tears starting to return to his eyes again.  
However, he did not let this deter him, insisting, “That’s not true.”



“Kid, I know you’re used to putting on a show for the world so no one can see how vulnerable 
you really are—”
“I’m not vulnerable.”
“—but you don’t have to do that with me, okay?  You can tell me how you’re feeling.”
Victor hesitated for a moment, considering whether to take the bait.  Rationally, he knew Nekvos 
was being sincere in his interest, but when it came to emotions like this, he was never a rational 
person.  Feeling tears slowly creeping down his cheeks, despite his best efforts to hold them 
back, Victor swallowed his pride and said, “Every relationship has to end at some point.  Even if 
it lasts for the rest of your life, you’re inevitably going to die.  So why bother?  Why allow 
yourself to be emotionally attached to someone when you’ll just end up getting hurt?  Isn’t it 
more practical to just avoid it altogether?”
“That’s awfully depressing.”
“I see it as realistic.”
“Maybe so.  But consider this, kid:  if, as you say, everyone is going to die eventually, doesn’t it 
make the most sense to enjoy what little time you do have in this world?  Live life to its fullest?”
“You’re being naive,” Victor snapped.  He felt unusually defensive, but maybe it was just 
because he could actually see the point that Nekvos was getting at.
“And you’re being cynical.  Listen, kid, I get where you’re coming from.  Really, I do.  Like you 
said, everyone you’ve ever cared about ended up dead.  But I’m here now, and you don’t have 
to be alone anymore.  Not now, not ever.  Instead of constantly looking for death, maybe you 
could enjoy life because you know you have someone who cares about you.  Don’t fight to die, 
kid, fight to live!  And don’t continue to be a slave to your past!  You need to move on, keep 
living your life.  It’s for your own good.  For the good of us both.”
“For your own good, maybe.  I can get by on my own.”
Placing a surprisingly gentle hand of comfort on Victor’s shoulder, Nekvos said, “The thing is, 
kid, you don’t have to.  Not anymore.  I’m with you to the bitter end, wherever that may be.  
Whether you die fighting the Nageso or survive and live happily ever after, I’ll be there beside 
you.”
“And what if I don’t want you to be there?”
“Kid, you do.  I can tell you do, deep down.  Deny it all you want, but I know the truth.  You need 
someone to watch your back when you’re unable to.  To remind you of who you really are when 
you’ve forgotten.  To make sure you don’t lose sight of what’s important in life.  To keep you on 
the path of light and pull you away from the path of darkness when you happen to stray down it.  
To be there for you, always, through thick and thin, even when you don’t want them to be.  I can 
do all that for you, kid.  I can be your rock when you’ve got no one else to lean on.  I can be a 
confidant when you need someone to talk to.  I can be the one to stick by your side no matter 
what, even when the rest of the universe has turned against you.  So what do you say, kid—are 
you ready to give it a try?”
Nekvos extended his hand and Victor slowly reached out to shake it, stopping just before their 
palms touched.  He knew deep down that everything Nekvos had said was right, but that still 
didn’t make it any easier to overcome twenty years’ worth of instinct that was telling him to reject 
this.  Finally banishing those instincts from his mind, he firmly clasped Nekvos’s hand and shook 
it enthusiastically.  As he did so, he felt a warm glow crawl up his face, making him smile 
spontaneously.  “Well, I suppose I could give it a try.”
“Now that’s what I’m talking about!” Nekvos exclaimed joyfully.  He then pulled Victor in close to 
tightly embrace him, this sudden display of affection catching Victor off guard.
Struggling to breathe amidst Nekvos’s crushing embrace, Victor remarked, “It’d certainly be a lot 
better than growing old as a farmer.  A lot more danger, a lot less boredom.”



“That’s the spirit, kid!” shouted Nekvos, tears of joy streaming down his cheeks as he lifted 
Victor off his feet and roughly shook him side to side like an oversized ragdoll.  Victor didn’t 
even try to protest this, too busy laughing giddily along with Nekvos.
As Nekvos released Victor, the latter commented, “You know, those were some pretty big 
promises that you just made.  And I’m going to hold you to them.  I don’t trust myself to choose 
the right path, so I’m counting on you to keep me on it.”
“I won’t let you down, kid,” Nekvos assured him.  “I promise.”
Remembering some wise words from his childhood, Victor recounted, “You know, my mother 
always used to say, ‘Be grateful for what you are given’.  I used to think that was stupid; I mean, 
what has the universe ever given me other than pain and misery?  But I’m grateful for you, 
Nekvos.  I think the universe brought us together for a reason.  Now come on, let’s go kill some 
more Nageso together!”
Laughing for joy, Nekvos remarked, “This time, I get to be the one to kill the Nageso.”
“Of course.”
“We’re going to do such great things together, kid, just wait and see.”
With a roll of his eyes, Victor joked, “I guess that nickname is here to stay, then.”
“Yep,” Nekvos told him.  “I’ll never call you anything else.”
“Really?  Even when I’m really old?”
“Nope.”
“What about when I’m one hundred?”
“Assuming you live that long, still nope.”
“Oh well, I guess there are worse things.”  With that, Victor and Nekvos marched off, united now 
not just by a mutual need for survival but by a deep, unbreakable bond.  Victor had not given his 
true friendship to anyone in twenty years, and as much as he hated to admit it, Nekvos was right 
yet again:  it did feel good to have someone caring for him unconditionally.  When Victor had 
begun his vendetta against the Nageso, he had nothing to his name but Blackfire and his 
indomitable will.  But now, he had found his identity, his purpose, and, most importantly of all, 
his best friend, Nekvos.  The battle against the Nageso would not be an easy one by any 
means, but with Nekvos fighting at his side, Victor was convinced he could accomplish anything.  
Or at least die fighting side-by-side with his new best friend.  That might not be such a terrible 
fate after all.

Chapter LIII



By the time Vunkias and Epsivo arrived at the scene of the fire, it had already died down, having 
reduced all the surrounding buildings to a cluster of smoldering wood skeletons.  The former 
inhabitants of these houses milled around everywhere, busy sorting through this charred 
wreckage in search of any surviving valuables.  “What do you think happened here?” Epsivo 
inquired.
“I don’t know,” replied Vunkias.  “It could, of course, be just a simple wildfire.  But my instincts 
are telling me that’s not the case.”  Approaching a random man, Vunkias said, “Excuse me, 
Mister, can you please tell me what happened here?”
The man told Vunkias, “Yeah, there was a Nageso attack last night.  He set this fire, but 
fortunately a pair of guys were here to save us.”
“Whatever happened to that Nageso?”
“He’s over there,” answered the man, gesturing behind him to a small crowd of people gathered 
around something out of sight on the ground.  “Would you like to see him?”
“Yes, very much so.”
Vunkias could barely contain his excitement as the man led him over to the center of the crowds 
and, pointing to what looked like a pile of raw meat, said, “There he is.”
“This is the Nageso?” exclaimed Epsivo in disbelief.  The corpse that he and Vunkias beheld 
now was so heavily mutilated that it looked like it had been mauled to death by a savage tiger.  
There were body parts that had been sliced off, body parts that had been broken, and even 
large sections where it looked like it had been skinned.  “Who could have done this?” wondered 
Epsivo, shaking his head with some combination of amazement and horror.  It just didn’t seem 
possible that any human could do such unspeakable things to another.
“Those two guys who killed him, do you know what their names were?” Vunkias asked the man.
“Yes, their names were Victor and Nekvos.  Victor’s the one who killed the Nageso like this, 
though.  The night this all happened, he and Nekvos showed up at my door and asked for a 
place to spend the night.  They said they were being hunted by a Nageso.  I let them stay, of 
course, but the Nageso found them somehow and attacked.  Victor saved my life when my 
house burned down on top of me.”
“That’s nice.  And where did Victor and Nekvos go off to?”
“They left that way,” answered the man, pointing to the west.
“How long ago did they leave?”
“Just this morning.”
Nodding, Vunkias said, “Thank you for your help.”
“You’re very welcome.”
To Epsivo, Vunkias said, “Come on, we must hurry if we want to catch them.”
“I’m not entirely sure I do after seeing what Victor did to that Nageso,” Epsivo half-joked.  
Vunkias smiled at this, but he would have been lying if he said he hadn’t been thinking the same 
thing.  Nevertheless, this just confirmed Victor was the perfect candidate in every way.  He was 
strong enough to kill a Nageso and, based on how badly he had mutilated this one, clearly had 
a bone to pick with them.  Best of all, he was likely a brute, and therefore very easy to 
manipulate.  By complete chance, fate had arranged for Vunkias to cross paths with Victor, 
almost like a gift from the universe being dropped into his lap.  And Vunkias, being the 
opportunistic man he was, didn’t intend to waste it.

***

Far away, in the Imperial Palace, a young Nageso man named Nesteov and his sister, Pitvais, 
knelt on the stone floor with their heads bowed as a show of respect.  Above them stood a third 
Nageso, Hevite by name, who was pacing back and forth while speaking to them, “And so 



Vunkias continues to elude us.  For the past twenty years, he has run rampant throughout 
Kevsovia, being a constant thorn in our side.  The hunt for him has so far been discouragingly 
unsuccessful.  That ends now.  Fenoat speaks quite highly of you two, says you’re at the top of 
your class.  Therefore, I believe you are the ones for this crucial mission.  Your objective is 
simple:  find Vunkias and bring him back, either alive or dead.  But preferably alive, so I can 
have a face-to-face chat with my big brother,” he added ominously.
“Yes, Master,” they chanted in perfect unison.
Hevite then ordered, “Go now, and serve the Order of Nageso!” prompting Nesteov and Pitvais 
to purposefully rise and exit the room.
When they had left, Hevite turned to face a fourth Nageso, this one a woman named Fiavate, 
who had been lurking silently in the shadows.  “Do you really think those two will be able to 
handle Vunkias?” she inquired of him coyly.
Allowing himself an arrogant—if presumptuous—smirk, Hevite replied, “Honestly, I’m hoping 
they can’t.  I deserve the pleasure of killing Vunkias more than anyone.  I earned it over the past 
sixty-three years of being his brother.”
“Be careful not to underestimate him, though,” Fiavate warned.  “No one knows how dangerous 
he is more than you.  Even my daughter could not kill him.”
“Mykanda failed because of her own selfish ambitions,” Hevite scoffed.  “She wasted too much 
time running around with Vunkias instead of outright killing him.  Apparently, she gets her 
arrogance from you.”
“What exactly are you implying?” demanded Fiavate aggressively.
“That girl’s ambition knows no bounds.  We both know she would gladly throw in with the 
despicable likes of Vunkias and jeopardize the prosperity of the Order of Nageso if it served her 
own selfish interests.”
“You dare to question her?” snapped Fiavate, suddenly turning furious.  “You dare to doubt her 
loyalty?  In case you’ve forgotten, she is the daughter of Tunvick himself, so by questioning her, 
you question our grand Nageso as well!”
“Maybe I do question her,” countered Hevite.  “Maybe I think you have been blinded to the truth 
by your obsessive devotion to Tunvick and your maternal love for her.”
Fiavate tensed up, her right fist clenched around the hilt of her sword, and for a moment it 
looked as though she was going to attack Hevite.  However, Hevite merely stood there calmly, 
making no move to defend himself as if he knew she wouldn’t try anything.  Sure enough, after 
a few moments, Fiavate managed to get her rage back under control and removed her hand 
from the sword hilt.  “Regardless,” she said through gritted teeth, “Vunkias is not to be trifled 
with.  Underestimating him is not a mistake that we can afford to make again.”
“Oh, I won’t,” said Hevite grimly.  “If anything, he should be careful not to underestimate me.”

Epilogue



The Future
“And did Tunvick’s death bring you joy?” Miavek nervously asked Victor.
After a few hesitant moments of painful recollection, Victor knowingly replied, “No, it did not.  It 
brought me anger, it brought me violence, and it brought me misery—but it didn’t bring me joy.  
And I’m glad it didn’t.”
“Why is that?”
“Because it proved I was still human.  I was beginning to doubt that.”


